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Abstract 

The question of who paid for the welfare state in postwar Sweden has been 
subject to extensive debate. Many have focused on the comparatively high, 
and steeply progressive, taxes on income. Others have claimed that low and 
middle earners paid disproportionately more, pointing to the comparatively 
high revenue share of value added tax (VAT) for instance. No convincing 
assessment has been made of the extent to which consumption taxes 
counteracted the progressivity of income taxes. The thesis presents new 
estimates based on tax assessments and household surveys, which show that 
consumption taxes did offset tax progressivity considerably. Moreover, they 
were important even before the VAT. There was not a sharp break, but a 
gradual transition from excise and customs duties to general sales tax to VAT. 
The VAT meant a shifting of the weight more towards the lower end of the 
income distribution. 

This insight begs the question of what caused such a fiscal arrangement. 
What made postwar Sweden’s labour governments favour a tax that fell 
disproportionately on low earners, a core part of their constituency? Through 
an analysis of policy documents, the author shows that the governing Social 
Democrats were well aware of the dilemma. The party leaders used general 
consumption taxes explicitly as a ‘lesser evil’ component in a strategy for 
expanding the public sector and welfare systems. That aspect has previously 
been neglected when telling the story of this formative era. The thesis 
demonstrates that it deserves to be brought into a central place in that story. 

Corporatism remains a valid explanatory factor. The business community 
had an influence on determining the details of the general sales tax, albeit not 
the overall level. Tax reliefs on certain important inputs such as building 
materials and were granted after a series of appeals. The author argues that 
the transition from sales tax to VAT can be seen as a final solution to these 
protests about business inputs being unfairly taxed. The will of the domestic 
business community was of a more direct importance for the switch to VAT 
than any potential tendency of compliance towards supranational 
organisations such as the EEC pushing the government to follow their edicts 
concerning VAT, as has otherwise been suggested. 

The political left in Sweden was initially against the general sales tax 
because of its burden on low earners. The political right opposed the general 
sales tax because it would increase the overall tax take, and risked becoming 
an all too convenient revenue machine for the government. The left changed 
position and began framing it as a tool for realising welfare state expansion. 
The right reframed it as a tool for keeping the progressivity of taxation down. 
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Abbreviations 
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Terms 

Direct tax  

Directly related to the level of income or wealth. 

Factor income  

Earned income and capital income, compensation to the 
factors of production (or their owners).  

General consumption tax  

Umbrella term for consumption taxes levied on all or nearly 
all purchases, such as VAT and sales tax. 

Government 

 Encompasses governments at national and subnational levels, 
unless context makes it clear that the term refers to the 
national government in particular. 

Indirect tax 

Used as a synonym to consumption tax. The term indirect tax 
might in other contexts be more broadly defined to include 
taxes levied on the inventories of companies, and even payroll 
taxes, with the motivation that these work to extract revenue 
from businesses indirectly via the value of either factor of 
production. In this thesis, payroll taxes are instead defined as 
taxes on the earned income of employees. 

Payroll taxes 

 Used synonymously to the broader category of payroll taxes 
and social security contributions, unless otherwise stated. 

Social security contributions 

Used synonymously to the broader category of social security 
contributions and payroll taxes that are not tied specifically to 
social security, unless otherwise stated.  
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Symbols 

푔 Income group 

푖 Individual 

푦 Income, where 푦  for example denotes the average income in 
group 푔, lower case indicates a group average or an individual 
income, and upper case 푌 the population’s sum of incomes  

푐 Consumption expenditure 

푡 Tax payment or tax liability 

푛 Number of households, individuals or segments 

푝 Cumulative share of population ranked by income from 
lowest to highest  

푄 Quantile, the lowest possible income at a given 푝  

푏 Inverted Pareto coefficient, ratio of the average income of all 
above a given 푝 divided by the 푄 at that point 

푠 Segment midpoint, translates to the 푝 value at the midpoint of 
a part of the income distribution, also used here to denote the 
variable of integration when integrating 푏(푝) between a given 
lower boundary 푝  and 푝 to get its antiderivative 푄(푝); 
When applied to the full population, 푠 corresponds to an 
income group’s midpoint 푝  

푏* The average income of all above a given (very small) segment 
divided by that segment’s average income, a ratio devised by 
the author due to usefulness for applied purposes 
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1. Introduction 

There are two ways to conceive how the fiscal system can be utilised to alter 
the income distribution of a country. One can be called the direct route to 
income levelling. It implies that a government can alter the distribution by 
taxing high earners more than low earners, also called progressive taxation. It 
is a straightforward way to envision redistribution that leaves aside the 
expenditure side of public finance. 

A more comprehensive concept for describing the process can be called the 
indirect route to income levelling. Figure 1 shows the difference between the 
two in a stylised way. The indirect route covers two stages, taxing the 
population and then redistributing through transfers from government. One 
can choose either to restrict the analysis to cash transfers or add in-kind 
transfers, public services, to that as well. The indirect route can produce 
income levelling under a proportional or even regressive tax system,1 whereas 
the direct route cannot.  

The key aspect is that the direct route covers redistribution achieved 
through taxation alone, whereas the indirect route adds the redistribution 
achieved through public expenditure and allows for a scenario where 
regressive taxation can be combined with outcomes of downward 
redistribution. 

Both of these conceptions of how the fiscal system generates redistribution 
have been common in scholarship and political debate. Comparison often 
tends to be muddled due to the sender not articulating and making clear the 
fundamental difference between the two. The present thesis is devoted to 
clarifying this difference. 

The thesis examines distributive and political aspects of taxation in postwar 
Sweden. One part of the work consists of constructing estimates of tax-to-
income ratios, paying particular attention to the impact of including estimated 
consumption tax payments. The other part of the work concerns the politics 
behind the rise of the value added tax (VAT) in Sweden. 

Before going any further, it is apposite to give a motivation for why it is 
worth learning more about the topic. Consider the following claim. State 
action decisively influenced how economies developed in the twentieth  

                                                             
1 A proportional tax is levied at the same rate regardless of income level. A regressive tax takes a higher 
percentage of lower incomes than higher incomes. A progressive tax works the other way around. 
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century, in negative as well as positive directions.2 In spite of that, we have not 
developed apt tools for understanding how to use state action to promote 
benign economic outcomes, not even an adequate analysis of how it was used 
to that end in the past. 

A statement of this kind should be uncontroversial to make today, over 
three decades after the worldwide opening up of capital markets, one decade 
after the subprime mortgage crash and with secular stagnation looming large 
on the horizon.3 For a long time, however, the default stance within economic 
and political discourse was to assume that all examples of positive outcomes 
                                                             
2 The relationship between economic growth and inequality is an area of much debate, surveyed in 
Voitchovsky (2009). Does growth trickle down? Does inequality promote growth? Is inequality bad for 
growth? Fiscal policy has a potential to alter the income distribution. Consequently, fiscal policy matters for 
the debate on economic growth. On the influential hypothesis of an equity-efficiency tradeoff in taxation, see 
Offer (2017), p. 1054. He argues that this hypothesis has been falsified, meaning that there is no clear tradeoff 
between equity and efficiency in taxation. 
3 The hypothesis of secular stagnation, a new era of low productitvity growth in advanced economies, is 
presented forcefully in Gordon (2016). 

Figure 1. Two conceptions of income levelling through fiscal policy. 

 
Direct route: 

 

 
Indirect route: 

 

Pretax income,  
unequally distributed  

 

Pretax income,  
unequally distributed 

 

– Progressive tax 

 

 

– Regressive tax 

 

 + Progressive redistribution  
(cash transfers from 
government, can also include 
in-kind transfers) 

 

= Disposable income, less 
unequally distributed than 
pretax income 

= Disposable income (+ 
receipts of public services), 
less unequally distributed 

 

Note: Schematic representation by the author of two common ways of conceiving how fiscal policy 
can be used for income equalisation. 
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resulted from market forces being allowed to operate without constraint,4 
which rendered state influence negative by definition. 

The empirical record has made that position increasingly difficult to 
defend.5 To just roll back the state and let the market do the job did not prove 
to be a silver bullet. State interventionism did reveal a disastrous potential in 
the former Eastern Bloc for instance, but it also proved able to contribute to a 
combination of economic prosperity and extensive public welfare elsewhere.  

Regardless of ones opinion about the desirability of these types of scenarios, 
it is clear that state action played a key role. It has proven a versatile tool for 
shaping the economy, while at the same time unpredictable and fraught with 
risk. A two-edged sword.  

Our understanding of the economic agency of states and its consequences 
is still limited. We have learned certain crucial lessons about how spending 
strategies differed between different types of countries.6 This thesis concerns 
the other side of public finances, how states collected their revenue. Without 
a well-functioning system of revenue gathering, there is no public economy. 

The focus lies on who paid relatively more, who paid relatively less, and 
why. It is an issue concerning equity, what is perceived as fair, as distributive 
justice. It is also an issue of fiscal pragmatism and efficacy, the practical 
challenges of getting a high-tax economy to function.  

There are two main strands of scholarship concerning public revenue 
collection in twentieth-century Western economies, about how it was done 
and to what effect. One strand promotes a narrative focused on progressive 
taxes on income and wealth, the other a narrative focused on the role of 
regressive taxes on consumption and payrolls. Thomas Piketty who is a 
prominent contributor to the first strand holds that:  

The major twentieth-century innovation in taxation was the creation and 
development of the progressive income tax.7  

                                                             
4 For a historical background to that line of thought, see Slobodian (2018). 
5 A neighbouring position that enjoys more support today is to put economically liberal institutions at the 
place where the alleged invisible hand of Adam Smith used to be, in line with Acemoglu et al. (2005). This 
gives a place for government, but only as a safekeeper of the basic infrastructure for securing property rights 
etcetera. 
6 One example is the highly influential Worlds of Welfare typology of Esping-Andersen (1990). It groups 
economies according to their patterns of welfare spending. The same is true for the work by Rothstein (1996), 
(1998), on universalism in public welfare. Lindert (2004) built his work on the rise of the welfare state 
primarily around patterns of public spending. The subtitle of his book Growing public was after all Social 
spending and economic growth since the eighteenth century. However, he also raised certain issues 
concerning revenue collection and we will come back to those. 
7 Piketty (2014), p. 493. 
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Consequently, he concludes on the policy note that those who want to stave 
off a development towards ever-increasing inequality should increase reliance 
on progressive direct taxes. 

Economic historian Peter Lindert offers a different perspective. In his 
odyssey through the history of Western welfare state expansion, he reaches 
the conclusion that such Robin Hood taxation was not the key.8 Extensive 
welfare states were made possible by an increasing reliance on regressive taxes 
such as social security contributions and VAT.9  

These governments did not simply rob from the rich to give to the poor like 
the folklore hero of the Sherwood forest. Rather, they collected revenue from 
low- and middle-income households, reshuffled it and constructed a general 
safety net that the majority could benefit from.  

According to Lindert, that particular strategy made it possible for the 
traditionally social democratic countries to combine high growth and high 
welfare. The argument contradicts the common hypothesis of high taxation 
being an obstacle to economic growth. In the author’s own words: 

Given Sweden’s insistent egalitarianism, most outside observers [...] assume 
that Sweden’s tax system is highly progressive, taking over 70 per cent of 
income from rich people at the margin and giving it to the poor. Sweden’s 
actual tax practice is so far from these natural perceptions that we can gain 
a great deal of insight just by describing features of the system10 

That is indeed what the present thesis aims to do, to gain insight from 
describing and discussing the features of the system and the political 
processes by which it was shaped. Piketty and Lindert both engage in the 
relation between economic growth, inequality and state influence, but they 
come at it from different angles and reach different conclusions.  

These two scholars are mentioned here in the capacity of respectively being 
influential advocates for a particular line of argument and research tradition. 
Other scholars have contributed to these strands of research as well, and we 
will come back to the work of other contributors along the way. 

Piketty implies that the revenue side of public finance is where states can exert 
influence. It offers tools for constraining the fundamental cause of increasing 
inequality, namely the self-reproduction of inherited wealth.  

                                                             
8 Lindert (2004). 
9 There is some disagreement about whether it is fruitful to define entire tax categories as regressive, since the 
details of design vary considerably across countries and across time. This is discussed further below. The 
broad meaning of regressive taxation is, as mentioned above, that taxation is relatively harder on low earners. 
10 Lindert (2004), p. 278. 
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The other strand puts more weight on creating room for manoeuvre at the 
expenditure side. Revenue collection does not have to be redistributive in 
itself. It can even be necessary to extract considerably from low earners if 
economic prosperity is to go hand in hand with equality. Egalitarian outcomes 
are then instead achieved through public spending.  

They are referred to in the following as the marginal tax and inequality 
strand and the social spending strand respectively.11 These are tendencies, or 
traditions, rather than coherent schools of thought. The categorisation is 
based on de facto differences in research interests and preferred methods and 
sources in existing bodies of work, and differences in terms of the consequent 
historical narratives and policy implications that have emanated from the 
respective approaches.  

                                                             
11 Examples from the social spending tradition include Lindert (2004), Steinmo (1993), Kato (2003), and 
Esping-Andersen (1990). Examples from the marginal tax and inequality tradition include Piketty (2014), 
Piketty & Saez (2007), Bengtsson et al. (2016), and Henrekson & Stenkula (2015). 

Table 1. Two strands of scholarship on twentieth-century fiscal research 

 Marginal tax and inequality 
strand 

Social spending strand 

Research 
focus 

Use tax returns data or 
statutory tax rates to 
assess long-term 
development of income 
and wealth inequality, or 
to assess the role of 
marginal taxes in shaping 
incentives, behaviour and 
economic growth 

Why certain of the 
advanced industrial 
nations developed more 
extensive welfare states 
than others, particular 
attention to the role of 
organised interests and 
the structure of the 
political system 

Historiography Extensive welfare states 
associated with highly 
progressive taxes 

Extensive welfare states 
associated with more 
regressive taxes than 
modest welfare states 

Policy 
implications 
on inequality  

Reduce inequality by 
increasing progressive 
direct taxation, a 
recommendation that is 
consistent with the idea of 
a direct route to income 
levelling outlined above in 
Figure 1 

Reduce inequality through 
massive universalistic 
welfare systems supported 
by regressive taxation 
(VAT and social security 
contributions), progressive 
direct taxation alone does 
not suffice  

Note: Author’s summary of some main points of literature discussed in the thesis. 
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The marginal tax and inequality strand has been formed primarily by 
economists, and the social spending strand to a greater extent by political 
scientists, sociologists and historians. There are however important 
exceptions. A narrative on progressive taxation similar to that of the marginal 
tax and inequality tradition has often appeared in public discourse.12 Table 1 
gives a summary of differences in research interests, historiography and policy 
implications between the two traditions. 

The main point of articulating this dichotomy is to clarify a number of key 
differences and why certain areas of research have been studied and analysed 
more thoroughly than others. The intention is to give some structure to a 
diverse cross-disciplinary body of literature, not to try to encompass all 
aspects and nuances. Knowing the circumstances around these bodies of 
research makes it easier to understand how certain common preconceptions 
have been formed. 
 
The respective preferences over research areas and methods have encouraged 
different accounts of what took place. Scholars concerned primarily with 
identifying tax wedges or with top income inequality have generally prioritised 
analysis of direct taxes, commonly those covered by national-level tax returns. 
This tradition has long engaged in analysing how tax rates differ between 
income groups. One common and well-known area of interest to scholars in 
public economics is how changes in marginal taxes affect economic behaviour, 
such as the choice between working more contra having more free time.  

In all, that approach has generated a picture of the 1970s as a period when 
taxation was particularly burdensome for high earners.13 As mentioned, 
however, the conclusion is contingent on the methodology of focusing either 
on one tax at a time or restricting the analysis to taxes covered by tax returns.14 

This research tradition is compatible with the concept of a direct route to 
income levelling outlined initially in Figure 1, since it produces comparisons 
of income distributions before and after direct taxes on personal income and 
wealth. It is less compatible with the indirect route of Figure 1, which would 
require including taxes outside of the personal tax assessments. By relying on 
tax code and tax returns data, this strand has historically not been adequately 
equipped to analyse that other potential path to income equalisation. 

                                                             
12 As we shall see, several leading social democratic politicians in the era of welfare state formation were keen 
to highlight the important role of progressive direct taxation to the general public. They were less keen to 
highlight the increasing use of general consumption taxes. This strategy encouraged a narrative akin to that of 
the marginal tax and inequality strand. In this case, the advocates were not primarily economists. They 
highlighted the same features of the tax system as scholars within the marginal tax and inequality strand but 
for other reasons.  
13 Two examples on postwar Sweden are Henrekson & Stenkula (2015), and Bengtsson et al. (2016). They are 
discussed further in the next chapter. Piketty & Saez (2007) is an example from the US, concerning the federal 
level of taxation. 
14 See further discussion in Lustig (2018). 
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The narrative connected to the marginal tax and inequality strand has had 
wide reach. An illustrative example is how economic historian Avner Offer 
begins a paper on the ‘market turn’ from social democracy to market 
liberalism with the following definition:  

Social democracy makes lateral transfers from producers to dependents by 
means of progressive taxation.15  

In choosing that definition and terminology, the author presents social 
democracy as inherently connected to progressive taxation, as if this were self-
evident and incontestable, or at least expected by the presumed reader. 

We can thus safely call the progressive tax narrative a well-established view. 
Scholars from widely different contexts have tended to make the same 
association between progressive taxation and social democratic economic 
policy, often based on assumptions and prior expectations rather than 
empirical analysis. 

Scholars in the social spending strand have tended to rely on macro indicators 
such as the share of VAT and social security contributions to total tax revenue 
or to GDP, rather than on the more complex and detailed data based on 
income distributions. They have pointed to these macro indicators to make 
the contrasting claim that low earners actually did contribute considerably.16 
The shares were higher in countries with extensive welfare states than in 
countries with restrained welfare states. 

The marginal tax and inequality strand has generated several presentations 
of levels of tax contributions per income stratum. Such attempts have been 
less common within the social spending strand.17 That is shortcoming, since 
tax contributions per income stratum is what matters for the equitability of a 
tax system. Aggregate revenue shares can only ever give a hint. 

A poor household would likely be concerned with the total amount they are 
obliged to contribute compared to the equivalent for a household with higher 
income. Does the other household pay a higher or lower fraction of its income 
in tax? Is the difference fair? While the aggregate share of VAT to total tax 
revenue serves as a first approximation, it does not inform the above 
hypothetic household about how a particular tax affects people in their own 
part of the income distribution relative to others. 

                                                             
15 Offer (2017). 
16 Lindert (2004), Kato (2003), and Steinmo (1993). 
17 Prasad & Deng (2009), Arroyo Abad & Lindert (2017), and Torregrosa Hetland (2015), are examples of 
historical studies that include estimates of the incidence of indirect taxes. More about them in the next 
chapter. 
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1.1 Contribution of thesis 
The thesis evaluates how the narrative of broad-based funding versus the 
narrative of extreme progressivity apply in the setting of Swedish fiscal 
history. It was a country marked by high state interventionism aimed towards 
achieving economic prosperity coupled with public welfare and equality. The 
focus is on the formative period starting in the late 1950s.  

Studies of the long-term development of economic inequality generally 
agree on Scandinavia in the early 1980s as a low point for inequality compared 
with any prosperous society before and after.18 This makes the period leading 
up to that of particular interest. The country of study is chosen because of its 
character as an archetypical example of a high-tax state with egalitarian policy 
ambitions aimed at achieving a universalistic welfare state and a reduction of 
net income inequality. It has held a special place in the comparative welfare 
regimes literature as one of the extremes of the spectrum. In spite of that, 
previous studies in this vein have not, to the best of this author’s knowledge, 
covered any of the Nordic or Scandinavian welfare states.19 Consequently, it is 
a valuable contribution to the field. 

One clarification is called for at this point. Two types of outcomes coincide in 
1970s-1980s Sweden, massive income levelling and the realisation of a 
universalistic welfare state. The two outcomes are not necessarily causally 
correlated. The thesis does not evaluate the direction of causality between 
them, and neither of these two outcomes is analysed in depth in the following.  

The focus is on the input side of public finances. Fiscal policy encompasses 
output and input, expenditure and revenue. Cash transfers from government 
to households can reduce income inequality. Provision of in-kind public 
welfare does not reduce income inequality. Nonetheless, it is part of the 
welfare state and it does indeed require public revenue. 

 The thesis concerns how the challenge of funding the public sector was 
managed in this context, which parts of the income distribution ended up 
contributing relatively more, and which interests nudged policy onto that 
path. 

The main empirical contribution consists in showing how the inclusion of 
consumption taxes changes the picture of tax progression in postwar Sweden. 
And it does indeed, in fundamental ways. What looks like an unambiguously 
progressive tax system when considering income and wealth taxes alone, is 
counteracted by the impact of consumption taxes in the lower parts of the 
income distribution.  

                                                             
18 See Milanovic (2016), and Piketty (2014). Concerning Sweden in particular, see Roine & Waldenström 
(2010). 
19 Prasad & Deng (2009), Torregrosa Hetland (2015), and Arroyo Abad & Lindert (2017). 
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This tendency becomes more pronounced with the introduction and 
expansion of VAT since the 1960s. But even in 1958, before any generalised 
sales tax, the inclusion of estimated consumption tax payments does make a 
major difference for the picture of tax-to-income ratios across the income 
distribution. The literature has tended to highlight the VAT as a particularly 
important regressive element in taxation.20 The present thesis shows that in 
1950s Sweden, other consumption taxes were sizeable enough to have a 
marked impact on the patterns of tax progressivity. 

 This is likely to be true for other periods and countries. The incidence or 
distribution of burden of these other non-general consumption taxes is less 
distinct. The results of the thesis indicate that it is worthwhile to try to 
estimate the incidence of all types of consumption taxes. The main finding is 
that the value added tax contributed considerably to taking the progressive 
edge off income and wealth taxes. These findings confirm the claims by 
Lindert and others within the social spending strand, but they also nuance 
their claims by demonstrating otherwise neglected aspects of continuity in 
consumption taxation which appear when we widen the scope and look 
beyond VAT and sales tax. 

A methodological contribution consists in the development of a procedure for 
approximating incomes at the lower end of the income distribution, citizens 
who were excluded from tax assessment and thus from the official income 
statistics. The procedure devised in the thesis is referred to in a general way 
as local Pareto extrapolation. 

From the official income statistics, based on the national tax assessment, 
one can calculate a number of local inverted Pareto coefficients for the 
population above the tax assessment threshold, in other words the taxfilers. 
The extrapolation procedure extends these empirical local coefficients of the 
tax population downwards by means of a polynomial projection. This 
projection of a curve of inverted Pareto coefficients is followed by a segment-
by-segment extrapolation of average incomes from the filer threshold 
downwards based on the projected local coefficients at the bottom and the 
known incomes above. 

This local Pareto extrapolation is a dynamic version of the widely used 
bottom-up method for setting the national reference total household income, 
referring to Tony Atkinson’s dichotomy of bottom-up versus top-down.21 A 
more traditional approach to the bottom-up method involves setting the 
unknown bottom average income to a fixed percentage of the income 
threshold for tax assessment or some other limit.22  

                                                             
20 Lindert (2004). 
21 Atkinson (2007). 
22 Employed for Sweden in for example Roine & Waldenström (2010). 
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The local Pareto extrapolation method determines bottom incomes on basis 
of the shape of the distribution above the threshold, without a need to 
manually specify the bottom average beforehand. This is convenient and 
useful for applied purposes, primarily in contexts where the tax assessment 
covers not all but a vast majority of the population.  It is a method for filling 
out gaps in an automatic way based on the geometrical characteristics of the 
distribution of the inverted Pareto coefficient.  

These bottom incomes are unimportant in most kinds of analyses. They do 
however matter when analysing differences in tax-to-income ratios within the 
lower half of the distribution. For that kind of analysis, the quality is 
dependent on the income distribution being as complete as possible. It is an 
advantage to be able to provide an acceptable income estimate to use as 
denominator for as large a part of the population as possible. Consequently, a 
method for estimating unregistered incomes at the bottom is a valuable 
contribution. 

The final set of empirical contributions emerge out of a study of official 
documents from the legislative process. This policy study reveals that the 
social democratic leadership, in spite of internal and external resistance, 
purposefully sought to use the high revenue-gathering capacity of general 
consumption taxes as a means of enabling an expansion of the public welfare 
system. This conclusion goes against a widespread perception of labour 
governments in this era as inclined towards taxing the upper part of the 
income distribution.  

Preferences of the business community had an impact on shaping the 
design of general consumption taxation. These findings are in line with an 
interpretation that gives weight to the heritage of a corporatist political 
tradition. This corporatist factor and preferences of the business community 
had a pivotal role in why the general sales tax was repealed at the end of the 
1960s and replaced with a value added tax. 

The governing Social Democrats did expect a general consumption tax to 
be regressive. They were highly aware that their constituency did so too, and 
were initially cautious for that very reason. Consequently, the government 
launched compensatory measures to make the general sales tax and VAT 
appear more palatable to the constituency. The leading legislators did not, 
however, have accurate and precise knowledge of how large the regressive 
effect of these taxes would be, how the general consumption taxes would 
impact overall tax progressivity.  

The business community and centre-right parties pleaded repeatedly for 
exemptions from the general sales tax for purchases made by companies. The 
Social Democrats showed reluctance at first, but gradually became more 
accommodating and made certain concessions such as reducing rates. When 
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finalising the decision to shift to VAT, the Social Democrats framed it as a 
permanent solution to said difficulties concerning costs for business inputs. 

The centre-right discouraged the introduction of a general consumption tax 
in the late 1950s due to bourgeoning European trade integration. They argued 
that Swedish firms would be disadvantaged in competition with EFTA 
countries, the new free-trade partners. The centre-right continued to 
discourage increases of the general sales tax for the same reason. When the 
VAT was launched, a broad majority of political actors and spheres of interest 
framed it as an improvement on the existing cumulative retail sales tax. 

1.2 Fiscal pathways in the postwar period 
Before specifying the research questions, an overview of the historical context 
is apposite. It facilitates the understanding of certain details in the questions 
pertaining primarily to the political aspects.  

The long-run historical development of public finance in today's advanced 
economies followed in broad terms a similar path.  If one would compare the 
present tax structure of any of these countries with its predecessor a hundred 
years earlier, the differences would be greater than between any of these 
countries today. Nonetheless, states have diverged within this broad common 
pattern of development.23 

The main sources of revenue for Western governments before the twentieth 
century were taxes on land ownership, customs duties, various fees and excise 
duties on sales of particular items. Unlike today, taxes were generally not 
directly related to the income level of an individual or corporation. It was 
common to set fees and taxes in nominal terms related to more crude 
measures. Common examples include a charge per number of windows on 
one’s house, a fixed fee per adult in a household, and nominally specified 
charges based not on the actual market price but on the physical quantities of 
the goods being traded. The most important difference compared with today 
was that total tax revenue was much smaller. Figure 2 gives one example of 
this long-term shift, illustrated using Swedish historical tax data going back to 
the nineteenth century. 

A process of democratisation started to take off in the beginning of the 
twentieth century. In parallel, the idea of imposing more taxes on the rich 
gained traction. Country after country in the West introduced progressive 
taxation of income and wealth. Here, progressive means that taxpayers with a 
higher income, or more wealth, are liable to contribute a larger share than 
those below, according to an increasing scale.24  

                                                             
23 The following historical overview of general features of Western tax systems is based on Steinmo (1993), 
Schön (2010), and Messere et al. (1998). 
24 In order to simplify, wealth taxes are generally included in the concept of progressive income taxation in 
this text. The motivation is that wealth generates capital income. Taxing wealth is another way of taxing the 
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The two world wars were generally taken as justification to consolidate the 
new higher levels of taxation. When the wars were over, governments 
commonly retained their strengthened fiscal grip rather than going back to 
how things were before the wars. A common argument was that it would be 
useful as a tool for steering the economy, following the dominating paradigm 
of economic thought of the era, which framed the state as harnessing a great 
potential for succeeding with economic tweaking. 

One means of steering was to offer deductions and exemptions for the types 
of activities that governments wanted to promote. Each country constructed 
their own unique arrangement. On a general level, there were similarities: 
high statutory tax rates combined with granting exemptions to the industrial 
and other economic activities that governments considered desirable. 

Around the 1980s, a wave of tax reform swept across the industrialised world 
as a counter reaction to the postwar fiscal paradigm.25 The reforms had certain 
features in common across these countries. Governments generally lowered 
statutory income tax rates for individuals and corporations and reduced the 
number of steps in the scale of progressive income taxation.  

To make up for lost tax revenue, governments broadened the tax base by 
removing many of the earlier exemptions and deductions. In addition, the 

                                                             
capital income of individuals. A strict separation between wealth taxes and income taxes is motivated in 
certain context, but less important in the present context. In practice, the two overlap.   
25 Messere et al. (1998). 

Figure 2. Swedish taxes since the 1860s as per cent of GDP. 

 
Source: Henrekson & Stenkula (2015). 
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share of general consumption taxes and social security contributions was 
increased. 

We can call the introduction of progressive direct taxation the first tax 
revolution of the twentieth century. It gradually marginalised the last remains 
of a tax structure built on the logic of preindustrial feudal society. All the 
industrial nations of the West took part in this transformation process.  

After a phase of expanding this new progressive taxation and increasing 
total tax revenue, the postwar era brought a turn towards greater reliance on 
two novelties, the general consumption tax and social security contributions. 
Both were by contrast non-progressive in character. They were either 
regressive, proportional or of ambiguous incidence due to caps and minimum 
thresholds on social security contributions including other payroll taxes.  

Figure 3 shows the change in shares of general consumption taxes and social 
security contributions to total tax revenue in a selection of countries between 

Figure 3. Tax categories by total revenue, various OECD 1965 and 2010. 

Source: OECD web. Note that ‘General taxes...’ is a subcategory to ‘Taxes on goods…’. 
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1965 and 2010. For the OECD as a whole, general consumption taxes rose 
from slightly over 10 per cent to around 20 per cent. The chart includes three 
Nordic countries, two Anglo-Saxon and the OECD average.  

The two Anglo-Saxon countries in Figure 3 relied relatively more on 
property and corporate taxes throughout. Norway stands out as an exception 
among the Nordics in this regard, likely because it became a petrol economy 
between these two points in time. A general trend is that income taxes went 
down while social security contributions went up. The exception is Denmark. 
Danish legislators chose the route of expanding the regular income tax 
instead. In other respects, Denmark resembles the other two Scandinavian 
countries in the chart. 

The countries in Figure 3 share the tendency of increasing reliance on 
general consumption taxes and social security contributions, but the relative 
differences are notable as well. We can see that generalised taxation of 
consumption expenditure settled at a much lower level in the US, were a 
federal VAT has remained a topic of discussion over the decades, but 
ultimately never adopted.  

An important thing to keep in mind when considering the magnitude of 
these changes is that real GDP per capita increased substantially during the 
decades in question. The real value of a particular type of tax revenue might 
be rising even though its share is decreasing. Another thing to keep in mind is 
that the chart shows the composition of taxation, not the level of total tax 

Figure 4. General consumption tax, rate and share of total tax, 1960–2010. 

Sources: Revenue before 1965 from the Swedish national accounts (NA), since 1965 from OECD web. General 
consumption tax (GCT) equals the general retail sales tax 1960–68 and VAT 1969–2010. 
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revenue. Total tax revenue per capita and as share of GDP was higher in the 
Scandinavian countries than in the other countries. 

If we look closer at the rise of Swedish general consumption taxes, in Figure 
4, we see the process beginning with the introduction of a general retail sales 
tax in 1960 at a rate of about 4 per cent. The standard rate then moved sharply 
upwards, until reaching a peak of 25 per cent in the overhaul of the early 
1990s. After this attempt to a unified high rate, the movement has been one of 
diversification.26 Today, there are two reduced rates, at 12 and 6 per cent, 
alongside the standard rate. A limited number of items are completely exempt 
from VAT.  

The share of general consumption taxes to total tax revenue rose steadily 
between 1960 and 2010. The picture thus far resonates with the suggestion by 
Lindert of the VAT as important for consolidating a Swedish growth and 
welfare regime. This aggregate evidence however begs the question of what 
prompted such a shift in tax policy. The expected favoured taxes of the early 
postwar labour movement legislators were the progressive taxes on income 
and wealth. 

1.3 Swedish tax politics 
The development of fiscal policy in Sweden shows parallels to the broader 
trend described above, but also certain relevant differences. The following 
section gives an introduction to Swedish tax policy as it has been characterised 
in the existing literature.27 The policy study presented in Chapter 5 alongside 
the literature discussion in Chapter 4 digs deeper into these developments. 

Commerce was the largest source of national tax revenue in Sweden at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, as already shown in Figure 2. That 
relationship is in line with the broad common path of Western states. 
Commercial taxes were collected in the form of customs duties and excises on 
special items such as alcohol and sugar.  

The next few decades involved a strengthening of direct taxation, which 
means taxes on household and corporate income and wealth. Certain 
explicitly progressive elements were introduced for the first time. Figure 5 
gives a timeline of a selection of relevant major reforms. 

                                                             
26 Birch Sørensen (2010). 
27 The general overview of events in Sweden in this section is based on Rodriguez (1980), pp. 46–63, unless 
otherwise stated. 
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Taxes were increased virtually as much as possible in conjunction with the 
second world war with the motivation of covering wartime expenses. Excises 
were imposed on a larger number of goods, until ultimately in 1942 a general 
sales tax at 4 per cent was added as a temporary measure. It was repealed in 
1947. However, new needs for public revenue soon arose. A second general 
sales tax came into effect in 1960. This time it was to become permanent.  

The general sales tax was levied at the retail level. This design gave rise to a 
number of problems. Some saw it as an impediment to business. Firms ended 
up paying sales taxes for certain types of purchases, such as furniture, 
machinery and construction inputs, but not for other types of purchases. The 
line between business inputs and retail goods proved not entirely easy to draw 
in practice. As the tax rate was raised gradually from 4 to 10 per cent, these 
concerns were voiced with growing strength.  

In 1969, the retail sales tax was transformed into a value added tax. Firms 
could now deduct taxes on purchases from taxes on sales. The risk of taxes 
accumulating unevenly depending on the number of intermediaries 
disappeared. 

It is worth clarifying certain fundamentals about the Swedish political context 
of the time. The postwar era was characterised by an unbroken line of social 
democratic governments all the way up until 1976. For most of that time, the 

Figure 5. Selected tax reforms, by year of decision. 

Note: Author’s summary of selected major Swedish tax reforms. 
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party ruled from a minority position, either alone, passively supported by the 
Communists, or in a coalition government with the Agrarians.28  

Consequently, although the Social Democrats had a continuously strong 
position, the parliamentary situation simultaneously created a need for 
compromise. In 1968–70, there was a period of social democratic majority 
rule. It ended alongside the abolition of the two-chamber parliament. The first 
election to the new single-chamber parliament in 1970 resulted in the Social 
Democrat government being pushed back into a position of holding a minority 
of the seats in parliament. 

At the end of the 1950s, the government struggled with the dilemma of how to 
uphold, and preferably expand, the array of public services that had been 
established.29 The government stood alone, however, in wanting to 
reintroduce a general consumption tax in order to achieve this.  

The political left rejected it on the grounds that by taxing the most 
fundamental subsistence goods, such as foodstuffs, it would reduce the 
progressivity of the tax system and impose a burden on low earners. The 
political right was principally in favour of the idea of a more flat tax structure, 
but expressed concerns about the risk that a general sales tax would only be 
added on top of existing taxes and thus increase the overall tax take.  

This socio-political critique did not only come from the Communists, but 
from factions inside the Social Democrats and affiliated parts of the labour 
movement as well.30 The government answered that it was possible to 
compensate for the reduced progressivity by expanding the social security 
system with higher benefits to low-income pensioners and large families.  

Moreover, the government argued that a general consumption tax would be 
easier to adjust up and down with the needs of society than direct taxes. It 
could be used as a counter-cyclical policy tool, or so it was promoted at the 
time anyway. The progressivity of income taxes had already been raised to 
such an extent that any further raise would give an insignificant contribution, 
in comparison with the consumption tax, and at a high political cost.  

Because of the strong opposition from both sides, the reform was close to 
being stopped. Prime minister Erlander declared the vote on the sales tax a 
vote of confidence in the government.31 Faced with the risk of overthrowing 
the social democratic government and paving the way for a centre-right 

                                                             
28 The translations of party names are as follows: Social Democrats (Socialdemokratiska arbetarepartiet), 
Conservatives (Högerpartiet/Moderata samlingspartiet), Liberals (Folkpartiet), Agrarians 
(Bondeförbundet/Centerpartiet), and Communists (Sveriges kommunistiska parti/Vänsterpatiet 
kommunisterna). 
29 Rodriguez (1980), pp. 138–149, and Elvander (1972), pp. 126–67. 
30 See Lidbeck (2018) for a further analysis of the complex relationship between the Confederation of trade 
unions (LO) and the Social Democrats in the development of general consumption taxation. 
31 Steinmo (1993), pp. 126–28. 
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government, the Communists abstained, even though the policy was contrary 
to what they had promoted. 

1.4 Two problems 
This is broadly how previous studies have depicted events up to the point of a 
general sales tax coming into effect in 1960. The new tax was consolidated 
soon after its introduction, despite the preceding massive resistance towards 
it. The initial modest rate was raised successively during the first decade, as 
shown earlier in Figure 4. It reached a peak at 25 per cent in 1991.  

It remains something of a paradox how this tax could be embraced and 
expanded so rapidly when the political left and the political right both seemed 
to have strong principal arguments and deep-seated ideological convictions 
against it. Previous studies have not explored this exhaustively, but have 
settled for describing the process as largely automatic.  

As an example, Sven Steinmo concludes that ‘tax politics in the 1950s and 
1960s can largely be summarized in one word: boring’, in reference to the 
period as one of consensus-oriented technocratic rule.32 The quote does not 
represent Steinmo’s work as a whole. His observations about the 
developments in Sweden are in general apt and well founded. The reason for 
highlighting this kind of statement is that it resonates with a widespread 
cross-national narrative focused on bureaucratic rationality and the efficiency 
of taxes being an important factor behind their success.33 The quote illustrates 
that tendency, which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 onwards. 

The present thesis aims at going beneath that surface to sort out and 
identify which organisations and interests nudged economic policy in this 
particular direction rather than in some other possible direction. This effort is 
operationalised though an examination of the political process behind the 
expansion of the general sales tax and the transition to VAT in the 1960s. 

The tendency of previous scholarship on Swedish fiscal politics to interpret 
the sales tax and VAT developments as automatic processes is worth 
questioning, but it is however not the most important inconsistency. The 
politically oriented research summarised above indicated that there was an 
initial perceived conflict concerning general consumption taxes as being less 
advantageous to low earners than a progressive income tax. This knowledge 
seems to have been lost along the way.  

That is the second inconsistency in the scholarship on Swedish postwar 
fiscal history concerning distributive aspects of taxation. The economics-
oriented scholarship has produced a history of postwar taxation where 

                                                             
32 Steinmo (1993), p. 124, A notable exception is the excellent recent contribution Lidbeck (2018), focused on 
internal dynamics within the Swedish labour movement concerning the formation of consumption tax policy. 
33 James (2015). 
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consumption taxes are largely absent. Based on such a historiography, it is 
logical to equate social democratic fiscal policy with progressive taxation of 
income and wealth, as many have indeed done.  

Both of these tendencies, 1.) to assume that the best taxes will prevail simply 
because they are better and 2.) to reduce taxation to the taxes covered by 
personal tax returns, potentially contribute to skewing our understanding of 
how the state exercised influence over economic conditions within a country. 

1.5 Aims and research questions 
Two aims can be distinguished from the above. The first aim is to construct 
new and improved estimates of how tax payments were distributed across 
income groups, a more accurate picture of who paid for the expansion of the 
public sector and welfare state in Sweden. The other aim is to contribute to a 
better understanding of the political process that established the VAT as a new 
effective tool for expanding public revenue collection. The following research 
questions are specified based on these aims. 

I. How did the introduction of general consumption taxes in Sweden 
affect patterns of tax-to-income ratios across income groups? Does 
the inclusion of consumption taxes in estimates of tax progressivity 
change the picture, and if so in what way? 

II. Why did the labour-affiliated governments of postwar Sweden end up 
choosing general consumption taxes as a means of financing their 
political project, instead of taxes explicitly targeting the well off? Why 
was the general retail sales tax of the early 1960s transformed to a 
VAT at the end of the decade, bearing in mind the prior massive 
resistance to generalised consumption taxes as a phenomenon? 

III. What equity consequences did policymakers expect from a general 
consumption tax? To what extent did these expected outcomes match 
the actual outcomes estimated in this thesis? 

Chapters 2 and 3 address the first set of questions. Chapters 4 and 5 address 
the second set of questions. The last set of questions forms part of a 
synthesizing discussion in chapter 6 built on results from the preceding 
chapters. 

1.6 Outline 
The remainder of this chapter summarises the theoretical and methodological 
points of departure and the main delimitations. Chapters 2–3 are devoted to 
estimating how the magnitude of consumption tax payments varied across the 
income distribution in comparison to other personal taxes and non-voluntary 
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social security contributions, and how this developed from immediately 
before the general sales tax onwards. 

A major part of this undertaking consists of data reconstruction, alongside 
the methodological development required to make it possible. The variables 
of concern need to be recreated from disparate sources that are rarely fully 
compatible. The income and tax concepts used by authorities were not held 
constant and defined in the same way throughout the period. The definition 
of the household as unit of measurement varies between different sources in 
the same year and between years. No widely recognised standardised practice 
exists for all the required steps in this process of adjustment and 
reconstruction, although there have been positive signs of movements in that 
direction recently.34  

An overview of the key elements of this methodological work leads up to a 
presentation of the preferred baseline version of estimates of how tax-to-
income ratios differed between income groups from the late 1950s to the 
2010s along with a few alternatives in Chapter 3. Both of these chapters are 
supplemented by further description of relevant details in the appendix. 

Chapters 4–5 deal with the institutional developments. The first of the two 
offers a discussion of the cross-disciplinary literature on the topic, 
interpretations and causal explanations given thus far concerning postwar 
fiscal developments associated with regressive taxation and welfare state 
formation. The insights from that discussion lead up to an empirical study of 
the politics of the introduction and expansion of general consumption 
taxation in Sweden presented in Chapter 5, focused primarily on the formative 
period around the 1960s. 

In Chapter 6, key results are compared with claims from previous work in 
a concluding discussion about how to understand the fiscal developments in 
Sweden and in a wider sense in postwar advanced economies. 

1.7 Theory 
A central concept is that of fairness, also called equity or distributive justice. 
These are used synonymously in the thesis. The concept of fairness forms a 
link between the institutional and distributional analyses. It has been used 
extensively in law scholarship, public economics and political debate. 
Throughout the process of institutional transformation under study here, all 
the key organisations repeatedly appealed to fairness as an ideal, albeit in 
different ways. 

If we want to evaluate the adequacy of such claims from the political debate 
concerning the equity consequences of policies, we need to engage in 
distributional analysis. Where they correct? Did the distribution of tax burden 

                                                             
34 Lustig (2018), Alvaredo et al. (2016), and Roikonen & Heikkinen. 
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change in the ways politicians claimed it would? At the intersection between 
the claims and the actual outcomes, we approach a clearer understanding of 
the process.  

There is a range of different ways to define fairness or equity in public 
economics, political debate and law scholarship. One distinction is that 
between a vertical and a horizontal dimension.35 Vertical equity implies that 
it is fair to treat people differently depending on their economic standing. This 
concept has commonly been used as an argument for progressive taxation and 
downward redistribution.  

Horizontal equity, by contrast, concerns equal treatment in the sense of 
applying the same rules to all. This notion has commonly been used as an 
argument for taxing all incomes at the same rate, or for arguing that no one 
should be forced to pay more than they receive in return in terms of public 
services. The following four examples of tax principles can all be motivated as 
just and fair, depending on perspective: proportional taxation, the ‘ability to 
pay’ principle, the principle of uniformity and the benefits principle.  

Proportionality means that everyone pays the same percentage of their 
income in taxes. It can be motivated as fair in a horizontal sense. The ability 
to pay principle means that people with higher incomes who allegedly are able 
to pay more should pay more. It can be motivated as fair in a vertical sense.  

The principle of uniformity implies that regardless of whether taxation is 
progressive or not, any two taxpayers at the same income level should pay the 
same percentage. Loopholes that enable one of them to pay less distort 
uniformity and are unfair from this perspective. The benefits principle is the 
equivalent of ‘pay-per-view’ applied to public services. Each citizen should pay 
a sum of taxes that equals their use of roads, schools, healthcare et cetera. 

A takeaway from the above discussion is that it is instrumental to have an 
accurate knowledge of tax-to-income ratios of citizens regardless of which 
fairness principle policymakers rely on to motivate tax policy. Evaluating a tax 
system based on any of the first three principles would require data on tax-to-
income ratios across the income distribution. The last case would not require 
such data by necessity, but even with a benefits approach it could be useful to 
know to what extent people at different income levels utilise public services. 
It would enable policymakers to produce a standardised tax scheme related to 
                                                             
35 The distinction of vertical versus horizontal equity in public economics is outlined in Rosen & Gayer 
(2008). The related distinction in historical tax law debate between the benefits principle and the ability to 
pay principle is outlined in Mehrotra (2013). One of the more extreme takes on horizontal equity, or even 
reversly vertical, is outlined by Offer (2017), p. 1053 when discussing twentieth-century economic liberalism, 
quoting Milton Friedman as one of its advocates: ‘The ethical principle that would directly justify the 
distribution of income in a free market society is, “To each according to what he and the instruments he owns 
produces”’, which according to Offer was a way of saying that “[e]veryone deserved what they got”. The fact 
that this concept has encompassed everything from this position to defending outright confiscatory top 
income and wealth taxes indicates how central it has been to the development of fiscal institutions and their 
redistributive aspects. 
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income level, which could be more pragmatic than the Sisyphus task of 
registering every citizen’s exact usage of public services and infrastructure in 
order to make them pay their exact share of the costs. 

Another conclusion is that, from a fairness perspective, there is a close bond 
between qualitative studies of policy formation and quantitative studies of tax 
incidence. Rhetoric concerning the incidence of taxes is generally used by 
policymakers to motivate tax policy. Accurate knowledge of actual tax 
incidence feeds back into the discussion and affects the claims policymakers 
can make. It is imperative that scholars do their best to inform this debate.  

At the beginning of the twentieth century, there emerged an interest in being 
able to evaluate the fairness aspects of taxation. This boosted a theoretical and 
methodological development that we associate with the names of Max Lorenz 
and Corrado Gini today, and with others who followed in their footsteps.36 The 
development has continued for more than a century now and is still far from 
over. Chapter 2 together with the appendix offers a discussion of common 
ways to represent tax incidence and the theory behind them. 

The early twentieth century saw a vibrant political and philosophical debate 
on progressive taxation and citizens’ ability to pay, but the tools for evaluating 
tax progressivity remained blunt. Mid-twentieth century, a number of 
fundamental theoretical concepts had been developed. Before the emergence 
of large-scale digital computing technology they were however costly and 
difficult to apply. That obstacle is now gone and the time is ripe for revisiting 
these issues.  

On a more general note, taxation is relevant to the field of economic history 
because of what can be called the fiscal contract between citizens and state.37 
It is a central aspect of the relationship between the state and the inhabitants 
of a country. Being eligible to pay taxes has been closely tied to demands to 
participate and exert influence politically. Fiscal, economic and political 
developments are bound together, and fiscal relations are consequently a 
necessary component in the endeavour of trying to understand economic 
history.  

There is a range of theoretical positions concerning how fiscal 
arrangements are shaped. They attribute a varying degree of institutional 
inertia to the economy, and conversely a varying degree of room for 
manoeuvre to the policy actors involved. One extreme position is to assume 
that the political group in office has full autonomy at any given point in time. 

                                                             
36 Lorenz (1905), Gini (1912), Musgrave & Thin (1948), and Kakwani (1977). 
37 See van Zanden & Prak (2006). 
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The other extreme is to assume path dependency and status quo until a 
disruptive change of conditions prompts a renegotiation of institutions.38  

Another dimension concerns to what extent countries have inherent 
characteristics. Comparative theories tend to highlight country-specific 
characteristics to explain why two countries have ended up taking different 
fiscal paths.39 Such an approach gives rise to a problem of explaining how 
changes in the direction of fiscal policy can occur in a country that remains the 
same in all other aspects. The position taken by this author is to allow for 
institutional inertia, while also allowing country-specific characteristics to 
change over time.  

The preferred conceptualisation of institutional structures and organisations 
can be summarised as follows. Due to inertia, the normal state is that 
institutional structures, such as a tax system, remain largely constant. The 
term path dependence covers this phenomenon.40  

The theory of policy formation that applies to this normal state is a theory 
of incremental change and pragmatism, a gradual change where policy actors 
stay within the established institutional boundaries until it is no longer 
possible.41 At certain points, the established institutional boundaries are 
pushed to their limits and break down under the demands of stakeholders or 
vested interests. At such junctures, old institutional arrangements are 
renegotiated. The term organisation is employed as an umbrella term covering 
all kinds of groups, actors and parties involved in the renegotiation process, 
following Douglass North.  

The above framework implies that it is of particular importance to identify 
and understand these junctures, the phases of disruption. Once new 
institutions are established, they tend to persist. This line of reasoning offers 
a theoretical motivation for choosing to study the advent of generalised 
taxation of consumption. The event stands out as a potential break with the 
preceding fiscal paradigm. Engaging in empirical study enables us to identify 
a set of key organisations that took part in affecting the process, and arguably 
had interests in doing so. A core idea in this framework is that it is relevant to 
locate and analyse junctures of this kind, since the arrangements put in place 
during turbulent periods tend to persist. 

The potential explanations that have been suggested in the literature can be 
categorised into a matrix of institutional and economic factors, at the domestic 
level and the international level. Chapter 4 discusses and motivates this 

                                                             
38 Hibbs Jr. (1992), and North (1990). 
39 Steinmo (1993), and Esping-Andersen (1990). 
40 North (1990). 
41 Lindblom (1959). 
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categorisation. The respective roles of these factors in the Swedish VAT 
process are evaluated in Chapter 5.  

1.8 Methods and delimitations 
A major obstacle to overcome concerns the availability and format of the 
historical data. For certain periods, there is only data available at the income 
group level. These income groups are unevenly sized, delimited by nominal 
income brackets that are changed randomly after a number of years. This 
problem applies to both income statistics and household budget surveys.  

The next problem is specific to the income statistics derived from tax 
returns. It concerns what to do when there is only income data for those above 
the income threshold for filing tax returns. At least some of those below did 
receive income, but it was not recorded. 

The problem of unevenly grouped income data is managed by applying a 
polynomial spline interpolation to the local inverted Pareto coefficients of the 
group-level input.42 The inverted Pareto coefficient equals the average income 
of everyone above a certain point in a population sorted from lowest to highest 
income divided by the lowest possible income value (quantile) at that point in 
the distribution. If the average income above 100 000 SEK is 200 000 SEK, 
the local inverted Pareto coefficient is 2. 

These properties make the coefficient useful for recreating continuous 
distributions through interpolation. The scale-sensitivity is lower than in 
methods that interpolate between nominal income values. Calculating local 
coefficients at the group level is straightforward when we know the average 
income, the number of group members and the income bracket limits 
(quantiles) of each group. The polynomial splines tie these group-level input 
values together to form a continuous distribution of local inverted Pareto 
coefficients. Using this, we can recreate a continuous income distribution and 
evenly sized groups such as decile and percentile groups. 

 In order to approximate the very lowest incomes not registered by the tax 
authorities, this thesis develops an extrapolation method. It extends the local 
inverted Pareto coefficients of segments above the tax assessment threshold 
downwards through polynomial regression. The regression coefficients are 
used to project the local inverted Pareto coefficients all the way down to the 
bottom. Segment by segment, we then calculate the average income of the first 
segment below the threshold, and then a new top population average income, 
then the next segment below, until all segments have been assigned an average 
income. The procedure is described further in Chapter 2 and the appendix.  

                                                             
42 The R package of Blanchet et al. (2017) is used for making this interpolation. 
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By construction, the method leads to overstating factor incomes in the lowest 
stratum, which should normally be zero, since not all parts of the adult 
population receive factor income. They will however approach zero, and the 
recreated group averages can be expected to approach the actual unobserved 
averages. 

Unlike procedures used in previous studies to estimate bottom incomes, 
this extrapolation method allows the average incomes at the bottom to change 
over time automatically along with the pattern of distribution of the 
population above. The alternative approach of setting the bottom average to a 
fixed percentage of the tax assessment threshold is less dynamic. It depends 
on a threshold determined through political decisions, often held constant in 
nominal terms for a number of years.  

Ultimately, consumption expenditure is imputed onto the income 
distributions generated from tax assessment data. Seven benchmark years in 
the period 1958—2012 are compared. The period of analysis is motivated by a 
need to begin before the introduction of a general sales tax in 1960, soon 
replaced by VAT, since a strand of literature has suggested that the VAT played 
a key role in enabling the welfare state. The period of analysis continues 
throughout the height of welfare state formation and finally allows us to link 
up to contemporary data for the sake of comparability. 

For 1958, only group-level data is available. For 1969 and 1978, the baseline 
series are based on the microdata of a sample from the population and tax 
registers combined with imputations from group-level consumption data. The 
1969 microdata version is compared with an alternative version based on 
disaggregated group-level incomes for that year, based on the same procedure 
as 1958, in order to assess whether the two reconstruction methods match 
sufficiently. From 1985 onwards, household budget survey microdata is used 
to calculate the consumption rates that are imputed to the tax register 
microdata. 

Aggregates of particular categories of consumption tax revenue from the 
official statistics are then distributed over the income distribution according 
to related categories of consumption expenditure. The baseline comparison 
available for all years is between the sum of income taxes, payroll taxes and 
social security contributions with and without consumption taxes. Estimated 
wealth and real-estate taxes have been possible to add from 1969 onwards in 
an alternative specification. 

All values are individualised at the final stages and presented as incomes 
and taxes of adult individuals, household sums distributed equally on adult 
household members. This is approach is the most feasible for linking earlier 
tax-unit-level data to later individual- and household-level microdata, and it 
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is in line with the recently suggested standards of the World Inequality 
Database.43  

The institutional analysis that constitutes the other part of the empirical work 
centres on a qualitative study of official documents from the legislative 
process. The approach is to engage with three aspects of these texts: explicit 
arguments, contents of policies, and overarching frames of discourse, or what 
the problem is represented to be, drawing on Carol Bacchi.44  

Arguments expressed in policy debate are not the same as actual intentions. 
They are in part rhetorical strategy directed outwards to the electorate and 
inwards to different factions within the sender’s own party and affiliated 
organisations. This is important to note if we are to, in line with Skinner, 
apprehend the speech act of statements and the effect they were intended to 
have in their proper environment.45  

A way to uncover intentions indirectly is to compare how the fundamental 
frames of discourse, such as ideas of necessity and limits to action, are defined 
by different actors. The triangulation of actual contents of policies, explicitly 
stated arguments and overarching frames of discourse serves to capture 
aspects of both underlying motives and rhetorical diversions. This author 
agrees with Julie-Marie Strange that an understanding of context is generally 
the most valuable contribution when studying historical texts.46 One could go 
so far as to say that this applies to the quantitative parts of the thesis as well. 

A well-known methodological trap for historians working with archives and 
similar compilations of sources is to end up structuring ones own story 
according to the structure of the source material.47 There is always a risk of 
limiting oneself to reproducing the logic of the organisation that created and 
compiled the sources. This author’s way around it is to structure the analysis 
according to themes determined externally to the sources based on theory and 
previous empirical findings instead of according to how the sources are 
organised.  

The details of specifying investigable themes of analysis and coding terms is 
discussed further in Chapter 5. To summarise briefly, the research design 
consists of coding statements according to the following four labels: Employee 
interest and vertical equity, Employer interest and horizontal equity, The 
necessary and inevitable in political rhetoric, and International factors. This 
procedure of thematic in-depth scrutiny is applied to documents related to 
policy decisions in 1959, 1961, 1965, 1967 and 1968 concerning general 
                                                             
43 Alvaredo et al. (2016). 
44 Foucault (1971), and Bacchi (2009). 
45 Skinner (1969). 
46 Strange (2012). 
47 King (2012). 
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consumption taxes from the tax committee, a working group composed of 
members of parliament (MPs).  

After having gained some insight into the main aspects of importance from 
that procedure, other sources are consulted for clarification and further 
analysis when relevant. These sources include proceedings from 
parliamentary debate, reports from official commissions of inquiry, bills and 
motions.  

Concerning the aspect of international influences, a number of inquiries 
since the 1940s are studied in order to capture something of the seeds to and 
early developments of the debate on general consumption taxes in other 
countries as seen from the perspective of Swedish bureaucrats and legislators. 

The positions of the business sphere are mainly studied in an indirect way 
through statements of affiliated MPs. The parliamentary documents reference 
input from employer organisations to some extent as well. Such summaries of 
statements of interest groups are used as complementary information about 
the positions of the business sphere.  

The thesis makes no claim that there was a single unified business interest 
at any point, nor a unified labour interest, nor an agrarian interest for that 
matter. Classifications of interest groups are simplifications made for the sake 
of clarifying the main lines within policymaking. The account shows examples 
of within-group disagreements as well. The present approach is delimited, but 
suffices for addressing the research questions and research problems at hand.  

One more note concerning taxation and inequality is apposite. The focus is not 
on income inequality per se, but on inequality in the area of taxation, tax 
progressivity. Tax progressivity is by definition calculated in relation to 
income, which is why an adequate knowledge of the country’s income 
distribution is required. The purpose is not to describe the development of 
pretax inequality, however, interesting as that might be in its own right. 

The thesis compares tax progressivity between a number of points in time, 
with the respective demographics, pretax income distribution and average 
real income level in the country at these given points in time. Scholars who 
conduct annual cross-national comparisons of tax progressivity similarly 
allow these factors to differ between countries. This study does exactly that, 
but compares tax progressivity between different vintages of one country 
instead of between different countries in a particular year. 

Social security contributions, synonymously referred to as payroll taxes in 
the thesis, make important inroads during the same period. For the sake of 
delimitation and sharpness, the focus has been on the other major group of 
‘hidden’ and allegedly regressive taxes, namely VAT and sales tax. The history 
of social security contributions, and their role in financing the rise of the 
Swedish welfare state, would make for an equally apt area of study. There are 
clearly important overlaps.  
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However, one can gain in precision by focusing on one area at a time. For 
that reason, the politically oriented parts of the research focuses solely on 
general consumption taxes. Any mention of payroll taxes and social security 
contributions in those parts is incidental. The research design centres on the 
politics of general consumption taxes. 

Much of the related literature focuses on comparing tax regimes in different 
countries. Such an approach often makes sense, since we need contrasts to 
discover the particularities of individual countries. This thesis discusses a 
considerable amount of cross-national work when looking for potential 
explanatory factors in Chapter 4 to evaluate in the case of developments in 
Sweden. Taxonomies of country differences were referred to earlier as a 
motivation for the relevance of studying this particular country. The 
comparative perspective looms over this work, but the empirical work of the 
thesis focuses on one country alone. That is important to clarify in order to 
give proper expectations and avoid confusion. The focus lies on describing and 
analysing developments in Sweden. Insights concerning other countries are 
used to that end. 

This author can nonetheless see the merit in using other countries as 
contrast fluid. Empirical analyses of other countries were not practically 
possible to include in the project. As an alternative way of introducing a cross-
national perspective, the empirical analysis of tax politics in Sweden is 
followed immediately by a discussion of Marin Daunton’s well-renowned 
work on tax politics in the UK during the same period. Parallels are drawn and 
there is a discussion concerning how the countries faced similar challenges 
but ended up with different outcomes, albeit not quite as different some 
authors have suggested previously. 
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2. Inequality and taxation: Methods and 
previous work  

A central task is to establish the level of taxes paid by different segments of the 
income distribution. We want to be able to compare this pattern of tax-to-
income ratios before and after the rise of general consumption taxes, in order 
to determine to what extent the inclusion of consumption taxes changes our 
understanding of the distribution of tax burden in the period. 

There are a number of obstacles. Nationally representative Swedish income 
microdata from the tax and population registers is available since the late 
1960s only. Concerning earlier years, there is group-level data by nominal 
income brackets from tax assessment reports, surveys and censuses. The 
definitions of income concepts used in the sources changes during the period, 
mainly concerning the treatment of public transfer income. In the 1950s, a 
negligible amount of public transfers are taxed. By the 1970s, taxable transfer 
income takes up a substantial part of all taxable income. 

Consumption taxes are obviously not registered in personal tax returns. 
Payments of consumption taxes need to be approximated based on 
supplementary data on consumption patterns across income groups. The 
household as unit of measurement is not defined in the same way in all 
sources. These are a few of the most important examples.  

This chapter presents strategies for overcoming these obstacles in order to 
produce an adequate picture of who paid for the public sector during the rise 
of the welfare state in Sweden. This introduction is followed by an overview of 
previous work on taxation and inequality, both international and concerning 
Sweden in particular. How we measure, define and represent income 
inequality and tax progression has changed considerably over time. An 
overview and discussion of this development leads up to motivating the 
preferred forms of how to represent tax progression in this thesis. An 
introduction to the main sources, and a discussion of their shortcomings, is 
given after that.  

The final part of the chapter outlines a methodology for interpolating and 
extrapolating income data and imputing consumption taxes. The approach of 
disaggregating group-level data is compared with the approach of adjusting 
and making imputations to the microdata of a sample of the population. 
Results are presented in the subsequent chapter.  

Together, the following two chapters generate new estimates of tax 
progression based on register and survey data on direct taxes, incomes and 
consumption expenditure, complemented with official statistics and statutory 
tax rates from the tax code. Concerning the earliest benchmark year, 1958, the 
process consists of interpolating and extrapolating grouped data from income 
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statistics, population statistics, a household budget survey, national accounts 
and the tax code. The aim is to enable comparison with subsequent years.  

Concerning the late 1960s onwards, the baseline series builds on the 
register microdata of a sample, which is complemented with imputations 
based on supplementary sources. The procedures yield a new dataset for 
comparing differences in effective tax rates between income strata in postwar 
Sweden. It constitutes the empirical basis for addressing the question of who 
paid for the expansion of the Swedish welfare state, which income groups were 
taxed relatively harder. Any attempt to assess the equity dimension of taxation 
falls short without such a basis. 

Note that the income data reconstruction and adjustments are not 
conducted with the intention of analysing the development of income 
inequality in itself. The focus of analysis lies on how tax ratios varied across 
the income distribution under different tax policy regimes, at different points 
in time. In order to that, we need to establish consistent income distributions 
for the entire adult population in each benchmark year, preferably in a format 
suited for comparison between years. When calculating tax ratios, the 
denominator is normally some form of income. Therefore, we need adequate 
income data. The task of portraying the development of income inequality is 
important in its own right, but not the focus of this study. If living standards 
were the primary research focus, one would most likely make different 
methodological choices.  

2.1 All eyes on tax returns? 
Opinions diverge on how to best characterise the twentieth-century western 
fiscal history and which tax inventions were the most important. The 
introductory chapter distinguished two scholarly traditions as central to the 
knowledge formation thus far. One strand puts progressive direct taxes at the 
centre.48 It encompasses the work by Piketty and others on inequality as well 
as vast numbers of economists on the consequence of differences in marginal 
taxes. Lindert and the social spending strand, on the other hand, suggest that 
progressive direct taxes are a minor part of the story.49 In their view, a heavy 
reliance on non-progressive VAT and social security contributions was more 
important, since it enabled Sweden and similar countries to finance public 
welfare and even combine. 

Which interpretation is the more correct? Was confiscatory taxation the 
primary characteristic of equitable public finance regimes throughout the 
twentieth century, and consequently a well-founded policy recommendation 
for aspiring equitable regimes in the twenty-first century, or not? The issue 

                                                             
48 Piketty (2014), two recent examples on work in this vein concerning Sweden are Bengtsson et al. (2016), 
and Henrekson & Stenkula (2015). 
49 Lindert (2004), Kato (2003), and Steinmo (1993). 
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has not been resolved, mainly due to differences in the methods used by the 
two sides to win support for their respective arguments. The first group of 
scholars has made significant contributions in estimating tax incidence from 
individual-level data, but largely left out indirect taxes. The social spending 
strand has taken indirect taxes into account, but mainly in terms of comparing 
aggregate shares of public revenue. This is not satisfying, since in practice the 
incidence of what they define as regressive taxes varies considerably between 
countries and over time.50 Neither side has been able to give a full picture of 
whether taxation really was that progressive in the postwar era. 

Concerning Sweden, scholars in the marginal tax and inequality tradition 
collectively present a postwar history of the country as an extreme example of 
progressive taxation and high marginal taxes, but they have not assessed to 
what extent these aspects were offset by regressive indirect taxation.  

Bengtsson et al. hint at this kind of perspective when they state that ‘[m]ost 
countries have essentially progressive tax systems’.51 It is a bold statement, 
but that kind of generalisation is logical if one is concerned only with the tax 
code for personal taxation. At first glance, the statement seems to convey an 
implicit assumption of tax progressivity as a concept concerning direct 
taxation alone.  

Further on, we learn that the preferred definition of Bengtsson et al. 
includes not only direct taxes, but also public transfers to households as 
‘negative taxes’. A positive direct tax is reduced to zero or negative if public 
transfers received by the household are equal or higher. Such an approach by 
construction amplifies any metric of progressivity so long as cash transfers 
from government to households are relatively higher at the bottom of the 
income distribution than at the top. 

The complexity increases even further by the choice of Bengtsson et al. to 
rely on a pretax income concept that includes certain types of public transfer 
income. In all, their income concept includes transfers and their tax concept 
includes transfers as negative taxes. These conceptual choices matter for the 
result. 

A definition of tax progressivity that excludes consumption taxes is not an 
optimal choice for scholars who want to address questions of equity, fairness 
or distributive justice in tax collection. To a low earner who spends the whole 
income every month, a tax on subsistence goods is the same as a tax on 
                                                             
50 As noted by James (2015), Prasad & Deng (2009), and Lustig (2018). Lindert (2004), pp. 241–242 and 
332, makes the following disclaimer from a lifetime-income perspective: “In [the] case of a permanent 
constant rate of consumption tax, the usual charge that flat consumption taxes are regressive is not correct. 
They take the same percentage of your income sooner or later, and the fact that the poor save less does not 
affect the eventual tax bite as a percentage of income. While calling the consumption tax regressive might 
seem to fit the text’s general line of argument, it [is] not necessarily regressive relative to no tax at all’’. .” 
51 Bengtsson et al. (2016), p. 24. 
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income. The effective tax rate is what matters in this context, the sum of tax 
payments over the taxpayer’s income.52 Moreover, including transfer income 
as negative taxes means a step away from measuring the equity of tax 
collection and towards measuring fiscal redistribution, in the above case 
delimited to cash redistribution.  

It is an important perspective and an important type of analysis, but distinct 
from the question of the fairness within tax collection, who contributes more 
and who contributes less. The article refers to its measurement of 
redistribution as ‘tax-and-transfer progressivity’. Even though the term 
progressivity is used here, we should keep in mind that this concept is 
something else than tax progressivity in both the narrow sense, as the 
steepness of rate increases in the tax code of personal taxation, and in the 
broader sense that encompasses estimated indirect taxes. The concept is far 
from any everyday definition of tax progressivity. It is closer to what is usually 
called redistribution. 

The authors’ baseline definition of income begs one question. If we choose 
a ‘pre-redistribution’ income concept that includes transfer income, what are 
we ultimately measuring? A metric of redistribution based on such an income 
concept chases its own tail. The result is a comparison of factor income plus 
selected kinds of transfer income versus direct taxes less all kinds of public 
transfer income. That information is probably of interest for some purposes, 
but how should it be interpreted? That is a difficult question.  

The theoretically more consistent definition, the one favoured by the OECD 
among others, is that non-voluntary social security contributions are to be 
considered taxes.53 To keep theoretical consistency then, all public transfers 
and non-voluntary public insurance benefits ought to be considered not factor 
income but social security benefits, regardless of whether they are taxed or 
not. The subsequent implication is that taxable public transfer income should 
not be viewed as part of the tax base and not be included in pretax income. 
Ideally, taxes levied on public transfer income, the clawbacks, should be 
deducted from tax payments before we can assess tax incidence, since they are 
theoretically not taxes but a reduction of public transfer income.54 

What we can say for certain is that the approach of Bengtsson et al. does not 
yield an answer to the question of who paid for the rise of the well-renowned 
or infamous Swedish welfare state. To be fair, that was not the intention of the 
authors of that particular article. Their research focus is on redistribution over 
the life cycle. Their calculations show the development of tax-and-transfer 

                                                             
52 One can then discuss the details of what exact percentage of a tax we can assume falls on the consumer, but 
there are no theoretical grounds for excluding consumption taxes completely. 
53 OECD (2018a), p. 164. 
54 See Prasad & Deng (2009), pp. 439–440 for a discussion of clawbacks, taxes levied on public transfer 
income. 
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progressivity as an inverted U, increasing sharply in the 1970s and falling back 
in the 1990s. The authors comment that such a result ‘fits with past fiscal 
policy events’, indicating that readers are expected to think of the 1970s as a 
period of heavy progressive taxation.55 The statement calls for a reminder that 
the 1970s was right in the middle of a radical VAT expansion in Sweden. That 
reform was de facto one of the major fiscal policy events.  

Bengtsson et al. do not study fiscal politics, and do not cover consumption 
taxes, but an inverted U of progressivity fits with their preconception of the 
policy direction of the era. We can reassert that such an interpretation of 
events, to associate 1970s fiscal policy with a maximising of tax progressivity, 
is a firmly established and widespread view. Otherwise, the authors would not 
have been prone to draw such a conclusion. On a final note, we should 
remember that their definition of progressivity is akin to what is otherwise 
commonly referred to as redistribution, since Bengtsson et al. equate transfers 
to households with negative taxes. 

The anthology Swedish taxation since 1862, edited by Magnus Henrekson and 
Mikael Stenkula, is another example in this vein.56 The contributors show 
more of an interest in the role of marginal taxes in shaping economic 
behaviour than in questions of tax incidence or tax fairness. They do however 
mention issues of tax incidence in passing at some points. Since the book sets 
out to take the position as the primary historical overview of the country’s 
taxation, directed towards an international audience, it is relevant to discuss 
what narrative about tax progressivity it ultimately conveys to its readers, even 
though it is not the main theme of the book.  

Each chapter deals with one part of the tax system. There are consequently 
a number of different descriptions of whether taxation stood out as 
particularly progressive or not at a given point in time. The income tax of the 
early postwar period is described as having ‘a distinctly progressive character’ 
and ‘an explicitly redistributive purpose’. Concerning taxation of wealth, the 
authors write that it ‘peaked at extremely high levels in the 1970s and 1980s’.57 
From reading these parts alone, one could get the general impression that tax 
policy was centred on maximising progressivity.58  

The chapter on consumption taxes, by contrast, mentions that general 
consumption taxes where controversial since they were ‘allegedly regressive, 
hitting people with low incomes the hardest’. From such statements, one could 
interpret the late 1970s and early 1980s as marked by a policy strategy leaning 
towards regressive taxation, since the rise of the value added tax that is shown 

                                                             
55 Bengtsson et al. (2016), p. 25. 
56 Henrekson & Stenkula (2015). 
57 Henrekson & Stenkula (2015), p. 27 and 298. 
58 Henrekson & Stenkula (2015), p. 187. 
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to take place in that period. The contributors touch on all of these contrasting 
factors separately, but the book does not present a composite view and 
coherent analysis concerning tax incidence. 

The majority of contributors promote a narrative of high tax progressivity. 
The chapter on consumption taxes offers an exception in mentioning the 
presumed regressive character of these elements, but without further analysis 
of the impact. The book as a whole does not present any conclusion on the 
incidence of taxes. Consequently, the main takeaway concerning that matter 
for a reader of this volume on Swedish tax history is likely to be a narrative of 
extreme progressive taxation in the postwar period.  

Studies of the above kind pertain to what was labelled the marginal tax and 
inequality strand in the first chapter. This body of research has its origins in 
the discipline of economics. The contributors are united in having worked 
primarily with tax code and tax returns data, while addressing diverse topics 
ranging from fiscal redistribution to the economic incentives of taxation to top 
income shares, all rooted in a tradition of economics.  

The disciplines of sociology, political science and economic history gave rise 
to a countermovement, which claimed that Swedish tax progressivity was not 
exceptionally high, but lower than in other advanced economies. In this thesis, 
it is referred to as the social spending strand since the initial contributors 
showed a special interest in the share of social spending in government 
expenditure and in how the character of this social spending differed between 
countries.59  

The first contributors were interested in government expenditure primarily 
and payed less attention to the structure of taxation. The scholars who 
continued along that path to form the argument about low tax progressivity in 
traditionally social democratic countries relied mainly on metrics such as the 
share of VAT and social security contributions in total government revenue, 
as opposed to the share of progressive direct taxes.  

That choice of metric was probably logical as a continuation and extension 
of the metrics that the predecessors had established successfully: social 
spending as share of total government expenditure and social spending as 
share of GDP, now applied instead to the revenue side of public finances. It 
was a first step, and that aggregate metric continues to be relevant as a first 
rough approximation. But it does not really tell us who contributed what in 
the process of expanding the public sector in the postwar period. The situation 
calls for making disaggregated estimations covering the whole income 
distribution, with a tax concept that includes indirect taxes.  

                                                             
59 Esping-Andersen (1990), and Korpi & Palme (1998), offer summaries and syntheses of the early work that 
was focused on public expenditure. Steinmo (1993), Kato (2003), and Lindert (2004) represent the 
continuation that extended the social spending strand to encompass the role of the structure of taxation. 
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To achieve that, it does not suffice to rely on ta returns data and statutory tax 
rates. Estimating consumption taxes requires sources that give an indication 
of spending patterns across the income distribution, such as household budget 
survey data, combined with the ordinary aggregates of government revenue 
from consumption taxes.  

There are signs that point in the direction of consumption tax estimates 
becoming a standardised statistical convention used universally at some point 
in the near future, but we are still at a crossroads. It is uncertain how tax 
agencies and statistical authorities will choose to proceed. The following 
overview begins with studies on contemporary data before dealing with the 
historical work, which is in scarcer supply and, for obvious reasons, more 
difficult to produce. 

The OECD and other organisations that have a key influence on shaping 
accounting conventions have begun to show an interest in studies that use 
data from household budget surveys to estimate the incidence of consumption 
taxes.60 The go-to definition of tax progressivity expressed in the day-to-day 
work of such authorities often ignores consumption taxes though.61 

The jury is still out on a potential standard definition and methodological 
convention concerning tax progressivity and the role of indirect taxes. Nora 
Lustig and colleagues summarise the core problem in the following way:  

once one leaves the world of a single fiscal intervention, the relationship 
between inequality outcomes and the size and progressivity of fiscal 
interventions is complex and at times counterintuitive. In [...] a system of 
multiple taxes and transfers, the simple relationship between the size of a tax 
(or transfer) and its progressivity, on the one hand, and its impact on 
inequality, on the other, no longer holds.62 

That description is in line with the earlier observations about the crucial role 
of transfers in a progressivity definition of the Bengtsson et al. kind, and about 
the limitations of using aggregate revenue shares as proxies for progressivity.  

There is a substantial amount of research underway on contemporary data. 
Historical work on the incidence of indirect taxes is rarer, due to data 
limitations. Scholars working on contemporary conditions have the option to 
                                                             
60 Studies that consider indirect taxes include OECD & KIPF (2014), and Joumard et al. (2012) for the OECD, 
and De Agostini et al. (2017) for the EU, concerning a preliminary alternative version of the EUROMOD tax 
and benefits microsimulation model that includes estimation of consumption taxes. See also the discussion in 
the OECD (2018b) report to the G20 finance ministers and central bank governors concerning the future 
importance of taking indirect taxes into account. 
61 Traditional definitions of tax progressivity that exclude consumption taxes are relied upon in for example 
the OECD’s self-proclaimed “annual flagship publication” OECD (2018c), and concerning the EU in the 
standard version of EUROMOD, see Verbist & Figari (2014). 
62 Enami et al. (2018), p. 56, in the handbook Lustig (2018). 
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conduct an original household survey, whereas historians need to rely on 
available sources that were not designed for the purpose. 

The comparative work on Latin America by Arroyo Abad & Lindert is an 
example of using limited data to produce historical estimations: 

Starting from the fiscal mix of this century and the distributional impacts on 
each household income quintile, we explore the implications of the historical 
movement in the fiscal mix. Like previous studies of fiscal incidence, ours 
uses imperfect and incomplete measures to provide insights into differences 
in progressivity and regressivity. These limitations are so strict that the 
fiscal incidence calculations are useful only as plausible suggestions about 
the direction of effect and the general orders of magnitude.63 

The limitations are clear, but their methodology allows us to get some 
indication of the broader differences in fiscal redistribution between countries 
across more than a century. Results are presented for five income groups 
divided by quintiles. Estimates of indirect taxes are included for Chile, 
Argentina, Uruguay and Colombia. The authors extrapolate modern-day 
incidence by income quintiles backwards in time. The earliest group values 
should thus be consumed with a grain of salt, as the above quote indicates.  

Fiscal policy changes from year to year, so why should we expect the 
incidence of the whole category of indirect taxes to remain the same over 
several decades? The authors show the impact of different taxes if they ‘were 
distributed between income classes the way they are today’.64 The work is 
nonetheless an example of what can be done when historical consumption 
expenditure data by income segments is not available at all, or lacking for a 
particular year of interest but available for a proximate year. The method 
would be ideal for interpolating between observed benchmark years. 

Prasad & Deng by contrast avoid such problems by choosing to rely on 
microdata from the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS).65 They address how tax 
structures fit the common ideal-type categorisation of welfare states into 
social democratic, liberal and conservative. Prasad & Deng conclude that the 
inclusion of consumption tax estimates upsets that categorisation. In terms of 
tax incidence, the UK does not seem to fit neatly into a liberal Anglo-Saxon 
category. 

The findings cast doubt on the traditional interpretation of the UK’s fiscal 
strategy. Was there ever a common Anglo-Saxon type of fiscal regime, or did 
that interpretation emerge from circumstantial evidence? What are the 
implications for the classification of other countries, and for the taxonomy 

                                                             
63 Arroyo Abad & Lindert (2017), p. 246. 
64 Arroyo Abad & Lindert (2017), p. 249. 
65 Prasad & Deng (2009). See also the correction, or clarification, in Prasad & Deng (2010). 
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business as a whole? Could it be that we have missed defining features of fiscal 
regimes by arbitrarily disregarding certain categories of taxes? 

Prasad & Deng make cross-country comparisons of the averages of a set of 
progressivity values for each country taken from a number of years over a 25-
year period. The first year is 1979 and the last year 2004. The focus lies on the 
country-specific characteristics and not on development over time. The 
potential historical dynamics of individual countries are not given much 
weight. One could say that the authors implicitly assume the fiscal systems to 
be static. The potential change in progressivity during the period is not shown.  

The values for individual years have been published in the online 
supplementary material, but the main conclusions are drawn from these non-
time-specific country averages of 1979–2004. 

The US stands out as the most progressive, and the Scandinavian social 
democracies as the most regressive, in Prasad & Deng’s comparisons.66 As 
regards the extremes of the spectrum, the results consequently correlate with 
the welfare regimes typology. Note that the Scandinavian countries are only 
included in the comparisons that exclude sales taxes. 

In the middle of the spectrum, things look slightly different. When sales 
taxes are taken into account, the UK appears to have a more regressive tax 
system than the continental European welfare states. The authors discuss that 
this could be a consequence of the Thatcher regime’s preference for sales taxes 
before income taxes. Their data does not reach back to before that regime, so 
they cannot strengthen this claim.  

A possible alternative interpretation could be that the British had an 
extensive system of sales taxes already mid-century, well before the transition 
to VAT in 1973 and Thatcher’s first term in 1979, but this has largely been 
ignored in previous studies of progressivity since most of them have included 
only direct taxes. Which of these interpretations is the more correct one 
remains to be decided empirically.  

The authors also draw the conclusion that the regressive features brought 
about by the Thatcher government will lead to an expansion of the British 
welfare state in the future: 

Although the LIS data do not extend to the pre-Thatcher period, we know 
from other studies [...] that the Thatcher government made the tax structure 
more regressive by increasing the role of sales taxes and reducing the role of 
income taxes, and we suspect that our measures are a result of those changes. 
If the arguments discussed above are correct, we might expect the increasing 
regressivity of the British tax structure to lead to a larger British welfare 

                                                             
66 Prasad & Deng (2009), pp. 444–446. 
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state in the coming years, as a regressive tax structure has in other cases 
served to stabilize the finances of the welfare state.67 

But correlation is not necessarily causation. In retrospect, the prediction 
seems rash. It is worth remembering that regressive taxes on purchases can 
be used to many other ends than welfare provision. Nothing says that just 
because regressive tax structures have been used to stabilise welfare funding 
in some cases, they will always be used to that end. Throughout history, rulers 
have often used regressive tax structures in quite the opposite way. 

Prasad & Deng make the following critique about the practice of defining 
entire tax categories as either regressive or progressive and then comparing 
revenue shares of such categories: 

It is a mistake to assume that income and property taxes are necessarily 
progressive, and that payroll taxes are necessarily regressive. Regressive 
income taxes are common in the social democratic countries, and the 
property tax tends to be regressive in this sample of countries (with a few 
exceptions in the social democratic countries for some years). Payroll taxes 
tend to be regressive, as scholars have guessed, but we find a progressive 
payroll tax on two occasions (the UK in 1991 and 1995). The one tax that does 
live up to its reputation is the sales tax, which is regressive in every country 
and every year.68  

They make a convincing well-founded case against using aggregate revenue 
shares as an approximation to tax progressivity. 

This is something Lane Kenworthy acknowledges as well, by way of a 
disclaimer about his own work.69 He points out that the degree of inequality 
reduction within Scandinavian tax systems before transfers in his account is 
exaggerated because it relies entirely on direct taxes.70  

Kenworthy’s core argument is that the total size of government revenue and 
the manner in which it is spent is more important than revenue structure. 
Does public expenditure reach all or does it mainly benefit the interests of a 
small elite? The aspects that Kenworthy does stress, such as total tax take and 
levels of real incomes, are relevant and deserve consideration. 

Sara Torregrosa Hetland examines the Spanish transition from dictatorship 
to democracy and its implications on inequality and redistribution.71 Her 

                                                             
67 Prasad & Deng (2009), p. 446. 
68 Prasad & Deng (2009), p. 446. 
69 Kenworthy (2011). 
70 Kenworthy (2011), p. 74. 
71 Torregrosa Hetland (2015). 
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conclusions are that the new political system did not bring about a clear shift 
of the tax burden away from the majority in the lower part of the income 
distribution to the higher part, as would be expected from the literature.  

Rather there was a change in the strategy of what kind of taxes were utilised. 
There was an increase in redistribution, but it appeared more on the 
expenditure side than in the character of the tax structure. This work is 
another example of how the inclusion of taxes not covered by the tax returns 
can alter our understanding of events. 

Like Prasad & Deng, Torregrosa Hetland uses microdata on consumption 
expenditure from household surveys. An advantage is that she clearly presents 
results for a number of benchmark years separately instead of as a country 
average based on data from all survey years. That approach allows us to 
observe change over time, instead of addressing the fiscal regime of an 
individual country as a monolith, assumed constant over several decades.  

Another advantage is that Torregrosa Hetland offers results at a more 
disaggregated level than in the other examples above which do not go below 
the quintile level, the level of five equally sized income groups. 

At this point, it is worth mentioning that there has been an emerging interest 
at a broader level in using household budget surveys as a resource for 
historical work. One entity devoted to this is the Historical household budgets 
project.72 In their manifesto, the authors make the observation that such 
surveys are widely used in contemporary economic analyses but underused 
when it comes to studying earlier periods.73  

Their explanation is that data of this kind has been difficult to find, process 
and integrate with other similar sources to enable comparison. This is the 
challenge that now lies ahead, according to the group. Microdata of this kind 
is not only relevant for answering questions of a microeconomic nature, such 
as the behaviour of a household under certain economic circumstances. It is 
also useful for constructing aggregates concerning questions of welfare, 
distribution and economic development.  

This is common knowledge for economists dealing with the contemporary. 
Household survey data is used for creating consumer price indices, purchase 
power parity indices and other aggregates.74 For historical work, its potential 
could be explored further.  

Original microdata has been preserved in some instances, and it can then 
be digitised and used right away. In other cases, results are preserved only in 
aggregate form. This usually means reports that present tables with divisions 
into groups of households by occupational category, income level or some 
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73 A’Hearn et al. (2016), pp. 1–4. 
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other categorisation. An ongoing methodological development makes it 
increasingly viable to transform such data into more easily usable and 
comparable forms.75 A recent effort in this direction is the interpolation 
method developed in association to the World Inequality Database (WID), 
described below.76 

The above examples collectively point to the relevance of conducting a study 
of the incidence of consumption taxes in a country traditionally labelled as 
belonging to the Nordic social democratic type of welfare regime. The 
literature survey of Chapter 4 provides a further discussion of the 
development and relevance of such taxonomies. We have however already 
seen the prominent role that this group of countries has been granted in the 
literature and conceptualisation of welfare states. That reason alone motivates 
an endeavour to learn more about the developments within one of these 
countries.  

Prasad & Deng cover the UK, Belgium, France, Germany, Switzerland and 
the US. Torregrosa Hetland adds consumption tax estimates for Spain. The 
present thesis produces estimates for one of the Nordic countries, Sweden, an 
alleged extreme on the traditional welfare regimes scale. 

2.2 Incomes and progressivity 
There is no stand-alone data source on income and taxes that can be used 
without adjustments to map out developments of tax progressivity in Sweden 
since the 1950s in a consistent way. The best available source to income 
distribution data in Sweden for this period is the income data gathered by the 
tax authorities. However, the elements included in the income concepts of the 
tax assessment changes several times during the period. The format in which 
income data is presented is not consistent during the period. Tax payments 
data is an even more complex issue. Often, data on tax payments cannot be 
obtained directly and needs to be estimated from the available data on tax 
bases and statutory tax rates. Not all of the available deductions can be taken 
into account. We cannot even know whether people chose to use all of the 
deductions that were available to them. What we do know is the lower and 
upper bounds, and we can use templates that broadly captures the average 
deductions at different levels of income. 

Income microdata is available from 1968 onwards. For earlier years, the 
data is available in published reports with tabulations by income group. 
Household consumption expenditure by income group can be obtained from 
household budget survey reports. References to the sources are found in the 
appendix and reference list. Few studies have been able to present consistent 
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estimates across time of tax progressivity and effective tax rates by income 
fractiles, nor even present consistent income distribution data alone.  

There have been some improvements in recent years. The above-mentioned 
article by Bengtsson et al. constructs distributions based on a Swedish 
nationally representative sample for each year since 1968.77 Their focus is on 
the life-cycle redistribution within a panel. As a complement to the panel, they 
provide annual cross-sections with full national representability. As noted 
earlier, the study excludes consumption taxes and the base income concept 
includes public transfer income. The main results of Bengtsson et al. concern 
the working-age population. Older citizens are included in supplementary 
calculations. 

From the panel of around 200 000 individuals they present distributional 
developments of a smaller cohort, which is of more interest when considering 
the lifetime perspective, and of a sample representative for the whole country’s 
population. The latter is of more interest when considering redistribution 
among the people in the country in a particular year.  

The article excludes indirect taxes, but in a working paper that preceded 
this publication the authors offer an alternative calculation that does include 
indirect taxes.78 They estimate these as the VAT rate of the year in question, 
adjusted by the household savings ratio, multiplied with the individual’s 
disposable income. The imputed value of indirect taxes depends on the size of 
disposable income rather than on actual consumption data. For the earliest 
years, they do not use the actual disposable income but an estimated 
disposable income extrapolated backwards based on data from the year when 
the tax authorities began recording all types of transfer income.  

These authors’ argument for not using the available survey material on 
actual household expenditures is that its quality is too low. The present 
author’s counterargument is that despite the deficiencies of these surveys, it 
is possible to use them to make estimations that more accurately reflect the 
nuances of how expenditure patterns varied across the income distribution 
and across time.  

It is noteworthy that Bengtsson et al. at the same time acknowledge that  

the insurance elements in the tax-and-transfer system, driven by the 
expansion of social security from 1960 onward, are central to understanding 
this result. Future research focusing more explicitly on the insurance versus 
redistributive functions of the social security system would therefore be 
valuable.79  
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This author agrees. There are many indications in the literature concerning 
the role of the expansion of social security. Moreover, it seems to have taken 
place alongside the expansion of general consumption taxes, which is why it 
is well motivated to expand the scope and consider the role of general 
consumption taxes in the formation of Swedish social security systems, as well 
as its relation to the development of tax incidence across income groups. 

The Pettersson et al. report to the Swedish ministry of finance is another 
ambitious attempt at estimating long-term income, tax and transfer data 
series.80 The authors use data from 1930–2005 and make forecasts to 2110. 
The pre-microdata historical work was conducted with assistance from 
Statistics Sweden. 

The reconstruction of an artificial individual-level database for the early 
data-scarce period 1930–67 is conducted by extrapolating the 1968 register 
data sample backwards, removing individuals aged less than zero and 
adjusting the sample to match demographic aggregates from official 
statistics.81 The procedure yields a nationally representative longitudinal 
individual database containing the variables gender, age and sample weight. 

 Other variables such as income, taxes and transfers are estimated and 
imputed from external sources after this step.82 Estimated incomes are used 
as base for imputing taxes and transfers. The income data is taken from 
censuses or tax assessment reports, which provide tabulations by groups of 
gender, age and income bracket. Pettersson et al. do not describe in detail the 
process of how to impute incomes to the artificial sample from group-level 
data according to demographics. 

Local taxes are estimated according to the country’s average rate of local tax 
for a particular category of tax unit, single taxpayers in one of the country’s 
tax regions. The national income tax, social security contributions and payroll 
taxes are added according to similar procedures. A value added tax is 
calculated as a percentage of an estimated disposable income. Note however 
that this only applies to 1969 onwards, from the introduction of VAT. The 
authors do not make similar estimations of earlier general sales taxes or other 
consumption taxes. 

The report’s focus is on demographics, longitudinality and the ability to 
produce long-term forecasts. The precision of fiscal measures and income 
distribution comes second. If the historical database with its artificial sample 
had been preserved for posterity, it would however have made for an 
interesting comparison with the present work. 

                                                             
80 Pettersson et al. (2006). According to e-mail replies from staff at Statistics Sweden received in October 
2017, the historical database that was constructed for the report has been erased and is no longer available to 
researchers. 
81 Pettersson et al. (2006), pp. 37–38. 
82 Pettersson et al. (2006), pp. 91–126. 
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The two databases of incomes and tax payments described above are not 
available to researchers at present, nor aptly designed for answering the 
questions posed in the introductory chapter of this thesis. We need to 
construct new coherent series reliant on the best insights from this body of 
work, but tailored to the specific needs at hand. 

When studying inequality in taxation, tax progressivity, one first needs to 
establish an adequate base of income distribution data. Tax progressivity is 
defined in relation to income. Studies on postwar Sweden’s income 
distribution include the following, in addition to the ones already discussed. 

Roine & Waldenström’s work on the development of income inequality in 
Sweden over the twentieth century constitutes a contribution to the top 
incomes literature and the collective data gathering effort of the World 
Inequality Database.83 They construct long-run series of the income shares of 
top fractiles by estimating incomes in the lower parts of the distribution for 
which tax assessment data is not available.   

Roine & Waldenström find a decrease of the top income share until around 
1980. Much of this decrease occurred during the early part of the period, 
before the expansion of the welfare state. Such a result has implications for 
the present study. This particular aspect of inequality, the top income share, 
is a valuable complement to other measures such as the Gini index for 
understanding the development of inequality.  

For estimating the unknown bottom incomes, they use a top-down 
approach until the 1940s and a bottom-up approach after that. Top-down 
means starting from the national accounts’ household sector income and 
reduce it. Bottom-up means starting from the reported income sum of taxfilers 
and add estimated non-filer incomes to that.  

The final part of this chapter presents a suggestion on how to improve the 
bottom-up procedure, an approach that takes away the need to set the average 
income of non-filers to a pre-determined percentage of the income threshold 
for filing tax returns. 

Earlier contributions on Swedish incomes include the Spånt report of 
1979.84 It covers the period 1920—76, both factor income and disposable 
income. The report does however not present data in a form that makes it 
useful as a basis for further calculations in the context of this thesis.  

A conclusion from surveying the literature on Swedish incomes is that there 
are a number of obstacles to overcome and no obvious best solution as to how. 
Neither of the above examples provides a methodology that is fully apt for the 
present study, even though many of the separate adjustment techniques are 
useful to any scholar interested in the area.  
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The main obstacles concern firstly how to bridge the gap between the 
tabulated data by income groups of the 1950s and the microdata starting from 
the late 1960s, and secondly the change of the official income concept in the 
1970s to one that encompasses ever more taxable public transfers. One needs 
to either subtract taxable transfer income for all years from the mid-1970s 
onwards, or add estimated transfers to incomes for all years before that. The 
third option is of course to take the easy way out and accept the inconsistency 
of comparing apples and pears.  

As regards the present study, only the first option is compatible with the 
research question of comparing inequities in taxation. That kind of analysis 
requires a pretax-pretransfer income. It is the only theoretically consistent 
option. The baseline income concept ought to be income before fiscal 
interference. Otherwise we are measuring something else than who 
contributed what to the public sector, tax fairness. Scholars concerned with 
questions of living standards might prefer disposable income as the base, 
whereas factor income is relevant when it comes to issues concerning equity 
in tax collection. 

The next issue to address is the concept of tax progressivity itself. How to best 
define, measure and represent it is a longstanding topic of debate. The 
progressivity of a single tax is a quite straightforward matter. To conceive the 
progressivity of a tax system is more complex, but nonetheless important for 
shaping the attitudes among citizens towards taxation and the legitimacy of 
the system. 

For more than a century, scholars and politicians have explicitly attached 
importance to how the level of tax payments progresses up along the income 
scale. As noted by Piketty, that notion formed the basis for the era of modern 
taxation, and for the generation of official income distribution statistics based 
on tax returns.85  

The mathematical income distribution concepts of Lorenz and Gini have 
existed for most of that time as well. Much of the work on income distribution 
and tax incidence relates to the index constructed by Gini in the 1910s.86 It 
was an extension of a concept launched by Lorenz a few years earlier. Note 
however that the now common notion of equating tax progressivity with how 
taxation alters the Gini coefficient is of a more recent date. We will return to 
that.  

The Lorenz diagram shows the relation between the cumulative share of 
income and the cumulative share of members of a population ranked by 
income from lowest to highest. Both variables are normalised, that is 
expressed as an interval from 0 to 1. If there is perfect equality and everyone 
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receives the exact same income, the graph is a straight line from o cumulative 
income at the bottom left to 1 at the top right. 

In the other extreme case, if one population member gets all the income, 
the graph is a horizontal line until the last observation on the right where it 
shifts to a vertical line up to the total cumulative income. The more realistic 
scenario is somewhere in-between these two extremes, a curve that rises less 
steeply in the beginning, the low-income part of the population, and then rises 
more steeply towards the end.  

The Gini coefficient shows to what extent the income distribution departs 
from the scenario of perfect income equality. It is calculated by dividing the 
area between the Lorenz curve and the straight line that represents complete 
equality, with the whole area below this line. This metric is widely used today 
as one way of representing the degree of inequality. It can show any type of 
inequality, not only of income and not only of individuals. It is essential to 
always clarify the underlying definitions, to what the Gini coefficient refers, 
when presenting this metric. There is not a single income Gini for a country. 
There are several, depending on unit measurement, income concept and 
delimitation of the population. 

There are a number of fundamental decisions to make regarding what to 
measure, income or expenditure, households or individuals, which income 
concept to use for ranking, and the period of time that is covered.87 Moreover, 
there are certain pitfalls in relying solely on an aggregate indicator. These 
issues are discussed further in the appendix. 

As mentioned, the Gini coefficient dates back to the beginnings of progressive 
taxation, whereas the now widespread notion of equating tax progressivity 
with how taxation alters the Gini coefficient is of a more recent date. An early 
step in this direction was taken by Musgrave & Thin.88 

They advocated a measure of progressivity defined as the Gini coefficient of 
incomes after tax divided by the coefficient before tax. Musgrave & Thin 
acknowledged, however, that this index does not reveal the more detailed 
patterns of how taxes are distributed in-between the high and low ends. The 
same value can hide a wide range of different distributions. As a remedy, they 
complemented the Gini-based metrics with a range of other measures of the 
variation of  tax rates across income levels. 

Nanak Kakwani criticised the Musgrave-Thin index for being sensitive not 
only to the progression, but also to the average tax rate.89 His solution was an 
index defined as the difference between the Gini of pretax incomes and the 
concentration of tax payments ranked by income. It reflects the departure 
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from a perfectly proportional tax structure. The Kakwani index of 
progressivity is today a widely used metric of progressivity. It is however 
subject to some of the same weaknesses that Musgrave & Thin pointed out of 
an aggregate indicator being able to hide several possible distributions. 

This author’s approach is to regard Gini-based metrics and the 
visualisations of effective tax rates by income group as complementary. Both 
contribute a part in representing tax progression. If the Gini-based metric is 
identical for two populations, the group average tax rates will show whether 
they differ and how. The Gini-based metrics should never stand alone, 
whereas group tax rate charts are acceptable on their own. A combination is 
however preferable. 

A more metaphysical issue regards how to define the final incidence of taxes, 
in terms of whose welfare is ultimately affected due to decreases in 
production, job opportunities et cetera. The issue has received considerable 
attention within public finance and welfare economics.90  

In addition to the immediate effect of an income decrease when paying 
taxes, there is the issue of to what extent taxation causes changes in prices and 
production, which in turn lead to altered consumption patterns and 
diminished welfare for some. When that is the case, incidence is assumed to 
fall partly on the group whose welfare is diminished, even if they were not 
subject to the actual tax payment. The scholarly work in this area concerns 
finding out which incidence assumptions are the most realistic.  

It is a relevant area of research in its own right. However, the questions that 
this thesis deals with concern how tax contributions differ in relation to 
income and the perception among citizens of the fairness associated with such 
differences. When dealing with that issue, it matters less how the burden of 
taxes could or could not be shifted forward. The tangible differences in how 
much one is obliged to contribute at each income level matter more. The 
political debate has often centred on that dimension rather than on 
dimensions of forward shifting based on assumptions which are most likely 
difficult to grasp for the average voter.  

Regardless, a first step is to establish the distribution of the actual tax 
contributions. The present thesis prioritises that part. It is not identical to who 
administers the tax payment. It concerns whose tax base is subject to the tax. 
In the case of employer’s social security contributions and consumption taxes, 
the person whose tax base is subject to the tax is not the same as the one who 
administers the payment to the tax authorities. Employer’s social security 
contributions are levied on the employee’s earned income.  

                                                             
90 Rosen & Gayer (2008). 
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Factor income serves as the principal income concept in the thesis. It 
translates to earned income plus income from capital. It is the pretax and 
pretransfer income and thus a relevant reference point for questions of equity 
in tax systems and fiscal policy. The concept is relevant for addressing how the 
state treats a citizen at a certain level of income before the fiscal apparatus 
interferes and alters conditions.  

Concerning matters of differences in living standards, on the other hand, 
this link between factor income and tax payments is less certain. For studies 
in that area, it is more relevant to use concepts such as disposable income and 
gross income. For the present purposes, however, the relation between taxes 
paid and factor income is generally the more suitable measure.  

One dilemma concerns how to treat old-age pensions. Should they be 
considered social security benefits or delayed earned income, or even 
considered the same as receipts from a private insurance scheme? This author 
chooses the first option and excludes old-age pensions from factor income in 
the baseline version of the data. Defining pensions as earned income would 
rest on the assumption that all citizens will live to see an old age and then 
receive the exact amount that they have abstained during their working life. 
That is not the case, so the choice here is to define pensions as public transfer 
income. Equating public pensions with private pensions would require there 
to be the option of not signing up for a public pension scheme. That is not the 
case here. 

Consequently, public pension contributions, ought to be defined as taxes, 
along with social security contributions in general, in line with the discussion 
earlier and in accordance with OECD conventions.91 This approach reflects the 
government’s fiscal power and redistributive capacity. A citizen is not free to 
choose not to save for old age. The individual who pays social security 
contributions today can in no way be certain that there will even be a properly 
functioning pension system in thirty years or so, when that person reaches the 
age of being eligible for receiving pension. The fiscal system can change due 
to political decisions. It is not the same as signing a legally binding contract 
for a private pension scheme. To define pensions as earned income can be 
motivated on other grounds and can be the proper choice in other research 
contexts though.  

Another issue concerns how to deal with transfers to households that are 
taxable and treated as a tax base by the authorities. The approach chosen here 
is to deduct such clawbacks as far as possible, along with deducting their tax 
base of transfer income from reported gross income. This yields a factor 
income without public pensions and other kinds of taxable public transfer 
income.  

                                                             
91 OECD (2018a). 
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Roine & Waldenström and Bengtsson et al., by contrast, choose to include 
taxable transfers in their main income concept.92 The consequence is that they 
then face the problem of a successively changing fiscal system and successively 
changing definitions of income. The laws that decide which types of transfer 
incomes are to be taxed changes over time. Should the authors change the 
basket of transfers to include from year to year? Roine & Waldenström settled 
for including all transfers that were defined as taxable in 1974 when estimating 
incomes of earlier years as well regardless of whether they were actually taxed 
or not.  

The main reason for why this author chooses to exclude public transfer 
income from the baseline income concept is however theoretical. The issue in 
focus concerns the relationship between state and citizen, the fiscal contract. 
The aim is to find out how large fraction of the resources of citizens the state 
manages to take control over. Receipts from the welfare state cannot 
theoretically be counted as resources available to the citizen before fiscal 
interference. 

Another systemic aspect of fiscal policy concerns how to treat tax exemptions. 
Should a tax credit per child within a family be counted as the equivalent of a 
child benefit paid in cash? Some scholars go so far as to say that the two are 
identical and that there consequently is a vast ‘hidden welfare state’ beneath 
the surface when all of these exemptions are taken into account.93 A 
counterargument is that the claim is unrealistic since it implies, in the 
extreme, that a country with no taxes would have the most extensive welfare 
state. It is not a useful analytical concept. 

This thesis focuses on the effective tax rates, how much one pays after 
exemptions, of direct and indirect taxes to factor income. For tax equitability 
analysis, and questions of who funded the rise of the welfare state, these actual 
payments, and what the government spends the revenue on, are more relevant 
than making adjustment that equate exemptions with transfers from 
government. The aspect of exemptions is however already covered within the 
process of identifying effective tax rates, since they refer to taxes after the 
reduction of tax payments induced by exemptions. 

 
Some scholars argue that we should not consider the pattern of taxation in a 
single year, but across the whole lifetime. People pay more in some periods 
and receive more in other periods. As mentioned, Bengtsson et al. offers a 
recent contribution in this vein concerning Sweden.94 The authors follow a 
panel via register data over four decades starting in 1968. Their conclusion is 

                                                             
92 Roine & Waldenström (2010), and Bengtsson et al. (2016). 
93 Howard (1997), and a critique of the argument in Prasad (2016). 
94 Bengtsson et al. (2016). 
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that distribution over the life cycle, from a middle-aged person to his or her 
younger or older self, is more important than the distribution between 
individuals and income classes at a given year.  

Earlier attempts in the field of lifetime income analysis used simulation 
instead of actual longitudinal register data. It is an interesting approach since 
it extrapolates how lifetime tax incidence would develop if the tax system was 
held constant. Blomquist performed an early simulation of Swedish lifetime 
incomes based on data from around 1970.95 The study encompassed 25-year 
old men with employment. Consequently, the results are not ideal for making 
inference onto the whole population. It was followed by studies with wider 
coverage.96 Björklund et al. represents the first major attempt to incorporate 
the aspect of taxation into the lifetime redistribution framework.97  

Lifecycle studies shed light on one crucial aspect of how tax systems work. 
What the approach fails to capture though is the dimension of power relations 
embedded in taxation, and the distributional fairness profile of the system, 
facing the individual at a given point in time. This is what limits the person’s 
scope of action and affects decision making.  

No one can predict what the tax structure will be like in thirty years and 
plan as if they were sure to be repaid then. The approach is relevant for 
questions about redistribution throughout the life course, in the form of 
simulations and in the form of actual retrospective microdata analysis. The 
ideal situation would be to do both and compare, study the empirical outcome 
of a panel and compare it with a unique simulation for each year under study 
with the tax system held constant and extrapolated into the future from each 
point in time. However, when it comes to questions concerning redistributive 
fairness among income classes there is still a value in studying cross-sectional 
data of particular years. 

The next section surveys the data situation. It is followed by a description of 
the methods of interpolation and extrapolation of income and consumption 
data that are used to generate comparable distributions. After defining a 
baseline series, consumption taxes are imputed on the basis of data from 
household budget surveys and national accounts. The resulting series of 
effective tax rates and progressivity metrics for seven benchmark years during 
the formative period 1958–2012 are presented and discussed in the 
subsequent chapter.  

                                                             
95 Blomquist (1981). 
96 Hussenius & Selén (1994), Pettersson & Pettersson (2003). 
97 Björklund et al. (1995). 
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2.3 Data availability 
There are a number of data sources on income and taxes to use for mapping 
out long-run developments of tax progressivity and effective tax rates in 
Sweden. Some encompass a smaller and some a larger sample of individuals 
and households, or even the country’s entire population as in the case of the 
population and tax register data. The selection of sources on consumption 
expenditure is more limited. These are based on survey samples and not the 
entire population for apparent reasons.  

The main obstacle of concern to this study is the fact that all of these sources 
are more or less incomplete or inadequate before the 1970s. This requires a 
procedure of linking the earlier more limited material to subsequent sets of 
microdata. Table 2 gives an overview of the most important potential sources.  

Not all of these sources are suitable for the present study. Note that the earliest 
of the years of interest are covered only through grouped data, tabulations 
presented in statistical reports. This changes gradually. From the third of the 
benchmark years in Table 2 in the 1970s and onwards there is microdata for 
all variables of interest here. This micro-level data is not free of complications, 
but it is a more flexible basis to work with than the unequally sized groups 
presented in tabulations by income brackets.  

The household budget survey (HBS, Hushållens utgifter and later titles) of 
1958 was the first in that survey series with the ambition, at least, of full 
national representability. The precursors of previous decades had covered a 
selection of geographical areas and social groups only. The survey was 
conducted by the National Board of Health and Welfare (Socialstyrelsen) with 
the aim of mapping out variations in costs of living. The sample size was 
around 3500 households.  

The survey makers used interviews, household diaries, and complementary 
information on incomes from tax authorities. Incomes are only known for part 
of this sample, which makes the sample size of income group tables smaller 
than for the full sample. After the 1958 survey, the responsibility for producing 
the HBS was transferred to Statistics Sweden. The survey covering 1969 is 
available in the form of a published report only. HBS microdata is available 
digitally from the 1978 edition onwards. The first digitised year is however not 
entirely easy to match with the tax assessment data. 

This only income variable in the 1978 HBS microdata is the disposable 
income of the residential household. From 1985, the HBS microdata contains 
a variable of factor and taxable transfer income according to the official tax 
assessment definitions, summed to the household as defined by the 
population registers. This concept is easier to match with the raw population 
and tax register microdata. The HBS report of 1978 offers tabulations by group 
of factor and taxable transfer income, which makes it more useful for the 
present purposes than the digitised micro edition. 
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The household saving survey (Hushållens sparande) is an alternative source 
to total consumption expenditure in the 1950s. It stands out as a product of 
the postwar era’s great political and academic interest in the saving rate of 
households, due to its alleged importance for capital formation. The National 

Table 2. Data availability, whether digitised microdata or income group 
averages. 

 Household 
budget 
survey 
(HBS) 

Household 
saving 
survey 

Tax 
assessment 
(TA)  
 

Population & 
housing 
census 

Luxembourg 
income 
study (LIS) 

Level of 
living survey 

~1958 Grouped 
w/o group 
average 
incomes,  
N: ~3500 
households 
 

Grouped 
w. group 
average 
incomes, 
N: ~2000 
households 

Grouped 
w. group 
average 
incomes, 
individuals 
and income 
units, N: 
10% of all 
who file tax 
returns  

Grouped 
w/o group 
average 
incomes, 
individuals 
and house-
holds, 
N: 10% of 
total 
population  

N/A N/A 

~1969 Grouped N/A Micro 
individuals 
w. 
population 
register 
household 
ID 

Micro  
individuals 
w. 
population 
register 
household 
ID 

Micro Micro 

~1978 Micro 
households, 
income only 
as disposa-
ble income 
of HBS 
residential 
household 

N/A Micro Micro Micro Micro 

~1985– Micro 
w. the 
official TA 
income of 
the pop. 
register 
household, 
alongside 
other income 
concepts of 
the HBS 
residential 
household 

N/A Micro Micro 
discontinued 
in the 1990s 

Micro Micro 

Note: The TA tables of the first year are based on official registers and cover a sample of 10 percent 
of all individuals eligible to file a tax return, complemented with a full coverage at the top of the 
distribution. From 1968 onwards, the raw register data covers all citizens. From 1978 onwards, 
income data reported to the tax authorities by employers were registered even if the income of 
the recipient was below the threshold for filing tax returns. The LIS data for Sweden is taken from 
Statistics Sweden’s income distribution survey (Hushållens inkomster, Inkomstfördelnings-
undersökningen and other titles), except for the first year 1967/68, which is based on tax register 
data matched with the Level of living survey (Levnadsnivåundersökningen) of the Institute for 
Labour Market Research, today the Swedish Institute of Social Research, at Stockholms 
universitet. 
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Institute of Economic Research (Konjunkturinstitutet) conducted this survey 
for a number of years in the second half of the 1950s as a part in its role of 
keeping track of the country’s economy.  

Around 2000 households were covered in the 1958 survey. The report 
presents results separately for three classes of households, categorised 
according to economic activity: employee, owner of agricultural business, and 
owner of other business. The source is less apt than the HBS, both in terms of 
quality and choice of variables. The fact that it was discontinued makes it more 
difficult to match with sources from the 1960s onwards. The saving survey 
however has the benefit of providing complementary information such as 
disposable income and direct tax payments. 

The tax asssessment (TA; Skattetaxeringarna samt fördelningen av 
inkomst och förmögenhet and later titles), or official income statistics, covers 
a considerably larger sample in the starting year 1958 than the household 
surveys. A disadvantage is that it only includes citizens above the income limit 
for national tax assessment. That changed in 1978. From that point, all 
incomes were to be reported to the tax authorities, no matter how small, by 
employers and through tax returns. 

The published report concerning the income year of 1958 covers a sample 
of about 10 per cent of the population assessed for national-level taxes on 
income and wealth. Certain variables are available only for a subsample of 
around 0.3 per cent of the assessed population, 4 per cent of the full sample.  

The present study uses data from tables based on the full sample.  

The population and housing census (Folk- och bostadsräkningarna) covered 
all households within the country and was conducted every five years between 
1960 and 1990. Less detailed censuses were produced before this period, but 
these are the ones of potential relevance to the present study.  

Regarding the census of 1960, the income-related parts are based on a 
subsample of a size slightly below that of the TA: everyone born on two specific 
dates of each month, around 7 per cent of the country’s population. The group 
income sums or averages are not presented in the 1960 report, which makes 
the source difficult to use and of little value to the present study.  

After 1960, the main difference of interest here between the census 
microdata and the population register microdata is the difference between 
their respective variables of household composition and marital status. The 
census relies on the respondents’ own view of their household constellation 
when constructing these variables, whereas the population registers rely on 
administrative indicators such as marital status, co-habitation and the parent-
child relation. In theory, the census should be able to come closer to reality 
than the population registers. In practice, however, the population register 
variables on household composition seem, to this author, more consistent and 
of higher quality. The questionable quality of the household composition 
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variables makes the extra work of extrapolating from census years to HBS 
years seem not worth the effort. Such a procedure would mean a loss in 
accuracy due to price inflation and changing demographics between census 
and survey years.  

On those grounds, this study relies on the population register household 
concept. That choice, in turn, allows us to use the income and tax register data 
of the actual HBS years without having to deflate nominal values with a 
consumer price index to match data from two different but proximate years. 

There are two survey-based databases that could serve as good alternatives 
to the population and tax register data, the Luxembourg income study (LIS) 
and the Level of living survey (Levnadsnivåundersökningen) from the 
Institute for Labour Market Research, later the Swedish Institute of Social 
Research. They are based on the same survey in the first year, but on two 
distinct surveys from the 1970s onwards. The LIS data comes from Statistics 
Sweden’s income distribution survey (Hushållens inkomster, Inkomstfördel-
ningsundersökningen and other titles). 

Both draw income data from a combination of survey answers and tax 
registers. They are viable alternatives to the register data. A disadvantage is 
that they do not match the HBS survey years perfectly. An adjustment 
procedure would be required to match the data from these surveys with HBS 
consumption expenditure data from other years.  

The overview of sources implies three possible scenarios for the procedure of 
matching consumption expenditure from a household survey with income and 
taxes from tax assessments. In the first scenario, both types of sources are 
presented in the form of tables by income groups. In the second scenario, 
income variables are available as microdata and consumption expenditure by 
income groups. The third scenario implies two different sets of microdata to 
be matched. The procedure is practically the same as the second, only with a 
larger number of ‘groups’, the weighted HBS sample. 

The first scenario is true for the 1950s in Sweden. The second is true from 
the late 1960s and the last one for the 1980s onwards. 1978 is a grey area 
between the second and third scenario. It is possible to attempt matching 
consumption microdata with income and tax microdata for 1978. The quality 
would likely not be higher when using the microdata’s disposable income 
according to HBS definitions, than when using the published group-level 
tabulations of consumption data by brackets of the tax assessment’s base 
income concept. 

Today, Statistics Sweden produces microdata for a representative sample 
of households and individuals with a combination of consumption 
expenditure, income and tax variables.  
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The following methodological description begins with the approach for how to 
match grouped data with other grouped data, then the approach for matching 
grouped data with the microdata of a sample, and ends with an assessment of 
the compatibility of the different methods by comparing the overlap year 1969 
estimated in both ways. 

Another possible technique for recreating income distributions from scarce 
data is to compile so-called social tables that combine data on the number of 
people in different social categories and the income averages for these 
categories.98 That is an important and well-motivated strategy when studying 
pre-modern societies, but less so when studying 1950s Sweden where the tax 
assessment covers a vast majority of the adult population. 

A challenge concerning the first scenario of matching grouped data with other 
grouped data is that the groups are generally not delimited at the same points 
in the income distribution in the sources that are to be matched. When dealing 
with group-level data, the income brackets of the groups usually differ.  

Suppose that a variable, such as total consumption expenditure, is available 
in source A but not in source B. We want to make an imputation from A to B, 
but the sub-populations in the groups do not match. Income bracket 
differences is one potential source of discrepancy, but there are others. Groups 
within the same income brackets may be of different relative and absolute 
sizes. The unit of observation may differ. It can be the individual, the fiscal 
unit, the population register household, or the residential household. Taxation 
data may exclude units below the income threshold for tax assessment.  

While the official income statistics based on the tax assessment show 
average group incomes, the household budget survey reports indicate only the 
income brackets by which groups are delimited, not the group averages. We 
need to work our way around these obstacles in order to construct variables of 
consumption expenditure relative to income.  

Readers who have less interest in the details of constructing the data series 
can go straight to the next chapter for a presentation of the main results. 
Readers who have an interest in the underlying work are recommended not 
only to continue reading the remainder of the chapter, but also to consult the 
appendix for crucial additional details. 

2.4 Interpolation and extrapolation 
The two different methods for recreating Sweden’s income distribution are 
applied and compared in this section. The first method consists of 
interpolating group-level data and reaggregating it into evenly sized groups, 
quantile groups. The input data is taken from tabulations by income brackets 
provided in the official statistics. The second method relies on the income 

                                                             
98 Milanovic et al. (2011), and Modalsli (2015). 
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microdata of a sample, onto which imputations are made based on group-level 
consumption data. 

The microdata sample approach involves the risk of missing certain 
particularly important top earners. It does on the other hand improve the 
chance of capturing more subtle nuances within the rest of the distribution. 
For the first benchmark year, 1958, interpolation is the only viable option, 
since nationally representative microdata is not available.  

Blanchet et al. go so far as to argue that for the sake of top income accuracy, 
interpolation of grouped data referring to the full population yields more 
accurate results than a microdata sample: 

Surprisingly, we find that the precision of the method is such that it is often 
preferable to use tabulations based on exhaustive data rather than 
individual data from a non-exhaustive subsample of the population, even for 
subsamples considered very large by statistical standards.99 

It is a thought-provoking proposal, but more relevant to the study of top 
income shares than to the study of tax progressivity and differences in 
effective tax rates. 

The tax assessment does not cover all incomes. This is particularly true at the 
beginning of the period. How then should we treat the incomes of the bottom 
part of the population that we do not know? Should we set them to zero or try 
to approximate? Since the area of concern is to compare differences in 
effective tax rates between income groups, it makes more sense to 
approximate the average income at the bottom than to set them to zero due to 
lack of data.  

This author’s approach is to conduct the downward extrapolation of 
incomes as a polynomial projection of local Pareto coefficients. We know these 
coefficients for the part of the population with incomes above the tax 
assessment threshold and can project them down to the part below where 
income data is lacking. 

The motivation for this procedure builds on Blanchet et al., who identify an 
empirical regularity in the shape of the curve of local inverted Pareto 
coefficients.100 In a population ranked by income from lowest to highest, 푝 is 
the cumulative population share at any point in the distribution between 0 
and 1. 푄 is the quantile, an income threshold value at 푝, and 푦  is the average 
income of all observations from any point 푝 in the population and up. 

                                                             
99 Blanchet et al. (2017), p. 3; see also pp. 30-31. 
100 Blanchet et al. (2017), also Fournier (2015). 
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The inverted Pareto coefficient is then 

푏(푝) =  
푦
푄(푝) 

Blanchet et al. describe 푏 as forming a U-like curve in the empirical 
distributions that they examine. This ratio of top average over quantile tends 
to be high at the bottom, decrease until it reaches a minimum where 푏′ is 0, 
and then rise slightly again towards the top. This is the idealised case.  

In practice, 푏 can rise in an uneven way and fluctuate in any part of the 
distribution. The shape tends however to resemble a U, or more accurately 
somewhere between a U and an L. It generally rises more in the lower part of 
the distribution and rises only ever so slightly again at the very top of the 
distribution. 

Blanchet et al. take this characteristic as a motivation for constructing an 
interpolation method that relies on local 푏 values from group-level input, 
instead of on the actual income values, which are more scale-sensitive. The 푏 
curves appear more similar and comparable across time and across countries 
than cumulative income curves, an alternative basis for interpolation. 

Blanchet et al. use a procedure of polynomial spline interpolation to fill out 
the gaps between this input of local 푏 values at different cumulative population 
values 푝 and generate a continuous distribution that matches the original 
group values. The appendix of this thesis gives a representation of their 
quantile function used for calculating income thresholds from 푏 and 푝 values, 
with notation adapted to the conventions used here. See Blanchet et al. (2017) 
for the full description of the spline interpolation methodology.  

The authors apply this interpolation only down to a certain point, generally 
the income threshold for the obligation to file tax returns. The incomes below 
this point are not estimated according to any explicitly specified principle. 
Blanchet et al. offer a couple of suggestions for interpolating the internal 
distribution within the bottom group, but the bottom average income is not 
estimated inside of their framework.  

The non-filers’ average income needs to be added separately, as the residual 
of an exogenously specified population average income. To calculate this 
average, one needs to define a reference total population and a reference total 
income. There are no strict guidelines for how to do this. Broadly, two 
alternative approaches for determining the reference total income of 
households are commonly used, bottom-up and top-down to use the 
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terminology of Tony Atkinson.101 However, traditionally each data constructor 
decides the specifics on a case-by-case basis.  

In the top-down approach, one starts with the NA household sector income 
and subtracts items in order to approach the core of private households 
hidden within this broader sector. Such an exercise is not fruitful in the case 
of 1950s Sweden where the tax assessment covers a vast majority of the adult 
population. The income sum of taxfilers and the NA household sector income 
differ too much. This makes the method imprecise for the non-filer group.  

The bottom-up approach means beginning with the tax assessment’s total 
income and adding an assumed average to each individual in the group of non-
filers, defined on the basis of population statistics. A common way to do this 
is to set the average income of non-filers to a percentage of the taxfiler 
threshold, less than 100 per cent of the threshold value. At least, this 
guarantees that it will not be too high. An assumption of 50 per cent of the 
filer threshold has been used in earlier studies of Sweden in the 1950s and 
1960s, 80 per cent is another example.102  

An alternative solution, devised by this author, is to extend the curve of local 
inverted Pareto coefficients from the lowest reported point. That takes away 
the need of having to specify a percentage à priori. The left-hand bend of the 
U-shape highlighted by Blanchet et al. suggests a monotonic increase of 푏 from 
the filer threshold down to the bottom of the population ranked by income. 
We also know that if 푏 would approach infinity towards the bottom, 푄 would 
go to 0. Consequently, we do not have to worry about an upper limit for how 
much 푏 can be allowed to increase.  

We also know that the spline interpolation of Blanchet et al. by construction 
makes 푏 monotonic. Every 푏 at the lower end is higher than or equal to the 푏 
immediately above. By definition, a polynomial of at least the third degree 
should be a good fit. A polynomial of a higher degree allows for more 
acceleration in the increase of 푏 from the filer threshold down to the bottom 
of the population ranked by income.  

If the preferred degree of the polynomial is 푛, then the extrapolation can be 
generated with an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression of 푏 on 푝, 푝 … 푝 . 
The equation reads 

푏 = 훽 + 훽 푝 + 훽 푝 … 훽 푝 + 휀 

                                                             
101 Atkinson (2007). See also Alvaredo et al. (2016). 
102 Johansson (2006), and Roine & Waldenström (2010). 
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We can then use the regression coefficients to predict 푏 for any 푝 below the 
reported incomes of the tax assessment, below the filer threshold.103 As stated 
above, the predicted polynomial is a good fit by construction. Consequently, 
there is no reason to discuss the goodness-of-fit measures further here. The 
error term 휀 is similarly of little use. The present calculations rely on a 
polynomial of degree five, but other specifications from degree three to six all 
yielded acceptable results. Degree five is in line with the quintic spline used in 
the piecewise hermite interpolation of Blanchet et al. Figure 6 illustrates the 
results graphically. 

In order to ensure the monotonicity of 푏, we do not take the predicted 푏 
curve at face value. Instead, we calculate the rate of change in predicted values 
between segments of the population and extend the lower end of the 
interpolated distribution as if it increased at the same rate as the predicted. If 
the raw predicted values are denoted 푏, and 푛 is a segment of the population 
immediately below the taxfilers, then the segment’s extrapolated inverted 
Pareto coefficient average is 

푏 ≈ 푏
푏
푏

 

Here, 푛 + 1 is a segment for which we have data, whereas the values of 푛 and 
below are unknown. The rate of change 푏 푏⁄  between predicted values of 
segments is calculated for the entire unknown part of the distribution. After 
estimating 푏  in the above way, the next step is to estimate 푏 , and so on, all 
the way down to the bottom segment. 

A well-known problem of fitting unrestricted polynomials is that they tend to 
oscillate as the degree of the polynomial gets high. This is not a major issue of 
concern here, since we are interested only in using the lower end of the known 
values, the final bend, the left side of the U. In that part, the predicted 
polynomial usually increases monotonically. Consequently, we fit the 
regression on the values of the quarter of the population above the lowest 
known income.  

This is in line with the principles behind the spline interpolation of Blanchet 
et al. The function is allowed to vary freely between different parts of the 
distribution depending on how the input data varies. The above extrapolation 

                                                             
103 The R package gpinter of Blanchet et al. (2017). is used for the interpolations of group incomes from 
official statistics in this thesis. The income statistics report jointly assessed couples as one unit. For these 
couples, the ‘individualisation’ option of gpinter is used before the downward projection. Consequently, the 
projection of individuals’ incomes at the bottom is based on individual-level incomes in the rest of the 
population. 
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fixates the upper knot at a certain distance from the bottom threshold. The 
fitted polynomial relates to the character of this quarter of the population only.    

This procedure has the benefit of avoiding a sharp break immediately below 
the filer threshold. Other methods for recreating the bottom are likely to 
generate an abrupt shift in the behaviour of 푏 below this point, depending on 
the exogenously defined population income average. As regards tax incidence 
analysis, such a break might alter the results, particular in the strata 
immediately below the income threshold for tax assessment.  

A polynomial projection of 푏 assures that the regular behaviour continues, 
that it increases at a similar pace as above. Figure 6 includes an alternative 
interpolation method in the dashed line for comparison. This alternative 
method relies on calculating the compound segment-wise growth rate of 푏 
from the 10 per cent of the population above the threshold, and extending this 
by applying the same average change to each segment below the threshold.  

Figure 6. Inverted Pareto coefficients from group-level data, 1958 and 
1969. 

    

    

 
Sources: Tax assessments, household budget surveys, population statistics and national accounts. 
See Appendix for details. The coefficients refer to factor income excluding payroll taxes, which 
are added at a later stage in the calculations. In the top row, the inverted Pareto coefficients are 
cutoff at a value of 10 to give more detail. The bottom row is without cutoff. 
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It gives a more conservative estimate, one that does not accelerate towards 
the bottom. The polynomial fitting is the preferred option of this author, but 
both are conceptually consistent with the expected behaviour of the local 
inverted Pareto coefficient as suggested by Blanchet et al. Both yield results 
below the income threshold of the tax authorities, and are thus acceptable 
estimates of unregistered incomes.  

When this method is applied to factor income, of which a considerable 
share of the population has zero, it is reasonable to use a method that allows 
high 푏 values at the bottom. The lowest factor incomes should be zero, so we 
ought to aim towards a method that makes incomes approach zero at the 
bottom. In the case of gross or disposable income, of which a smaller share 
has zero in practice, a more moderate increase of 푏 towards the bottom would 
be preferable. 

In all scenarios, however, the accuracy of the method should be high 
immediately below the threshold. This makes the method useful as an 
intermediate step for reorganising data of unevenly sized groups into decile or 
percentile groups, which is the issue of concern here. 

For most applications, the interpolated continuous distribution needs to be 
divided into segments before the data is used for further analysis. A real-life 
population is after all finite. The lowest meaningful level of disaggregation is 
a number of fractiles equal to total population size.  

In most cases, it makes more sense to use a smaller number of fractiles than 
that, such as percentile or decile groups. The initial generation of smooth 
continuous distributions is best seen as an intermediate step in the process of 
making new aggregations into formats suitable for comparison across time 
and space. 

After having made a polynomial projection of local inverted Pareto coefficients 
for the bottom of the distribution, as shown in Figure 6, the next step is to 
approximate the incomes in the bottom part. This can be done by integration. 
One way to conceive the process is that we partition the continuous 
distribution into segments.  

If we choose a large number of segments and the segment width approaches 
zero ∆푝 → 0, then the income threshold of a particular segment 푄  will 
approach its average income 푦 . We can use this relationship to extend the 
incomes of taxfilers downwards. The procedure builds on the midpoint rule 
for approximating integrals, which means that the segment width ∆푝 is fixed. 
All segments are assigned the same ∆푝 throughout the distribution. 

If 푛 denotes the top segment of non-filers, whose incomes we do not know, 
and 푦  is the average income of everyone above 푛, in this case the taxfilers,  
whose incomes we do know, then we can approximate the average income of 
segment 푛 by 
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푦 ≈  
푦

푏 푏⁄ 푦 ; 푦⁄
 

We calculate the average income of the new extended top population above 
segment 푛 − 1 and then approximate 푦  in the same way as before. The 
segment midpoint 푠  equals 푠 − ∆푝 or  푝̅ − ∆푝. This segment-by-segment 
extrapolation is conducted all the way down to the average income of the 
bottom segment, which has a lower bound of 푝 = 0.  

The value of 푏(0) predicted earlier through polynomial regression should 
not be taken as an adequate estimate of the actual income threshold at the 
intercept. It serves to give us the average coefficient 푏 within the lowest 
segment, which we need to complete the integral approximation.  

A quicker alternative method is to regress and predict values of  푦 푦⁄  
directly instead of values of 푏. If we call this ratio 푏∗, then 

푦 =  
푦
푏∗  

The two methods yield similar results when the number of segments gets 
large, in other words when segment width approaches zero. The 푏∗ method is 
computationally simpler and for this reason the preferred option of this 
author. 

We get an estimate of the population’s average income of non-filers by using 
the average income of all segments below the filer threshold. The reference 
total income of households, 푌, is given by multiplying this estimated 
푦  with the number of non-filers in the reference population, and then 
adding the tax assessment’s reported income sum, 푌 .  

A general formula for the aggregate of any variable that is a function of 푝, for 
the part of the population between two specific points in the distribution, is 

푌 = 푓(푝)푑푝 

For applied purposes, it equals a Riemann sum of the area under a graph. 
Since 푝 expresses cumulative population as a percentage of the total, a 
population weight would be required in order to inflate the sum into the real-
world aggregate for this part of the population.  

When applied to Pareto coefficients, the formula changes into 
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퐵∗ = 푏∗ 푑푝 

The extrapolation builds on the values of a quarter of the population above the 
taxfiler threshold. If 푝  is the cumulative population below the filer 
threshold, and 푧 the desired fraction on which to base the extrapolation (here 
0.25), then the entire bottom part is 

푏∗ 푑푝 or 푏∗ ∆푝
. ∆

. ∆
 

This integral covers a subpopulation within the interval [0,푝 + 푧) and 
a Riemann sum of the interval [0.5∆푝, 푝 + 푧 − 0.5∆푝] when divided 
into segments of size ∆푝. The same interval can be expressed as [푠 , 푠 ], 
from the lowest to the highest segment. Due to the application of the midpoint 
rule for approximation, ∆푝 and ∆푠 are interchangeable. 

Juliette Fournier does make one attempt at reconstructing the unknown 
bottom part of the income distribution.104 Her choice is to extend the Lorenz 
curve beneath the taxfiler threshold, instead of extending the 푏 curve as above. 
However, that approach requires an exogenously determined average income 
of the full population including non-filers. We cannot know the Lorenz 
coordinates of any taxfilers unless we have assumed an income sum of those 
below first. Similarly, in the reworked and updated version of this work, 
Blanchet et al. (2017) and the associated R package, non-filer incomes are 
determined exogenously. 

An advantage of the method presented here for setting the unknown 
average income of non-filers, and consequently the reference income of the 
whole population, is that at the next stage, one can use any method for 
specifying the shape of the distribution within the non-filer group. Once we 
have made the polynomial projection of 푏 or 푏∗ and set the aggregate income, 
we can specify the details of the distribution at the bottom in a number of 
ways, according to preference.  

The above version of the bottom-up method for setting the reference total 
income has the advantage of being automatic and allowing more dynamics 
than other versions of this method commonly used today. The procedure is 
based on the character of the distribution above and lets the bottom average 
vary in accordance with that over time without the need to choose a fixed 
percentage of the nominal taxfiler threshold or the average income of taxfilers 
beforehand. 
                                                             
104 Fournier (2015), pp. 103–105. 
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The next chapter presents results on the relation between factor income, the 
national progressive income tax and consumption taxes for adult individuals 
in seven benchmark years from 1958 to 2012. The baseline version relies on 
interpolated group data for the first year, and a sample of microdata from 
population and tax registers for the next two benchmarks. Figure 7 shows a 
comparison of the results of both methods for the overlap year of 1969. 

The register data of sampled individuals and their household members is 
summed to household values. Household members are connected to sampled 
individual using the household definition of the population registers. The 
household summations of sampled individuals are weighted by total 
household size, the number of household members, to adjust for differences 
in sampling probability.105 After imputations, these household values are 
divided by the number adult household members to yield values per fiscal 
citizen, which is what we aim at. The fiscal citizen is the unit of interest in 
terms of the fiscal contract between state and population. Weights are 
adjusted accordingly for the use of these per-adult values in the final 
presentations of results.  

The group-level interpolations rely on input tables that report values of 
individually assessed singles and jointly assessed couples separately. After 
imputations, the values of couples are divided by two and duplicated. Despite 
these differences between the two methods, they show comparable results in 
Figure 7. The per-adult approach is in line with the conventions of the Wealth 
and inequality database.106 It is also the most viable option for overlapping 
data by income units in the 1950s with data by population register households 
in the 1960s onwards. The two units are not identical, but when the unit sums 
are divide per adult the results should be comparable, and Figure 7 confirms 
this. 

Thus, one can argue that it is acceptable to use the register microdata as the 
basis of benchmarks from 1969 onwards. This data source offers more detailed 
information on tax liabilities and tax bases than the tabulations of the official 
statistics. 

After having recreated detailed income distributions of the whole adult 
population in each year, the next step is to calculate the taxes for which data 
is not already available. The procedure of calculating consumption taxes 
follows below. The description of the remaining parts of the calculations 
continues in the appendix. 

                                                             
105 See Edin & Fredriksson (2000) for a description of the register data sample. 
106 Alvaredo et al. (2016). 
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2.5 Consumption expenditure 
The first step is to distribute total consumption expenditure according to 
group rates of consumption to income. The household budget survey tables 
provide group averages by income brackets, but no income averages. It is 
necessary to work around this. The procedure chosen here is to apply the 
household budget survey bracket limits to our household-level income 
distributions and calculate their group average incomes.107  

                                                             
107 As mentioned, the 1958 income series is by taxable income unit rather than household. However, the 
tables in the 1958 household budget survey that include income rely on a more narrow household concept 
than the survey as a whole, since the survey makers retrieved income data from the tax assessment and 
needed a more limited household concept that allowed matching with the tax registers. The HBS income 
bracket tables only cover households of the type singles with and without children, and married couples with 
and without children. These were the ones the survey makers were able to connect to tax assessment income 
data. This narrow household concept happens to be close to that of the tax assessment’s income unit concept, 
albeit not identical. The consumption-to-income ratios generated from matching these group averages of 
consumption expenditure with the tax assessment group averages of income thus ought to come close to the 
actual ratios.  

Figure 7. Factor income, sample microdata versus interpolated group data 
1969. 

   

Sources: Tax assessment, household budget survey, population statistics, national accounts, and 
microdata for a sample from population and tax registers. See Appendix for details. Incomes in 
average SEK per adult. Note that incomes exclude payroll taxes in this comparison. They are 
added at a later stage in the calculations. 
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This gives us a distinct consumption rate for each group. We assign this rate 
to each household within the corresponding income brackets in the detailed 
income distribution. An alternative to using rates is to interpolate the 
consumption group averages separately. However, this causes new problems. 
When there are only consumption averages for eight income brackets 
available, this does more damage than good.  

Using group-level consumption-to-income rates creates sharp breaks at 
income group boundaries, but it often distorts the input information less than 
a separate interpolation of consumption expenditure. It is a way to 
differentiate the consumption rate that is consistent with the limited data 
available. As a way to take the edge of these kinks, the assigned rates are 
smoothed out using a moving average with a window of a size of less than half 
the number of synthetic observations in the smallest group. This create a slow 
transition of consumption rates from one bracket to the next.  

Each household-level observation is assigned a value of total consumption 
expenditure by multiplying income and consumption rate. Subcategories of 
consumption are added as a fraction of total consumption. All households in 
an income bracket group are assigned the same rates of subcategories to total 
consumption. Finally, the household-level values are divided by the number 
of adults in the household. We can then impute consumption taxes. 

The consumption rate of the bottom bracket differs greatly between survey 
years due to design issues. Moreover, there is the issue of uncertain income 
data at the bottom which makes the extrapolated income less suited as a basis 
for imputation at the very bottom. To avoid unrealistically low consumption 
expenditure values, a poverty line is employed as a floor to consumption 
expenditure.  

One could use an absolute poverty line, below which there is little more than 
starvation and death.108 That seems extreme in the case of 1950s Sweden 
onwards. The international poverty line (IPL) of 1.90$ a day in 2011 purchase 
power parities (PPPs) is one such threshold for extreme poverty. Another 
option is to use a relative poverty line, also called national poverty line.109 We 
can expect the actual average consumption at the very bottom of the income 
distribution to lie between an official national basic needs minimum and the 
World Bank’s international poverty line in all years under study. 

There is not one sole official basic needs threshold in Sweden during this 
period. There are several, including the national guidelines for social 
assistance and the income levels allowed by courts when handling cases of 
debt management and distraint of property (existensminimum). They all 
however relate to and are usually expressed in terms of an inflation-adjusted 

                                                             
108 Allen (2017). 
109 Jolliffe & Prydz (2016). 
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reference sum called prisbasbelopp. When the National Board of Health and 
Welfare began publishing guidelines for social assistance in the 1980s, the 
minimum level for a single adult was set to 115 per cent of this reference sum. 
The minimum level of several national basic needs thresholds has hovered 
around this reference sum. Consequently, it is an acceptable approximation to 
a national poverty line. The floor for consumption expenditure is set to the 
average of the IPL and this national poverty line. 

The procedure outlined here can be useful when working with other 
countries and years where data is scarce, of low quality and available only in 
the form of group aggregates. It allows us to use rough and inadequate 
tabulation input from household budget surveys and still yield useful and 
justifiable results.  

2.6 Consumption taxes 
The general formula for the subsequent imputation of consumption taxes is as 
follows, based on the procedure by Torregrosa Hetland.110 The individual’s 
consumption tax of category 푡  is matched with a related class of consumption 
expenditure 푐 . If the equivalent national aggregates are denoted 푇 and 퐶, then 

푡 =  푇 ×
푐
퐶 

Here, that imputation formula is applied to a selection of umbrella categories 
of indirect taxes: alcohol & tobacco, vehicles & energy, customs duties, and 
other specific consumption taxes. The value added tax is added as an 
additional separate category from the year of its introduction 1969 onwards. 

 The public revenue aggregates of these groups of taxes are imputed using 
bases composed of the following categories of consumption expenditure: 
alcohol & tobacco, vehicles & transportation, housing & energy, and total 
consumption expenditure. 

Before distributing aggregate tax revenue over the sample, weights are 
adjusted to improve the fit between different national-level aggregates. The 
weights are adjusted so that the upweighted sample’s sum of factor and 
taxable transfer income perfectly matches the tax assessment’s income 
aggregate of that category. The procedure assures that any revenue aggregate 
that is added will be on par with the weighted sums of the variables of the 
sample. The shape of the distribution and all income and tax averages remain 
intact. 

                                                             
110 Torregrosa Hetland (2015). 
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Sample aggregates inflated by sample weights do not automatically match 
the aggregates in official statistics.111 If one wants to match one particular 
population aggregate with an inflated sample aggregate of the corresponding 
variable, for the sake of making imputations based on other population 
aggregates for instance, one will need to choose the aggregates that are to be 
matched and let the others differ in proportion to the particular properties of 
the sample. A further discussion of methodological aspects related to working 
with historical surveys is given in the appendix. 

The progressive national income tax is calculated from statutory tax rates of 
taxable income when not available at the micro level. Taxable income 
(beskattningsbar inkomst) equals the income registered for taxation less 
deductions, in other words the tax base for income tax.  The procedure is 
expanded on in the appendix along with an overview of the procedures for 
estimating local income tax, wealth tax, employee-paid social security 
contribution and payroll taxes.  

One important adjustment, which becomes particularly important in the 
1970s, concerns the so-called clawbacks mentioned earlier. These are taxes on 
public transfer income, theoretically not a tax but a reduction of statutory 
transfer income. Adjustments are made not to subtract transfer income from 
pretax income, but also direct taxes in proportion to the share of taxable 
transfers to factor income. 

The baseline factor income variable is calculated by adding estimated 
payroll taxes and employer’s social security contributions. It is done 
separately for each individual in the register data before summing to 
household income totals. Most of the other imputations are made on the basis 
of the official factor and taxable transfer income variable excluding payroll 
taxes. The individual’s payroll tax part of factor income is calculated from 
statutory rates applied to earned income.  

The baseline specification adjusts negative posttax incomes to zero before 
calculating progressivity and redistribution metrics.112 One alternative version 
is presented where posttax incomes are allowed to fall below zero. The 
aggregate indicators are calculated from percentile group averages in order to 
minimise the effect of differences in character of the underlying data from 
different periods and different types of sources. 

 

  
                                                             
111 Canberra Group (2011) recommends a discussion of these choices, whether or not one does make 
adjustments to match with NA aggregates and for what reason. 
112 Which is done with the progres Stata module, Peichl & Kerm (2007). The module requires input in the 
format of pretax income and posttax income. 
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3. Tax regressivity in postwar Sweden 

The inclusion of consumption taxes lowers tax progressivity in all years under 
study. It even makes overall taxation regressive in several years. The offsetting 
effect of indirect taxation increases in the 1960s with the arrival of general 
consumption taxes, which fall to a greater degree on low earners than on high 
earners. 

The composition of aggregate shares of tax revenue in Figure 8 gives a first 
indication of these tendencies. Other consumption tax categories such as 
alcohol and tobacco taxes were important sources of revenue in relative terms 
before the general sales tax and VAT, but then gradually became negligible. 
Vehicle and energy taxes remained largely constant in relative terms. Social 
security contributions and payroll taxes made important inroads, particularly 
after the first thrust of general consumption taxes in the 1960s. The increase 
of VAT revenue tapered of, whereas the increase of payroll tax revenue 
continued at a steady pace well into the 1980s. Both categories continued to 
increase in relative terms, albeit more slowly, in the 2000s. This chart, 

Figure 8. Tax revenue categories as per cent of total revenue, 1958–2016. 

Sources: Statistisk årsbok (Statistical yearbook) for 1958–1980, OECD web for 1981–2016, 
except Customs duties and Vehicles & energy, which are taken from Statistical yearbook for 1981–
99 and Statistics Sweden web for 2000–2016. Customs duties collected for the EU since 1998 are 
included for continuity. 
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however, does not give us precise information about the incidence of these 
categories of taxes. 

3.1 Consumption and payroll taxes as a counterweight 
The baseline version in Figure 9 relies on factor income, here equal to what 
remains of the tax authorities’ official income concept after having subtracted 
taxable public transfer income as far as possible. Income and wealth taxes 
appear progressive all the way from the late 1950s to the early 2010s at a first 
glance. We can see that from decile group 5 and up, the rate of income and 
wealth taxes to factor income increases. It is likely that the rate of income and 
wealth taxes is lower at the bottom, but we can not tell for certain just yet. 

The regressivity of consumption taxes is difficult to distinguish based on 
this chart alone, since factor income approaches zero at the bottom. We can 
see that the alternative specification for imputing consumption taxes, which 
sets the consumption expenditure floor of a household to IPL extreme poverty, 
yields similar results as the baseline specification, which sets the floor to the 
average of IPL and a national poverty line. The difference is hardly 
distinguishable for any of the groups in the chart and negligible. 

Figure 10 does a better job at revealing the incidence of consumption taxes 
by showing subcategories of total tax payments per decile group of factor 
income. Here the shift induced by the introduction of VAT stands out clearly. 
Look at the rate of VAT to total tax in the bottom half of the income 
distribution from 1969 onwards. In the beginning of the VAT era, the rate is 
around 40 per cent at the bottom. Later it varies between around 50 to 70 per 
cent of total tax.  

These bottom values are extreme of course, due to the income concept, but 
note decile groups 4 and 5. The members of these groups receive actual factor 
income, not only pensions and other taxable transfer income. Their rate of 
consumption tax payments is clearly higher than in the income strata above. 
The implications are that VAT in effect worked to extract revenue to a greater 
degree from the bottom half of the distribution, which otherwise would have 
been taxed more lightly under a pure system of progressive income and wealth 
taxes. 

Another interesting find in Figure 10 is that even before the 1960 general sales 
tax, the incidence of consumption taxes was tilted towards the bottom of the 
income distribution. One could of course criticise the specification in this 
version of the calculations and for instance argue that no vehicle taxes or 
luxury taxes (part of the category Other consumption) ought to fall on the 
lowest income decile groups in 1958. However, there is a risk of missing the 
point. 
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Figure 9. Average effective tax rates by factor income (%), 1958–2012. 

 
Sources: TA, HBS and NA. See appendix for details. All values per adult. Factor income is before 
payroll tax. For the lowest two decile groups, total tax to disposable income is plotted on the right 
axis. The 1958 payroll tax at 1 per cent of labour income is calculated as an upper bound, based 
on the full income. Real estate was taxed as an income tax on imputed income from real estate 
ownership before 1985. Real estate taxes since 1985 are included in Wealth & property taxes. The 
solid lines are stacked. The alternative consumption tax imputations rely on the international 
poverty line (IPL) as a floor for consumption expenditure. 
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Figure 10. Tax categories of total tax (%), factor income deciles, 1958–2012. 

 
Sources: See note to Figure 9. 
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What emerges is that there was already a system of consumption taxes in 
place, but it became increasingly obsolete. Then at the verge of mass 
consumerism, a new more flexible and resilient type of consumption tax was 
added to the existing ones. That is the change we see in Figure 10. Total 
consumption expenditure was miniscule at the bottom of the income 
distribution in 1958. Real incomes were also much lower.  

The consumption tax values of 1958 estimated according to the methods 
and sources described in the previous chapter might come with some 
limitations to quality. They might not fully reflect the extent to which the 
earlier consumption taxes were levied on what was at the time considered 
luxury items, associated with middle- and high-income households. That is a 
consequence of relying on consumption group averages of very broad income 
groups. However, the estimates do point to the direction in which the payment 
of consumption taxes was distributed.  

Customs duties is a class of commercial taxes that one might choose to 
exclude. Theoretically, all customs revenue could pertain to the exporting 
industries. Let us say that firms pay customs duties for their raw materials and 
then send the final products abroad without the inhabitants of the country 
ever being affected. That is not the case here, but in theory it could be. One 
could motivate an exclusion of customs duties. However, Figure 10 shows that 
it would not have a great impact on the results. Moreover, even if the incidence 
of customs duties on the inhabitants of a country is elusive, it is still just as a 
reasonable an assumption to divide customs duty revenue on citizens 
according to total consumption expenditure. Both approaches are acceptable. 

A similar disclaimer can be made about consumption taxes paid by others 
than physical persons. The current specification distributes the full revenue 
aggregates onto the population of physical persons. The imputed values are 
expected to be slightly inflated, since all physical individuals get to share 
equally the consumption taxes paid by organisations and other non-physical 
consumption tax contributors. However, the potential inflation will be the 
same in relative terms for everyone. One might also argue, as in the case of 
customs duties, that it is a fair assumption to impute this other part of 
consumption tax revenue onto the physical population according to spending 
patterns. 

Note particularly the combined effect of VAT and social security contributions 
since the 1960s. VAT serves to extract revenue from everyone, even those with 
zero factor income who pay no other taxes. Social security contributions, 
including other payroll taxes, serve to extract revenue from the working 
population, with at particularly important role in boosting the household tax 
total around the middle of the income distribution. The picture that emerges 
from Figure 9 and Figure 10 is that of a largely proportional tax system. It has 
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been patched in creative ways to adjust to the characteristics of different 
income strata and manage to extract revenue from them all.  

Let us now check how this picture fits the development of aggregate 
progressivity using some of the most common indicators based on the Lorenz 
curve of cumulative population and income shares before and after taxes, and 
on the concentration of tax payments of the population sorted by income.  

Figure 11 compares the Kakwani progressivity index with and without 
consumption taxes, using four different specifications. This metric shows the 
degree of departure from a perfectly proportional tax system, the difference 
between the Gini coefficient of incomes and the concentration coefficient of 
tax payments of the population sorted by income.113  

The first specification is income taxes with and without consumption taxes. 
The next adds social security contributions to income tax, and the third adds 
wealth tax on top of that. The fourth specification compares income and 
wealth tax versus a tax total that includes social security contributions and 
consumption taxes as well. No wealth tax values were calculated for the 

                                                             
113 See Lustig (2018) for further discussion about these aggregate indicators of progressivity, redistribution 
and inequality. 

Figure 11. Kakwani indices, factor income, 1958–2012. 

Sources: See note to Figure 9. Calculated from per-adult percentile group averages. 
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interpolated synthetic distribution of the first benchmark year, so the third 
and fourth specifications are available from 1969 onwards.  

We quickly see the difference of including consumption taxes. In each year, 
progressivity drops when adding consumption taxes. Including consumption 
taxes markedly decreases progressivity in all years covered. The Kakwani 
index lines that exclude consumption tax are consistently below the more 
narrow tax concept under all four specifications. 

Another thing that stands out is that in the 1980s, all the Kakwani lines that 
include consumption tax fall below zero, in other words indicate a regressive 
tax system. Equally interesting, all specifications that exclude consumption 
tax stay above zero. Looking at the other taxes alone, the tax system can be 
characterised as progressive. When consumption taxes are included, that no 
longer holds. 

The Reynolds-Smolensky indices in Figure 12 show the difference between a 
Gini coefficient of pretax income and a concentration coefficient of posttax 
income sorted by pretax income. The picture is similar to that above. A notable 
difference is that these metrics show that the difference in redistribution 
between tax totals excluding versus including consumption taxes is negligible 
in the beginning. The tax system of the 1950s showed a marked difference in 

Figure 12. Reynolds-Smolensky indices, factor income, 1958–2012. 

Sources: See note to Figure 9. Calculated from per-adult percentile group averages. 
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departure from proportionality when adding consumption taxes, but the 
redistribution as defined by Reynolds-Smolensky is negligible.  

A similar picture emerges when we look at Gini coefficients before and after 
taxes in Figure 13. The fourth specification of income and wealth tax versus 
consumption and payroll tax shows the most radical difference in inequality 
reduction. Nonetheless, political discourse often focuses more on the statutory 
rates of income and wealth taxes. Similarly, the above-mentioned marginal 
tax and inequality strand has focused to a greater degree on these taxes. 

Some readers might be surprised by the shape of the pretax factor income 
Gini curve. They might expect a U-shape with a minimum in the early 1980s. 
For comparison, Figure 14 provides basic versions of the above indices for the 
more common wider income concept of factor and taxable transfer income 
used by the tax authorities. There we see the familiar U, since no taxable 
transfers have been subtracted. It is the official income concept without major 
adjustments. As a theoretical construction that income concept is 
unsatisfactory. The kinds of taxable transfers included varies greatly. New 
transfers are added to the tax base almost by the year in the 1970s. 

For the sake of consistency, income taxes in Figure 14 and Figure 15 are not 
reduced in proportion to the rate of taxable transfer income to total income, 

Figure 13. Factor income Gini coefficients before and after tax, 1958–2012. 

Sources: See note to Figure 9. Calculated from per-adult percentile group averages. 
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as in the baseline version. Taxpayers keep their full sum of direct tax liabilities. 
For perfect theoretical consistency, it would be necessary to define the whole 
system of public social insurance as outside of the tax system. Such an 
undertaking is neither desirable nor feasible. Instead, the tax categories of 
Figure 9 are reported by factor and taxable transfer income in Figure 15. The 
only difference is that the income tax is unadjusted for clawbacks on public 
transfer income. 

Figure 14 confirms the picture of aggregate progressivity in the calculations 
based on narrow factor income. Using this wider income concept, departure 
from proportionality similarly appears lower in each year when consumption 
taxes are included. The system does not however reach regressivity, a value 
below zero, in the 1980s under these definitions. The Reynolds-Smolensky 
index of redistribution before and after tax payments shows similar 
developments. The overall trend is towards taxation inducing less inequality 
reduction relative to factor and taxable transfer income since the early 1980s. 

A noteworthy phenomenon in Figure 15 is that the rate of VAT to income keeps 
increasing in all decile groups except the highest throughout the last two 
decades. This is a relative increase. It implies either that incomes according to 

 

Figure 14. All indices, factor and taxable transfer income, 1958–2012. 

Sources: See note to Figure 9. Calculated from per-adult percentile group averages. 
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Figure 15. Tax rates by factor and taxable transfer income (%), 1958–2012. 

 
Sources: See note to Figure 9. 
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this definition went down, or that consumption went up. The highest statutory 
rates appeared in the early 1990s with a unified VAT at 25 per cent. It has since 
been diversified, with a set of reduced rates below the top level. Consequently, 
it is not caused by increased rates, but by either lower incomes or higher 
spending. 

Yet an alternative perspective is given in Figure 16. It shows the baseline 
series sorted by total consumption expenditure and grouped by total 
consumption expenditure. Figure 16 hints that effective  tax rates were high in 
the lowest decile group in the 1950s and 1960s primarily because incomes 
were low. Consumption expenditure relative to factor income increases over 
time at the bottom. 

3.2 Conclusions 
Concerning the results on postwar Swedish taxation, there has been a debate 
on the role of regressive consumption taxes and social security contributions 
versus progressive income taxes. The results of this chapter assert that 
consumption taxes had an important role in offsetting income tax 
progressivity in the 1960s and 1970s, on the road to the renowned egalitarian 
peak of the 1980s.  

The VAT made the biggest difference to public revenue extraction from the 
bottom half of the income distribution, where some receive little or no factor 
income. Payroll taxes and social security contributions made the biggest 
difference in the middle of the income distribution. Together, these two 
groups of taxes worked to take the edge off the progressivity of income and 
wealth taxes. Presenting the high marginal income tax rates as the main 
characteristics of taxation in this era is genuinely misleading with regard to 
the aspect of tax fairness, tax equity or distributive justice.  

Another conclusion, building on the previous chapter, is that the alleged 
high marginal taxes and high overall tax take since the mid-1970s refer to a 
baseline income concept that includes public transfer income. If we want to 
know the tax take without this recycling of government funds, we need to 
subtract public transfer income from the tax authorities’ preferred income 
concept, and reduce taxes levied on that base accordingly.  

One contribution of this and the previous chapter is to provide an example of 
a workflow for merging household budget survey group-level data of 
questionable quality with tax assessment and population group-level data or 
microdata. This can be useful to any historical or contemporary context where 
data is scarce, as an intermediate step to generating income distributions and 
tax incidence estimates that are comparable across time and between 
countries. 
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Figure 16. Factor income tax rates (%), sorted by consumption, 1958–2012. 

Sources: See note to Figure 9. 
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For scholars interested in analysing top income shares, the choice of bottom 
income estimate does not matter much in the case of postwar Sweden. The 
incomes of non-filers are by all definitions very low in all years covered here. 
Most assumptions would produce similar results. The choice becomes more 
important, however, if we are to compare effective tax rates across the 
distribution. Even more importantly, if we want to impute consumption 
expenditure on a basis of income, then that income needs to be as complete as 
possible. Any gaps diminish the quality of the output after imputations. 

The local Pareto extrapolation method developed in the thesis determines 
estimates of unregistered bottom incomes automatically on the basis of the 
pattern of the distribution above. It has the advantage of producing a smooth 
overlap from the lowest known incomes to the extrapolated incomes 
immediately below, while satisfying the necessary requirements for a solid 
national reference total household income estimate. 

To end the chapter, let us reflect back on the development of equity or fairness 
in the taxation of postwar Sweden. This dimension is crucial for upholding the 
legitimacy of the fiscal system and the state. Scholars and political actors have 
often portrayed the period as one of extremely progressive taxation, due 
primarily to the character of statutory income tax rates.  

This picture was questioned by scholars within what is referred to here 
broadly as the social spending strand. They did not, however, assess the actual 
incidence of consumption taxes. They noted that the aggregate share of VAT 
increased, and took this as evidence that the Swedish welfare state was funded 
by the lower rather than the higher end of the income distribution. 

This chapter has presented estimates of consumption taxes compared with 
the most important progressive direct tax, the national income tax. The equity 
consequence of introducing and expanding the VAT was clearly that tax 
burden was shifting onto the lower half of the income distribution. One other 
thing that stands out is the increasing ambiguity of the incidence of direct 
taxes in relation to the statutory rates. Due to the inclusion of transfer income 
in the tax authorities’ base income concept, and due to the gradual increase of 
payroll taxes which are theoretically part of factor income but not included in 
the tax authorities’ income concept, the seemingly clear incidence of direct 
taxes is muddled.  
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4. Explaining the postwar path: 
The literature 

The consumption tax revenue from middle- and low-income households was 
indeed a cornerstone in the construction of the Swedish welfare state since the 
beginning. That finding begs the question: why? The previous chapter showed 
that the VAT turned out to fall relatively more on low earners. It acted as a 
regressive element in the Swedish tax mix. Yet, postwar labour governments 
are usually not associated with regressive taxation but with ‘soak the rich’ 
policies. 

This chapter engages in a cross-disciplinary review of literature on the topic 
to sift out the most promising potential explanations. That discussion of 
causal factors given in previous work leads on an empirical study of the rise of 
VAT in Sweden in the subsequent chapter.  

A range of studies have claimed that the most extensive welfare states were 
financed by governments relying more heavily on public revenue from the 
lower- and middle-income strata than in other countries.114 Counter-
intuitively, countries with more limited welfare states appear to have relied 
relatively more on progressive income taxation. Their governments have 
traditionally expressed criticism towards taxation in general, and towards 
progressive taxation in particular, whereas the governments of mass welfare 
states have showed a positive attitude to progressive taxation. The results in 
the previous chapter support that claim with estimates of the distribution of 
consumption tax payments across income groups in postwar Sweden.  

The preceding work has promoted the VAT been as a central explanatory 
factor to how Sweden managed to combine a high tax levy with strong 
economic growth. The following two chapters trace the roots of this fiscal 
arrangement and evaluates the role of welfare state formation, business–
labour relations, and influences from international processes in an analysis of 
documents from the policy process.  

The main conclusion is that broad taxes on consumption were a purposeful 
component of Social Democrat policy for achieving a comprehensive welfare 
state. Popular resistance was met with promises of compensation to low-
income households. Political right-wing and business groups continuously 
appealed for reliefs from this new charge on business inputs, which had a 
pivotal role in why there was a transition from sales tax to VAT. This study 
thus refutes the notion that a direct influence of international organisations 
can be regarded as the principal explanation for this transition. Appeals from 

                                                             
114 Lindert (2004), Kato (2003), Steinmo (1993), Prasad & Deng (2009). 
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the Swedish business community about keeping up with international 
competition are given more weight as a direct causal factor. 

A generally negative attitude on the part of policy-makers to consumption 
taxes changed during the 1960s. The political left began to reframe the general 
consumption tax as indispensable for public welfare and equality, whereas the 
centre-right reframed it as indispensable for lowering direct taxation and 
reducing progressivity. This laid the groundwork for repeated increases of 
VAT rates throughout the postwar period.  

The historical context and main events are recapitulated briefly in the next 
section, which is followed by a discussion of the literature on twentieth-
century fiscal reform in Sweden and elsewhere. The aim is to find the most 
plausible explanatory factors, which are then to be evaluated in the empirical 
study. The next chapter begins with a section on the design of the study, 
including how the primary potential explanatory factors are covered in the 
analysis of documents from the policy process. 

4.1 A formative era  
The process of rapid economic growth and expansion of public welfare that 
took off in the middle of the twentieth century in the West begins to seem 
increasingly like an exception in the history of humanity since the agricultural 
revolution. For a brief moment, economic gains were channelled into much of 
society in an unprecedented way, rather than to a small elite which has been 
the more common state of affairs. Many western countries experienced this to 
some extent, but one group stood out in terms of performance in both these 
areas. They were characterised by corporatism, labour market coordination 
and a strong influence from social democratic parties and the political labour 
movement.  

A number of explanations have been given to how the fiscal structure of 
these countries was conceived, and what its consequences were concerning 
welfare and growth. They cover the mobilisation of interest groups, the 
structure of political institutions, capital mobility, pressure from 
supranational organisations, and economic efficiency, among other aspects.115 
Lindert argues that the Nordic countries managed to combine growth with 
high taxation and public welfare by taxing lower earners comparatively harder 
than in other countries. Allegedly, this allowed incentives for economic 
advancement to remain intact. He lets Sweden represent this group 
coordinated capitalist economies, as an extreme example. The question that 
remains is how did it get there? Swedish postwar politics was dominated by a 

                                                             
115 Martin (2015), Steinmo (1993), Ganghof (2006), Beramendi & Rueda (2007), James (2015), Kato (2003), 
Lindert (2004). 
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strong labour movement, which would be expected to want to tax its own 
constituency as lightly as possible. 

The first step in this direction was the adoption of a sales tax during the second 
world war as an extraordinary measure.116 It was heavily criticised and 
consequently repealed a few years after the war. The left opposed the tax 
because it increased the price of goods on which workers and poor people 
spent a large fraction of their income. The right opposed it because it added to 
business costs. The social democratic government’s general direction for tax 
policy at this point was to consolidate progressive direct taxation.  

The Communists had gained ground in recent elections, and support for a 
radical stance was generally strong in the labour movement. Towards the end 
of the 1950s, the Social Democrats achieved a major feat in pushing through 
an earnings-related supplement to the public pension, which transformed this 
benefit into something far more than the last resort for the destitute. The 
Liberals had lost ground in the 1958 parliamentary elections following a public 
debate dominated by the pension issue, which indicated that there was some 
support among professionals and middle-class voters for the reform. At the 
same time, the controversial general sales tax returned to the agenda.  

After a dramatic turn of events in 1959, when the prime minister declared 
that the government would resign if they lost the vote, the Communists 
abstained and allowed a general sales tax to come into effect. Despite initial 
broad opposition, the rate increased sharply in the years that followed from 4 
per cent in 1960 to 10 per cent in 1968. It was replaced by a VAT at that rate 
in the following year at the initiative of a social democratic minority 
government. The VAT’s share of public revenue rose accordingly and 
continued to do so after this first formative period, as shown earlier in Figure 
4. 

4.2 Potential explanations 
The literature on twentieth-century fiscal institutional change, and 
particularly the formation of welfare states with support of regressive taxes, 
offers a range of possible explanatory factors. We can classify them roughly as 
pertaining to either institutions or economy, working at the domestic or the 
international level. Table 3 summarises the foremost potential explanatory 
factors categorised in this way.  

Studies concerning Sweden have primarily focused on the following factors: 
how interest groups organised and mobilised, the incentives provided by the 
structure of the political system, technocratic rationality leaning on economic 
efficiency, citizens’ willingness to pay, and the timing of tax reforms in relation 

                                                             
116 Elvander (1972), gives an overview of the events described in the following. 
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to when chronic budget deficits began to appear.117 Studies on similar 
developments in other countries add the following potential contributing 
factors: international relations and pressure from supranational 
organisations, the risk of capital flight and the preferences of the median 
voter.  

4.3 Institutional structure and organised interests 
Nils Elvander’s analysis of Swedish tax politics focuses on the actions of 
political parties and interest organisations. His account gives the impression 
that the parties involved had considerable room for manoeuvre. The challenge 
for political leaders was rather to choose which interests to accommodate and 
not, leaning towards a view of causality and driving forces as largely 
endogenous to the actors.118   

An extreme version of this position is the so-called partisan approach.119 It 
assumes that the political group in office at a given point in time can attributed 
full causality, as a hypothesis. The partisan approach or partisan theory relates 
policy outcomes directly to the share of seats in parliament of political parties 
and the interests of their core constituencies. It has served mainly as a basis 
for making predictions and setting up testable positions concerning what 
consequences the electoral victory of a certain party would have at the 
macroeconomic level. It is an example of a theoretical approach that assumes 
away any potential institutional inertia and considers the shaping of policy as 
starting from a clean slate each time.   

Baccaro & Pontusson challenge this assumption in one way.120  They add 
the dimension of the extent to which a country is characterised by export-led 

                                                             
117 Elvander (1972), Steinmo (1993), Rodriguez (1980), and Kato (2003). 
118 Elvander (1972) partially supports the conflict-oriented explanation, and to some part the technocratic 
one (described below). The former is applied more to the introductory phase, and the latter to the subsequent 
process of consolidation and expansion of general indirect taxation. 
119 Hibbs Jr. (1992), Allan & Scruggs (2004). 
120 Baccaro & Pontusson (2016). 

Table 3. Potential factors behind postwar regressive taxation. 

 Institutions Economy 

Domestic – Organisation of interests 

– Political superstructure 

 

– Real economic growth and its 
distribution 

– The efficiency of a tax  

International – Pressure from supranational 
organisations 

– Influx of ideas 

– Capital mobility 

– International competition  

Note: Author‘s conceptualisation of literature discussed in text.   
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or consumption-led growth. Baccaro & Pontusson conclude that partisanship 
tends to have the largest influence on policy if the country does not belong 
clearly to one of these types. If they rely on domestic consumption, the 
response to economic difficulties will more likely be to try to make households 
consume more, independently of the outcomes of parliamentary elections.  

If a country relies on exports, governments of all political factions are likely 
to respond to a downturn with macroeconomic policies that boost 
international competitiveness. Sweden has a long history of functioning as an 
export-oriented economy, which would challenge a straightforward 
partisanship type of assumption. There are other grounds for challenging this 
approach as well. A labour government in one country at one point in time 
may promote a fiscal policy that another labour government would reject. This 
is what the empirical record shows. Institutions matter.  

The perspective of interest mobilisation is relevant of course. Domestic actors 
behind economic policy did have a direct influence on decisions taken. But a 
conceptualisation of the frames within which these organisations and 
individuals operated is needed as well.  

As Sven Steinmo points out, there were similar challenges in many of the 
industrialised democracies. There were interest groups and parties of similar 
kinds present in other countries too, maybe not as strong, but they attempted 
to work in a similar direction as the labour movement in Sweden. The main 
factor in explaining differences between Sweden, the UK and the US, 
according to Steinmo, is how the structures for political decision making and 
elections differed. The Swedish system, where seats in parliament were 
distributed proportionally according to the election results, meant that no 
single party was likely to achieve a majority on its own.121  

This arrangement gave incentives for negotiation and compromise between 
parties. In comparison, the UK had an electoral system that promoted the 
majority of one party, a winner-takes-all system. An entirely new government 
would take office during one term. If another party won the next elections it 
could undo everything the predecessors had accomplished.122 The US was 
characterised by a strong division of power. This fragmentation meant 
difficulties of reaching holistic long-term solutions.123  

A particular point that Steinmo makes is that the abolishment of the 
Swedish two-chamber system in the early 1970s had the unintended effect of 
contributing to the end of the long reign of social democracy. The new single-

                                                             
121 Steinmo (1993), p. 121. 
122 Steinmo (1993), pp. 144–147. 
123 Steinmo (1993), p. 135f. 
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chamber system was also proportional, so the incentives for long-term 
collaboration remained however.124  

In the old system, the election process to the upper chamber had been 
constructed in a way that gave the Social Democrats an advantage and, 
accordingly, a majority in this chamber for several decades. Members of the 
upper chamber were elected indirectly by local governments, were social 
democracy was strong. Steinmo goes so far as to say that this reform of the 
parliamentary system paved the way for the formation of a centre-right 
government in 1976, after four decades of social democratic hegemony.  

This kind of explanation focused on political superstructure can give us 
many insights. The approach is relevant for comparing economies that are 
similar in certain aspects but show seemingly inexplicable diverging 
outcomes. In such a scenario, it is important to understand how political 
initiatives are channelled into action and what the systemic obstacles and 
limitations are. What the political superstructure approach cannot tell us is 
why policy change occurs. It does not help us explain how a country with a 
given political system suddenly comes to change path when nothing has 
changed in the structure of the political system. 
 
Enrique Rodriguez’ study of the Swedish tax system aims at formalising a 
general explanation of what drives the expansion of public revenue.125 The 
main conclusions are that in the long term the level of revenue is determined 
by the ambitions of government spending, in other words the desired level of 
public services. This would most likely reach untenable heights if there were 
no constraints and every plea for public spending was granted. The willingness 
to pay of citizens is the primary constraint identified by Rodriguez.  

People’s willingness to pay consequently limits the size of the public sector. 
He theorises that change is caused by crises. These are defined broadly to 
include war, economic crises and demands from ‘wage earners’, the popular 
majority. Rodriguez’ crises can be equated with factors exogenous to the 
domestic policy process. In terms of the schema presented earlier in Table 3, 
this equals the all the boxes other than the upper left corner. A general 
conclusion of his is that real income levels, the attitude of citizens towards 
taxation and exogenous shocks determine the long-run development of the 
aggregate level of public revenue. This framework is broad and calls for further 
work to reach more precision. 

   Rodriguez stresses the role of pragmatism when it comes to what shapes 
the structure of the tax system and the levels of individual taxes. Such details 
are decided independently of the mechanisms that determine the aggregate 
level of tax revenue. They are little more than a technical problem that needs 

                                                             
124 Steinmo (1993), pp. 129–135. 
125 Rodriguez (1980), pp. 194–209. 
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to be solved. Policymakers tend to go for the option that yields the most 
revenue with the least resistance from taxpayers. A fiscal measure that worked 
well in a previous era might one day hit a ceiling and become difficult to 
expand further under new conditions such as higher real income levels or a 
change in economic structure.  

When an old solution becomes inadequate, policymakers will try to find a 
new fiscal tool to exploit. If the attitude of citizens would change and their 
support for the level of taxation would diminish, policymakers would not be 
able to continue raising taxes. The role of public support is without doubt 
relevant. It is at the same time elusive and has long been difficult to study. 

We can draw a parallel to Offer’s more recent claims about public finance 
regimes and limits to fiscal policy.126 He argues that the twentieth century 
offered two macroeconomic financial innovations: public expenditure and 
household debt. They were both answers to the question of how to provide for 
those in need throughout the life cycle. Everyone is unable to provide for 
themselves at some points. Then the private or the public sector will need to 
do it instead. 

The first innovation, public expenditure, reached a limit in the 1980s. Then 
a regime of household debt began to emerge, as governments faced difficulties 
increasing revenue further. In Rodriguez’ terms, a crisis occurred, willingness 
to pay diminished, and this was the new solution of policymakers at the time. 
Offer argues that currently we see signs of the household debt regime’s limits 
appearing.  

It is worth noting that he labels the first regime according to the character 
of the output side, public expenditure, and the other according to input, 
households borrowing on a massive scale. The input side of the first regime 
remains a black box in this narrative. That condition contributes to motivating 
the present study, which addresses exactly that black box part. The hypothesis 
that Offer presents is relevant to return to in the final discussion after having 
analysing this other side of public finance and how to tackle the universal 
problem of life-cycle dependency.    

Concerning the tension of organised interests versus structure as 
explanations, this author prefers an analytical framework that accounts for 
both. A partisan approach remains weak if it lacks sensitivity to institutional 
context. A political structure approach remains weak if it does not account for 
the operations of actual organisations within this structure.  

Cathie Jo Martin’s study of the role of employer organization in forming 
public welfare and regressive taxation regimes is one example of an approach 
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that incorporates both structural aspects and notions of group agency.127 
Another is Martin Daunton’s study of tax politics in the UK from the first 
world war to the Margaret Thatcher regime: 

The approach [...] rests on the belief that both ideas and material interests 
must be located in the institutional context of policy-making. Different state 
structures and institutions are more or less accessible to new knowledge and 
ideas, with a greater or lesser degree of diversity and continuity in official 
opinion. In Britain, the powerful ethos of the Treasury and the 
administrative continuity of the civil service recruited from the elite 
universities meant that there was resistance to change, a defence of the 
status quo against politicians and economists who proposed reform, and 
stress on discretion or secrecy.128 

Daunton acknowledges these structural features. The groundwork, however, 
consists of a close account of statements by politicians and officials from the 
process of tax policy making. It is one thing that an organisation promotes a 
certain policy. It is quite another thing whether the proposal neds up being 
part of the tax code. What features of the administrational structure were 
conducive to making that type of policy happen?  

In this way, Daunton examines both structure and actors. He examines the 
actions of individuals and the organisations they represent, and he examines 
how institutional features limit their room for manoeuvre. This is a fruitful 
way to approach the roles of structure versus organisations. The present thesis 
aims at doing that as well. 

We will return to that theme later in a discussion on how to conceptualise 
mechanisms of policy change relative to stasis. The next section surveys 
previous work on the roles of public opinion, paradigms of thought and 
pressure from supranational organisations. It is followed by a section that 
discusses the common strategy within comparative work to group countries 
according to sets of ideal types, and to what extent this is a relevant tool for 
structuring research. 

4.4 Public attitudes and the role of technocracy 
As mentioned, the willingness to pay among citizens is a potential roadblock 
in fiscal policy. Most research concerning this aspect deals with contemporary 
conditions. It is more difficult to study the aspect of public opinion in earlier 
periods not covered by surveys.  

Stefan Svallfors was one of the early contributors to the effort of surveying 
attitudes towards the welfare state.129 His work on the early 1990s showed that 
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the patterns of attitudes were not, in fact, structured strictly according to the 
common ideal types of capitalist economies welfare.130  Group identities such 
as class and gender appeared to be more important than the political tradition 
of the respondent’s country of residence. This research does not go further 
back in time however.  

A related central question is how general social trust relates to the origins 
of the welfare state. It has been addressed by Andreas Bergh among others.131 
Did welfare states produce more trusting populations, or was it rather that 
these societies dared to take the leap to construct a welfare state because 
people already trusted each other? Bergh argues that the causality runs from 
having established the norms of high social trust to constructing a large 
universalist welfare state. The norms are persistent and precede politics. 
These conclusions are based largely on cross-country comparisons of 
contemporary data.  

Gärtner & Prado come to the opposite conclusion.132  They use wage data to 
show that a reduction in income inequality during the 1930s and 40s preceded 
the expansion of the welfare state in Sweden. They argue that this levelling of 
incomes came before the increase in general trust among the Swedish, which 
in turn was necessary for gaining support for the universalist welfare state. 
Thus, they challenge the proposition by Bergh that norms of trust came first.  

However, Gärtner & Prado rely on income inequality as a proxy for trust. 
Consequently, they cannot fully exclude the other hypothesis. The authors 
admit that ‘besides this indirect route to establish historical trust levels there 
is very little we can do within the scope of this paper to assess precisely the 
presurvey dimension of trust’.133 The issue remains open to debate. 

Lucy Barnes compares the preferences of people regarding redistributive 
taxation in a selection of advanced economies and identifies a decoupling of 
attitudes towards taxation.134 Responses concerning satisfaction with the 
degree of tax progressivity and satisfaction with the overall tax level do not co-
vary across social groups and across countries, but appear to be determined 
by distinct factors.  

A pro-progressivity attitude does not follow from a pro-tax attitude, and 
vice versa. Barnes finds levels of trust in government and general social trust 
to be one aspect that matters for the preference over progressivity. Lower trust 
goes hand in hand with a higher preference for taxing the rich. Moreover, the 
middle class is generally the most positive to high tax levels, compared to the 
rich and the poor, whereas the attitude to increasing progressivity is more 
                                                             
130 A survey of ideal-type frameworks for between-country comparisons is given in the next section. 
131 Bergh & Bjørnskov (2014), Bergh (2014), and Bergh (2005). 
132 Gärtner & Prado (2016). 
133 Gärtner & Prado (2016), p. 53. 
134 Barnes (2015). 
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closely linearly correlated with income level. This potentially has implications 
for the analysis of a period characterised by changing real incomes and an 
increasing middle class such as the one examined in this thesis. 

The survey-based work on attitudes does not stretch back to pre-1980s 
Sweden however. This aspect has to be addressed in another way. It can be 
argued that if attitudes and willingness to pay were decisive for setting the 
frames of the tax system, then the policy debate ought to reflect this in some 
way. We can expect policymakers to discuss the impact of public opinion and 
strategies for appeasing the public. This is how the aspect of public opinion is 
covered in the present analysis.  

For this reason, informal institutions, norms and attitudes are not included 
as a separate entry in the matrix of Table 3. They are instead considered part 
of several of the aspects included explicitly in the matrix. Public opinion 
affects domestic politics, public opinion is affected by changes in levels of real 
incomes, and so on. 

 
Junko Kato addresses the question of why some of the industrial democracies 
came to develop extensive welfare states with strong financial support from 
regressive taxation while others did not. Her key factor of explanation is that 
it comes down to the timing of when these taxes were introduced, whether it 
was done before or after the chronic budget deficits that started to appear in 
the 1980s. Kato writes that  

the comparison between Sweden and France demonstrates that the very 
early institutionalization of the VAT, regardless of policy makers’ original 
intentions, led to the same result in two countries with a distinct tradition of 
government partisanship.135  

Japan came to introduce the VAT after the appearance of chronic budget 
deficits and all attempts to increase rates have been met with massive protests 
and difficulties of carrying them through. In the US, no national-level VAT 
was adopted before the era of deficits, and resistance has remained. This 
explanation fits with what Rodriguez suggested about the role of pragmatism, 
citizens’ attitudes and shocks.  

The sudden wave of budget deficits can be described as one such shock that 
tax architects then have to adapt to and counter.  If the willingness to pay is 
not there, the attempts are unlikely to succeed. Making taxes less visible and 
more automatic, through withholding at source, employer’s social security 
contributions and consumption taxes, may increase willingness. It is more 
likely that a government manages to introduce such constructs during a time 
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of prosperity and hope for the future than during a time of stagnation and 
budget deficits. 

A synthesis of the main points of the above authors would be that the level 
of public revenue depends on what output of public services the country’s 
political leaders have the ambition of delivering, and to what extent people 
want this and trust that they will be able to deliver it. If there is corruption or 
excessive inefficiency, people will notice and lower their willingness to pay. An 
implication that follows is that it is not possible to offer a blueprint to another 
country that it can copy right away. 

How to solve the specific problems at hand will be contingent on the 
context. An example is that the VAT lately has become popular among 
governments in poorer countries, but for very different reasons than in the 
advanced-economy cases. The poorer countries experience difficulties in 
upholding administrative control over direct taxation due to large informal 
sectors and bureaucratic deficiencies.136 By taxing consumption in a 
generalised way, they are able to get at least some part of the profits of 
companies and incomes of individuals indirectly. 
 
As mentioned earlier, a widespread version of the Swedish story holds that 
there was a pragmatic and technocratic logic to the expansion of general 
consumption taxation. After an initial struggle, all those involved settled for 
going further in the same direction simply because it was the best and most 
efficient option. Steinmo expresses this view of the events in the period 
following the introduction of the general sales tax.137  

According to Kathryn James, this interpretation has received a wide spread 
due to the fact that it has been actively promoted by the IMF and other related 
organisations.138 This ‘conventional’ approach, as she calls it, attributes the 
spread of the VAT to a shared view among policymakers and experts of it as 
being a good tool.  

It succeeded because it was simply superior, end of story. It is an example 
of a technocratically oriented and somewhat deterministic interpretation, at 
least regarding the possibilities of influencing events at the domestic level. 
Kato and Lindert do not problematise this position further. Their focus lies 
more on the implications of this given strategy than on explaining the 
mechanisms that shaped it. 

Another version stresses that international relations, and particularly the 
dawning economic cooperation in Europe, made all the countries within this 
sphere adopt the VAT. Ebrill et al. make this association of the European 
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integration as driving the spread of the VAT.139 Frances Lynch questions this 
clean causality.140 She does not find a straight line from decisions made within 
the international cooperation out to implementation in the respective 
countries concerning the European harmonisation of fiscal policy.  

James is critical to this as well.141 She questions the conventional approach 
of considering it a smooth process of consensus and elaborates on the 
resistance displayed at political levels below the European Economic 
Community (EEC):  

This resistance to reform, at a minimum, shows that the good is not self-
evident to all actors in the policy process – a point that requires further 
exploration, not diminution. However, rather than explore these and other 
issues that bear on the VAT’s rise and the consequent resistance the rise 
engenders, the conventional approach ignores and minimises them.142  

In an earlier publication, on the other hand, the same author states in passing 
that the spread was ‘accelerated by a series of EEC directives requiring 
member states to adopt a harmonized VAT’.143 The takeaway message is that 
there is reason to be critical to this kind of historiography and try to back such 
statements with studies of the actual processes in the respective countries. 

To conclude, there appears to be some kind of link between the two. The 
wish to synchronise indirect taxation in Europe was present already in the 
Treaty of Rome in 1957, the founding document of the EEC. To what extent 
this mattered at the practical level for the individual countries remains open 
to debate. 

As mentioned, a number of authors have argued that regressive taxation was 
central to the Swedish welfare state. Steinmo was one of the early proponents 
of this idea in the 1990s.144 The established view of preceding decades had 
been to associate Sweden with an exceptionally progressive taxation of 
income.145  

Kato concluded that regressive taxation had been necessary for the 
construction of welfare states. Lindert addressed the issue of how Sweden has 
been able to combine high economic growth with a high tax levy. His answer 
was that regressive taxes, such as the VAT, has contributed to a tax mix that 
can be compatible with growth even at high tax-to-GDP ratios. 
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These claims have not remained unchallenged. Steffen Ganghof is one critic 
of the interpretation of regressive taxes as a singularly important aspect in 
enabling the construction of a welfare state.146 In his view, the particular 
advantage of these taxes is that they enable a lower taxation of capital. The 
mechanism is as follows, according to Ganghof. If a state needs a high level of 
revenue, it can only take so much of it from capital owners due to the risk of 
capital flight. The state needs to rely heavily on at least one of the two major 
regressive taxes: social security contributions and VAT. The main point is not 
the regressivity, but the relatively low taxing of capital.  

Beramendi & Rueda challenge Kato’s claim that regressive taxes were 
necessary for building up the social democratic welfare states.147 They suggest 
that regressive taxes were important, but not inherently tied to labour parties 
and redistributive policy. Their conclusion is that the corporatist agreement 
between state and employers came to pose a constraint on the possibilities to 
decrease the regressive taxes. The business community opposed increases of 
other taxes. In countries with a low level of corporatism, there would be more 
fiscal options open to labour parties. This means that there could have been a 
different path, had the patterns of corporatism been different.  

The present author’s criticism is that this implies a counterfactual where social 
democracy and corporatist institutions had not been intertwined. Beramendi 
& Rueda mention, however, in their literature overview that the historical 
roots of this type of institutional setting usually are associated with labour 
governments.148 This is somewhat contradictory. If that is the case, then 
perhaps we cannot define corporatism and social democracy as two distinct 
continuous variables unrelated to each other.  

The main point of Beramendi & Rueda is however not to criticise the 
historical analysis of Kato but the further implication that regressive taxes will 
continue to be necessary for the welfare state. Beramendi & Rueda give an 
alternative prediction of the future: now that the corporatist deal has been 
broken in many traditionally social democratic countries, labour governments 
will be unconstrained, and will be able to finance the welfare state with other 
types of taxes.  

The Ganghof view would go against this conclusion in that capital mobility 
remains the main constraint. A high tax ratio would still require regressive 
taxes, regardless if corporatism prevails or not. 

Lindert, Kato and Steinmo propose that common views of how the 
distribution of tax burden developed differ from what happened in practice. 
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They give a particular weight to the role of the general consumption tax in this 
process of obscuring the actual incidence of taxes. This phenomenon has 
allowed policymakers, experts and interest organisations to draw attention to 
their subjective interpretations of events.  

For these reasons, it is relevant to analyse the differing views of the 
distribution of tax burden, and to do so in parallel with improving our 
knowledge about how it evolved in practice. Comparing these two, the alleged 
and the actual development, is valuable for improving our understanding of 
the development of Swedish taxation from the late 1950s onwards. 

4.5 Country-level taxonomies 
In comparative studies, advanced economies have often been categorised 
according to some set of ideal types. The following section surveys the 
literature on two widely used typologies: worlds of welfare (WW), 
alternatively called welfare regimes, and varieties of capitalism (VC). The aim 
is to identify their strong and weak points in order to assess the value of 
applying ideal types as a tool for analysing the development of fiscal systems. 

The main conclusion is that it is important to be cautious of viewing country 
characteristics as static. Such a perspective is the logical consequence of 
research that compares an annual cross section of a set of countries. Each 
country is classified as belonging to one of the ideal types, and only one, in 
that particular year. A problematic situation emerges if the same ideal-type 
labels are attached to later and earlier years. The label might be perceived as 
a permanently intrinsic feature of the country. The de facto reason for why 
this problem has arisen is probably that it is convenient to include a country-
type categorical variable in cross-country regressions and similar types of 
analyses. We should however be cautious. 

This conclusion serves as a motivation for long-term studies where country 
characteristics are allowed to change. A country can so to speak move from 
one ideal-type category to another.  

Gøsta Esping-Andersen established a highly influential taxonomy with his 
book The three worlds of welfare capitalism.149 The three ideal types are 
liberal, social democratic and conservative. Esping-Andersen’s typology has a 
foundation within the power resources approach, discussed later in this 
chapter, combined with the concept of path dependence.  

These three ideal types of countries are rooted in a conception of three 
different kinds of class coalitions. These were, in the social democratic 
countries: labour–agrarian, and in conservative countries: labour–
conservative. In liberal countries, the middle class was not engaged in any 
such coalitions. They settled for taking care of their own needs for welfare 
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services and social safety nets through the market by means of private 
insurance. Consequently, the middle class developed less of a sense of loyalty 
towards the state’s endeavours in countries with liberal traditions. The public 
welfare system remained something that mainly concerned the working class 
and the disadvantaged. 

Based on these historical and theoretical underpinnings, Esping-Andersen 
develops a set of indices for measuring the expected characteristics of each 
ideal type. These have been used in numerous comparative studies as 
variables representing size of welfare state, a prêt-à-porter solution for 
operationalising the welfare state. But is it really that simple? Can we pick one 
of the Esping-Andersen indices off the shelf and into any cross-country 
regression analysis? Let us take a closer look at these measures. 

The most straight-forward one is the decommodification index. By 
decommodification, Esping-Andersen means the individual citizen’s degree of 
independence from the market. Is the provision of social care and welfare 
commodified, organised through the market, or by the government? He 
composes an index concerning pensions, unemployment benefits and 
sickness benefits. The result is an intuitive measure of the size of the welfare 
state as represented by three core welfare programs. It shows to what extent 
these are private or public in a specific country.  

The other indices concern social stratification. These are directly tied to the 
class coalition character of each ideal type. The conservative stratification 
index covers the extent to which the public pension system is segregated based 
on profession, along with the level of pension expenditure for public 
employees as share of GDP. The liberal stratification index concerns to what 
extent welfare programs are needs-tested, the share of pensions pertaining to 
private pension schemes, and the share of health care expenditure paid 
privately.  

The social democratic stratification index encompasses the degree of 
welfare program universalism, in other words the share of people who are 
eligible to benefit from them, and how equal the benefits are, which is 
measured as a ratio of the basic benefit level to the maximum level for the 
three welfare systems included in the decommodification index mentioned 
above.  

A word of caution is that the conclusions are drawn from comparing data 
for only one year for each country. The outcome is a snapshot image of a group 
of advanced industrialised economies in the 1980s. Nonetheless, these results 
have continued to be used by many scholars as a basis for distinguishing these 
countries as particular types, as if their character had remained constant.  

The reductionism which is necessary for creating such indices puts the 
focus on some parts of the welfare state while disregarding others. This is 
unavoidable when constructing an analytical generalisation. By definition, 
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some things have to be left out. We should to be aware of the choices that were 
made, of what was excluded, and how that affected the outcome. 
 
The development of this approach continued after 1990. Some contributors 
have chosen the path of trying to refine and improve – or fix – Esping-
Andersen’s categories, with the ambition of finding the ideal definition of ideal 
types.150 In their overview of this body of work, Arts & Gelissen come to the 
conclusion that an ideal-type framework, though far from perfect, is still a 
useful tool. The challenge is consequently to strengthen the empirical and 
theoretical basis and adjusting the definitions of ideal types accordingly. 

Hicks & Kenworthy make a different interpretation of the problems of the 
WW approach.151 They make a case for shifting attention from Esping-
Andersen’s types to what they define as welfare state dimensions. Using 
dimensions instead of types makes the categorisation less rigid. One country 
can be the most liberal in one aspect and at the same time very un-liberal in 
another. This approach allows for more dynamics. A country can change in 
over time with respect to one dimension, while another dimension remains 
constant. It is akin to the earlier mentioned strategy of Beramendi & Rueda to 
use separate non-binary variables for corporatism and social democracy. 

Scruggs & Allan question the typology business as well.152 They conclude that 
the assumption of welfare programmes as systematically intrinsic to a country 
could be wrong. Instead, the programmes might be an independent entity, 
subject to change. This is in line with the concept of welfare state dimensions. 
It allows countries to be ‘contradictory’, in terms of the types originally 
suggested by Esping-Andersen, and their welfare programmes to change over 
time. The authors express concerns about the data used by Esping-Andersen. 
They question the fact that he has not made these publically available. 

As a remedy, Scruggs & Allan attempt to replicate the original study while 
adding more countries and one more year of examination. The original 
Esping-Andersen indices were based on data for a single year, around 1980, 
for each country. Scruggs & Allan use data for one year around 1980 and one 
year around 2000 in their attempt to re-evaluate the extent of stratification 
and decommodification. They show that traditionally extensive welfare states 
have changed character in general and become more liberal. The welfare 
state’s main building blocks have remained in place, but they do not always 
function in the same way as before. A constant level of welfare spending can 
very well be consistent with a changing role of the welfare state in a more 
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market-centred ‘liberal’ direction and a shift in who benefits from public 
welfare spending. 
The varieties of capitalism approach launched by Hall & Soskice is a related 
typology, but from a different field.153 They do not focus on the provision of 
welfare services but on how business activities are organised. The main object 
of interest is the firm, and the character of relationships between firms and 
with the rest of society. There are however still links to the welfare regimes 
approach discussed above. 

The VC approach contains two ideal types instead of three: the liberal 
market economy (LME), where business interactions are organised mainly 
through the market, and the coordinated market economy (CME), where there 
are more of strategic cooperation and coordination that involves actors 
outside the market. We can see a parallel to the dichotomy of large and small 
welfare states. The LME resonates with the liberal WW, while the CME covers 
characteristics from both the conservative and the social democratic WW.  

VC employs a relational view of the firm, centred on how relationships are 
maintained within the labour market, between firms and with other parts of 
society. It highlights the role of the firm as an actor in economic adaptation 
and skill formation. The character of employer organisation and labour 
market bargaining structure has proven to have a substantial impact on 
determining the character of taxation,154 which connects the VC approach to 
the present study. 

In the LME, firms prefer to keep an arm’s length distance to others, use formal 
contracting, and let price signals guide decisions. Business activities are 
organised either through the market, or internally within the hierarchy of the 
firm. In the CME, firms work with non-market relationships for coordinating 
long-term strategical efforts and developing core competencies. 

Contracts are generally incomplete, unlike in the LME. Strategical 
interaction with other stakeholders may trump price signals. The consequence 
is that the two ideal types develop different comparative advantages and foster 
different business strategies. In the British LME, firms will generally push a 
cost increase on to customers and raise prices, since they have an obligation 
to keep up profitability. In the German CME, a firm might instead choose to 
stick to a lower price level in order to retain its market share. The British firm 
can accept the loss of market share. The labour market is less rigid and 
employees can be discharged quite easily. It is however obliged to appease the 
shareholders.  

The archetypical German firm can allow less profitability, since capital is 
available from other sources than the market. Labour market institutions 
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make it more difficult for to discharge large groups of employees. Unions, local 
governments and other actors are likely to have a say. Business managers in a 
CME can rarely take major decisions single-handedly. The decision needs 
backing from a range of stakeholders.  

Keetie Sluyterman and colleagues offer a recent take on this topic.155 The 
authors set out to test the VC approach through studies on actors and 
institutional development in the Netherlands throughout the twentieth 
century. They reach the conclusion that this economy could be described as 
moving back and forth between the two archetypes of LME and CME. 

A distinction between two opposite types of market economies can serve at 
best as a starting point for comparisons. This conclusion applies to 
comparisons between periods in a single country, as well as between different 
countries at a single point in time. The framework appears inept for 
conceptualising change. The logic is rather that the extremes tend to stay 
within their category because it gives them comparative advantages. 

Not even the most ‘pure’ examples fit perfectly into one category and if so 
only in brief periods, according to Sluyterman and colleagues. The empirical 
record does not support the hypothesis of fixed types of capitalism. These 
conclusions are worth bearing in mind when digging into the tax politics of 
postwar Sweden. Is there support for a more dynamic interpretation of what 
constituted the Scandinavian social democracies? How rigid was the character 
of fiscal policy?  

On a final methodological note, cross-country comparisons within an ideal-
type framework have been criticised for the non-randomness in the process of 
case selection.156 Ebbinghaus notes that it is problematic to generalise from 
studies that use the OECD or the EU, or a subset from these groups, as a 
sample. These organisations demand a certain degree of economic prosperity 
and institutional rigidity as a condition for membership. The same factors are 
part of the mechanisms behind welfare state development. This creates a 
selection bias that makes conclusions problematic to apply to countries 
outside of these organisations. That is however not a concern for the present 
study since no attempts are made at inferring onto countries outside of these 
groups. 

4.6 Bringing the temporal dimension in 
The typologies discussed above have been useful for improving our knowledge 
about patterns of differences between countries, and for generating new 
questions and ideas about these issues. However, a conclusion that we can 
draw from later studies on this topic is that the ideal types do not fit the real 
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world very well. Few countries are a perfect match and many have changed in 
regards to some of these characteristics over time or are inconsistent in terms 
of the specified criteria for a certain type. One way forward is to take the 
insights concerning the defining aspects of different modes of capitalism and 
apply them more loosely.  

Beramendi & Rueda, as discussed above, make one such attempt when 
separating dimension corporatism from the dimension of the party, or parties, 
with a parliamentary majority, allowing for new combinations of these two 
dimensions when characterising countries.157 They argue that the strong 
position of regressive taxes is a consequence of a high level of corporatism 
paired with social democratic governments. In the ‘corporatist deal’ between 
the state, employer organisations and unions, the employers have demanded 
that taxes on corporations and labour costs should not be increased further. 
Countries with social democratic governments but little tradition of 
corporatism do not use regressive taxes to fund welfare to the same extent.  

Beramendi & Rueda use the term corporatism to characterise the 
institutional structure within societies shaped by social democracy, or other 
regimes with massive coordination. They separate the structure from the 
political actors, who might move in and out of government from one election 
to the other while the structures of coordination and interaction are more 
inert. Beramendi & Rueda use the term social democracy strictly for 
signifying government partisanship in a country at a given point in time. 

The degree of social democracy is measured as the share of seats in 
parliament held by left-wing parties. A country can in other words be social 
democratic on the one scale, if left-wing parties are in majority, while 
exhibiting low corporatism on the other scale.  

The corporatist deal, which forced labour governments to meet the demands 
by employers not to increase corporate and labour taxes, left little room for 
manoeuvre in terms of how to expand public revenue. Regressive 
consumption taxation was one of the few alternatives left, according to 
Beramendi & Rueda.  

In countries with a market-oriented laissez-faire type of institutional 
structure, left-wing governments are not bound by these restrictions and are 
likely to carry out decreases of the indirect taxation of low earners. The 
authors express that they see a change taking place in the degree of 
corporatism in traditionally social democratic countries. As the restrictions of 
corporatism wither away, they argue, left-wing parties in these countries are 
facing a window of opportunity to decrease regressive taxation. 

The analytical framework of Beramendi & Rueda allows the degree of 
corporatism in a country to change. In other words, the structural element of 
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social democracy is considered dynamic. In contrast to that, they hold the 
partisan element of social democracy, the political movement, as a fixed 
entity. It is equated with the seats in parliament occupied by certain parties. 
A question is then, how can we know whether one of these parties actually 
represents its alleged working-class constituency in one decade to the same 
extent as in another decade? 

We can draw a parallel to the way in which many studies on welfare regimes 
and varieties of capitalism assume the institutional setting of a country to be 
an entity that is constant over time. The preference of the present author is to 
open up for the possibility of internal change. This includes internal change of 
organisations or movements, such as social democracy,158 as well as internal 
change in a country with respect to its economic, structural and organisational 
characteristics. 

The desire to create country-level taxonomies is understandable. It is 
adequate to do so as long as the ideal types are considered empirical 
generalisations and not permanent features. Typologies can help organise 
thought and make similarities and differences more visible. What is often 
lacking, though, is a sufficient recognition of the temporal dimension.  

The ideal types are implicitly assumed intrinsic, as though each country 
would remain in the same category at any given point in time. The discussion 
above has shown that it is more justified to speak of dimensions than of types. 
A concept such as dimensions of welfare capitalism allows for dynamics within 
countries and over time. It also allows for ‘contradictions’, when a country 
does not fit any of the given ideal types but incorporates traits from more than 
one type.  

Baccaro & Howell argue that there has been a convergence towards a 
‘neoliberal’ type of economic and political structure.159 According to them, the 
persistence of distinctly different types of market economies lies more on the 
surface. A procedure such as centralised wage bargaining, strongly associated 
with corporatism, may have lived on, but the issues treated in these 
negotiations have shifted in what these authors describe as a neoliberal 
direction. 

The form has remained the same, but the function has changed. This is in 
line with the above criticism of using left-wing party seats in parliament as an 
indicator of the degree of social democracy of a country. One way to move 
beyond a static view of country characteristics is to analyse the processes, 
interests and actors that formed a certain institutional setting.  
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4.7 Mechanisms of institutional change 
The process of fiscal policy change can be regarded as either mostly reactive 
or associated with more room for agency. Different theories allow a varying 
degree of inertia. Stasis is inherent to the concepts of public choice and path 
dependence. Public choice is defined here as the notion that politicians and 
bureaucrats act primarily out of self-interest, to maximise votes and maximise 
the financial resources available to them.  

Path dependence implies that new institutions tend to persist and gradually 
become protected by vested interests. Change only occurs when external 
conditions change and make the established institutions untenable. Dynamics 
are exogenous to these theoretical approaches. Public choice implies that 
actors are driven by an urge to increase their influence, but does not explain 
why social conditions and institutions change at certain points. 

On the other end, there are the partisan and median-voter approaches, 
which assume a fully dynamic setting without institutional constraints, inertia 
or path dependence.160 They imply that a change of government, or a change 
in the median income level, will have an immediate effect on policy in favour 
of the particular group. The preferences of the election winner’s core 
constituency or the median income earner will automatically be translated 
into political action. 

This author argued in the introduction for the merits of taking institutional 
inertia into account. We can add an example concerning the median-voter 
approach, which similarly downplays the role of institutional structure. It 
hypothesises that political parties adapt in order to favour the interests of the 
median voter. Lucy Barnes tests the hypothesis of the influence of the median 
voter income on policy by comparing US states.161 She finds no support for the 
hypothesis that the income of the median voter determines fiscal policy. This 
micro-logic, related to the partisan approach, appears too narrow to capture 
the mechanisms at work. Neither median voter income, nor the partisanship 
of the parliamentary majority, suffices to explain fiscal policy development. 

A middle way between stasis and unconstrained dynamism is to consider 
the process of change as incremental, or to focus on the role of particular 
junctures where path dependence is broken and a window of opportunity for 
creating new institutions appears.162 

The power resources approach has traditionally had a strong position in 
analyses of developments in Sweden.163 It states that business owners have 
one of the main power resource by controlling the means of production. 
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Employees can offset this power by organising through unions. This 
constitutes another power resource. The approach is connected to Esping-
Andersen’s welfare regimes typology, as mentioned earlier. 

A possible criticism against the power resources approach is that it assumes 
each political decision process to start from a tabula rasa. It does not allow for 
path dependence, which might affect a political decision just as much as the 
distribution of power resources at that particular moment in time.164 There 
can also be a feedback mechanism from the welfare state itself in shaping the 
opinion of future citizens.165   

This strand of research has promoted a focus on the degree of labour 
organisation as a decisive factor for welfare state development, due to the 
theoretical motivation of unions as a means of countering the economic power 
of capital owners. Later comparative work has demonstrated that this was 
only one part of the story. 

The degree of employer organisation also mattered for developing 
cooperation and corporatist politics.166 Whether employer or employee 
organisation was singularly more important than the other, or whether both 
were equally necessary, remains open to debate. 

4.8 Implications for design of study 
What are the implications of these hypotheses, theories and empirical findings 
for the study of the evolution of Swedish general consumption taxes? One 
insight is that institutional changes can be expected to persist over time. Their 
importance is likely to go beyond the politics of the period in which they were 
formed. This is line with the development of VAT in Sweden, as the 
introductory chapter showed. It continued to be increased after the events 
studied here, and persisted through non-labour governments and new 
paradigms of thought concerning economic and social policy.  

To ascribe all causal explanation to the partisanship of governments seems 
less motivated in this setting. Another implication is that even though the 
original initiative to welfare state expansion is likely to have come from 
labour-affiliated groups, it is necessary to consider how representatives of 
capital and business positioned themselves in this process, to what extent they 
facilitated or resisted this initiative. 

The forces shaping fiscal institutions work on multiple levels. There is the 
political struggle at the domestic level. This is in turn influenced by groups 
outside of the parliamentary sphere, such as interest organisations, economic 
actors, bureaucrats, scholars and other experts. Another level is the 
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international. Between-country collaborations and supranational 
organisations exert influence, directly or indirectly, on the national policy 
process. Additionally, actors at the domestic level might simply get inspired 
by solutions they see being tried out abroad, try to learn from the mistakes 
and successful attempts they perceive that other states have made. In a 
broader sense, this influx of ideas also shows up in the shifting of paradigms 
within academia and policy debate. 

Simultaneously, there are economic forces at work that these policy actors 
have to relate to and counter. Conditions of international trade affect the 
choices of policy in an open economy, not the least in a highly export-
dependent one such as Sweden. Questions of what promotes a good business 
climate, economic prosperity and efficiency all have a role in this. No one 
would consider an average income tax level of 99 per cent viable, but where 
exactly to draw the line is open to debate.  

Such limits might also change depending on the economic conditions and 
structures. This relates to the concept of path dependence, which implies that 
there is an inertia within institutional structure.167 Policymakers are 
constrained by this and will not be able to make radical changes on all aspects 
of policy, which leads to more of an incremental change.168 

The analysis of mechanisms of fiscal change in the present study focuses on 
the actions of political parties, tax experts and interest organisations. This 
aims to capture the main dimensions discussed above and stylised in Table 3. 
Following North, these groups that participate in effecting major changes in 
fiscal policy are conceptualised with a general term as organisations.  

The above-mentioned types of actors are not the only ones involved. 
However, they have central positions in the process, and they have to relate to 
and position themselves to other forces of influence. We can expect that they 
would discuss and argue about the most significant processes at work, and 
about any potential other influential actors who are not studied directly. In 
this way, we would still gain knowledge about these things, albeit indirectly.  

The fact that the design of the study encompasses certain groups is not the 
same as ascribing all of the causality to them. This is in line with the attitude 
of Daunton outlined above. It is a way to operationalise a more complex 
process of which we cannot expect to get all the causal factors at work in one 
stroke.  

This survey chapter resulted in a rejection of the notion of static country 
characteristics. There is however still a value in contrasting the events in one 
country with similar events in other countries. This is achieved by engaging in 

                                                             
167 North (1990). 
168 Lindblom (1959). 
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a discussion with the results by Daunton from his study of tax policy in the UK 
during the same period, with particular attention to his treatment of the VAT 
issue. 

Daunton’s account of British events shows striking similarities with policy 
debate in Sweden. The difference in outcome is even more striking, since the 
demands from organised interests are so similar. Daunton’s picture of British 
consumption tax politics is therefore used as a resonating board in the 
discussion at the end of the next chapter. The purpose is to accentuate and 
clarify the particularities of the Swedish path. 
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5. How they all stopped worrying and 
learned to love the VAT 

5.1 Research design 
The previous chapter discussed the explanations proposed in existing 
literature on postwar reform for regressive taxation. The explanatory factors 
can be roughly categorised within the four-field matrix of Table 3 at the 
beginning of that chapter. There are institutionalist approaches that focus on 
the political system, or institutional context more broadly, versus those that 
focus on mechanisms outside of the legislative process, broadly labelled 
economic factors here.  

The other distinction is between the domestic level and the international 
level. The following analysis of parliamentary sources focuses on the tensions 
between these groups of explanatory factors. The study evaluates how they 
apply to the process leading up to Sweden’s considerable reliance on general 
consumption taxes for welfare funding.  

To make this investigable, the matrix of Table 3 is translated to a set of key 
topics, terms, and types of argument that can be observed in statements made 
by politicians and others involved in the tax policy process. They can be 
summarised as interest affiliation, frames of policy, and international 
dimensions, other than the international aspects already encompassed by the 
other two themes. 

The first theme concerns arguments used for motivating or rejecting a 
reform. These are divided into arguments that overtly promote interests of low 
earners and workers versus arguments that overtly that promote interests of 
capital owners, high earners and business. This can be for example policies 
and arguments related to welfare state expansion and social security on the 
one hand, versus policies and arguments that concern business conditions and 
limiting the taxation of high incomes and wealth on the other hand.  

The character and content of the policy measure, and not only the character 
of the argument, is included. What does the policy do, in terms of appeasing 
low versus high earner interests or employees versus employers? The theme 
captures the intersection between these interest spheres while allowing room 
for identifying discrepancies where the policy argument and policy content do 
not match.  

The second theme concerns statements that set out to define what is 
necessary or must be done inevitably, what the limits to action are, and what 
the main aims are. The theme covers aspects in all fields of Table 3, not only 
the organised interest dimension, employee–employer. These aspects include 
technocracy, economic factors and international influences. They are all used 
to define what is necessary, inevitable and what the limits to action are. 
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Statements about aims overlap the above and are often discussed in 
conjunction with defining limits and necessity. 

The third theme comprises all types of references to international 
developments, other than those captured by the first two themes of analysis, 
in the debate on generalised consumption taxes. The themes overlap. This is 
not a problem, though, since they serve as criteria for selecting text for closer 
reading. Whether a statement can be placed in more than one of the three 
categories is subordinate.  

The concept of fairness or equity has a long tradition within political debate 
and scholarship on taxation.169 Its usage connects to the employee–employer 
divide and is included as a subcategory to that analytical theme.  

The concept can be used in two ways: vertical or horizontal equity. The 
former definition equates fairness or equity with a lighter burden on people 
with low incomes. Horizontal equity means that tax subjects at the same level 
of income receive equal treatment. It is related to the legal principle of 
uniformity, that the same rules should be applied to everyone with similar 
circumstances.  

A related historically important area of debate within taxation concerns the 
ability to pay principle versus the benefits principle. The distinction partly 
overlaps the equity dichotomy, but constitutes a separate debate. The ability 
to pay principle implies that those who can contribute more should contribute 
more. The benefits principle implies that one should receive public benefits in 
proportion to how much one contributes. The government should not charge 
any more than that. 

Endorsing the principles of vertical equity and ability to pay have been more 
closely associated with the political left, and vice versa horizontal equity and 
the benefits principle with the political right. It is consequently reasonable to 
expect to find references to these concepts recurrently in the tax policy debate 
under study here.  

Analysing how the above concepts are used politically, by whom, and to 
what ends, should capture several of the aspects of concern for the present 
study. Figure 17 sketches out of how these notions of equity and interest 
affiliations relate. It presents an elaboration of the employee–employer theme 
of analysis. 

                                                             
169 Rosen & Gayer (2008) on equity, and Mehrotra (2013) on the benefits and ability to pay principles. 
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The themes serve as basis for selecting content to include in the study. The 
analysis of equity rhetoric and statements about necessity and limits captures 
overarching frames of discourse and how organisations tried to define what 
the public should consider the problem to be.170 Studying these aspects 
complements the study of other explicitly stated objectives in policy debate. 

The method can be defined as qualitative text analysis. In concrete terms, the 
first step consists of skimming through the selected policy documents and 
mark out statements that fit the themes accordingly. These parts of the texts 
are selected for closer examination and organised by theme.  

The procedure is less rigid than one of selecting text sections that contain 
exact keywords. The advantage, however, is that it allows for a focus on what 
the statements were supposed to mean in their proper context, in line with 
Skinner.171 Moreover, the procedure poses no obstacle to using keywords as a 
first criterion for reading the full sentence or passage. If the content is 
pertinent, that passage is included in the analysis.  

The respective themes relate to the institutions–economy dimension and 
domestic–international dimension of Table 3 in the following way. The theme 
of labour versus capital interest, including the equity dichotomy, falls under 
institutional and economic factors at the domestic level. The theme 
concerning statements about what is necessary or feasible relate to all four 
fields. The last theme fits institutional and economic factors at the 
international level in Table 3.  

Statements are coded or labelled according to the following categories, 
shown in Table 4. A separate colour is used to mark out statements of each 
category respectively. 

                                                             
170 Bacchi (2009). 
171 Skinner (1969). 

Figure 17. Vertical–horizontal equity and employee–employer interest. 

 
Note: Author’s view of relationships between certain common concepts, discussed further in text. The 
categorisation is meant to capture the main differences in approaches to equity that were more prevalent 
within labour and low-income spheres versus in business and high-income spheres respectively. 
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The specification of themes of investigation and coding labels is an 
intermediate step in the process and part of the research design. The themes 
are merely tools of operationalisation. We do not know the exact role of these 
aspects in the policy process beforehand. The assumption is that the specified 
themes will be of help in selecting relevant parts of the texts for closer study. 
They are motivated on a basis of existing empirical and theoretical work. 

A possible alternative research design would be to read every policy 
document from beginning to end, without any theoretically and empirically 
founded prior understanding as grounds for prioritising. Such a 
methodological approach would increase the risk of focusing on eye-catching 
details, while missing broader patterns associated with potential key factors 
of explanation building on previous scholarship.  

Yet another option would be to use a strict selection of specific search terms, 
and only these words. Such a method is adequate for organising the work of 
going through large quantities of text, particularly when the meaning of terms 
is unambiguous and does not change over time. One of the priors in the 
present case is that the terms equity and fairness are known for having double 
meanings. That could make such an approach problematic.  

A more important argument, however, for choosing not to rely on strict 
search terms is that the amount of text is manageable even with a less rigid 
approach that requires more reading and understanding of context. There is 
consequently no need for applying such a constraint here.  

The preferred approach to text analysis thus finds a middle way between 
the extremes of on the one end entirely avoiding explicit systematism, and on 

 
 

− Employee interest, vertical equity, social concerns 

− Employer interest, horizontal equity, business concerns 

− The necessary, the inevitable, limits to policy, political aims 

− International factors 

Table 4. Text coded according to the following categories. 
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the other end quantitative approaches concerned with counting the 
occurrence of specific terms and analysing patterns of variation. 

To sum up, the study engages with three aspects of the texts: explicit 
arguments, contents of policies and certain overarching frames of discourse 
or what the problem is represented to be.172  

Arguments expressed in policy debate are not the same as the innermost 
actual intentions of the actors involved. They are to some extent rhetorical 
strategy as well, partly directed outwards to the electorate and partly inwards 
to different factions within the speaker’s own party and affiliated 
organisations.  We need to realise this if we are to understand the effect that 
statements were intended to have in their proper environment, the speech 
act.173  

Echoes of intentions can be captured by analysing how the fundamental 
frames of discourse, such as ideas of necessity and limits to action, are defined 
by different actors. The triangulation of actual contents of policies, explicitly 
stated arguments and overarching frames of discourse serves to capture 
aspects of both underlying motives and rhetorical diversions. The author 
agrees with Julie-Marie Strange that an understanding of context is generally 
the most valuable contribution when studying historical texts.174 

A well-known methodological trap for historians working with qualitative 
sources is to end up structuring one’s story according to how the sources are 
structured.175 One risks being limited to reproducing the logic of the 
organisations that produced and compiled the sources. The present study 
circumvents that risk by structuring the analysis according to themes 
determined externally to the sources, based on theory and previous empirical 
findings instead of according to how the documents themselves are organised. 

How relevant a source are official documents from the policy process, then? 
Martin Daunton makes an apt summary of what can be gained from studying 
this class of documents, and how to value the perspectives voiced therein. His 
statements concern the British context, but apply remarkably well to the same 
period in Sweden: 

The [...] study is mainly concerned with the formulation of tax policy, and 
the analysis is consequently heavily dependent on the records of central 
government [...] It views the tax system through the eyes of officials and 
politicians, how they interpreted public attitudes to taxation and the likely 
outcome for tax yields and elections. The justification of this approach is in 

                                                             
172 Foucault (1971), and Bacchi (2009). 
173 Skinner (1969). 
174 Strange (2012). 
175 King (2012). 
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part a matter of priorities, a need to establish the main lines of tax policy 
over the period. But it also reflects the distinctive nature of tax policy which 
was shaped by civil servants and between civil servants and politicians to a 
much greater extent than in the nineteenth century. A major concern of this 
study is the character of the [...] state – which is not to say that ideas or non-
governmental forces are ignored. The question is: how far did they influence 
the shaping of policy by the state? What is the relationship between the 
institutions of the state, and its permeability to ideas and to forces outside 
the government? [...]  

This study reflects the character of fiscal politics, the way that ideas and the 
feelings of the [...] public were interpreted by politicians and civil servants. 
The issue addressed here is how they thought the public might react, how 
they might vote at the next election, rather than what the public did think 
and how electors did react. Ideally, this analysis of the state’s assessment of 
its citizens should be complemented by a study of the taxpayers’ attitudes to 
the state, of their resistance or compliance. We should also bear in mind that 
interests are not entirely ‘essential’ pre-existing identities represented by 
associations of various kinds; interests and identities are constructed 
discursively through the political process, and not least by debates over 
taxation. [T]he rhetoric of taxation should be set within a wider analysis of 
the social and political vision of parties, showing how it mingled with other 
rhetorics, how parties tried to construct social and political identities and 
how the electors reacted.176 

Before moving on to the empirical study of developments in Sweden, an 
introduction to the parliamentary sources is apposite. The role of the policy 
actors and the relevance of the documents studied is contingent on the 
institutional context of this particular era and country. 

5.2 A corporatist legislative process 
The Social Democrats, along with the labour movement more broadly, 
dominated the Swedish political scene from the late 1930s to the middle of the 
1970s. The Conservatives and Liberals constituted the core of the 
opposition.177 The Agrarians participated in coalitions formed on both sides.  

The Social Democrats lead all governments in this period. At times, they 
were able to form a government on their own. At times, they formed a coalition 
government. They rarely had a parliamentary majority. Instead, there was 
either a social democratic minority government, tacitly supported by the 
Communists, or a coalition between the Social Democrats and the Agrarians. 
A short period of social democratic majority rule began in 1968. However, this 
was the exception. 
                                                             
176 Daunton (2002), p. 18 and 26. 
177 The Liberals are categorised as part of the political right, or the centre-right opposition, relative to a 
socialist left wing during the period in question. 
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The central role of national labour market organisations was a distinctive 
feature of Swedish, and other Scandinavian, politics in this period.178 The 
main representative of labour in Sweden, the LO (Confederation of Trade 
Unions), was closely linked to the Social Democrats. The corresponding 
organisation for employers was the SAF (Swedish Employers’ Association).  

Much of the responsibility for setting wage thresholds and managing 
worker safety had been left in the hands of these organisations to arrange 
through negotiations, without government intervention. They were, so to 
speak, trusted with this responsibility, as long as they proved they could 
handle it in an acceptable way. It was customary for governments to ask these 
organisations, and a range of other stakeholders, for their opinions as part of 
the process of an official commission of inquiry into new legislation. The 
government was expected to take their input into consideration before 
presenting a bill on the topic in question.  

The Swedish official documents from the tax policy process contain 
statements from all these spheres. The main type of source studied here are 
documents produced by the tax committee (Bevillningsutskottet), which 
consisted of a proportionally representative number of members of 
parliament (MPs). The tax committee documents summarise and provide 
references to other documents from the entire policy making process, as Table 
5 summarises.  

                                                             
178 See  Elvander (1969) on the role of interest organisations in the politics of postwar Sweden. 

Table 5. General structure of contents of tax committee documents. 

Committee statement (utskottsbetänkande): 

− Summary of bill 

− Summary of motions 

− Committee’s comment on bill and motions 

− Committee’s proposal to parliament (bill with adjustments) 

− Reservations and separate statements from committee 
members 

Note: The above is a typical example of the format of this category of documents. What is included 
varies from case to case and depends on the actions of MPs and others. Committee statements 
might also include, for example, summaries and comments on appeals submitted to the 
committee by interest organisations. If the bill draws on the report of a commission of inquiry, 
then the committee might summarise and comment on that report. 
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The tax committee documents are taken as a starting point, because they 
provide an overview of the policy process from start to finish. The text analysis 
procedure outlined above is applied to the entire body of text of tax committee 
statements concerning reforms in 1959, 1961, 1965, 1967 and 1968. That 
equals the introduction of the general sales tax and each successive increase 
and change of terms leading up to and including the VAT reform. 

The reports from official commissions of inquiry (Statens offentliga 
utredningar) appointed in the preparatory stage of a reform in order to 
expand the knowledge base and gather input from interest groups make up a 
complimentary type of source. The present study particularly relies on such 
reports in order to clarify the role of influences from abroad and views on 
international developments, since this part is not fully covered in the tax 
committee documents alone. Bills, motions and protocols from parliamentary 
debate are consulted when deemed relevant for clarification.  

The standard tax policy process in the period can be summarised as follows. 
First, an initiative to prepare new legislation was taken from within 
government, which then appointed a commission of inquiry. This consisted of 
MPs and outside experts, in varying combinations. The commission’s report 
was sent to selected organisations and authorities, which were given the 
opportunity to express their opinion. The government was expected to take 
their opinions into account before presenting a bill.  

MPs could then prepare motions on the issue. The majority of the tax 
committee agreed on a statement and delivered a revised proposal for new 
legislation for parliament to take a stand on. If all MPs remained loyal to their 
party, the proposal would be accepted, because the composition of the 
committee reflected the outcome of the parliamentary elections.  

Members of the committee could contribute separate statements and voice 
reservations if they disagreed or wished to add something. In this way, the 
opposition could present alternative proposals for parliament to vote on. 
Finally, the majority’s proposal and any alternatives were debated in 
parliament and put to the vote. 

The tax committee included MPs from all the elected parties, presumably 
individuals who were familiar with taxation, or at least somewhat interested 
in the area. Documents produced by the committee cover everything from 
expert inquiries to stakeholder opinions, government bills, and motions from 
MPs who are not members of the committee. Consequently, they constitute a 
source to information about the most influential groups and can be used to 
analyse the positions they took in the process.  

As a complement, other parliamentary sources such as bills and 
commission reports are studied selectively when deemed necessary for 
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clarification. A part of the study of international influences is based on expert 
statements presented in reports from official commissions of inquiry. 

Table 6 shows who were appointed by the government as members of the 
official commissions of inquiry. They were at the centre of the planning 
process. Consequently, their professional positions and interest affiliations 
are of relevance.  

To facilitate comparison and give a better overview, they are categorised as 
belonging to one of the groups in the notes to Table 6, the one that this author 
considers the most representative for each individual. Some have affiliations 

Table 6. Members of official commissions of inquiry. 

 
P. M. ang. 
oms. 
(1940) 

Betänk. m. 
försl. 
(1946) 

SOU 
1957:13 

SOU 
1964:25 

Stencil Fi 
1967:10 

Stencil Fi 
1969:4 

Memb. of 
parl. 

 5 S,  
2 L,  
1 C,  
1 A 

1 S,  
1 L,  
1 C,  
1 A 

1 S,  
1 L,  
1 C,  
1 A 

[1 S] [2 S, 1 L] 

Union 
 1 LO 1 LO,  

1 TCO 
2 LO,  
1 TCO,  
1 SACO 

  

Industry 
 1  2 Private,  

1 State-
owned 

[1]  

Retail   1 Coop. 1 Private,  
1 Coop. 

  

Agriculture    2   

Gov.    2 [3] [2] 

Law 1  1 2 1, [1] 1, [1] 

Econ. 1   1   

Source: Commission reports mentioned in text, Elvander (1972), Nationalencyklopedin, 
Svenskt biografiskt lexikon, Vem är det: Svensk biografisk handbok and Vem är vem?. 
[Numbers within brackets] refer to people assisting a sole investigator. Commission members 
are categorised as follows: 
Member of parliament, with party affiliation: S (Social Democrats), L (Liberals),  
C (Conservatives), A (Agrarians) 
Union: LO (Confederation of Trade Unions), TCO (Conf. of Professional Employees), SACO 
(Conf. of Professional Associations)  
Industry and other business (e.g. CEO of a major company, or representative of a lobby 
organisation) 
Retail (either private business or the consumer cooperative organisation KF, which was 
associated with the labour movement) 
Agriculture (the associations RLF and Lantbruksförbundet) 
Government administration 
Law and tax administration (from either academia, the judicial system or tax administration) 
Economics (academic) 
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to more than one of these groups. In those cases, one that seemed 
representative in context has been selected.  

The list is not conclusive, but gives an overview of the representation of 
politicians, bureaucrats and stakeholders in these commissions. 

5.3 Sales taxes in Sweden 
The most intense and formative period concerning a generalised taxation of 
consumption in Sweden starts with the preparation for the 1959 decision to 
adopt a permanent sales tax. It ends with the transition to VAT around a 
decade later. It is worth noting that a temporary general sales tax was also 
imposed during the second world war. 

In more detail, the core decisions made came into effect as follows. 1941 
was the first year of the temporary general sales tax (allmän 
omsättningsskatt), which was withdrawn in 1947. In 1960 a new general sales 
tax (allmän varuskatt) came into effect. In 1962 the rate was increased from 
4 to 6 per cent of the final price including tax, in 1966 to 9.1 per cent, and in 
1968 to 10 per cent. Finally, in 1969, the sales tax was replaced by VAT 
(mervärdesskatt). 

When it comes to analysing welfare state formation versus business 
interests, the focus is on the 1959 sales tax and the transition to the decision 
to replace sales tax with VAT in 1968. This is when both the expansion of the 
welfare state and economic growth took off. The following account addresses 
this theme. The focus is mainly on MPs’ statements and to a lesser degree on 
views expressed by the interest groups and experts involved. After this part, 
the focus switches to international influences.  

We then return to 1940 and preparation for the wartime sales tax decision. 
This is less tied to the timing of corporatism and welfare state expansion and 
it is relevant to get an idea of the long-term role of international influences. 
The focus is on how these aspects were discussed in expert commissions 
during the preparatory stages of the reforms in question. This serves as a 
complement to how MPs’ discuss international factors in the other sources 
mentioned. 

5.4 The fiscal setting of the 1950s 
The first few years of the postwar period solidified the system of progressive 
direct taxation initiated at the beginning of the twentieth century.179 The aim 
was explicitly redistributive. During the war, in contrast, a temporary general 
sales tax had been adopted. However, it became, in Rodriguez’s words, 
‘politically impossible to keep’ within two years of the end of the war.180 

                                                             
179 Rodriguez (1980), Kato (2003). 
180 Rodriguez, Offentlig Inkomstexpansion, 109.  
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Criticism regarding the problems it caused for low-income earners became 
difficult for the Social Democrat government to ignore. Repeal of the tax was 
in the spirit of the sharpening of direct taxation. The pressure for such reforms 
coincided with the Communists gaining ground in the elections and labour 
organisations gaining strength in general. There was broad support for openly 
targeting high-income earners. Decreasing the burden on low-income earners 
by removing the general sales tax followed the same logic.  

During the late 1950s, a heated debate emerged over a suggested earnings-
related supplement to the basic public pension.181 This became an emblematic 
reform for the Swedish-style welfare state. Unlike much previous welfare 
policy, it was not directed at the lowest income stratum. It would come to 
benefit those who demanded and expected a considerably larger pension than 
the bare minimum.182  

Unions and employers of the better-off white-collar workers had until then 
made their own agreements to cover this. The new pension proposal offered 
an alternative solution and would protect less affluent wage earners who had 
not previously enjoyed these perks. Now everyone would get a supplement to 
the pension, which was to be assessed according to their earnings during their 
working life. 

The centre-right opposition did not support this. In the 1958 parliamentary 
elections, following a public debate dominated by this issue, the Liberals were 
dealt a severe blow. Parts of their traditional constituency seemed to back the 
Social Democrats’ position. With this additional electoral support, the new 
pension system could come into effect in 1960. It marked a symbolic 
breakthrough for the new alliance between white-collar workers and the 
labour movement.183  

This can be contrasted with developments in the US, which did not reform 
their pension scheme. Instead, private insurance remained the main option 
for the middle class. Esping-Andersen, among others, describes the situation 
in Sweden as the middle class becoming loyal to the welfare state, while in the 
US a basic pension was considered a residual factor meant only to provide for 
the destitute.184  

As the new pension system was being prepared, a parallel process concerning 
the revenue side of public finances was taking place. The government 

                                                             
181 Allmänna tilläggspensionen (ATP). 
182 Kato (2003), p. 65. 
183 This refers to the coalition-building hypothesis by Esping-Andersen (1990), in which this alliance has the 
role of replacing the old one between workers and agrarians, which had been key to building the Scandinavian 
welfare states but now had diminished in importance. 
184 Esping-Andersen (1990), The aspect of loyalty to the welfare state is also part of the argument concerning 
Sweden in Lindert (2004). 
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investigated the possibility of launching a new general sales tax. According to 
the Social Democrat leaders, it was necessary for financing the welfare 
reforms. As before, the possibility of a general sales tax was generally not well 
received. Left-wing critics opposed it for social policy reasons, while right-
wing opponents saw it as bad for business and growth and feared it would 
open the gates to a never-ending expansion of the state.  

An early initiative had come from an LO union economist, Gösta Rehn.185 
The reason for choosing this means of funding was that he considered it 
impossible to gain much revenue from further increasing the progressivity of 
direct taxes. He argued that, unlike before, compensatory measures such as 
child benefits and tax deductions could now ensure that low-income earners 
would not be worse off under a general consumption tax. The increased 
revenue was intended to cover the planned reforms for pension and health 
insurance, and to restore the real value of existing social benefits. This view 
was, however, not shared by the union majority, nor by the rest of the labour 
movement. The LO’s official submission to a commission of inquiry in 1957 
dismissed the idea of introducing a general sales tax.186 

5.5 Sceptics left, right and centre 
To learn more about the initial positions towards the general retail sales tax, 
before it was broadly accepted, we begin by studying the 1959 tax committee 
document on reintroducing a general retail sales tax.187 The statement from 
the social democratic part of the committee stressed that revenue needed to 
be increased if measures of public spending decided earlier were to be 
covered.188 This statement was the one ultimately accepted by parliament, 
after slight modification. Raising direct taxes was not a viable solution. It 
would not yield sufficient funds. The room for raising excise duties was highly 
limited as well. In other words, the budget did not add up and they needed a 
new source of revenue.  

Besides this acute need, the social democratic committee members 
motivated their proposition from a broader and more long-term perspective 
in stating that ‘the continuing expansion of social policy poses significant 
demands on society’s resources’.189 They also mentioned military defence, 
                                                             
185 Elvander (1972), pp. 126–128. The social democratic economist, government official and journal editor 
Per Åsbrink was another of the early contributors to this line of argument in the public debate. 
186 Elvander (1972), pp. 135–138. See also Lidbeck (2018) for further analysis of the relation LO-Social 
Democrats concerning general consumption taxes. 
187 BeU 1959:60. 
188 A technical detail: the official statement of the tax committee , pp. 73–89, was authored by the centre-
right opposition. It won majority support in the committee by drawing lots. The alternative government-
endorsed statement, pp. 90–116, was technically a reservation to that official committee statement. 
Parliament then accepted this reservation through voting. In the first round of voting, the two chambers 
disagreed. After the split decision, the tax committee modified the reservation into a new proposal, BeU 
1969:67, which the two chambers accepted in the next joint voting procedure. 
189 BeU 1959:60, p. 90. 
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education, research, housing, roads and power supply as part of this 
expansion and part of what the public sector had become expected to cover 
these days, in addition to social policy.  

Consequently, there was the acute aspect of a spending-wise sanguine 
budget in this specific year and the long-term vision of a changing society 
where the public sector was expanding its scope, and where it should keep on 
doing so according to them. 
 
The social democratic committee members criticised the centre-right 
opposition’s alternative way of strengthening the budget through a ‘budget 
cleansing fee’ by claiming that it would decrease income tax progressivity. 
They argued that this alternative would hit low earners more, and generally 
fall more unevenly, whereas their general sales tax would hit in a ‘fair’ and 
‘uniform’ way.190  

They dismissed the Communists’ alternative regarding wealth taxes and 
corporate taxes as insufficient, as well as the centre-right proposals about 
increasing taxes on alcohol, tobacco and other excises, and thus came to the 
conclusion of a general consumption tax being ‘the only adoptable alternative 
when it comes to injecting into the state the revenue it requires’. 191 

This injection meant that they now would be able to grant fiscal reliefs to 
households at lower income levels: ‘when claims have been made in the 
discussion that the government’s proposals would weigh particularly heavily 
on these groups, this is thus not correct’.192  

Judging from this line of argument, the labour representatives perceived 
the general sales tax as a clearly regressive element, even this first version at 
a humble 4 per cent. That is how they referred to it. In the unlikely case  that 
they did not believe this themselves, they at least thought their audience would 
perceive it as regressive considered it necessary to speak of the general sales 
tax in these terms since. It is clear that hey were keen on highlighting every 
countermeasure in favour of low earners that they put in place in order to 
mitigate this effect.   

The joint statement from the opposition within the committee had a different 
tone. It questioned the government for not having seriously considered 
cutting costs. The core problem, from the opposition’s point of view, was that 
the government had locked itself onto a path of high public spending: 

[we would like to] underscore that the level of public expenditure in our 
country after the rapid increase of recent years has reached such heights that 

                                                             
190 BeU 1959:60, pp. 92–93. 
191 BeU 1959:60, pp. 93–94. 
192 BeU 1959:60, p. 94. 
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a continued increase of the public expenditures as share of the national 
income ought to raise the most serious qualms. 193 

The opposition group elaborated this further in a set of motions that they 
included as part of the argumentation for rejecting the bill. One of the motions 
referred to the government’s direction as an ‘ideology of high state 
expenditure’ and voiced concerns that those in charge had lost control over 
the development.194  

The motion pointed to three parts: the high pace at which public spending 
was increasing, its high level in relation to the country’s economy, and the 
built-in automaticity. The government had been ‘mortgaging the incomes of 
an uncertain future’ for a decade through expansive fiscal policy ‘without 
concern for the realities of working life’.195  

The motion further argued that it would in fact prove impossible to solve 
the current ‘crisis’ by strengthening the state’s finances. Sweden had the 
highest tax take of all high-growth economies already, according to the 
opposition, and further increases would have negative and unpredictable 
effects on saving, risk taking, the choice between leisure and work et cetera.  

This use of fiscal policy would hurt the economy and thus be 
counterproductive. The opposition alluded to business conditions at 
international markets as well: ‘the room for new incomes to the state is highly 
limited, particularly in a situation of sharpening international competition’.196 

What they strived for was to push fiscal policy in the direction of fostering 
conditions more conducive to saving and production. The first step was to 
clean up the alleged budgetary mess. During a transition period, it would not 
be possible to lower the tax take, according to the opposition within the tax 
committee.  

First, they wanted to be sure that they had managed to get the expansion of 
public expenditure under control. This implies that their long-term goal was 
a lower tax take and improving conditions for business and saving. In the 
meantime, all shifts of tax burden would have to be within the same aggregate 
level of revenue. 

The opposition objected to allowing pressing fiscal needs concerning the 
remainder of one particular budget year to be decisive for a major issue of 
principal nature with possible long-term consequences. This referred to a 
rising level of aggregate expenditure and the risks they feared it would bring. 
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They feared an inflationary spiral at home. Concerning the situation abroad, 
they noted that they were standing before  

a far-reaching cooperation in the area of foreign trade, which makes it 
particularly important that our conditions of production and competition 
are not deteriorated. [...] There is a major risk that the sales tax, with its 
harsh increase of cost levels within the country, would strongly diminish the 
ability of Swedish companies to compete against foreign companies. [...] The 
committee would particularly like to point to [...] the cooperation that our 
country will begin together with the other countries within the so-called 
seven nation group in the next year [...] the elevated cost level is a 
particularly bothersome problem in the face of sharpened competition at the 
world market. [...] the domestic economic policy [has not been] satisfyingly 
coordinated with the trade policy aims and tasks our country faces through 
the founding of the common seven nation market.197 

The seven nation group, also called the outer seven, was a name for what 
would become the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), initially 
composed of Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and 
the UK.  

It was formed in response to the founding of the EEC, the inner six, which 
consisted of Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and West 
Germany. The political representatives of the Swedish business community 
consequently considers the forming of European market collaboration an 
argument against a general consumption tax. 

The opposition further voiced concerns for the risk of a slippery slope, a risk 
that the new sales tax would not stop at 4 per cent:  

If a general sales tax is adopted as a permanent source of state revenue, the 
risk is imminent that the state authorities in a coming financial emergency 
will raise the percentage. [...] A new revenue source of permanent kind and 
of considerable scope will be put at the disposal of the state authorities. With 
this, there is an increased risk that the expansion of state expenditure will 
continue as before, with serious negative consequences for the general 
economic development and the economic freedom of citizens.198 

They called for guarantees against further expansion of public spending and a 
cleansing of state finances in order to bring public spending under firmer 
control.  
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If the now proposed sales tax is adopted, these opportunities are smothered 
[...]  and the gateways opened for a continued increase of public spending. 
199 

The opposition’s own solution to the short-term lack of funds comprised a 
temporary proportional income tax, the so-called budget cleansing fee, selling 
off shares in a state-owned iron ore mining company, increasing excise duties, 
and a range of other measures, as an alternative to the general sales tax. The 
long-term vision was phrased in the following way: 

When the cleansing of state finances has been carried through, it should – 
under the condition of strict frugality and a business-friendly policy 
direction that works to the advantage of the growth of the tax base – become 
possible to achieve a successive lowering of the tax burden. [...] and after a 
year, or a few years, open up the possibilities for a reduction of tax burden 
within the framework of a reformed tax policy aimed at encouraging saving 
and work effort. [The committee calls for the above measures for organising 
fiscal policy to achieve] balance in the budget of 1960/61, in order to 
thereafter enable reliefs in the taxation of income. 200 

A core part of the background work to this bill can be found in a commission 
of inquiry that began working in 1952 and delivered its final report in 1957. 
The instructions from the social democratic government had stated that the 
commission should consider whether it would be reasonable to increase the 
relative share of indirect taxes.201  

The Minister of Finance Edvin Sköld wrote that there had been a principally 
dismissive attitude towards indirect taxes. This had been adequate earlier, but 
it had become possible now to increase indirect taxes without redistributing 
between income groups. Sköld pointed in particular to the need for further 
revenue ‘in order to secure a continued social reform policy’.  

He instructed the commission to evaluate whether it would be better to 
expand the existing system of excise duties or to go for a general consumption 
tax. Special attention should be paid to protecting those of lesser means, one 
example being poor families with children. 

The commission delivered its proposal after five years of operation. The 
proposal was to remove as many excises as possible and let the new 
consumption tax be general in character. The commission was sceptical 
towards exemptions for subsistence goods, and preferred other arrangements 
of compensation to low-income households, in order to keep the tax as general 
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as possible. The compensatory measures suggested were increased child 
allowances and minimum pensions, leaving aside possible complementary 
measures that could be arranged at the level of local government.202  

The commission agreed with Sköld that the negative aspects associated 
with a shift towards relatively more indirect taxation could now be softened in 
ways that were not possible before. They promoted a low rate and broad base, 
and uniformity in order to avoid affecting consumer choice. 

This tells us is that the adoption of a general sales tax was a long gradual 
process. Already in 1952, the minister of finance hinted that more of indirect 
taxation was the way in which the leaders of the party wanted to go, but 
without explicitly suggesting the highly controversial solution of a tax on 
everyday goods. Sköld was explicit already in the instructions to the 
commission of inquiry that the overall goal was to enable a more ambitious 
social policy.  

One thing that cannot be fully discerned from the tax committee document, 
nor from the original bill itself, is what lay behind the argument that the 
current budget situation or level of state expenditure demanded a revenue 
increase. Of course, we know that several costly reforms had been launched 
the years before, as outlined above in the section on the fiscal setting, but it is 
not obvious what the government referred to more specifically. 

We can get an answer by following the second chamber debate. It started 
on 26 November and ended with a final joint two-chamber vote on 1 
December, which turned out in favour of a modified version of the social 
democratic government’s proposal, by grace of passive support from the 
Communists. The government failed to win support for their simultaneously 
proposed increase of petroleum taxes, however, and had to stop at the general 
sales tax this time. 

One of the responses from the opposition delivered immediately after the 
decisive vote is worth citing in full. It illuminates what was meant more 
specifically by the so-called demands posed by the current budget situation. 
Jarl Hjalmarsson, leader of the Conservatives: 

Mister speaker! This year will go down in political history as the year of 
fiscal policy hotchpotch. It started with the government, clearly sidestepping 
the edicts of the basic law [grundlagen], neglecting to put forth a complete 
budget plan in January. It continued with the government pushing its 
expenditure proposals through without being able to account for how these 
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were to be covered and making the parliamentary majority at the end of the 
spring session accept a budget with a huge deficit203. 

After in this way having broken up the unified budget treatment that the 
constitution presumes, the government during the autumn session presents 
this proposal for a general sales tax, the relevance of which the same 
government had denied as late as just before the elections a year ago. Despite 
this proposal signifying an all-time high on the development curve of 
Swedish tax increases, the government has to admit that massive state 
borrowing will be inevitable during the budget year anyway. The magnitude 
of the need to borrow had been pointed out earlier as the biggest threat to 
the stability of our economy, particularly against the background of the 
sharpened conditions of competition facing our business sphere at a freer 
world market. 

By grace of a handful of abstained communist votes, the government has 
gotten its sales tax accepted, but it has not even itself dared to claim thereby 
to have presented a real solution to the fiscal crisis. We have now ended up 
in a politically as well as fiscally completely untenable situation. The proper 
thing would have been to let the citizens in elections have their say to try to 
bring about more clarity concerning which trajectory to follow in order to 
master the difficulties. To continue as hitherto becomes increasingly 
impossible with each passing day. 

Last year we had a second chamber election and a county council election.204 
If the latter would have had a direct impact in the first chamber, the 
government would not have had any joint voting majority today – the voting 
number would have been 188 for the three bourgeois parties against 186 for 
the Social Democrats. We are soon about to take a stand on certain follow-
up proposals to the sales tax itself. These proposals form part of the whole 
tax complex, and we will therefore vote against them as well.  

We Conservatives will steadily hold our course and by means of 
comprehensive expenditure cuts create balance in the state finances. The 
decision on the sales tax question ends our freedom of action for now. But 
already in a few weeks next year’s parliamentary session starts. We will then 
return with our cutback proposals to get out of the fiscal mess, safeguard the 
exchange rate, remove the sales tax and lay stable foundations for progress 
in the country’s economy.205  
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The statement suggests that the government did not engage in a simple and 
carefree policy of state borrowing to boost demand and make public 
investments, which would be the caricature of the economic policy paradigm 
of the era. No, this was something else. 

The government chose to determine the year’s expenditures first, and be 
deliberately vague about how to fund these. Halfway through the budget year, 
parliament found itself in a situation where all parties agreed that the deficit 
was by far too large to cover by borrowing alone. The only feasible solution at 
that point was to adopt some extraordinary measure in combination with a 
more limited increase of public debt than what would otherwise have been 
necessary to cover the expenses.  

The parties disagreed about which extraordinary measure to opt for, which 
would be the least bad option, and the centre-right promised to work for 
cutbacks as soon as the immediate crisis was over, but everyone agreed that 
something extraordinary was required to survive the budget year. 

However, this acuteness was not the consequence of any force majeure. It 
arose because the government postponed presenting a serious version of the 
revenue side of the budget. Had the government included the general sales tax 
in budget calculations presented before the budget year, there would have 
been time to discuss expenditure cuts, alternative funding strategies, and the 
extent to which the public debt should be increased. By postponing, it all 
suddenly turned into a question of making ends meet. 

Furthermore, the manoeuvre depended entirely on the support of the 
Communists, a support that was by no means certain. The taxing of everyday 
goods was highly contentious and the Communists opposed it in principle. 

The chair of the tax committee, John Ericsson, opened the second chamber 
debate by noting that all three centre-right parties already had proven in 
practice to agree with his party, the Social Democrats, that state finances 
needed an immediate addition of above 1 billion SEK.206  

The centre-right parties had respectively presented combinations of 
expenditure cuts and tax increases that all amounted to about the same sum 
that the Social Democrats counted to gain from their proposed sales tax. The 
government and the opposition agreed that the hole in public finances was 
indeed real and needed to be dealt with at once, according to Ericsson’s 
interpretation.  

Among the three centre-right parties, the Conservatives proposed larger cuts 
and lower revenue increase than the others. The Agrarians, on the other end, 
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proposed lower cuts and larger revenue increases than the other two. Several 
social democratic MPs took the opportunity to stress that the opposition 
remained divided and displayed irreconcilable differences.207  

The Conservatives drew heavily on reducing child allowances, something 
that lacked support among other parties. The Liberals opted for increasing the 
pension fee, while the Agrarians preferred a temporary levy on all individuals 
and firms, a budget-cleansing fee. However, the Agrarians wanted 
considerably higher pension increases than the Liberals. Consequently, these 
two could not be reconciled either, according to the criticism by prime 
minister Erlander’s. 

The Conservatives pushed a proposal to sell shares in the state-owned iron 
ore mining company LKAB to cover the budget gaps. Hans Hagnell of the 
Social Democrats noted that such a measure would mean a departure from 
present principles of public finance, a shift to funding current expenditure by 
selling assets of major importance.208 However, the Conservatives chose not 
to answer and there was no further debate on this occasion concerning the 
principles for liquidating public assets in order to fuel the operating budget. 

Prime minister Erlander concluded that all parties within the chamber shared 
a goal of reducing state borrowing and reaching a better balance between 
incomes and expenditure in state finances.209 He furthermore claimed that 
they all in practice already agreed on granting further major expenditure 
increases next year, such as raising the minimum level of public pensions. 

 Consequently, it all boiled down to finding a viable solution for collecting 
revenue and minimise the increase of public debt. Erlander argued that the 
centre-right parties and the Communists all proposed solutions to decrease 
the budget gap and minimise borrowing. Hence, everyone agreed on the 
problem, but the other parties’ proposals were less equitable or less realistic 
than the government’s. 

The government discretely put a fiscal Walther PPK to the head of the 
opposition and to the country as a whole. The middle-income pension 
supplement and other new expenditure items had gained wide public support, 
and halfway through the budget year there was little time to design a tax 
alternative that could yield sufficient revenue and enable less borrowing than 
what the Social Democrats had suggested. 

 Equally important, the strategy of presenting an incomplete budget served 
to push forward a decision that was unpopular among factions within the 
labour movement itself, push it forward up to a point where contrarian Social 
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Democrats and Communists perceived the immediate alternatives to a 
regressive sales tax equally, or even more, unpalatable.  

One thing that stands out is that none of those involved in the process actually 
had the data. They did not have access to adequate projections of how the 
different alternatives could affect income inequality and tax incidence. 

The MPs evidently thought that the sales tax, the budget-cleansing fee, the 
pension fee increase and the removing of child allowances were all perceived 
as regressive fiscal policies by the electorate. Moreover, they were aware that 
the majority of the electorate did not consider this a positive thing. The Social 
Democrats consequently tried to downplay the issue.  

For example, Erlander accused the Liberals’ pension fee increase of being 
more regressive than his party’s sales tax proposal:210  

The reason that the Liberals’ proposal has such a regressive effect, that it 
affects the lower earners to a higher extent than our sales tax proposal, is 
that the Liberals use the pension fee increase as an essential element. The 
pension fee is in its character a tax which to a high extent burdens the low-
income earners. 

He and the rest of the Social Democrat cabinet knew that their own sales tax 
was distinctly perceived as regressive, and much criticised for this very reason, 
so Erlander treaded a fine line in the above rhetorical exercise. He attempted 
to argue that the tax proposed by the opponents was more regressive, not that 
his own tax was free from reproach in this aspect. 

It is striking that neither he nor any of the other MPs and commission experts 
had any good data to support their case. The evidence was anecdotal at best. 
They all assumed the general sales tax to be regressive, and referred to it as 
such, but none of them could say just how large the regressive effect would be 
in relation to existing income taxes and consumption taxes. They were 
guessing on basis of insufficient data. This is noteworthy, since it took place at 
a point now considered the height of the managed economy as an ideal.  

The view that politicians could steer the economy by using tools of 
economic policy was a mainstream position in this era. At the same time, we 
see in this case that political decision makers did not have access to data on 
how the tax proposals at hand were likely to affect the income distribution. 
They barely had cohesive data on the original income distribution to begin 
with, even less so on how it might be altered by taxation.  

No doubt, plenty of steering was being done. We have seen that, but it is 
best characterised as steering relying on a poorly drawn map. 
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5.6 Consolidating the sales tax while meeting business 
interests halfway 

The launching of the general sales tax had been controversial. Still, less than 
two years later the government called for an increase. The primary motivation 
was that it would enable new reliefs for low-income earners, mainly in the 
form of increasing the basic deduction for income tax.211 All fiscal households 
could deduce the bottom part of its gross income when calculating taxable 
income. The size of the basic deduction depended on household type and 
geographical location. An increase had an effect equivalent to raising the 
threshold for taxation.  

The increase of basic deductions had been put off for some time. Due to 
inflation and rising incomes, the government now saw the need to adjust them 
upwards. The adjustment of deductions would in turn create a loss of public 
revenue that needed to be covered. Such was the argument.  

The solution for funding was to increase the sales tax by two percentage 
points. To avoid equitably adverse effects, there would be additional 
compensatory arrangements for low-income households, like increased child 
benefits and exemptions from social security contributions for the 
disadvantaged.  

These costs would need to be covered as well and the government, in a 
circular way, argued that the sales tax would fund them. The Social Democrats 
also mentioned the existing indexation of public pensions as part of 
compensatory measures. A higher sales tax would mean higher costs of living, 
thus automatically higher public pensions.212 

This seems obvious to us today when indexation is a well-established 
practice, but since indexation of pensions was new perhaps, or for some other 
reason, they saw a need to explicitly mention this automatic increase of 
pension benefits. It was apparently deemed important to stress that the 
elderly were not left behind. 

The Social Democrats assured that to families with children the increase of 
child allowances would mean not only a compensation for cost increases due 
to sales tax, but also a real income improvement on top of that. It remains 
unclear how they reached this conclusion, and unclear to which families the 
real improvement would apply and not. 

A higher basic deduction would mean less revenue to local governments, since 
local governments were allowed to levy a proportional tax on the bottom part 
of taxable income. Raising the basic deduction meant decreasing taxable 
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income. The progressive national income tax was determined on basis of the 
remaining income after deduction of payments of local tax.  

Local governments were promised full compensation for the loss.213 
However, the details were not set. The Social Democrats of the tax committee 
noted that an inquiry into regional equalisation was underway and did not 
specify how this full compensation would be organised.  

To sum up, inflation and income increases had created a need to adjust the 
income tax code since its levels were set in nominal terms. The preferred 
solution for covering the loss of revenue was to increase the new sales tax, 
which in turn triggered a need for new adjustments to compensate for the shift 
in tax incidence and the shift in balance between local and national income 
tax yield. The government referred to the increase of indirect taxation as 
inevitable, if the desired social aims were to be realised. 

The reactions from the opposition revealed other interpretations of what was 
inevitable and necessary, and other political aims too. The leader of the 
Conservatives, Gunnar Heckscher, indicated that his party had now dropped 
its former resistance to the general sales tax.214  

The new stance was that the need to reduce the high marginal tax rates, and 
direct taxation in general, outweighed the negative consequences of a general 
indirect tax. Shifting the tax levy towards indirect taxes could be a means for 
accomplishing a lowering of direct taxes. This was what the Conservatives 
would aim for now. 

The centre-right parties all saluted the proposed income tax decrease. 
However, they considered it insufficient and judged that there was room for 
further decreases as revenue had recently soared beyond expectation.215 The 
Liberals and Agrarians agreed, but were a bit more cautious and expressed 
particular concern regarding when to implement the desired income tax 
decreases.   

They proposed sharper decreases than the government, but also noted that 
the economy was in peril of overheating. Business was booming at present and 
the Liberals and Agrarians expressed that it would be better to exercise 
moderation and wait to realise the full potential of income tax decreases at a 
later stage.  

The conclusion of the Social Democrats was that the centre-right opposition 
accepted an income tax decrease of at least the level suggested in the bill. They 
went so far as to claim that the parties more or less agreed that any decrease 
of direct taxes should be offset by an increase of indirect taxes.  
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This was not entirely true. Certain motions from the opposition argued that 
it was possible to afford the suggested lowering of income taxes without 
raising the sales tax.  

The Social Democrats admitted that there was a risk of inflation tied to the 
reform, even with the deduction levels in the original bill, but they considered 
the adjustments so urgent from a social equity perspective that the bill should 
be accepted anyway, in spite of the business cycle reasons against the 
reform.216 They rejected the opposition’s suggestions to go further and 
decrease income taxes even more. 

All parties represented in parliament were now in favour of a general tax on 
consumption and in favour a shift away from direct taxation to indirect 
taxation, with the exception of the Communists. The Social Democrats 
rebutted the socio-political critique in the following way. 

The committee considers it an advantage of this questioned reform that it 
means placing the weight to an increased extent on indirect taxation. The 
reasons that used to be invoked in the past against such taxation – that it 
primarily hits families with children, lower earners and poor retirees – 
cannot be deemed adequate insofar as these groups can be otherwise 
compensated. Such compensation is given lower earners mainly through the 
proposed increase of the basic deduction [...]. For the poor retirees, an 
automatic relief from the effects of indirect taxes takes place through the now 
implemented indexation of pension benefits. For families with children, it is 
suggested as part of the current tax reform that child allowances are 
increased [...], which will mean that a large part of the relief will be to the 
benefit of families with children.217 

Note how the measure in favour of families was presented simultaneously as 
compensation and as improvement of real income. Raising the income tax 
threshold, by way of increasing the basic deduction, was presented both as the 
main reason for raising the general sales tax rate and as a compensatory 
measure for the effects of that sales tax increase.  

Mid-decade, the government proposed a second increase. The usual socio-
political criticism was countered with promises of more generous deductions 
for low incomes, increased child allowances and lower pension fees.218  

The same applied to the 1967 bill concerning a third increase, with 
compensation achieved through new levels of income tax deductions for low 
incomes. In the bill, the minister of finance simply noted that the financial 
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situation required a consolidation of public revenue, without discussing the 
possibility of a reconsideration of public expenditures.  

The tax committee commented that it would be desirable to lighten the 
burden on low earners, but that such a move had now become impossible. The 
demands on society to contribute in many areas had made the space for tax 
reliefs highly limited. 

The issue was framed differently by the Conservatives in the committee, but 
with a similar conclusion in the end. They expressed concern about Sweden 
taking a position among the highest taxed within the OECD, arguing that this 
was an impediment to entrepreneurial activity.219  

The Conservatives nonetheless admitted that previously made 
parliamentary decisions on expenditure had placed certain commitments on 
the state. In the absence of opportunities to reduce the overall tax rate, the 
Conservatives wanted to focus on shifting the balance from direct to indirect 
taxes. For these reasons, they endorsed the bill on increasing the sales tax.  

The Liberal leader Bertil Ohlin and his colleagues did approach the social 
aspects, but from a different angle than the Social Democrats.220 The point of 
departure was that the state should take its responsibility in dampening the 
currently looming cost and price increases. The liberal group suggested 
establishing a council of economic and social issues that would arrange a 
conference concerning how to achieve ‘real income improvement for all’.  

They considered taxes the main obstacle to achieving this and called for a 
reform. The Liberals stressed that the principle of ability to pay was desirable, 
but nonetheless considered it impossible to follow due to the changes in 
income structure that had occurred.  

No matter how fiercely high-income earners were taxed, the lion’s share of 
government revenue would have to come from the broad layers of the 
population from now on, this group argued. The Liberals moreover expressed 
that under these circumstances, the compensating of low-income earners was 
indispensable. They also argued for the transition to a value added tax, with 
the motivation that ‘it would enable a marked decrease of the progression’. 

In the initial debate over a generalised consumption tax, the main 
counterargument from the right had been that it would hamper the economy. 
Along this general argument, there was criticism directed at the particular 
design of the sales tax. Levying it at the retail level meant that some categories 
of raw materials and capital goods would be subject to this tax.  

The result would be increased costs for the individual company that needed 
to purchase taxable goods. There would be a cumulative, or cascade, effect as 
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one item passed through several stages of production, being taxed at each step. 
According to right-wing and business representatives, this would stand in the 
way of free competition and result in a bias in favour of firms with great 
vertical integration. Office supplies, machinery, furniture, or anything else 
marketed by a firm defined by the tax authorities as a retailer would risk being 
subject to sales tax.  

The appeals by the Industrial association (Sveriges industriförbund) and 
Retailers’ association (Sveriges köpmannaförbund) sent to the tax committee 
in 1959 show an early initiative from the business sphere to try to get 
exemptions.221 They proposed reimbursements to companies for purchases of 
‘investment goods’, in other words machinery and other durables. The 
reimbursement procedure was meant as a way of making this physical capital 
exempt from taxation in practice. 

The Industrial association also made a particular plea concerning concrete 
manufacturers and producers of concrete goods. The suggestion was to let 
them be defined legally as consumers when purchasing inputs, and then not 
tax their output when sold. This would create uniformity compared to firms 
that bought raw materials and manufactured concrete goods on the building 
site. Only the raw materials would be subject to tax, not the value added. 

The Social Democrats’ main argument against the industrialists’ and 
merchants’ proposals were that they would remove too much of the tax base, 
more than a fourth of the expected retail value. Consequently, such 
exemptions for physical capital meant that the tax rate would have to be higher 
on all other goods liable for taxation in order to generate the same desired 
revenue total.  

The Social Democrats declared that a higher rate was out of the question 
and called it ‘reasonable that not only [households] and the public sector but 
also the business sphere contributes when it is necessary to provide new 
incomes to the state’.222  

They admitted that the cascade effects and bias in terms of competition within 
the construction sector was problematic, but concluded that the consequences 
should be limited since the advantages of rationalisation by using 
prefabricated building materials would be greater than any extra costs 
attributable to the sales tax. 

The Social Democrats of the tax committee accepted one exemption, for 
pre-built wood houses. The motivation was that it was practically feasible in 
that particular case. The tax base of pre-built wood houses was reduced to only 
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70 per cent of the price. They were not ready to go further, even though they 
acknowledged the merit of the argument:  

Similarly concerning concrete and concrete products reasons can be lodged 
for a certain reduction of the tax burden. A realisation of this would however 
bring difficult problems of delimitation in the area of construction materials 
with considerable tax technical inconveniences as consequence.  

The bill did include a clause on non-taxable material, vaguely defined as 

raw materials, semi-manufactures or other goods, meant either to be part of 
a refined good or through composition produced good, or to be consumed in 
the production or processing, such as lubricants and the like, or to be 
consumed in the handling of goods, such as packaging and the like.223 

The Industrial association pleaded for an explicit widening of the term 
material to include objects with short depreciation period such as grinding 
wheels and excavator bucket teeth. The Social Democrats answered that they 
preferred leaving it to the legal authorities to decide case by case instead of 
adding more detailed specifications to the legal text. 

Several centre-right MPs developed proposals along the same the lines as 
those from the above mentioned business associations. The Social Democrats 
rejected them as one coherent set of counter proposals and on the same 
grounds.  

When the first increase of the general sales tax was proposed in 1961, the non-
socialist parties had started to show reluctant acceptance of this new indirect 
tax. They continued to express dissatisfaction with its design and wanted to 
modify the parts that impacted the business community negatively.224  

One demand was that all purchases made by companies should be exempt 
from sales tax. This would improve conditions for them and minimise price 
increases for consumers. The Liberals, who had become more amenable to 
general indirect taxation as a way to reduce the total tax levy, believed that the 
solution was to let companies subtract the sum of purchases from their taxable 
revenue.   

In joint motions, the Conservatives and Liberals called for the same 
treatment of taxation of factory-made building materials and the equivalent 
products made directly on construction sites. The tax system favoured the 
latter by taxing it more lightly. They argued that it skewed competition and 
encouraged ‘irrational’, on-site work over the ‘modern’ and efficient factory 
production of concrete and other construction materials.  
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It was an example of cascade-type consumption taxes providing incentives 
for the vertical integration of production, sometimes at the expense of 
productivity, due to less division of labour. Their solution was to move tax 
collection from retailers to an earlier stage of production for these products. 

 The opposition based their argument on what would be good for business, 
but also on how this would benefit society at large. The Conservatives argued 
that any additional cost of production caused by the sales tax was passed on 
so that ultimately the consumer bore the burden. They also suggested turning 
the sales tax into a VAT on the grounds that this would bring to a halt the 
progression of direct taxes. 

Another proposal from the centre-right was to move the sales tax from the 
retail level to the wholesale or producer level. This would reduce the number 
of firms administering the tax. It would increase the practical possibilities of 
exempting goods of particular importance to business, particular categories of 
goods that were almost exclusively used for business activity. 

Concerning investment goods, The Social Democrats repeated that an 
exemption would remove too large a part of the tax base.225 It would also 
increase the demand for investment, which was dangerous in the present 
heated stage of the business cycle. As before, they rejected demands to specify 
non-taxable materials, but with the difference that they could refer to an 
inquiry being underway. They were slightly more accommodating than before 
on the issue of construction materials and wrote that the development of 
potential bias in competition should be followed carefully. 

Concerning inputs and investment goods as a whole, the Social Democrats 
of the tax committee postponed further dealings with the issue by referring to 
it being addressed by a commission of inquiry on business taxation that was 
underway. 

In the wake of this process, the Social Democrat government added a 
concession for businesses to the 1965 bill on a second increase of the statutory 
rate. Only 60 per cent of a company’s costs for machinery and other 
equipment with a depreciation period of more than three years would be 
subject to tax.226  

This was not enough to satisfy the opposition in full though. Conservative 
motions recalled that the problems in the construction sector remained.227 
They wanted factory-made building materials to be subject to the 60 per cent 
rule as well. They argued that there should be no discrimination against 
efficient innovations such as modular building systems and pre-fabricated 
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concrete in favour of less efficient on-site production, which at the time was 
not subject to sales tax at the final stage.  

The tax committee majority did not cave in to all the opposition’s demands, 
but did agree to make an exception for factory-made concrete and include it 
in the category ‘capital goods’ that was covered by the 60 per cent rule. We 
should remember that this was at the beginnings of a decade-long national 
policy programme aimed at rapidly building a million new homes, 
Miljonprogrammet.228 Costs of construction materials was no small thing in 
this context. Factory-made concrete and precast concrete modules was no 
small business in the decade from 1965 onwards in Sweden.  

Note the continuity in this. The concessions granted in 1965 were all 
versions of measures suggested already in 1959 by business associations and 
centre-right MPs. 

Committee members from the three non-socialist parties submitted a set of 
motions and a joint reservation to the committee’s statement, where they 
pleaded for even more reliefs for capital goods.229 They stated that it had 
become common practice in other countries to reimburse companies for all 
indirect taxes when exporting, and emphasised the rise of international 
dependence and foreign trade.  

Consequently, they argued that the Swedish tax system needed to be better 
adapted to other countries’ regulations by means of the official commission of 
inquiry’s230 proposal preceding the bill and introduce VAT to replace the 
general sales tax. Otherwise, Swedish companies would encounter difficulties 
when competing abroad.  

They argued that VAT was advantageous in being neutral with regard to 
consumer choice. The final price is not affected by how many times the 
components of a product are taxed when passing between firms at different 
stages of production. They repeated the aim of reducing direct taxation, 
particularly marginal taxes in the higher brackets, and argued that 
consumption taxes were the only viable way to get there. 

A bill to replace the sales tax with VAT was presented in 1968. It provided a 
more permanent solution to the problems that the business community and 
centre-right parties had raised. The main line was that this was nothing more 
than a technical change.231  

Not everyone agreed. Communist MPs argued that the shift to VAT would 
have distributional consequences, shifting the tax burden from businesses to 
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consumers. 232 The government’s response was to propose a new ‘general 
employer’s contribution’ as a counterweight. It was set to 1 per cent of wage 
costs and was intended to match what the companies would gain from sales 
tax reliefs. 

Other employer’s contributions were already in place, but they were mainly 
linked to the social security system. The new fee was framed as an all-purpose 
payroll tax. The government’s rationale was that the Communists’ reform 
should not lead to a redistribution of the tax burden so that consumers would 
incur it.  

The Conservatives criticised the proposal and claimed that the government 
was overcompensating. Insofar as consumers had previously carried the 
burden of ‘hidden’ sales taxes accumulated during the production process, 
VAT should be seen as a relief for consumers. In the Conservatives’ opinion, 
employer’s contributions were an unjustifiable burden on the business 
community. 

5.7 International relations 
This process was not unique to Sweden. Similar changes took place 
throughout the industrialised world. Some occurred sooner, some later. Some 
were more far-reaching, others less so. The EEC actively promoted the 
harmonisation of consumption tax policy, which later meant opting for VAT. 
One way to gain insight into the role of the international dimension is to study 
how foreign developments were analysed in official inquiries, and how 
Swedish policy-makers in turn received this.  

The commission that prepared for the first general sales tax discussed 
developments abroad extensively in their 1940 report.233 They stated that 
between the two world wars almost all developed countries had adopted some 
form of general turnover tax, mainly to deal with financial difficulties arising 
during the First World War. In short time, it had become central to the public 
finances of many states.  

The commission gave an overview of different types of general turnover tax, 
using examples of what other states had done. Their interpretation is 
summarised next. 

The cumulative type, where one good is taxed at several stages of production, 
was pioneered in Germany. It avoided distinguishing between who is liable to 
pay and who is not. One disadvantage was the large number of taxpayers. Non-
neutrality was another, since the final amount of tax depended on the number 
of firms in the production chain. Germany’s tendency to pursue vertical 
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integration had been clear, according to the commission, giving rise to 
imbalances and difficulties for producers of intermediate goods.  

A non-cumulative tax could be levied either at the retail level or at the 
producer and wholesale level. Canada was seen as setting an example for the 
latter kind. This solution is neutral in terms of vertical integration. The 
number of firms liable to pay the tax was relatively small, which made 
administration and control easier. However, the rates had to be much higher 
than with a cumulative tax. The authors of the report expressed concern that 
it would be difficult to assess how consumer prices would be affected.  

The only other alternative, a retail sales tax, had been successfully tried in a 
number of US states and also in Denmark. It was described as the ‘final step’ 
in the evolution of the turnover tax at the time. This alternative avoided most 
of the problems associated with the other two. The tax could be designed to 
create an equal burden on different fields of private consumption and 
minimise disruptions within production.  

There would be the least number of transition problems, according to the 
commission. The only real disadvantage was the challenge of efficiently 
ensuring compliance among the many retailers, but examples from the US 
showed that it was not impossible. The minister of finance, Ernst Wigforss, 
chose this option.  

He acknowledged that there were valid arguments against introducing the 
tax, related to social policy, administrative difficulties, and the effects on 
production and prices, but argued nonetheless that it was needed to cover 
increased public expenses pertaining to the war. 

International developments were also considered when preparing the next 
major sales tax reform. In the commission’s report of 1957 there was an 
overview of their assessment of general consumption taxes in foreign 
countries.234 It covered a range of single-stage alternatives, such as the one 
employed in Sweden during the war, as well as the option of only taxing the 
value added.  

The main lesson learned from previous experiences was that with a single-
stage tax there is no simple way of distinguishing who is liable to pay. The 
commission noted that, in practice, there are no clear-cut categories, such as 
retailer, wholesaler, and producer. With a single-stage alternative, the 
authorities would have to be prepared to devote a great deal of time to solving 
the issue of borderline cases that would inevitably appear. 

A lesson they took from countries with cumulative consumption taxes was 
that they generally cerate certain adverse effects that have to be countered by 
special arrangements such as deductions or reimbursements. The commission 
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greeted the value added alternative with some enthusiasm. However, they saw 
its benefits as more relevant under conditions of very high revenue from this 
type of taxation.  

Under current conditions, they considered a low-rate sales tax to be more 
advantageous. When the report was published in the late 1950s there was no 
full-fledged model to turn to, as no European country had adopted a VAT that 
covered all sectors and all stages of production.  

The next major commission for tax reform included an assessment of the VAT 
in France and of the positions of the West German and UK governments on 
the matter in its 1964 report.235 Since the British had dismissed VAT, most of 
the discussion concerned France and Germany.  

In France, indirect taxation had become complex. Their so-called VAT on 
production was combined with a municipal retail sales tax, a service tax, and 
numerous excises. There was some movement towards unifying these, but 
nothing had been agreed at that stage. An important influence motivating 
France was the idea of creating a common market within Europe, with the 
synchronisation of taxes on commerce included. 

The German VAT proposal of 1963 contributed to making the question all 
the more urgent. After a long planning process there was now a proposal to 
abandon the cumulative turnover tax in favour of a VAT levied at all stages 
from producer to final consumer.  

A central argument in the German debate, according to the commission, 
was that it was neutral in terms of consumer choice. Another crucial aspect 
was the pressure for a solution that would not increase the tax burden on 
businesses. The German VAT was expected to come into effect in 1966 at the 
earliest.  

Regarding international competition, the commission noted that the Swedish 
sales tax had been criticised for not offering domestic producers conditions 
equal to those of producers exporting to Sweden.236 The same was true of 
Swedish export industries regarding their ability to compete in the 
international market. 

The commission dismissed the alternative of adjusting this through 
customs duties, since it would go against the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT) and the EFTA regulations. Other countries had solved the 
problem through restitution to domestic firms threatened by cheap imports. 
This had however proven a source of conflict at home and abroad. The EEC 
had made it clear that it would monitor these arrangements and possibly even 
ban them in order to achieve the common market.  
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The commission further noted that the EEC was processing a proposal for 
a joint transition to VAT, though the details were still a matter of debate. The 
reason given by the commission for considering this was that the EEC member 
states were important industrial competitors. The Swedish government had 
applied for ‘associate membership’ to the EEC in 1961, but the prime minister 
declared to his constituency that he was not interested in full membership.237 
The application was not approved, however, and the EFTA kept being the 
primary structure for contacts with international markets. 

As shown earlier, the conclusions of these inquiries were echoed in the 
subsequent parliamentary process. One example is the debate on 
international competition and equal treatment of businesses. The MPs and 
experts involved referred to external pressure as a constraint on domestic 
policy. 

Certain crucial details were still open to debate. This point is underscored 
by the empirical record of the diverse paths in effect taken by European 
countries. If the role of supranational organisations and international 
agreements was ambiguous, the concern for safeguarding international 
competiveness had a more tangible influence.  

Recall how the opposition argued that a general sales tax would be an 
impediment to trade under the bourgeoning seven nation cooperation. At the 
same time as the sales tax decision was processed in parliament, the details of 
the Stockholm convention to establish the EFTA were being finalised. The 
member countries signed a resolution in November 1959 and the final treaty 
in January 1960. The second chamber debate reflected the simultaneity of the 
two processes. Gustaf Kollberg, the Liberals: 

The cost increases, which are an inevitable consequence of a sales tax – 
particularly if it also applies to the investments of businesses – could not 
have come at a more unfortunate time. The companies are as you know 
hard-pressed by competition at the international market, and the agreement 
signed a few days ago concerning the seven nation market will pose 
significant demands on our business community. The cost problem in 
particular will be a central problem, when this common market is to be 
realised. It is indisputable that a sales tax such as the one proposed [...] would 
weaken the possibilities of our business community to assert itself in the 
competition with foreign companies.238 

Anyone who adheres to the idea that pan-European supranational organs 
were in the position to control Swedish policy on general consumption taxes 
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is hard pressed to explain why the general sales tax was adopted in 1959. That 
logic would imply that since a general sales tax at the retail level was neither 
customary within the EFTA market, nor a prerequisite for entry, Sweden 
should have been inclined to reject it in order to reap maximum benefits of the 
new free trade. 

That did not happen, which makes it inconsistent to make the reverse claim 
about the VAT directive of the EEC, that it was the immediate cause to the 
adoption of VAT in Sweden. No one from the outside forced the Swedish 
parliament to adopt a general sales tax. Had the sales tax not been in place, no 
one from the outside would ever have forced the Swedish parliament to adopt 
a VAT out of nothing. It was adopted as a replacement for a sales tax fraught 
with problems. 

The effect on the competitiveness of Swedish companies was a concern that 
the Social Democrats did admit and take seriously. The minister of finance, 
Gunnar Sträng: 

I do not know whether mister Hjalmarsson has taken the time to study how 
the other six nations within the seven nation cooperation have handled their 
tax problems. I repeat what has been pointed out earlier here, namely that 
Norway has a sales tax which I think is quite hefty – and as you know I can 
stomach most of that kind. And if we look at Denmark, we find certain 
excises. The scope of these excises gives them the character of a general 
consumption tax. [...] 

It can also be of interest to look at the other nations, since the seven nation 
cooperation eventually, as we hope, should be able to become a union 
between the seven and the six. [...] Among these seven plus six, i. e. thirteen 
nations, with which we are about to begin fighting at the international 
market and against which it is so important that we are competitive, twelve 
have goods taxation to an extent that is tougher than the one presented by 
the government here. The only country that gets off is Portugal. Whether 
Swedish industry has that much to fear from the industry in that country at 
the Pyrenean peninsula, I am not entirely sure.239 

The way in which the minister of finance interprets and spins the state of 
affairs in this contribution to the debate is of course biased. He draws 
examples of highly disparate types of consumption taxes from all these 
European countries to make the case that a Swedish general sales tax ought to 
be entirely uncontroversial. However, we have seen that it was indeed 
controversial and should not put too much weight on these comparisons.  
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The point of including the quote is to show that the question of 
international trade and competitive advantage was of utmost importance to 
the government. They followed it closely, but pushed the decision forward. In 
the tax committee, the Social Democrats dismissed the argument about 
international competitiveness with a brief remark:  

[...it should be noted] that tax is not intended to be levied on export goods but 
well on import goods. The impact from this on conditions of competition will 
by no means be disadvantageous to the domestic production.240  

The line of argument was that foreign customers would purchase exports from 
Sweden at the price before the sales tax, whereas imports would become more 
expensive than before to domestic consumers due to the addition of sales tax. 
However, this ignored the business community’s argument that Swedish firms 
would accumulate sales tax at prior stages.  

By being taxed for purchases of certain taxable physical capital and inputs 
at all stages leading up to exporting, Swedish firms would be at a disadvantage 
compared to competitors in countries that did not impose such a cascade tax 
on production expenses.  

The opposition kept repeating their concern about international 
competitiveness in the following years, but without any accommodating 
responses from the government. Even after a cross-partisan commission of 
experts and politicians had warmed to the issue and argued extensively for a 
transition to VAT due to considerations of international trade, the government 
dodged the question and focused instead on the role of the sales tax for 
domestic competition and how to increase uniformity in that area. 

In 1967, the Social Democrats even reversed the argument and claimed a 
sales tax increase necessary in order to realise investments that were crucial 
for restoring the industry’s competiveness and turn the unfavourable balance 
of current accounts around.241 The opposition remained unconvinced, 
however, and kept pointing to problems of increased production costs due to 
the sales tax.242 

The ministry of finance did however initiate an internal inquiry into the 
details of VAT and the funding of the social security system. The motivation 
for doing so was that the minister of finance had been positive to the main 
lines of the commission’s suggestions in 1964, but saw that certain technical 
difficulties and other potential adverse effects pertaining to the proposed VAT 
needed to be sorted out.243 
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The opposition had to wait until the 1968 VAT bill for the real turnaround. 
When motivating the reform, the government centred on international trade 
relations and creating neutrality in terms of production structure and 
consumer choice. The official stance was that the sales taxes on investment 
goods was to be removed in order to help business strengthen its competitive 
capacity compared to foreign countries.  

In the tax committee, the Social Democrats stressed the importance of the 
position taken by the EEC and by other non-EEC neighbours: 

The committee would [...] like to state that widened trading markets have 
impelled the need for a coordination of the national tax systems, primarily 
regarding indirect taxation, for the purpose of achieving a competition on 
equal terms between the countries. Consequently, the introduction of a value 
added tax in our country has to be seen as part of our trade policy 
endeavours. Strongly contributing factors to this measure is thus the EEC 
countries’ principle decision concerning introduction of value added tax and 
the equivalent measures in our Nordic neighbour countries. This increasing 
accession to the value added tax principle is obviously associated with an 
increasing insight of the merits of this principle.244 

To take this motivation at face value would be to ignore the domestic events 
that led there, the trial-and-error process of the general sales tax, which was 
initiated long before the alleged merits of VAT had been successfully 
demonstrated anywhere. The change did not happen overnight, as one 
otherwise might have concluded from reading only this passage and none of 
what came before. 

It is said that history is written by the winners. In this case, the proverbial 
winners were those leading fiscal policymakers of Western Europe who got 
the chance to see their tax innovation reap great success. If we want to nuance 
the widespread winner’s narrative, we can study the context of events leading 
up to the turning point when success had become evident. Then we find a more 
complex story than the EEC opting for a certain tax and everyone following 
because it was the better option and no one doubted its superiority. In real 
life, a sub-optimal option is chosen more often than not.  

5.8 Conclusions 
Swedish tax policy in the postwar period has traditionally been explained as a 
product of technocratic rationality. This explanation carries an amount of 
determinism, as if what came to pass were the only possible outcome.  

By contrast, this chapter has shown that tax policy was the outcome of the 
workings of a number of organisations with partially conflicting interests. 
There was never a guarantee that the development would take the path it 
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ultimately took. The process could have been blocked at many points, 
regardless of the merits of certain fiscal measures that can be identified in 
retrospect.  

The people and organisations involved tried to promote their respective 
interests, acting based on the information available at the time. The empirical 
account showed examples of clashes over issues of distribution between 
business and labour representatives concerning the issue of general 
consumption taxes.  

This was the period in which the VAT was established, a tax that would 
continue to grow in importance thereafter. Two main features can be 
discerned concerning the mechanisms behind the rise of VAT in Sweden. 
There was a clear connection between the formation of universal welfare 
systems, redistributive spending, and the expansion of this generalised form 
of taxation on consumption.  

Second, the business community played a part in fashioning the design of 
consumption taxes, though not in setting the aggregate level of tax revenue. 
Corporations were granted lower sales tax rates for certain inputs and 
machinery. When the transition to VAT went through, a major argument for 
it was that it would make matters easier for corporations.  

The hallmarks of a long corporatist tradition are plain to see. This is in line 
with Steinmo’s argument that the structure of the political system in Sweden 
fostered compromise and long-term collaboration.    

We saw a recurring tendency to resort to a circular reasoning about social 
policy among proponents of the sales tax. They argued for increasing a tax that 
was assumed to be regressive because it would allow improvements in social 
welfare. In turn, this would lead to a need to compensate low-income earners 
for the increased cost of living.  

A few years later, the same politicians would come to argue that there was 
a need to cover the costs of these new compensatory measures, and the best 
way to do so was by increasing indirect taxation, and so on. 

In the struggle between employee and employer interests, both sides framed 
the general consumption tax to accord with their respective political 
narratives. They moved beyond the old left- and right-wing views of the sales 
tax as either bad for the poor or bad for business and growth.  

The first steps are explained by the desire of social democratic leaders to 
use this regressive tax to maintain and expand the welfare state. The 
continuous consolidation and, eventually, broad support for the tax was made 
possible by the two extremes of the political spectrum moving beyond their 
initial resistance and discovering that it could actually be used for their 
respective agendas.  
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The critics respectively took aboard the view of how the other side initially 
had feared their opponents would used it. The left could focus on this tax being 
a revenue machine for the government. The centre-right could concentrate on 
the fact that it was regressive and a lesser evil than increased direct taxes and 
particularly the high marginal taxes in the system of progressive income 
taxation.  

Throughout this process we can see concessions being made to avoid 
making conditions worse for business. This was advocated more directly by 
centre-right representatives, but the Social Democrats proved willing to adapt 
their policies in this direction. 

The quick change in attitude after the first battle echoes something that could 
either be adaptability, immediately admitting defeat and moving forward, or 
the smoking gun of a handshake agreement. This implies anything from an 
outright explicit agreement to an overall shared view and understanding 
between employer and employee representatives regarding the fundamental 
outlines of a decade-long stepwise tax reform towards relatively heavier 
weight on broad-based consumption taxes would be consistent with the 
rhetoric in the documents studied here.  

In addition, it would fit with the harsh disagreements voiced over specific 
details concerning conditions for the business sector, and with the fact that 
labour governments apparently took these matters seriously and to a large 
extent granted concessions. To continue the metaphor, this would equal a 
disagreement on what the handshake deal really consisted of: ‘Did we not 
agree that the industry must be supported, why then do you tax this and that 
crucial business input? Did we not agree on broad-based indirect taxes as a 
means to decrease direct taxation, why then do you keep income taxes at high 
levels?’ 

We should recognise that international developments were an important part 
of this process. The idea of experimenting with a general sales tax came from 
observing events abroad. The experiences of other countries provided a 
learning base and served to demonstrate strengths and weaknesses of various 
solutions. When an urgent need for increased public revenue arose, these 
options were readily available, albeit far from perfected.  

In the policy process, international developments were frequently referred 
to for providing a rationale for this grossly unpopular tax. There was to some 
extent also a willingness to develop closer ties with Europe, but with the focus 
primarily on maintaining trade relations with central export markets, rather 
than on a full membership in the EEC as an end in itself. If trade advantages 
could be achieved with looser ties, so be it. 

We should recall that in 1959, Swedish business representatives used the 
bourgeoning collaboration among EFTA, the outer seven, as an argument 
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against adopting a general sales tax, the precursor to the Swedish VAT. The 
argument back then was that it would increase business costs and make 
Swedish firms less competitive. This reminds us not to take something like the 
broad statements in the 1957 Treaty of Rome about harmonising taxes as 
evidence that it was all smooth sail towards the VAT from there.  

The EFTA collaboration had been used as a categorical argument against a 
general consumption tax, albeit without success. Less than a decade later, the 
VAT directive of the EEC was signed by the inner six in Europe. In the rear-
view mirror, most people therefore probably see the choice of VAT as obvious 
and uncontroversial. This was far from the case in the 1960s. 

Things could have flipped either way in the Swedish case. It was never a simple 
matter of following the dictates of an unquestionably legitimate and stable 
supranational organisation. The Swedish transition from a general sales tax to 
VAT can only be explained by European influences indirectly.  

The concerns and demands of the Swedish business community were a 
more direct factor, matched by a willingness on the part of the Social 
Democrats to support them. In that light, the transition to VAT appears as part 
of a larger agenda concerning business and the overarching aim of enabling a 
continued expansion of the welfare state alongside economic growth. 

Trade was being integrated in Europe. Sweden signed an agreement to 
enter the EFTA just days before the adoption of a general sales tax was to be 
debated in parliament. The opportunities for gaining revenue through 
customs duties were gradually diminishing. 

How this would influence the question of domestic direct taxation was not 
a clear-cut issue at the time however. The business community saw the 
customs deal with EFTA countries as an argument against domestic taxes on 
goods. Introducing taxes that others in the free-trade area did not have would 
mean a competitive disadvantage for Swedish firms. 

The core countries of the European market, the EEC, finally settled for a 
little tested form of indirect tax, VAT, applied to the value added at all stages 
of production and retail.  

However, if Sweden had not had a 10 per cent sales tax in place already, 
there is nothing to suggest that a VAT would have seemed equally appealing. 
The country was not a member of the EEC and had not planned to become a 
member. 

The 1968 VAT decision  was chosen as the endpoint of this study. We can 
however note that the 1970 abolishment of joint income taxation of married 
couples was funded with an increase of VAT from 10 to 15 per cent. The 
process continued. The strategy of enabling social policy through VAT 
continued even after the watershed reform of 1968.  
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5.9 A UK connection: Daunton’s account in comparison 
Fiscal policy in Sweden shows many parallels to developments in the UK 
during the same period.245 The last section of this chapter engages in a 
discussion with Martin Daunton’s story of UK postwar fiscal policy. At which 
points did Sweden take a different turn and why?  

The aim is to clarify what was particular about the Swedish path by letting 
this well-renowned study on a related country act as a contrast fluid to make 
the particularities stand out more clearly. 

Daunton reaches the conclusion that in the British system, officials acted as a 
conservatory force that blocked a sorely needed modernisation of the tax 
system throughout the 1960s and a large part of the 1970s. Since the 
nineteenth century, officials within British state finance had attained a status 
of safeguarding a sense of neutrality within taxation. They were expected to 
stand above partisan interests, foster legitimacy and minimise resentment to 
paying taxes.  

In this context, taxes were not meant to be used for ideological purposes or 
as a means for stimulating the economy. These officials had great influence 
over the details of tax policy and could veto reforms that appeared to upset the 
existing order. In the second half of the nineteenth century and up to the first 
world war, this objectivity of the Treasury had created high legitimacy and 
trust in the state. It helped negotiate crises related to the war and the postwar 
reconstruction. 

In the 1960s, it became clear to both Labour (social democratic) and Tories 
(conservative) that there was a pressing need for tax reform. The country’s 
economy had changed and international trade relations were changing 
rapidly. Officials remained cautious and missed the opportunity to work out 
feasible proposals for fundamental reform in collaboration with the ruling 
parties.  

The reforms launched by the governments of the 1960s and 1970s were 
consequently designed by the parties alone, without involvement of tax 
experts within the public administration who had a deeper understanding of 
the system and a more long-term perspective. The new policies contained 
contradictions and did not offer the increased simplicity and complete 
overhaul that the governments had aimed for. 

Between the world wars, the debate centred on moral aspects of taxation and 
social purposes of the economy, rather than on how to encourage growth or 
manage the economy.246 According to Daunton, Tories promoted a dynamic 
free market economy based on giving incentives to middle-class families, 
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while removing the worst excesses of large wealth and providing welfare as a 
safety net. The idea was that all benefit from a wide diffusion of property 
within a well-functioning capitalist economy.  

Labour were concerned with rent as an unjust and unproductive form of 
income. The government could use wealth and income taxes to keep the 
element of rent at bay without harming the economy. There was some 
disagreement about whether the active profits of industrialists on the other 
hand could be justified morally. Something the factions within Labour had 
less problem agreeing on was that capital markets should be viewed with 
suspicion. After the second world war, this consensus of scepticism towards 
the financial system evolved into a policy direction of promoting the retention 
of profits in large firms. 

Labour disagreed with Tories on the role of individual incentives for 
economic growth. Individual economic incentives such as high incomes and 
profits to encourage enterprise were not the answer. According to Labour, 
high economic equality and a strong domestic market would foster solidarity 
and make the economy prosper. They associated capital markets with 
speculation and waste. Retained profits in the hands of efficient managers 
concerned for long-term growth were preferable. 

Profit retention was similarly a fundamental feature of Swedish social 
democratic economic policy since the interwar period.247 A difference is that 
the Social Democrats in Sweden remained in power and could implement the 
policy more thoroughly than Labour in the UK. 

Labour and Tory governments came and went, while Treasury officials 
remained and resisted tax reform with reference to balance and stability. The 
limitations of that scheme, and the inadequacy of the tax system, started to 
become apparent in the 1950s.248 It seemed like the outcome was stability at 
the cost of economic efficiency and prosperity. 

Bargaining between the state and labour market organisations had locked 
the economy in a low-effort low-productivity deal where British industry faced 
low exposure to international competition. The legitimacy of unions and the 
system of wage bargaining were widely accepted. Unions had been important 
in organising the war economy. They secured wage restraint in order to avoid 
inflation, on the condition that profits were kept in check and either shared 
with the employees or reinvested.  

Daunton choses to describe this not as corporatism but rather a deal to 
control inflation. Unions agreed to hold back wage demands and employers 
agreed to share profits. The arrangement ‘benefitted neither side and harmed 
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the performance of the economy’.249 Industry experienced low exposure to 
international competition until the late 1950s. Growth was lower than in 
comparable economies and so was the quality in production, but the 
distribution between wages and profits were satisfactory to labour market 
organisations. 

There was a need to modernise. The problem was that such a process could 
threaten union power. It meant accepting a more competitive environment 
and perhaps offering high incomes and profits as incentives to individuals. It 
meant risking an inflationary spiral, which had been almost unthinkable for a 
long time. 

 According to Daunton, the institutional structure was not up to the task: 

The revenue departments and Treasury failed to move from a concern for 
balance, equity and compliance to a wider approach. Officials had an 
extremely detailed grasp of procedure and could show the economic 
impracticability of proposals; they were less competent at assessing the 
economic impact of the existing tax system or of proposals for reform.250 

Broader concerns for the economy were being expressed as well, but they were 
not considered important enough to cause change. An example is that the 
Board of Trade suggested a more broad-based sales tax with the argument that 
it would be less disruptive to the economy, but officials from Customs and 
Excise opposed it with reference to administrative difficulties. The proposal 
was scrapped. 

Questions regarding the long-term development of the tax system were not 
given priority. There was a stalemate because of a will to preserve the 
legitimacy of the state bureaucracy. Ironically, this strategy led to an 
undermining of the role of officials. They proved unable to meet half way and 
collaborate with the parties on how to face actual pressing challenges. 

We can see that there was a rationale behind this status quo strategy of 
officials, but it ultimately led to even more incoherence when later 
governments sidestepped the experts and introduced tax reforms that they 
had worked out on their own. 

The country had relied on a low-productivity bargain between state, 
employers and employees. In the 1960s, domestic producers became 
increasingly exposed to international competition. Tax reform had been 
postponed during this time. Consequently, the tax system was suddenly at the 
centre of debates over growth, or the lack thereof. 
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The result was a set of inconsistent reforms intended to solve problems of 
both taxation and the economy in one blow. When the highly pressured dam 
of bureaucratic status quo broke, politicians acted without advice from 
officials. Needless to say, technical expertise and consistency over time can be 
of help for making a tax system work well. 

The first attempts were made in 1965–66 by a Labour government in the form 
of a corporations tax, a capital gains tax and a selective employment tax. The 
employment tax applied to service industries only. The message was to 
promote structural change rather than stimulate growth through personal 
economic incentives. Labour expressed concern with the lack of 
competiveness in UK industry. 

The Tory opposition pushed a programme of incentives coupled with social 
inclusion in what they called an opportunity state. Labour remained 
ambivalent and found it difficult to accept private profits and high incomes. 
There was an internal proposal for changing direction to pursuing a free 
market society based on justice and equality and a wide diffusion of wealth, 
but the party rejected it.  

When the Tories returned to government, the policies of social inclusion had 
disappeared from the agenda for reform. In 1979, the Tory government 
effected a tax reform focused on growth and incentives but without the parts 
about social justice and welfare that had been crucial to earlier Tory 
opposition proposals.  

The UK economy was weak and had been for a long time. The public sector 
exhibited problems. Support for unions had declined. When the delayed tax 
reform finally came, it was a strictly partisan affair. The opportunity for 
compromise during the 1960s and 1970s had been lost. The time when 
allegedly neutral expert bureaucrats could set tax policy behind closed doors 
was long gone. 

The introduction of VAT took place in 1973. Later than in Sweden, but still 
before the main thrust of the economic downturn that ended the golden 
quarter.  

In the early 1960s, Tories and business organisations leaned towards other 
strategies, such as adjusting the existing differentiated sales tax, the ‘purchase 
tax’, which was intended originally to hit luxury goods: 

The FBI [Federation of British Industries] argued that a more broadly based 
tax with a higher yield could just as easily be achieved by reform of the 
purchase tax, with its simplicity of collection and administration compared 
to the complexities of VAT. The FBI accepted that reform of the purchase tax 
would be possible only if low incomes were compensated by improved social 
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benefits and a cut in national insurance contributions. Consequently, an 
additional tax was needed to compensate low incomes, and to provide 
revenue to allow a cut in the profits tax [...] In reality, the package was 
intensely controversial and politically naive. But it did suggest a major 
difficulty: could a shift to indirect taxes be made without compensation to the 
poorer members of society who would suffer, at least in the short term, before 
the economy grew as a result of incentives and competitiveness?251 

The caution and perceived dangers of upsetting low earners shows astonishing 
parallels to the debate in Sweden. Note that the above concerns were 
expressed by conservatives and business representatives in an economy 
traditionally characterised as being of the Anglo-Saxon liberal type. That 
susceptibility to low-earner concerns and inflation risks was in line with the 
spirit of the age, rather than being particular to either the liberal or the social 
democratic type of economy.  

Moreover, the British winner-takes-all election procedure meant that any 
move that triggered elite resentment could have severe consequences for a 
governing conservative party. 

 
Fiscal officials were similarly averse to VAT and preferred slight adjustments 
of existing consumption taxes.252 One concern was that inflation risks would 
increase and that cooperation of trade unions in securing more stable wage 
bargaining would be in danger. Officials did consider the impact of the EEC 
opting for VAT, but ultimately dismissed it as being subordinate to the other 
domestic economic and social concerns:  

They were cautious, fearing the political dangers of an increase in indirect 
taxes on poorer families – not least in the light of Richard Titmuss’s writings 
on the regressive effect of the fiscal-welfare system. But they did now accept 
that the reform of the purchase tax was merely a step towards the 
introduction of the VAT, possibly as early as 1964. At the same time, the EEC 
was moving towards tax harmonisation on the basis of VAT, with a draft 
directive at the end of 1962 which was approved at the beginning of 1964. 
Sentiment was shifting within the government, for it was committed to 
seeking membership of the EEC. A committee of inquiry was appointed in 
1963, again with disappointing results: in 1964 its report recommended 
against the introduction of VAT. As the British delegation to the EEC pointed 
out, the report barely considered the issue of harmonisation. 

The British government openly sought membership, unlike the Swedish 
government. Yet, VAT was not taken aboard, even after the initiative of West 
Germany and after the EEC members declaring their intention to shift to VAT. 
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Why was that? Should it not have been the other way around, the EEC-positive 
Tory UK following its edicts and EEC-sceptical Sweden going their own way? 

It was not the logical choice from the perspective of trade and European 
integration. Any answer to the question of why the Tory government of the 
early 1960s dismissed VAT needs to encompass the internal dynamics of the 
country’s economy and political decision-making process. 

When Labour formed a government in 1964, VAT returned to the agenda. 
Nicholas Kaldor, economist and advisor to the government, was one of the 
proponents: 

The attraction of VAT, as Kaldor saw it, was that export costs would be 
reduced by cutting the employers’ insurance contribution which raised 
labour costs and could not be refunded. Further, the funding of social 
security could be shifted from a flat-rate ‘poll tax’ to VAT which was less 
progressive than the income tax, but less regressive than existing indirect 
taxes and insurance contributions. The tax would raise large sums without 
distorting production and consumption.253 

Fiscal officials remained negative though. In a revised proposal, Kaldor 
replaced VAT with an extra employment contribution on the service sector, 
intended to encourage a structural shift of labour from services into 
manufacturing. 

When the Tories returned to power, the reservations about upsetting low-
income groups by taxing their consumption had largely disappeared: 

[T]he Conservative administration of 1970 to 1974 failed to implement the 
wider package of reforms developed in opposition, [...] a tax policy 
combining revenue for socially integrative welfare with a pursuit of 
enterprise. Instead, the emphasis shifted to encouragement of incentives 
without a concern for those who would suffer, at least in the short term 
before economic growth led to general prosperity. The approach to 
distributive justice changed in a fundamental way, with less concern for the 
extent to which the worst-off members of society suffered, and a much 
greater sense that the middling and upper incomes were being treated in a 
punitive way.254 

We can draw a conclusion about the use of typologies, such as liberal versus 
social democratic or conservative countries. Cross-country comparisons were 
important for learning certain lessons about structural differences between 
groups of Western economies in the 1980s and early 1990s. But when we 
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group economies according to a set of ideal types, the risk is that we begin 
conceiving them as distinct species. This might be a mistake.  

What if they all belong to the same species and are different ecotypes within 
that species? There were vast similarities between the forces at work in the UK 
and in Sweden. The outcomes were different, but the impulses were 
comparable in many ways. Rather than focusing on country-level typologies 
we should redirect attention to eras, paradigms, and the tendencies, 
movements and parallel processes at work within them.  

The typologies of Worlds of welfare and Varieties of capitalism share one 
thing: they mainly cover advanced capitalist economies with ambitions of 
providing at least basic public welfare. The internal dynamics within each 
unique example may be the more important object to study for gaining 
knowledge about how society and the economy functions. 

The above is a case for comparative approaches, a strong case, but for 
comparisons that are not restricted to ideal-type categorisations. The greater 
value is to see how similar challenges have been met in different contexts. 

A final observation from the comparison of Sweden and the UK concerns the 
degree of continuity. The adoption of VAT is often treated as an abrupt shift, 
but in both these cases we saw that it was a continuation of an existing sales 
tax. The shift was still controversial, but it did not appear out of thin air. It 
built on already existing consumption tax arrangements, either replacing 
them or gradually diminishing their importance.  

It was about adapting to a world were what was previously considered 
luxuries was rapidly becoming available to the masses. Setting categorical 
taxes on luxuries and durables became increasingly impractical. It was also 
about adapting to a world where the room for generating serious revenue 
through customs duties was becoming increasingly difficult and unreliable 
due to GATT and arrangements within Europe.  
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6. Concluding discussion 

The thesis began by outlining a dichotomy of two alternative narratives about 
Western postwar fiscal development, particularly concerning countries with 
extensive welfare states. The widespread progressive tax narrative focuses on 
the fact that these countries showed a steep progression in the rates of direct 
taxes. This lasted until the 1980s, or in the Swedish case the 1990s, when the 
regime of high marginal taxes came to an end.  

The alternative regressive tax narrative focuses on the fact that alongside 
the eye-catching progressive direct taxes, this group of countries showed 
comparatively high shares of value added taxes and social security 
contributions. This implies that low- and middle- income earners were 
important for financing the public sector as well. Which story is more 
adequate for capturing what actually happened? 

The author approached the issue in two steps. First, there was the challenge 
of lack of adequate data concerning the distributional aspects. That problem 
was addressed through a study of the distribution of consumption taxes in 
Sweden 1958—2012.  

The next step was to trace the historical roots to this arrangement of 
financing an extensive welfare state through heavy reliance on regressive and 
partly hidden taxes. This was channelled into a study of the politics behind the 
general sales tax and VAT in Sweden around the 1960s, the beginning of a 
formative era, an institutional juncture. 

6.1 Consumption taxes key in tax fairness analysis 
The results of this thesis indicate that proponents of the marginal tax and 
inequality strand have been looking in the wrong place, at least for 
understanding the distributional aspects of taxation. Previous studies that 
drew conclusions about a peak of progressivity in 1980s Sweden failed to take 
into account a parallel development in taxation that worked in the other 
direction, the expansion of VAT.  

Another finding was that there did not appear to be as sharp a break as 
expected between before and after the general sales tax. There were other 
consumption taxes in place before. Their bases were not as broad as the 
general sales tax, or the later VAT, but they still had the effect of diminishing 
overall progressivity. The other consumption taxes were gradually abandoned 
as the general consumption taxes were raised. It is true that the VAT did open 
up the door to a comfortable expansion of public revenue collection, from the 
government’s perspective, but it was also in many ways a continuation and an 
adaptation of what had been in place before. 

What this shows is the value of looking beyond the tax returns data. Other 
important aspects can be covered when combining that type of source with 
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data from household budget surveys and national accounts. It also shows how 
group-level tabulations ranked by income can be interpolated and combined 
with other sources. This is valuable not only for historical work, but for any 
context where data is scarce, expensive or inaccessible for other reasons.  

The author also developed a way to estimate unknown bottom incomes by 
extending the local Pareto coefficients of the population with reported 
incomes downwards. This is a version of the bottom-up type of procedure for 
constructing a national reference income, but in a more automatic and flexible 
way than is otherwise common.  

The author compared a disaggregation of group-level data from official 
statistics with the microdata of a sample from population and tax registers, 
and concluded that the results from these two different approaches matched 
sufficiently to allow the construction of a series extending before and after the 
existence of register microdata. 

In terms of tax equity, the relative burden of taxation was shifted further to 
the lower part of the income distribution by the introduction and expansion 
of VAT. The result is expected, for sure, but the magnitude of consumption 
taxes is strikingly high in relation to income taxes. It is surprising that 
previous scholarship has focused so little on consumption taxes when 
analysing tax progressivity.  

The findings confirm the hypothesis that broad-based taxes might be 
necessary for funding an extensive universalistic welfare state. At least they 
were crucial in the case of postwar Sweden. As cross-border capital mobility 
increases after the period under study, we can expect its role in restricting tax 
policy to become even more important. Moreover, the height of consumption 
taxes at the lower half of the income spectrum makes the much-acknowledged 
progressivity of direct taxes seem quite modest in comparison.  

Further areas of research include producing estimates for more years, 
including more categories of taxes and making comparisons with other 
countries. 

The progressive tax narrative emanating from the field of economics, 
combined with a widespread public perception about left-wing tax ideology, 
has fostered a belief that there is something paradoxical about the above 
development. There seems to be an expectation that 1950s social democrats 
would have wanted to tax the rich and the rich only. The policy study of this 
thesis, however, quickly revealed that this was far from the case. 

There is no doubt that the adoption and rapid increase of general 
consumption taxes were a deliberate part of the labour government leaders 
strategy for expanding the public sector and maintaining the generous 
pension reform and other recent spending measures. Furthermore, there is no 
doubt that these political leaders were aware of, and constantly reminded of, 
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the fact that general consumption taxes were perceived by the constituency as 
regressive and a relatively heavier burden on low earners.  

We can see this from the fact that virtually every decision on expanding 
general consumption taxation throughout the 1960s was accompanied by a 
battery of policy measures, and rhetoric, about how the government has 
planned to compensate low earners. The rest of the chapter links back to 
explanations proposed in previous literature. 

6.2 Institutional factors behind the rise of VAT 
One category of possible explanations concerns the role of institutional 
structures and how organisations operate within these structures. At the 
domestic level, there is the superstructure of the political system and the 
modes of employer and employee organisation. This author agrees with 
Steinmo’s main points concerning the Swedish political and electoral 
structure, that it appears to have fostered compromise and long-term 
collaboration. Nothing in the findings contradict that.  

The more important part concerning this study is that of a corporatist deal 
between employees and employers, between representatives of the production 
factors labour and capital. There are several indications, as discussed in the 
previous chapter. The results support the proposition that well-organised 
labour market interest groups are necessary for fostering the minimum of 
trust needed to make the leap and agree on regressive taxes in order to fund 
potential future welfare benefits.  

Whether the organisation of employers was more important, as suggested 
by Hertel-Fernandez & Martin, than the organisation of employees is not 
possible to tell from this study. What we can say, however, is that both sides 
did organise and did influence policy. 

Supranational organisations and international collaborations have been given 
much weight in some accounts of the spread of VAT, such as Ebrill et al. This 
author’s conclusions are that we should not view the Swedish policy decisions 
on general consumption taxes as direct responses to dictates from the EEC, 
EFTA and GATT, more in line with Lynch and James. Nonetheless, these 
organisations were influential in several ways, not the least for the Swedish 
economy at large through their roles in affecting trade and international 
competition.  

When Sweden had already adopted the retail sales tax, these organisations 
began interfering concerning the sales tax restitutions to exporting firms, an 
issue that was handled in different ways by different countries. This 
discrepancy was a problem all across Europe in terms of the effects on 
competition. The VAT directive of EEC was launched as a solution to this 
problem. However, the restitution issue was not the only one that Swedish 
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business representatives voiced complaints about. Already from the outset, 
the main complaints concerned the extra costs on inputs.  

It is difficult to say for certain which weighed more heavily. It seems, 
according to this author, as if the demands from the domestic industry were 
more pressing and influential than demands directly from the supranational 
organisations themselves. It is not enough to get an edict from above. There 
needs to be a willingness to implement it as well. There needs to be some 
influential domestic organisations that see a benefit to it. 

Another factor of influence was what is referred to here as the influx of 
ideas. This is simply meant to denote how Swedish policy actors observed and 
perceived the use of general consumption taxes in other countries, and how 
well it had turned out. It is clear that the policy actors were keen on learning 
from the experiences of others and that the seeds to the ideas of Swedish 
policies concerning general consumption taxes came from other, mainly 
European, countries. 

6.3 Economic factors behind the rise of VAT 
In this study, the domestic economic development was not assigned a major 
role in explaining the changes in fiscal policy. There was of course a 
considerable dose of real economic growth at the heart of all this. Otherwise, 
there would have been no expansion of general public welfare and no pressing 
need for broadening the tax base. The aspect of real economic growth does 
not, however, on its own help us much in understanding why this particular 
tax measure was adopted at this particular time, even though it looms over the 
whole process.  

Changes in the distribution of income could be a relevant factor for 
explaining why certain measures such as regressive taxes are adopted. This 
relates to the part in the literature survey about the relationship between trust 
and equality. Do people trust each other more in equal societies, or do societies 
become equal because people trust each other? It could be the case that left-
wing groups and employees are more willing to negotiate with employers in 
societies that are already sufficiently equal and prosperous, whereas they 
would tend to go for soak-the-rich policies and shun negotiation in unequal 
societies with low average real income. This aspect has not been evaluated in 
the thesis, but it is a solid idea for further research. 

One domestic economic explanatory can be dismissed right away from this 
study, what Kathryn James calls the conventional view. It implies that the VAT 
was adopted because it is efficient and simply an inherently superior 
alternative to other taxes. We can tell from the policy study that efficiency is 
no guarantee for success. The tax measures adopted have not always been the 
most efficient. The limited information and short-term interests of the 
organisations involved are crucial for the choice of path. The thesis’ discussion 
about ‘failed’ attempts at introducing VAT in other countries further supports 
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that conclusion. The comparative discussion related to Daunton’s analysis of 
events in the UK further confirms this conclusion. 

International economic aspects include capital mobility and conditions of 
international competition. The argument concerning capital mobility is that 
under low restrictions, it will be difficult for governments to tax capital. 
Capital owners can move their capital if they consider taxes too high. A 
government that seeks to maintain an extensive welfare state would then be 
forced to look elsewhere for revenue, for example at using VAT and social 
security contributions, an argument stressed by Ganghof.  

This claim does not go against the findings in the present thesis, even 
though capital mobility contra VAT has not been studied directly. We should 
note that the development of general consumption taxation in Sweden started 
long before the relaxation of restrictions on capital movements. Nonetheless, 
even if the two developments had different origins, they may have ended up 
reinforcing each other after the period studied here.  

International competition stood out as the most important of the economic 
explanatory factors in the study. Throughout the process, we can see appeals 
from the business community on what the government should do in order to 
avoid hampering the conditions of competition at international markets. Since 
the appeals were often granted, at least in part, we can draw the conclusion 
that the export industry dimension was of great concern to the social 
democratic government as well. 

We can draw a parallel to the argument by Baccaro & Pontusson that there 
tends to be distinctive policy paradigms for export-led and consumption-led 
growth that transcend partisanship in economies that belong clearly to one of 
these two types, whereas partisanship becomes important for shaping policy 
in countries that are somewhere in between. In the political discussion around 
Swedish general consumption taxes, the export-led growth type of solutions 
are recurring and transcend partisanship, mainly related to the question of 
upholding international competitiveness. 

A final reflection concerns the intentionality of Swedish policymakers in the 
postwar period and lessons for the future. Did they know what they were doing 
in terms of tax incidence effects when introducing general consumption taxes? 
In one sense, yes. There was a heated debate against these taxes exactly 
because of the adverse effects they were expected to have on low earners. The 
policymakers clearly knew that they were doing one ‘bad’ thing in order to help 
another good cause. 

When studying these events, one quickly realises however that on another 
level they had no idea what they were grappling with. There was no 
comprehensive data on income inequality and tax progressivity available. It is 
fascinating that this was in the heyday of what has been called the managed 
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economy. Yet there was so little accurate quantitative work that could have 
enabled a decent assessment of consequences. They were in effect fumbling in 
the dark concerning these issues.  

We are only now beginning to grasp how the incidence of taxes works on a 
system level, with all the complexity and counterintuitive effects, aided by 
contributions such as the handbook by Nora Lustig and colleagues and the 
work of the group around the World inequality database.255 We now have the 
tools and an interest in engaging with these issues in a serious way. On a 
rhetorical level, people did show an interest in this issue in 1960s Sweden, but 
it was not the top priority, and policymakers and scholars were nowhere near 
of having the tools to deal with it anyway. 

Now we have the tools. What is clear is that the complexity of tax systems, 
both historical and contemporary, needs to be acknowledged and then 
disentangled. We see that indirect taxes matter, but not only that. The base 
income concept matters. If we compare tax rates between two entities of which 
the first relies on a base income concept that includes transfers whereas the 
other excludes transfers, are they comparable? Taxes on transfers, clawbacks, 
matter. It is an issue of comparability that needs to be acknowledged and 
taken seriously. 

This thesis presented one attempt at extrapolating unknown bottom 
incomes from incomplete income distribution data geometrically. An area for 
further research could be to test different functional forms for such an 
extrapolation procedure and evaluate which of them fit the empirical 
distributions better. 
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

Frågan om vem som egentligen stod för notan under den svenska 
välfärdsstatens framväxt har gäckat många. Det finns en utbredd bild av 
efterkrigstidens Sverige som nära nog ökänt för sina skarpt progressiva 
skatter på inkomst och förmögenhet. Beroende på vem som får frågan var de 
antingen förkastliga straffskatter på människor som ansträngde sig och bidrog 
till landets framgång, eller en rättmätig utjämning av en i grunden orättvis 
ekonomisk fördelning. Oavsett åskådning har många samma bild av 
efterkrigstidens Sverige som präglat av ett skattesystem som var till nackdel 
för de övre skikten. 

Hur passar då momsen in i den bilden? Momsen, eller mervärdesskatten, 
infördes i Sverige under 1960-talet och kom i rask takt att höjas till bland de 
högsta nivåerna i internationell jämförelse.    

Avhandlingen bidrar med att uppskatta i vilken mån uttaget av 
konsumtionsskatter, såsom momsen, vägde upp den skarpa progressionen i 
inkomstbeskattningen. Därutöver undersöks den politiska processen som 
ledde fram till just momsens införande, via dess föregångare kallad oms eller 
allmän varuskatt. Forskningsfrågorna är: 

I. Hur påverkade införandet av generella konsumtionsskatter i Sverige 
nivån på skatteuttaget inkomstgrupper emellan? När uppskattningar 
av konsumtionsskatteuttag inkluderas i beräkningar av 
skatteprogressivitet, förändrar det bilden på något sätt och i så fall 
hur? 

II. Hur kom det sig att regeringar som företrädde arbetarrörelsen valde 
generella konsumtionsskatter som finansieringsverktyg framför 
skatter uttryckligen riktade mot de välbeställda? Varför byttes det 
tidiga 1960-talets allmänna varuskatt ut mot moms i slutet av det 
årtiondet? 

III. Vilka fördelningskonsekvenser förväntade sig de politiska 
beslutsfattarna av att satsa på generell konsumtionsbeskattning? I 
vilken mån stämde de förväntningarna med de faktiska effekter på 
progressiviteten som uppskattas i den här avhandlingen? 

Uppskattningen av konsumtionsskatternas fördelning tar sig an en rad 
intrikata käll- och metodproblem. Digitaliserade individ- och hushållsdata 
från befolknings- och taxeringsregistren finns tillgängliga från och med 1968. 
Dessförinnan är det den officiella statistiken som gäller. Den är uppdelad efter 
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inkomstspann och alltså inte jämförbar mellan olika år. Tillfredsställande 
hushållsdata om konsumtionsutgifter finns överhuvudtaget inte tillgängliga 
för undersökningsperioden. 

Ett bidrag är alltså att hitta sätt för att överbrygga glappet mellan de 
periodernas i grunden inkompatibla typer av data, vilket har varit en stötesten 
för alla långsiktiga studier av inkomst och beskattning i Sverige. Ett annat 
bidrag består i att kombinera uppgifter från hushållsbudgetundersökningar 
och nationalräkenskaper för att fördela betalningar av konsumtionsskatter 
över de olika delarna av inkomstkurvan. 

Ett tredje problem rör att taxeringarna bara täcker en del av den vuxna 
befolkningen. Vid slutet av 1950-talet hade visserligen det stora flertalet 
kommit över gränsen för taxering, men det är fortfarande en grupp därunder 
vars inkomster vi inte har uppgifter om. Tidigare studier har satt deras 
inkomst schablonmässigt till hälften av taxeringsgränsen eller liknande. Det 
är fullt acceptabelt för de allra flesta ändamål, men när det handlar om att 
studera just skillnader i skatteuttag är det av särskild betydelse hur de lägre 
inkomsterna fördelar sig. Inkomsten utgör basen för skattekvoten och det är 
en fördel om det går att få en mjuk och mer verklighetsnära övergång från 
taxeringsgränsen till de otaxerade därunder. 

För det ändamålet utvecklar författaren en metod för en extrapolering av 
inkomster från taxeringsgränsen och nedåt med mjuk övergång, benämnd 
lokal Pareto-extrapolering. Det är en påbyggnad till den polynomsbaserade 
interpoleringsmetoden av Blanchet et al., vilken inte täcker de oregistrerade 
botteninkomsterna.256 

Undersökningen av den politiska processen bakom momsens framväxt utgår 
från en tematisk textanalys av bevillningsutskottets betänkanden gällande 
allmän konsumtionsskatt 1959—68, vilken därefter kompletteras med selektiv 
analys av andra källor såsom utredningsbetänkanden, protokoll från 
riksdagens andra kammare, propositioner och motioner, där det bedöms av 
värdefullt för förtydligande eller fördjupning utifrån den första systematiska 
genomgången. 

Temana för textanalysen bestäms på följande sätt. Utifrån tidigare 
litteratur identifierar författaren en uppsättning potentiella 
förklaringsfaktorer som går att dela upp i institutionella kontra ekonomiska, 
på den inhemska nivån respektive på den internationella. Som 
operationalisering kodas textmaterialet enligt följande kategorier: 1.) 
Anställarintresse och horisontalt rättvisebegrepp, 2.)  Arbetarintresse och 
vertikalt rättvisebegrepp, 3.) Det möjliga, dess gränser och politiska 
målbilder, och 4.) Internationella faktorer. 

                                                             
256 Blanchet et al. (2017). 
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Skatteprogressionen i Sverige 1958—2012 
När den statliga progressiva inkomstskatten ställs mot estimerade 
konsumtionsskatter under sju nedslag under perioden 1958 till 2012 visar det 
sig att den så ofta starkt betonade inkomstskatteprogressiviteten i stor 
utsträckning uppvägs av de senare. Anmärkningsvärt är att 
konsumtionsskatternas uppvägande effekt gäller även innan omsens 
införande, även om konsumtionsskatterna som helhet under det mätåret 
framstår som proportionella snarare än regressiva med det 
estimeringsförfarande som använts här. Även arbetsgivaravgifter och andra 
sociala avgifter bidrar till att ta udden av progressiviteten i den direkta 
beskattningen av inkomst och förmögenhet, framför allt inom den breda 
mitten av inkomstskalan. 

När momsen införts får konsumtionsskatterna som grupp en mer utpräglat 
regressiv karaktär. Bryter vi ner konsumtionsskatterna på grupperna tull, 
alkohol & tobak, transport & energi, och moms så visar det sig att momsen har 
en betydande roll i förskjutningen av skatteincidens mot den nedre delen av 
inkomstskalan. 

Politiken bakom den svenska momsen 
En slutsats är att den socialdemokratiska regeringen tydligt väntade sig att 
införandet av allmänna varuskatten 1960 skulle drabba låginkomsttagare 
hårdare än höginkomsttagare. Då låg den på blygsamma 4 procent av priset. 
Sen dess har dess efterföljare momsen letat sig upp till 25 procent. Trots den 
ökningen har skatten närmast försvunnit ur diskussionen om skattesystemets 
progressivitet som var så betydande och utgjorde ett sådant stort hinder inför 
allmänna varuskatten införande. 

Näringslivet och den borgerliga oppositionen pläderade upprepade gånger 
för nedsättningar av och undantag från allmän varuskatt för företags inköp av 
beskattningsbara varor. Den socialdemokratiska regeringen var till en början 
avvisande, men gick efterhand med på att åtminstone låta vissa insatsvaror 
ligga kvar på gamla nivån när omsen skulle höjas. En central aspekt var att 
fabrikstillverkad betong hade råkat hamna i kategorin beskattningsbara varor. 
Det var inte någon småsak, då det här ägde rum vid tiden för 
Miljonprogrammets igångsättande. Byggföretags betonginköp blev centrala i 
argumentationen för undantag. 

När beslutet att ersätta omsen med en mervärdesskatt fattades 1968 
framhöll den socialdemokratiska regeringen det som en slutlig lösning på de 
upplevda problemen och orättvisorna med beskattning av företagsinköp. 
Episoden återspeglar en tradition av korporatism, samarbete mellan 
näringsliv och socialdemokratiska regeringar. Det gäller även frågan om 
betydelsen av EEC:s mervärdesskattedirektiv 1967 för det svenska beslutet. 
Den här studien indikerar att det inhemska näringslivets påtryckningar 
gällande vikten av att inte hamna efter i den internationella konkurrensen på 
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grund av extrakostnader. Utan den ytterligare faktorn är det inget som tyder 
på att Sverige skulle följt EEC omedelbart. 

En jämförelse med Storbritanniens hantering av motsvarande frågor, såsom 
den skildrats av Martin Daunton,257 ger vid handen att liknande initiativ som 
i Sverige kring införande av moms fanns även där, men blockerades av en 
politiskt fristående byråkrati vars högsta prioritet av tradition stannade vid att 
upprätthålla sitt anseende som intresseneutral part i skattesystemets 
utformande. 

 

  

                                                             
257 Daunton (2002). 
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Appendix 

Interpolation and extrapolation 
The quantile function of Blanchet et al. can be expressed as follows, here with 
notation adjusted to the conventions of this thesis:258 

푄(푝) = 푄
1− 푝 푏(푝 )

(1− 푝)푏(푝) exp −
1

(1− 푠)푏(푠)  푑푠  

The formula produces an income threshold value, or quantile, 푄 at any point 
푝 in the income distribution, or to be precise in the cumulative population 
ranked by income, above a specified lower boundary (푝 , 푄 ) from 
inverted Pareto coefficients, 푏, either known or interpolated. To perform the 
integration, the subpopulation between 푝  and 푝 needs to be partitioned 
into segments, of which the segment midpoint 푠 of the lowest segment takes a 
value immediately above 푝  and the highest a value immediately below 푝.  

The integral can be approximated by reducing ∆푠, the change of 푠 between 
segments, as much as practically possible.  The formal definition states that it 
should approach zero, ∆푠 → 0, commonly expressed as 푑푠. When it comes to 
application, segment size is more a question of the desired level of precision. 
And application is what this thesis focuses on. A segment size well above zero 
can yield satisfying results. Below a certain point, results tend to converge. 
Further reduction of segment size then stops producing a relevant increase of 
precision.  
∆푠 and 푑푠 correspond to a change in 푝, since the values of 푠 are contained 

within the interval (푝 , 푝), and can thus alternatively be expressed as ∆푝 
and 푑푝. 

We can approximate the average income of an income group, 푦 , for instance 
a percentile group, by calculating the average of quantiles of a large number 
of segments contained within the interval of that income group in the above 
fashion. For each segment, one can either use the average of that segment’s 
bottom and top quantiles, or simply the quantile at the segment midpoint. 
They approach each other as the number of segments increases.  

The quantile is formally a threshold value, a lower bound for an income at 
that point in the distribution, and not an actual income value. The segment 
midpoint quantile is not the same as the segment average income. But if we 
reduce the size of segments to approach infinitely small, and the distribution 
is continuous, then the midpoint quantile and the segment average income 

                                                             
258 Blanchet et al. (2017), p. 5, Fournier (2015), p. 42. 
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tend to converge. Thus, we can use the quantile function to approximate 
average group incomes. 

It is important to remember, however, that the population of a country is 
finite and discrete. Even though we obtain continuous variables through 
interpolation and extrapolation, it is not meaningful to present results in the 
form of group averages at such a level of detail that the number of groups 
exceeds the country’s population size, for example. Even if the number of 
groups would match population size exactly, the apparent precision can be 
deceptive.  

This author recommends using the interpolated continuous variables as 
intermediate entities only, and present results at more aggregated levels, such 
as fractiles by percentiles or deciles. For this reason, all metrics of inequality 
and tax progressivity in the thesis are calculated from percentile group 
averages. The value of generating continuous variables intermediately is that 
they allow us to decide exactly where in the income distribution to set the 
group boundaries. 

The historical sources generally report data delimited by nominal income 
thresholds. This means that the given group values can refer to anywhere in 
the cumulative population by income. The group boundaries will never match 
those of another year or another country. A continuous distribution allows us 
to work around that limitation and by approximation make new delimitations 
and form evenly sized groups, in a format that allows comparison between 
years and between countries. 

Using historical household surveys 
When using survey and register data for studying inequality, a number of 
decisions has to be made about what to measure and how: income or 
expenditure, households or individuals, which income concept to use for 
ranking, and the period of time covered.259 The choice between the household 
and the individual as the unit of analysis is not obvious when it comes to tax 
analysis.  

The intuitively clearer comparison is the one between individuals. 
Inequality between households is difficult to conceptualise, since they can be 
of any size and composition. We risk ending up comparing apples and pears. 
The fact that the household in some contexts has a legal relevance as the 
taxable unit complicates matters. Data is in some cases only available at the 
level of the fiscal household. The preference of this author is to divide 
households into representative individuals, so that all units are of the same 
size. It follows the generally accepted convention of adjusting the unit of 
comparison to one approaching that of the adult individual. 

                                                             
259 See Deaton (1997), and Milanovic (2016). 
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One way to divide household values is per capita. For the analysis of taxation, 
it makes sense to exclude minors and only take the adults or household heads 
into account, those who a government would consider fiscal citizens. The 
choice is in line with the guidelines for distributional national accounts by the 
World inequality database (WID).260  

This thesis relies on roughly the same reference population, people aged 20 
and above. One minor difference concerns the first year, 1958, in which those 
who are aged 16˗19 but were registered as income earners by the tax 
authorities are included as well. This is due to data conditions. The other 
option would be to try to extract the income earners below 20 years old from 
the group averages in the 1950s data.  

If we want to make some adjustment for household size, and take into account 
that larger households can cut costs by sharing, there is the option of using an 
equivalence scale when dividing the household-level values. These scales 
provide a number of less than the per-capita household size, by which to divide 
for example household income. As an example, one such scale takes the square 
root of household size as the denominator.261 

The members are assigned this income, which will be larger than the actual 
per-capita income for households consisting of more than one person. The 
equivalence approach is apt when making comparisons of standards of living. 
It gives a more accurate picture of the conditions facing the individual. For 
questions of tax equity, on the other hand, it is more apt to consider the actual 
resources at one’s disposal and disregard how the individual chooses to use 
them, be it for housing, food or other purposes.  

The above leads to the question of ranking. The ideal in this context is to rank 
the population by income before taxes, since the study concerns how taxes 
alter the distribution. At the next stage, the importance of the choice of unit of 
analysis comes to mind once again. Whether we use households, individuals 
or adult equivalents matters for the result.  

A ten-person household would end up in the higher end of the income 
distribution simply because a number of incomes are combined to a larger 
household income than that of a single-person household. But how should we 
interpret such a representation? Suddenly we find individuals at a comparable 
level of living all over the income distribution. This further clarifies why the 
household is conceptually problematic. The adult or adult equivalent, on the 
other hand, both make sense as units of ranking. The former shows a 
distribution relevant from a tax-law perspective, and the latter from a level-
of-living perspective.  

                                                             
260 Alvaredo et al. (2016). 
261 Used for example by Prasad & Deng (2009). 
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One conceptual drawback of the equivalence approach is that it creates a 
scenario where a transfer from smaller low-income households to larger 
households with higher incomes can reduce the inequality metric, since larger 
households are assumed to use resources more efficiently.262   

Thus far, we have only touched on the inequality of income. There is also 
the option of using consumption expenditure as an indicator of the level of 
living. This is a reasonable choice when studying regions where income data 
is scarce, or where monetary incomes are uncommon. However, for the 
analysis of taxation in an affluent economy, this is not the most suitable 
approach.  

The next choice concerns the length of the period for which income is 
accounted. One year is commonly taken as a minimum, but it is possible to 
count incomes accrued over a longer period. I use one year, since the aim is to 
compare the character of a tax system at different points in time. The other 
extreme is the lifetime income approach, see examples in Chapter 2.  

The idea behind it is to conceptualise the fiscal system as a tool for 
smoothing out and redistributing the income of each individual over their own 
life course. The weak point is that the approach implicitly assumes a constant 
tax system, unlimited access to borrowing, and also the ability to foresee how 
much one will need at different points in time. These aspects make the lifetime 
approach to redistribution less suitable for analysing the equity aspects and 
power structures of a specific fiscal system.  

For questions of tax equity and for studying how a tax system evolves it is 
more suitable to compare annual cross sections. The lifecycle perspective on 
redistribution is motivated when analysing other types of issues. It captures 
how much an individual de facto has contributed and received at different 
stages of life. This gives us an image of to what extent the taxes paid by a 
person are transferred back to that same person in the end, a retrospective of 
the actual effect of fiscal developments for a particular cohort. 

The guiding principle for deciding the age limits of the population of interest 
is when people are considered as coming of age within the fiscal system. This 
age limit is not necessarily the same as in the judicial system, when one gets 
to take part in political elections et cetera. Aspects of interest are at what age 
young people in general start working and pay taxes, at what age they are 
required to pay social fees and eligible for receiving benefits.  

One could set the upper limit to either when people stop working, for an 
analysis of inequality within the working-age population, or to the time of 
death. The latter makes more sense here, since the public pension system was 
central to the construction of welfare states and questions of redistribution 

                                                             
262 Glewwe (1991). 
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through the fiscal system. A problem for distributive analysis, reliant on factor 
income as the base income concept and point of reference, is that we then get 
a large group with zero income.  

Demographic variations, how the size of the group varies between years, 
can affect the picture of inequality for the population as a whole and make 
intertemporal comparison more difficult. Despite these complications, the 
factor income concept is still the most logical anchor for analyses of tax 
fairness. 

The two most suitable options of unit of analysis are either per adult or per 
equivalent adult. Per adult is the preferred unit of this thesis, in order to make 
the relation clear between the indirect tax values imputed from aggregates and 
to whom they were assigned. Due to the roughness and variations in 
definitions between sources and across time associated with the 1950s’ and 
1960s’ data on household composition, the approach of per adult is easier to 
keep consistent.  

However, the alternative approach of translating the entire household to a 
number of equivalent adults, in an attempt to take children and household-
level economies of scale into account, could also be justified. Neither of the 
two approaches are possible to perform with perfect consistency, since the 
household concepts employed in different data sources vary in the present 
context and information about the household definitions is scarce.  

The bottom line, however, is that under present conditions, the most viable 
approach for combining data from different sources is to start out, at the stage 
of matching and making imputations, with data at the level of the broadest 
household definition available. At the second stage, this household-level data 
is divided and distributed onto subunits within the household of 
approximately adults. This could be done in several ways, either per capita of 
adults, or by applying one of the established equivalence scales that decrease 
with household size and takes all household members into account, children 
as well.  

The latter approach exaggerates incomes, whereas the former keeps the 
household income total constant and assigns parts of it to the number of 
individuals therein that are defined as adults. This gives an intuitively clear 
relationship between imputed shares of fiscal revenue aggregates and micro-
level incomes. The sum of household incomes, as well as the sum of per-adult 
incomes, will theoretically match a national household income aggregate. 

The equivalent adult approach assigns an income bonus to those who happen 
to live in larger households. The sum of equivalent incomes will theoretically 
not match a national aggregate of household incomes. It should be greater. 
However, this could be adjusted by correspondingly inflating tax payments of 
equivalent adult units in larger households.  
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We could adapt the weights so that these units are correspondingly counted 
fewer times, keeping all household totals constant. Then the sum of equivalent 
adult incomes, and all tax variables, would theoretically match the national 
aggregates. This could yield apt results as well. However, it is more difficult to 
execute since we do not have good data on household composition in the 
1950s. There are some problems in the 1960s as well, in spite of the existence 
of micro sources, but they are more pronounced in the 1950s, which makes a 
per-adult approach more viable. 

Income concepts and specification of tax variables 
The adult individual’s factor income is the primary income concept of the 
thesis. This is the pretax pretransfer income, an apt reference point for 
questions concerning the equity of a tax system. It is suitable when we want to 
know how the state treats a citizen at a certain level of income before the fiscal 
system comes in and alters conditions.  

For questions of living standards, by contrast, this relation between factor 
income and tax payments is less important. In that context, it is more relevant 
to use concepts such as disposable income and gross income. For the present 
purposes, however, the relation between the taxes paid and factor income is 
the more suitable measure.  

One dilemma concerns how to treat old-age pensions. Should they be 
considered welfare benefits or delayed earned income? This author chooses 
the former and subtracts old-age pensions from factor income when possible. 
This is the baseline income concept of the WID distributional national 
accounts as well.263 

The Swedish official income statistics based on tax returns do not report the 
actual average income tax liability per income bracket. For 1958, the present 
study calculates values of the progressive national income tax from statutory 
rates, a separate scheme for singles and for jointly assessed couples. Taxable 
income (beskattningsbar inkomst) is what remains of the declared income 
after deductions. It is not reported for groups sorted by the full declared factor 
and taxable transfer income. An average taxable income for each segment in 
the interpolated distribution is calculated using standard-level deductions 
from statutory rates.264 

From the 1969 registers, the national income tax is calculated using 
statutory rates applied to the individual’s reported taxable income for national 
income tax. Local income taxes in both 1958 and 1969 are calculated using the 
average statutory rates of Söderberg applied to the local income tax base. The 
tax registers of 1978 onwards report local and national taxes separately. 

                                                             
263 Alvaredo et al. (2016). 
264 See Söderberg (1996). 
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The factor incomes and the full declared incomes of individuals below the 
threshold for tax assessment are extrapolated downwards using local Pareto 
extrapolation applied in 1969 and 1978. If the extrapolated is below the 
registered income, the registered income is kept. Low earners above the age 
eligibility for old-age pension are not assigned an extrapolated factor income. 
Capital incomes are not  

In the 1970s, a range of public transfer incomes other than pensions were 
incorporated into the tax base. This fact increases the difficulty of making 
comparisons across time. Part of the debited income taxes will be a recycling 
of government funds, clawbacks. To separate the clawbacks from the other 
part of income taxes can be conducted by reducing the income tax base 
accordingly.  

The averse effect on comparability is the greatest concerning people who 
rely on public transfer income as their main income source. It matters less in 
the case of people who have a mix of transfer and other income. Their direct 
taxes still relate in part to a base of factor income, albeit calculated in a more 
roundabout way than if they would have no public transfer income as tax base.  

An individual’s income tax is reduced proportionally to that individual’s 
factor income as share of total registered income. Clawbacks and taxable 
transfer incomes are subtracted at the same rate. Any negative values after 
subtracting taxable transfer income from the original declared income are set 
to zero. Consequently, the income tax is automatically set to zero in such cases. 

For 1969, wealth taxes are calculated from statutory rates applied to the 
household’s registered tax base for wealth tax. In that year, there existed a 
statutory cap on final debited tax at 80 per cent of declared income. That cap 
is applied to restrict the tax total in such cases.  

Excessive preliminary wealth taxes are then subtracted from the adjusted 
final tax. The order of priority is to set the local income tax (earned income tax 
from 1995) to the debited final tax if it is lower. Next, the national income tax 
(capital income tax from 1995) is replaced by the residual if it is lower. Wealth 
and real estate taxes are restricted by the residual of final tax if final tax is 
higher than the sum of income taxes. The debited final tax after tax 
expenditures is used as a maximum whenever available. The subcategories are 
adjusted within that total. 

The real estate tax introduced in 1985 is included in the category of wealth 
and property taxes. Before that, real estate was taxed in the form of an income 
tax on imputed income from real estate. Consequently, this kind of real estate 
income tax is included in the category of income tax when applicable.  

In order to obtain the baseline income  concept of factor income before payroll 
tax, the earned income in the register data of each individual multiplied by 
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statutory payroll tax rates to produce a payroll tax estimate, and a similar 
procedure for the employee-paid social contributions.265  

Regarding 1958, a considerably lower payroll tax of 1 per cent was levied on 
earned income. The official income statistics only report group income 
averages of the total declared income and not earned income separately. We 
can choose either to exaggerate group income averages by applying the payroll 
tax rate to the reported total income and calculate an upper bound, or we stick 
with the reported income that excludes this minor payroll tax. The baseline 
version relies on the upper bound for factor income before payroll tax, but 
both alternatives produce similar results. 

From 1985 onwards, the procedure for calculating other taxes than 
consumption taxes largely follows that of Bengtsson et al.,266 except for the 
use a more narrow baseline income concept as discussed. From 1985 onwards, 
no extrapolation of bottom incomes is made. By that time, all citizens were 
obliged to file tax returns regardless of income level, and employers were 
obliged to report wage payments to the tax authorities. 

From 1985 onwards, the digitised microdata of the HBS sample is used to 
calculate consumption-to-income rates for imputation of consumption 
expenditure and consumption taxes. The procedure is in practice the same as 
using grouped input from the official reports, only with a larger number of 
groups. The HBS samples are summed to 200 quantile groups before 
calculating rates to apply to the tax and population register households.  

In all years, the consumption-to income rates of income bracket groups are 
smoothed out using a moving average to avoid kinks at the edges between two 
groups. It is a straightforward procedure for dealing with one of the 
peculiarities in the available input without altering its original properties to 
any great extent. 

Until 1985, consumption expenditure from HBS is imputed to the income 
distribution data on factor and taxable transfer income, the preferred concept 
of the tax authorities. The 1995 HBS microdata includes disposable income 
but not the official factor and taxable transfer income. From 1995 onwards, 
consumption expenditure from HBS is therefore imputed on disposable 
income. Households whose consumption total after imputation still lies below 
the specified subsistence-level floor discussed earlier, have their total set to 
the floor value. 
  

                                                             
265 Rates from Söderberg (1996), and Flood et al. (2013). 
266 Bengtsson et al. (2012). 
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Stata code for bottom-income extrapolation 
The follwing is an example of a Stata script for extrapolating unknown 
segment average incomes below a given point in the distribution, using the 
segment averages of 푏∗ and income above that point. 

 
// Extrapolates unknown bottomgroup of non-filers from these variables 
// already in memory, individual-level: 
// -------------------------------------------------------- 
// p: Cumulative population 
// p_filerthreshold_indiv: Taxfiler threshold p value 
// top_average: Average income above of segment and up 
// bracket_average: Average income of segment 
// N_Nonfilers: Number of non-filers 
// Y_Filers: Aggregate income of taxfilers 
// -------------------------------------------------------- 
// Produces variables: 
// invp_brackavg 
// invp_brackavg_change 
// invp_brackavg_predicted  
// invp_brackavg_predicted_change 
// invp_brackavg_extrapol 
// bracket_average_extrapol 
// invp_brackavg_extrapol2 
// Nonfilers_average 
// Nonfilers_average2 
// Y_Nonfilers 
// Y 
// Y_Nonfilers2 
// Y2 
// -------------------------------------------------------- 
 
sort p 
 
// Calculate alt. inverted Pareto, "b*" (i. e. top_average[_n+1]/bracket_average) 
replace top_average = . if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
gen invp_brackavg = top_average[_n+1] / bracket_average 
replace invp_brackavg = . if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
lab var invp_brackavg /// 
 "b*: Average inc. of pop. above segment over segment's average inc." 
gen invp_brackavg_change = invp_brackavg / invp_brackavg[_n+1] 
lab var invp_brackavg_change /// 
 "Ratio of b* in this segment over b* in segment above" 
// ----------------------------------------------------------- 
// For making e. g. 5th degree polynomial of p values 
gen p2 = p^2 
gen p3 = p^3 
gen p4 = p^4 
gen p5 = p^5 
 
// Since Blanchet et al. shows (skewed) U shape of invpareto, we can cutoff at  
// somewhere around the lowest point of b (or below) when estimating predicted.  
// When inverted Pareto is dependent variable, only the ”last bend” of the 
// polynomial (predicted) before the filer threshold is of concern for   
// the extrapolation. 
// Here we use 25% of population above filer threshold. 
 
regress invp_brackavg p p2 p3 p4 p5 if p < (p_filerthreshold_indiv[1]+0.25) 
predict invp_brackavg_predicted  
gen invp_brackavg_predicted_change = invp_brackavg_predicted / /// 
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invp_brackavg_predicted[_n+1]  
 
// Alt. version from "compound segment-wise change" 
// First make categorical variable for 10% of pop above filer threshold 
gen rank_temp = _n 
gen group_10percentaboveTAthresh = 1 if (p >= p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] ///  
& p < (p_filerthreshold_indiv[1]+0.1)) 
sort group_10percentaboveTAthresh rank_temp 
by group_10percentaboveTAthresh: /// 
 gen n_start_invpareto_change_temp = rank_temp[_N] 
replace n_start_invpareto_change_temp = n_start_invpareto_change_temp[1] /// 
 if group_10percentaboveTAthresh != 1 
by group_10percentaboveTAthresh: /// 
 gen n_end_invpareto_change_temp = rank_temp[1] 
replace n_end_invpareto_change_temp = n_end_invpareto_change_temp[1] /// 
 if group_10percentaboveTAthresh != 1 
sort rank_temp 
 
gen invp_brackavg_change_temp = invp_brackavg[n_end_invpareto_change_temp] /// 
 / invp_brackavg[n_start_invpareto_change_temp] 
gen invp_brackavg_change_compound = /// 
 invp_brackavg_change_temp^(1/(_N*0.1)) 
 
drop invp_brackavg_change_temp /// 
 n_start_invpareto_change_temp n_end_invpareto_change_temp /// 
 group_10percentaboveTAthresh 
  
// ----------------------------------------------------------- 
// Extrapolation based on OLS-fitted polynomial  
// ----------------------------------------------------------- 
// Version with b*, i. e. [_n+1]/bracketavg[_n] 
// Based on predicted (OLS-fitted) coefficient 
// Its change factor applied to the lowest of original b* from gpinter 
// First sort by descending population, so that Stata can extrapolate from last  
// reported (p at filer threshold) to p=0 one observation (segment) at a time 
gsort -p 
gen invp_brackavg_extrapol = invp_brackavg 
replace invp_brackavg_extrapol = invp_brackavg_predicted_change *  /// 
 invp_brackavg_extrapol[_n-1] if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
gen bracket_average_extrapol = bracket_average 
replace bracket_average_extrapol = . if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
// Update topaverage 
gen double temp_topsum = sum(bracket_average_extrapol) 
replace temp_topsum = . if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
replace temp_topsum = temp_topsum[_n-1]+ /// 
 ((temp_topsum[_n-1] / (_N - rank_temp[_n-1] +1)) / /// 
 invp_brackavg_extrapol) /// 
 if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
gen double temp_topaverage = temp_topsum / (_N - rank_temp +1) 
gen double temp_bracketavg = temp_topaverage[_n-1] / invp_brackavg_extrapol 
gen double temp_bracketavg_change = temp_bracketavg / temp_bracketavg[_n-1] 
replace bracket_average_extrapol = temp_bracketavg_change * /// 
 bracket_average_extrapol[_n-1] if p < p_filerthreshold[1] 
  
// Calculate b* from predicted segmentwise compund change  
// (of the 10% of the population immediately above nonfilers) 
gen invp_brackavg_extrapol2 = invp_brackavg 
replace invp_brackavg_extrapol2 = invp_brackavg_extrapol2[_n-1] * /// 
  invp_brackavg_change_compound if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
gen bracket_average_extrapol2 = bracket_average 
replace bracket_average_extrapol2 = . if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
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// Update topaverage2 
gen temp_topsum2 = temp_topsum 
replace temp_topsum2 = . if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
replace temp_topsum2 = temp_topsum2[_n-1]+ /// 
 ((temp_topsum2[_n-1] / (_N - rank_temp[_n-1] +1)) / /// 
 invp_brackavg_extrapol2) /// 
 if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
gen double temp_topaverage2 = temp_topsum2 / (_N - rank_temp +1) 
gen double temp_bracketavg2 = temp_topaverage2[_n-1] / invp_brackavg_extrapol2 
gen double temp_bracketavg2_change = temp_bracketavg2 / temp_bracketavg2[_n-1] 
replace bracket_average_extrapol2 = temp_bracketavg2_change * /// 
 bracket_average_extrapol2[_n-1] if p < p_filerthreshold[1] 
 
sort p 
 
drop temp_topsum temp_topaverage temp_topsum2 /// 
 temp_topaverage2 rank_temp invp_brackavg_change_compound 

 
// Drop temp x variables for polynomial regression 
drop p2 p3 p4 p5 
 
// Non-filers average after extrapolation 
egen Nonfilers_average = mean(bracket_average_extrapol) ///  
 if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
 
egen Nonfilers_average2 = mean(bracket_average_extrapol2) ///  
 if p < p_filerthreshold_indiv[1] 
 
gen Y_Nonfilers = N_Nonfilers * Nonfilers_average / 1000000 
gen Y = Y_Nonfilers + Y_Filers 
gen Y_Nonfilers2 = N_Nonfilers * Nonfilers_average2 / 1000000 
gen Y2 = Y_Nonfilers2 + Y_Filers 
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Tables 
 
Table 7. Taxes by factor income (SEK), percentile group averages, 1958. 

Percentile Factor income Payroll tax Income tax Customs duties Alcohol & 
tobacco 

Vehicles & 
energy 

Other 
consumption 

1 1.123877 .0527948 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

2 3.436056 .1614108 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

3 5.865391 .2755302 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

4 8.458461 .3973412 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

5 11.28984 .5303467 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

6 14.4675 .6796193 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

7 18.13915 .8520973 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

8 22.49952 1.056928 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

9 27.79889 1.305869 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

10 34.35294 1.61375 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

11 42.55425 1.999011 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

12 52.88559 2.484332 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

13 65.93531 34.35503 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

14 82.41526 65.92895 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

15 103.1814 66.16301 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

16 129.258 66.45693 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

17 161.8646 66.82446 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

18 202.4486 67.2819 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

19 252.7213 67.84855 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

20 314.6999 68.54714 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

21 390.7553 69.4044 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

22 483.6661 70.45164 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

23 596.6799 71.72548 0 21.40714 38.03665 51.36953 18.71503 

24 731.7489 73.24791 0 21.80521 38.74396 52.32476 19.06305 

25 894.1256 75.07814 0 25.79361 45.83064 61.89551 22.54988 

26 1087.851 77.36172 0 31.38217 55.76049 75.30605 27.43563 

27 1317.987 80.0807 0 38.02112 67.55672 91.23719 33.23969 

28 1581.404 83.0248 0 45.62012 81.05878 109.4721 39.88305 

29 1830.601 93.08363 0 52.80893 93.83202 126.7227 46.16782 

30 2047.363 99.75186 10.40922 59.06205 104.9427 141.728 51.63457 

31 2256.117 102.7548 54.73679 65.08414 115.6429 156.1788 56.89934 

32 2462.771 107.5591 102.0894 69.79861 127.2783 166.9113 61.04127 

33 2672.393 113.39 149.6587 70.03183 142.8849 164.7641 61.34 

34 2877.139 118.851 196.4584 75.67847 153.597 178.1931 66.28077 

35 3070.925 124.6275 240.6307 82.03787 165.4678 193.3516 71.844 

36 3258.344 127.056 282.8807 89.83157 176.6762 212.524 78.64111 

37 3436.708 142.5809 323.519 95.00615 184.5013 225.1851 83.15639 

38 3600.616 162.7959 360.9612 99.5593 191.9981 236.2167 87.13325 

39 3753.302 174.1747 395.9476 103.5168 199.3261 245.6606 90.59492 

40 3903.729 179.1014 430.648 106.6737 207.2514 252.8234 93.36929 

41 4065.229 184.4001 468.0019 109.5263 215.6836 259.0693 95.88415 

42 4247.322 193.1702 510.0742 112.5844 224.501 265.8049 98.57883 

43 4444.174 202.4716 555.5285 115.7165 234.0271 272.6149 101.3417 

44 4647.135 209.1971 602.3825 114.7359 236.6766 269.4793 100.5118 

45 4849.501 215.9033 649.1004 112.491 237.2353 263.2821 98.57764 

46 5048.037 223.9488 694.8246 110.4979 288.6922 250.9845 96.90366 

47 5243.691 234.5895 739.7725 108.5826 345.9491 238.7215 95.22974 

48 5436.31 241.0813 784.025 106.3671 339.429 234.1472 93.24283 

49 5625.204 247.3624 827.5399 104.0661 332.8556 229.5056 91.16309 

50 5810.848 254.1983 870.4261 105.3072 337.5477 232.6405 92.19147 
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51 5995.192 262.956 912.8984 107.6607 345.4807 238.054 94.22009 

52 6181.869 272.1506 956.0211 110.2588 354.5321 244.192 96.43561 

53 6371.509 278.4202 999.5911 113.4703 365.1182 251.4476 99.2234 

54 6561.506 284.7014 1043.243 116.6803 375.7111 258.7061 102.0088 

55 6749.61 290.921 1089.552 119.8461 386.178 265.8758 104.7543 

56 6934.104 303.1728 1141.127 122.6907 395.5972 272.3258 107.2201 

57 7113.67 312.9923 1191.327 125.3036 403.6379 277.9139 109.5348 

58 7287.345 319.7806 1240.016 127.5767 410.8582 282.8993 111.5302 

59 7454.47 325.2195 1286.728 129.9598 418.1326 287.9634 113.6461 

60 7614.563 330.245 1331.666 131.9636 436.6397 292.8373 115.1628 

61 7767.517 334.4835 1374.474 134.4319 448.7494 298.1112 117.2814 

62 7914.975 338.5435 1417.251 136.2415 454.5495 302.0622 118.8712 

63 8059.249 342.5558 1459.975 138.3166 460.5046 306.4137 120.7264 

64 8203.683 346.492 1503.204 139.7305 465.7092 309.674 121.9376 

65 8350.313 350.5292 1546.857 142.0643 473.4337 314.8323 123.9767 

66 8500.136 358.7615 1591.869 144.2434 481.4592 319.858 125.8431 

67 8654.124 366.9918 1637.312 147.253 490.7347 326.3336 128.5044 

68 8813.351 371.385 1684.683 149.9765 499.8072 332.3683 130.8813 

69 8978.752 375.6429 1734.845 152.4008 508.6936 337.9486 132.9596 

70 9151.237 380.9948 1790.327 156.1579 519.6049 345.8606 136.3127 

71 9331.429 385.9816 1852.309 159.3217 530.1579 352.8744 139.0732 

72 9519.537 391.5342 1916.178 161.9816 538.4276 358.6161 141.422 

73 9715.146 397.3389 1982.438 163.7418 543.8854 362.4119 142.9769 

74 9916.922 403.3582 2050.632 165.4208 549.0785 366.0292 144.4607 

75 10122.26 409.5186 2119.871 166.9626 570.8627 396.7918 142.2613 

76 10328.37 421.2564 2187.366 168.5533 588.4483 415.0139 141.6936 

77 10535.11 431.1253 2257.501 169.4099 591.8375 417.6114 142.3488 

78 10743.37 438.2839 2325.717 170.6036 595.0817 419.4201 143.5024 

79 10954.3 445.6308 2394.369 173.5988 604.3005 425.2792 146.2215 

80 11169.29 451.8188 2467.305 177.1351 616.6411 433.9798 149.1953 

81 11389.89 458.8625 2541.69 180.925 629.1656 442.4461 152.4961 

82 11617.8 466.909 2620.92 184.9879 641.8804 450.6507 156.1505 

83 11854.55 473.7929 2707.687 188.852 655.3154 460.0973 159.4078 

84 12101.34 486.1998 2792.496 193.1309 668.6707 468.6946 163.2622 

85 12358.64 502.2652 2879.37 197.1929 681.0914 476.5405 166.9632 

86 12628.47 512.2216 2972.552 201.4904 692.2985 503.3397 168.6813 

87 12914.5 521.7567 3073.695 205.8451 705.4288 521.679 171.4567 

88 13221.92 531.9796 3182.352 210.1518 719.2997 529.7863 175.3954 

89 13558.03 544.1548 3298.145 215.2361 735.1224 537.6113 180.2637 

90 13933.34 552.553 3436.731 221.9631 757.6866 553.1132 186.0606 

91 14362.76 569.0289 3596.648 227.6711 777.2709 567.6519 190.8059 

92 14867.58 574.1846 3793.591 229.6434 782.9707 569.2955 192.8686 

93 15475.89 578.3527 4027.655 231.7305 840.5018 550.8111 196.7028 

94 16228.86 578.355 4328.547 236.879 860.7383 562.9512 201.0611 

95 17186.56 579.81 4724.77 247.0287 897.8826 586.3724 209.7564 

96 18419.66 581.265 5237.236 264.4724 961.8165 626.3672 224.7299 

97 19962.13 582.72 5883.187 284.0814 1028.662 726.4435 235.0038 

98 21915.12 582.72 6754.524 306.2501 1101.978 877.0789 242.1396 

99 26238.91 572.535 8867.729 361.6897 1267.728 1159.788 271.568 

100 45912.62 575.445 19578.65 512.5264 1478.746 1630.113 391.2572 
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Table 8. Taxes by factor income (SEK), percentile group averages, 1969. 
Percentile Factor 

income 
Payroll tax Income tax Wealth & 

property 
VAT Customs 

duties 
Alcohol & 
tobacco 

Vehicles & 
energy 

Other 
indirect 

1 0 0 0 0 277.6432 39.58718 169.3654 168.0605 33.50839 

2 0 0 0 0 258.1693 36.81052 157.486 156.2726 31.1581 

3 0 0 0 0 585.9271 83.75512 331.3486 358.1915 71.11137 

4 0 0 0 0 939.8292 134.2195 546.7487 572.4777 113.8307 

5 0 0 0 .6477566 1097.986 156.9433 619.8442 671.0941 133.2742 

6 10.97831 .5983549 .211397 .4488959 961.0253 138.5611 492.3159 607.2454 117.4135 

7 48.42742 4.024264 .2389571 7.58e-07 333.9365 47.69477 196.514 203.4844 40.41172 

8 66.22051 5.498659 .4060037 .0586554 329.3399 47.05208 193.6262 200.9131 39.85825 

9 88.07898 7.001374 .816632 5.83e-07 341.3358 48.81279 199.8385 209.0106 41.32283 

10 115.5012 11.50862 1.215229 .002675 350.2079 50.07868 202.8012 214.3958 42.43085 

11 150.0798 17.68547 2.031718 .0288559 369.618 52.88764 213.5286 226.8334 44.79036 

12 194.5707 20.05766 3.186586 2.138631 389.7074 55.75265 223.6165 239.0036 47.24789 

13 252.7621 123.7968 5.428529 .1713061 425.0901 60.82668 240.344 260.9043 51.59206 

14 343.448 143.9924 11.54284 6.300311 545.3561 78.21353 308.2679 337.676 66.18954 

15 504.6686 83.10926 36.50539 3.574797 715.0466 102.716 393.5014 445.5046 86.94731 

16 769.8096 104.2518 74.29726 5.592993 679.7899 97.44586 378.3972 420.1204 82.59483 

17 1022.947 117.9319 133.6853 4.340544 658.4302 94.52171 363.4406 409.209 80.04628 

18 1326.057 127.1306 196.3289 5.816668 654.959 94.04388 362.8341 407.3923 79.60436 

19 1696.717 130.2873 253.7013 10.71182 679.9215 97.66139 367.1292 423.4715 82.78335 

20 2085.656 140.711 301.6432 12.93793 687.7206 98.95602 363.6938 431.2285 83.84924 

21 2642.029 110.7735 388.6855 33.06047 843.2841 121.4658 440.5545 530.8645 102.8983 

22 3630.825 182.4546 570.4005 57.4862 879.6324 126.6022 478.2213 552.0966 107.0495 

23 4740.435 335.7383 574.1541 49.73861 817.1664 117.214 460.7911 506.278 99.19603 

24 5434.851 431.0866 586.2253 45.44671 768.5767 110.3882 410.5007 478.5669 93.64593 

25 6003.931 490.2972 671.9088 44.47315 793.9269 114.0127 418.2254 494.0773 96.82313 

26 6570.031 560.8433 716.1758 48.0997 839.7417 120.518 439.51 521.3598 102.4538 

27 7118.207 645.6412 858.397 53.4414 885.3811 127.0957 463.5018 550.1547 108.0205 

28 7664.128 729.8055 985.4369 42.96914 917.3605 131.5504 488.7702 567.7646 111.7924 

29 8193.819 815.9045 1133.54 56.43513 920.051 131.7605 520.1237 566.5091 111.6652 

30 8700.724 916.81 1251.491 47.15668 929.0301 132.7517 543.6641 567.1387 112.4741 

31 9216.41 1024.414 1421.937 50.6372 958.0386 136.8474 562.473 584.0253 115.9581 

32 9705.165 1103.358 1530.97 48.73021 970.2889 138.6443 569.5563 592.2756 117.4426 

33 10167.49 1180.839 1664.851 39.7974 996.7447 142.5376 577.9016 610.3044 120.754 

34 10617.39 1291.312 1801.306 38.2822 963.8672 138.1216 541.4866 594.9213 117.0349 

35 11032.58 1378.08 1905.404 49.77525 928.1646 134.3193 462.7791 594.7285 113.592 

36 11432.03 1458.895 2009.266 34.37811 917.7534 133.6308 450.0258 601.6608 112.4329 

37 11814.31 1525.59 2117.933 47.07241 938.2314 136.6444 462.5098 615.6161 114.9045 

38 12165.53 1598.686 2201.137 36.92044 953.3739 138.9234 471.8447 626.7761 116.7305 

39 12520.38 1662.693 2294.011 30.52477 978.1877 142.6518 485.7094 644.9614 119.7446 

40 12859.26 1731.935 2406.58 33.28942 996.7104 145.4033 495.0667 658.0093 122.0096 

41 13180.33 1800.699 2484.388 26.35755 1014.175 148.0236 506.8936 670.744 124.0996 

42 13491.72 1848.842 2580.719 37.12446 1037.016 151.3907 517.3602 686.4059 126.9089 

43 13783.35 1905.019 2673.186 35.97736 1028.858 151.9224 529.0149 709.6483 125.6713 

44 14067.47 1943.089 2755.346 30.18222 1022.723 152.6876 537.9543 733.1996 124.738 

45 14354.72 2005.333 2827.449 23.03415 1039.64 155.5706 546.6152 751.2681 126.805 

46 14642.2 2035.386 2939.255 39.39438 1061.09 158.8261 561.2326 767.5309 129.3703 

47 14925.77 2082.405 3033.216 32.05634 1076.965 161.149 568.9712 778.1268 131.3159 

48 15206 2145.272 3113.143 36.10974 1087.256 162.8538 578.4606 788.3037 132.5091 

49 15485.86 2182.881 3199.735 31.2859 1110.111 166.135 588.8871 802.5133 135.3208 

50 15760.67 2206.831 3294.192 36.99972 1126.539 168.4604 597.4547 812.1736 137.3257 

51 16038.94 2260.139 3384.606 34.49321 1137.147 170.183 607.1387 822.0891 138.557 

52 16314 2318.332 3467.331 20.70842 1144.655 171.1622 610.3901 825.1142 139.4834 

53 16587.78 2361.707 3563.174 23.77576 1139.955 169.0781 655.7296 798.7615 138.1828 
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54 16856.08 2405.647 3661.876 33.76976 1126.434 166.1854 663.5961 774.5351 136.306 

55 17125.9 2429.513 3739.052 38.56916 1131.994 166.6399 669.3447 772.2777 136.9411 

56 17399.69 2483.647 3828.745 22.5999 1141.61 167.7819 675.524 774.2883 138.0969 

57 17677.45 2518.095 3922.795 42.94236 1163.742 170.9281 687.8766 787.5291 140.7854 

58 17954.66 2567.567 4053.672 34.05095 1182.639 173.4004 698.2133 795.2747 143.0842 

59 18240.69 2614.633 4132.067 46.81169 1201.985 176.4073 709.9486 811.1171 145.42 

60 18524.99 2650.693 4214.97 41.47605 1216.972 178.3762 718.4713 817.3943 147.2382 

61 18821.28 2692.042 4330.278 30.99448 1238.791 181.2739 729.8972 827.055 149.9002 

62 19108.32 2750.435 4453.168 26.58827 1256.958 183.4603 738.5757 831.3367 152.1293 

63 19390.3 2773.711 4536.039 31.65366 1309.729 183.5687 736.8452 739.9843 159.0141 

64 19692.45 2850.636 4664.446 25.36541 1367.688 183.8765 735.7076 642.7871 166.5643 

65 19993.24 2878.954 4762.043 29.97938 1394.849 186.265 744.2999 634.5526 169.9636 

66 20290.99 2926.592 4874.36 30.81068 1412.097 188.0244 750.2534 633.3574 172.1147 

67 20597.88 2993.415 4985.148 32.41337 1432.889 190.8507 762.3664 643.6436 174.6327 

68 20905.91 3030.794 5123.774 36.20904 1453.647 193.9148 774.1454 657.9449 177.1514 

69 21218.08 3082.707 5237.53 28.7883 1472.036 196.5078 784.0626 668.5933 179.3906 

70 21543.14 3133.008 5367.776 32.54691 1493.897 199.526 795.9024 680.1839 182.0517 

71 21866.48 3183.783 5464.978 28.76789 1506.966 201.9847 803.8864 697.9906 183.6289 

72 22193.75 3237.155 5595.943 24.30827 1449.942 202.7379 776.0956 811.1776 176.6402 

73 22534.08 3290.441 5725.434 29.39183 1362.396 201.8881 738.7076 951.5919 165.8308 

74 22882.47 3346.781 5900.041 33.22751 1345.065 201.9218 734.165 982.7454 163.6475 

75 23245.09 3388.708 5997.53 33.76175 1362.786 204.8016 744.2569 999.343 165.797 

76 23612.11 3446.643 6184.655 35.50294 1385.714 208.2914 756.6798 1016.889 168.5881 

77 23977.54 3508.734 6308.961 31.88728 1417.024 212.6789 772.3868 1034.566 172.4185 

78 24362.7 3579.184 6486.454 39.46723 1432.217 215.1991 781.3746 1049.647 174.2563 

79 24765.88 3639.13 6634.91 41.01728 1456.618 218.8206 794.7283 1066.782 177.2245 

80 25181.34 3685.803 6796.423 34.17033 1487.481 223.3755 810.9595 1088.031 180.9888 

81 25606.2 3753.545 7001.634 39.13766 1518.858 227.8546 826.9126 1107.111 184.8242 

82 26052.02 3822.406 7161.809 35.8562 1540.951 231.1971 839.1915 1123.685 187.5087 

83 26529.75 3878.934 7364.531 46.4797 1567.641 235.236 853.9789 1143.72 190.7527 

84 27040.7 3933.478 7595.914 58.16817 1594.83 239.4189 869.1533 1165.269 194.0555 

85 27594.38 4038.453 7833.775 43.07823 1614.969 242.2885 876.523 1177.428 196.5608 

86 28171.36 4095.835 8088.448 30.84198 1606.805 242.998 864.5468 1203.635 195.682 

87 28800.13 4178.573 8313.525 39.95568 1623.201 245.4547 871.2044 1215.538 197.7116 

88 29481.14 4249.528 8613.801 41.78303 1659.023 250.8361 890.7389 1241.774 202.0701 

89 30206.91 4331.521 8894.141 64.40367 1692.609 255.8705 907.3464 1266.188 206.1826 

90 31007.92 4427.391 9295.995 59.99949 1746.936 264.0729 938.6563 1306.657 212.7672 

91 31922 4523.551 9701.963 64.56078 1779.763 268.9849 955.0654 1330.377 216.7839 

92 32961.68 4653.907 10184.42 87.79539 1798.385 271.2543 976.8644 1335.235 218.8726 

93 34150.77 4776.226 10705.17 94.48282 1767.405 263.0258 994.2758 1253.116 214.5814 

94 35644.84 4928.621 11420.12 114.9035 1787.999 265.7815 1007.501 1262.577 217.0568 

95 37419.02 5017.516 12159.59 167.1404 1880.863 279.3299 1057.584 1323.903 228.3643 

96 39647.92 5217.754 13271.7 145.4021 2018.86 289.8025 1090.773 1254.416 245.7947 

97 42655.98 5364.774 14693.84 237.6203 2186.091 309.6646 1160.152 1289.437 266.4739 

98 46996.85 5657.706 16828.48 293.3649 2230.502 333.0988 1210.808 1600.657 271.4753 

99 54795.53 5812.145 20130.1 498.2672 2584.736 386.8064 1393.902 1868.279 314.7293 

100 88175.48 5294.517 32964.71 2068.875 4029.773 597.8979 2187.699 2827.003 490.4627 
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Table 9. Taxes by factor income (SEK), percentile group averages, 1978. 
Percentile Factor 

income 
Payroll tax Income tax Wealth & 

property 
VAT Customs 

duties 
Alcohol & 
tobacco 

Vehicles & 
energy 

Other 
indirect 

1 0 0 0 0 2015.722 64.95293 358.608 702.9446 121.9179 

2 0 0 0 0 3632.989 115.7703 639.1584 1226.242 219.8328 

3 0 0 0 0 3700.011 117.8379 648.82 1246.724 223.9172 

4 0 0 0 0 3696.368 118.4306 672.9379 1267.748 223.3619 

5 0 0 0 0 3564.1 116.9655 766.5198 1309.44 213.778 

6 0 0 0 0 3248.27 105.8524 669.9534 1169.914 195.2216 

7 11.07048 .5769507 .587297 10.88982 2964.822 96.87368 635.6278 1075.927 177.8599 

8 78.44759 1.439138 .0387741 0 2597.232 84.39301 528.8868 927.7761 156.1859 

9 102.5955 1.161092 2.664533 .3854014 2821.83 91.85133 585.1678 1013.041 169.5497 

10 131.5322 1.476594 .2480241 0 2717.572 88.23392 546.8388 968.5861 163.5113 

11 175.5251 2.7303 4.97162 .0963517 3020.967 98.40449 626.5485 1086.767 181.5136 

12 265.7697 10.56237 14.53314 1.007982 3220.045 105.576 719.7128 1179.947 192.7736 

13 442.3559 21.32067 39.4215 4.880902 3041.008 99.93036 693.861 1121.389 181.8637 

14 646.0884 25.04679 61.60943 69.64536 3012.419 98.76371 672.5143 1103.713 180.3544 

15 856.9614 40.09109 95.24268 4.191356 3110.065 102.1049 699.9839 1143.88 186.1238 

16 1108.774 45.66739 125.9669 1.155936 3197.648 104.6831 701.9927 1166.76 191.6047 

17 1397.866 77.58067 174.0801 3.155157 3196.378 104.7693 714.2108 1170.311 191.3596 

18 1708.993 184.5766 218.3301 2.842943 3188.126 104.5346 713.0713 1168.411 190.856 

19 2083.563 164.1913 294.4078 4.231249 3307.979 108.3843 739.1589 1209.822 198.0407 

20 2522.756 209.6244 381.3922 4.829166 3290.634 107.97 744.9871 1208.312 196.8711 

21 3050.392 279.7318 493.6876 18.67916 3350.653 110.0364 761.7507 1233.399 200.4189 

22 3680.239 379.7138 601.737 34.65853 3365.386 110.5845 770.428 1240.841 201.2282 

23 4385.39 687.5549 699.4035 6.420142 3297.83 108.3893 752.9323 1216.707 197.2162 

24 5215.947 737.8509 866.2661 16.2279 3293.56 108.3957 753.7316 1219.737 196.9368 

25 6192.906 920.6708 1060.337 28.38162 3279.105 108.2104 769.7111 1223.504 195.8117 

26 7298.092 1026.513 1318.737 77.59854 3346.971 110.4584 792.3242 1249.09 199.7739 

27 8628.911 1294.951 1524.509 80.02044 3305.576 108.9137 776.7874 1228.037 197.3807 

28 10134.44 1681.1 1794.081 91.18582 3345.448 110.0727 778.4091 1237.991 199.8663 

29 11729.84 1856.897 2184.211 89.76191 3486.755 114.6793 811.0074 1288.941 208.3122 

30 13482.96 2304.482 2551.295 93.48534 3526.297 116.0143 821.7697 1304.638 210.6534 

31 15370.3 2780.479 2946.908 136.1278 3552.538 116.8865 832.7868 1314.627 212.1547 

32 17322.53 3300.723 3397.958 155.3531 3684.905 121.3413 870.1622 1366.737 219.9737 

33 19220.35 3764.489 3803.25 120.3194 3738.593 122.9966 880.3156 1383.114 223.2129 

34 21128.16 4359.715 4234.646 112.6581 3746.091 123.4595 898.3141 1392.677 223.4409 

35 22983.71 4871.661 4627.467 118.9337 3819.1 125.8697 911.2672 1419.948 227.8573 

36 24803.7 5339.692 5002.975 109.6247 3778.891 124.8596 911.0162 1414.89 225.332 

37 26498.19 5858.8 5404.489 100.8886 3676.37 122.075 905.219 1395.432 218.9629 

38 28090.86 6344.779 5749.985 64.46088 3670.589 121.9938 908.4698 1396.717 218.5553 

39 29604.61 6723.414 6128.452 110.9728 3716.765 123.5482 926.4196 1414.906 221.2166 

40 31043.69 7200.771 6514.569 87.21958 3686.279 122.5773 928.4796 1404.633 219.2715 

41 32362.01 7484.122 6850.997 84.74907 3720.094 123.6836 954.0651 1416.95 221.052 

42 33598.28 7845.218 7213.463 67.44064 3742.509 124.4128 977.8389 1424.985 222.1402 

43 34792.76 8121.411 7646.619 88.29118 3788.459 126.0025 1000.26 1444.433 224.7268 

44 35936.74 8451.036 7864.581 688.6367 3818.197 127.0115 1017.726 1456.397 226.3607 

45 37031.11 8816.471 8221.745 53.90337 3832.209 127.5696 1031.047 1464.627 227.0618 

46 38105.4 9018.83 8601.594 58.19186 3858.609 128.5614 1039.59 1478.265 228.6066 

47 39172 9304.214 8892.813 61.2051 3895.462 129.9836 1048.332 1498.487 230.806 

48 40226.14 9523.88 9276.869 75.15891 3938.367 131.5979 1055.904 1520.724 233.4019 

49 41246.58 9850.429 9593.218 77.6675 3967.066 132.6053 1061.425 1533.329 235.1321 

50 42279.84 10011.26 9893.896 165.3467 4069.668 135.9665 1082.777 1570.836 241.2959 

51 43325.94 10327.49 10118.18 72.33038 4099.687 136.9348 1090.632 1581.337 243.0775 

52 44351.66 10671.03 10520.37 59.07693 4170.925 139.2377 1102.81 1606.41 247.393 

53 45351.14 10851.09 10758 42.22945 4228.076 140.8714 1098.63 1619.814 251.0437 
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54 46361.13 11138.08 11034.29 49.79771 4223.323 140.6697 1087.521 1616.631 250.895 

55 47375.98 11342.93 11325.42 49.50988 4287.393 142.6688 1097.411 1636.922 254.7906 

56 48400.62 11642.45 11640.87 35.11211 4337.061 144.349 1110.055 1656.745 257.7432 

57 49383.2 11878.42 11911.65 37.7342 4418.01 147.0089 1134.181 1686.589 262.5078 

58 50393.93 12063.04 12221.91 38.64683 4448.38 148.0843 1147.519 1700.219 264.2373 

59 51390.14 12381.07 12539.15 38.05302 4466.921 148.8092 1160.672 1710.687 265.2255 

60 52402.1 12579.5 12784.98 34.51998 4490.69 149.7259 1181.068 1723.711 266.4445 

61 53382.02 12849.65 13076.01 40.02453 4497.817 149.9918 1190.587 1727.335 266.7639 

62 54336.29 13071.55 13350.06 62.09926 4540.648 151.4118 1201.862 1743.521 269.3051 

63 55266.95 13277.25 13675.96 39.16446 4603.461 153.5177 1222.315 1767.997 272.9788 

64 56179.36 13532.26 13965.44 40.00011 4627.143 154.2667 1231.61 1775.814 274.3424 

65 57105.69 13732.42 14216.75 41.92183 4708.904 156.9965 1253.255 1807.314 279.1916 

66 58027.62 13949.27 14439.69 38.56091 4775.287 159.2594 1273.404 1834.354 283.0938 

67 58931.19 14187.34 14826.27 46.45913 4845.413 161.6088 1294.318 1861.625 287.2212 

68 59835.82 14439.17 15048.52 49.14065 4886.91 162.9906 1306.159 1877.497 289.6708 

69 60725.07 14637.73 15449.08 30.95783 4940.871 164.7553 1329.801 1897.128 292.7447 

70 61603.54 14814.04 15654.44 38.77414 5009.525 167.0238 1353.117 1922.838 296.747 

71 62507.89 15052.42 16121.55 50.92435 5037.997 167.8639 1367.788 1930.336 298.3391 

72 63435.65 15283.13 16313.26 30.54943 5086.98 169.537 1398.835 1950.392 300.9998 

73 64339.21 15515.65 16715.87 49.44912 5053.077 168.1786 1410.991 1930.22 298.7032 

74 65234.82 15718.99 17014.5 47.80171 5087.97 169.1478 1466.497 1937.514 300.147 

75 66127.69 15896.97 17349.76 66.18449 5076.571 168.5674 1502.354 1926.849 298.9452 

76 67060.99 16180.39 17682.19 42.13297 5082.181 168.6763 1517.263 1926.552 299.0963 

77 68015.99 16412.65 18019.46 49.96255 5115.723 169.7072 1531.692 1936.678 301.0107 

78 68999.04 16616.82 18461.19 48.80076 5184.917 171.987 1557.489 1962.385 305.0134 

79 69984 16877.31 18871.98 45.73862 5241.189 173.8473 1571.689 1983.485 308.3603 

80 70996.05 17140.98 19169.08 34.40106 5310.921 176.2431 1594.203 2012.475 312.4412 

81 72006.65 17373.02 19585.34 27.88276 5367.683 178.1183 1610.011 2033.718 315.7971 

82 73071.14 17605.4 19953.67 51.34425 5440.055 180.4804 1625.486 2059.901 320.1393 

83 74177.63 17927.52 20462.25 21.26896 5532.153 183.6434 1655.804 2098.15 325.5212 

84 75363.32 18110.41 21037.23 58.38645 5595.636 185.6596 1655.795 2119.365 329.5138 

85 76630.1 18519.76 21483.21 48.47231 5626.662 186.7136 1649.278 2131.887 331.5531 

86 77947.56 18802.84 22228.14 65.81476 5631.55 186.7605 1603.598 2130.12 332.4783 

87 79380.37 19135.52 22721.76 48.80654 5631.201 186.7789 1530.704 2130.93 333.4422 

88 80882.54 19423.75 23528.64 86.38954 5700.701 188.9469 1517.577 2152.919 337.9905 

89 82536.68 19901.04 24194.11 70.67366 5806.747 192.5142 1541.795 2194.617 344.3321 

90 84309.48 20342.71 25043.15 92.41511 5865.564 194.2178 1547.429 2209.11 347.955 

91 86334.52 20680.02 25890.68 68.72746 5992.083 198.2637 1570.924 2252.258 355.5939 

92 88584.14 21223.15 27115.62 91.93638 6114.047 202.1446 1595.697 2293.248 362.9292 

93 91116.96 21787.7 28169.95 83.48351 6278.863 207.2883 1612.863 2345.474 373.0621 

94 94064.52 22489.99 29583.96 118.4 6411.077 210.898 1598.902 2371.155 381.5659 

95 97623.65 23225.9 31460.06 323.1925 6618.687 217.5455 1646.343 2442.224 393.9807 

96 101990.8 24184.5 33479.96 91.52651 6838.268 224.4431 1697.304 2513.209 407.1009 

97 107695.3 25396.64 36421.51 196.383 7082.521 232.0083 1779.609 2588.8 421.3488 

98 115835.5 26893.99 41097.04 262.217 7609.385 249.1226 1918.789 2776.838 452.6006 

99 129502.1 29187.81 49236.54 390.9599 8387.65 273.9938 2151.526 3041.746 498.3979 

100 190399.2 36846.87 86027.4 2623.795 12244.28 397.3799 3034.89 4358.832 728.9926 
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Table 10. Taxes by factor income (SEK), percentile group averages, 1985. 
Percentile Factor 

income 
Payroll tax Income tax Wealth & 

property 
VAT Customs 

duties 
Alcohol & 
tobacco 

Vehicles & 
energy 

Other 
indirect 

1 0 0 0 41.32286 1552.053 46.38296 525.0859 631.2985 263.4947 

2 0 0 0 40.82482 9631.672 291.7428 2128.429 4073.684 1686.908 

3 0 0 0 16.74146 7748.527 227.8981 1432.293 3005.129 1369.906 

4 0 0 0 19.74145 8898.02 251.6328 1582.106 3048.11 1575.999 

5 0 0 0 44.63113 7805.021 240.1162 1666.926 3449.161 1369.633 

6 0 0 0 20.74018 8383.124 260.2447 1672.812 3798.348 1476.46 

7 0 0 0 36.15304 7902.488 248.7671 1744.474 3718.256 1384.14 

8 0 0 0 70.31228 8883.783 274.4226 1839.147 3970.631 1561.598 

9 .3383093 0 .0027564 136.2819 10041.16 315.2671 1982.085 4691.567 1769.466 

10 195.8562 5.264319 33.00019 91.34782 7610.952 234.079 1532.868 3360.731 1339.816 

11 526.8548 17.36084 83.92272 150.9139 7716.433 237.5565 1554.518 3416.638 1358.366 

12 887.407 24.01882 153.7823 82.08374 7719.958 237.5723 1559.885 3414.491 1358.774 

13 1275.548 33.70072 217.2451 95.46222 7724.374 238.9562 1538.727 3466.348 1360.56 

14 1681.456 40.50669 295.6899 197.8041 7735.422 241.1879 1562.715 3546.878 1361.509 

15 2105.281 58.27111 383.3708 103.8647 7839.052 244.398 1628.537 3593.555 1377.694 

16 2574.131 70.54192 471.0962 114.9472 7937.508 248.0239 1635.614 3660.934 1395.61 

17 3084.4 83.1351 576.9544 127.6271 7899.492 246.3463 1618.57 3623.817 1389.347 

18 3624.005 100.9369 689.2461 120.1331 7766.948 242.9942 1657.045 3594.258 1363.032 

19 4225.37 148.0784 840.9553 145.4756 7668.955 240.3084 1627.666 3564.105 1346.223 

20 4871.01 163.5297 970.5645 172.9862 7856.394 243.0366 1582.302 3525.447 1383.023 

21 5599.554 204.7281 1172.898 145.7144 7954.826 247.6322 1584.371 3631.622 1401.163 

22 6380.355 271.26 1371.858 170.2463 8264.145 253.9319 1661.667 3639.703 1454.929 

23 7278.375 348.6198 1611.162 203.5917 8699.545 266.9453 1793.341 3816.86 1529.563 

24 8312.775 460.4103 1894.469 251.0357 8953.438 274.2164 1740.598 3907.48 1579.012 

25 9525.449 619.264 2202.926 252.2622 8789.313 267.7939 1694.447 3780.037 1550.719 

26 10965.68 797.6931 2626.844 438.5516 8737.525 269.947 1733.798 3906.955 1539.324 

27 12614.73 1043.854 3057.54 320.6108 8601.897 265.6726 1750.177 3842.941 1513.448 

28 14547.51 1391.308 3590.348 419.2278 8691.02 269.4302 1751.043 3922.947 1529.919 

29 16777.28 1940.777 3962.385 444.1375 8865.017 273.5154 1772.758 3949.147 1561.159 

30 19304.16 2506.87 4503.357 478.7455 8833.461 273.3568 1896.094 3967.677 1549.669 

31 22171.85 3148.485 5180.738 618.1125 8938.591 278.2409 1818.783 4080.11 1572.683 

32 25408.57 3896.428 5939.465 527.3443 8639.481 268.0479 1738.281 3908.297 1520.956 

33 28713.73 4692.531 6614.255 663.1851 8392.902 261.1367 1712.554 3826.31 1476.453 

34 32008.06 5633.723 7407.283 689.9583 8476.032 262.1791 1651.21 3802.461 1494.661 

35 35364.37 6452.657 8129.482 593.8812 8293.147 256.9966 1535.175 3739.387 1466.091 

36 38762.91 7246.72 8876.727 488.1084 8238.613 255.057 1597.714 3704.816 1453.126 

37 42180.5 8141.02 9652.156 515.5121 8416.021 259.4913 1632.23 3742.289 1484.412 

38 45584.78 8921.563 10390.01 372.6738 8166.138 254.902 1635.446 3755.75 1437.973 

39 48949.15 9634.456 11291.84 645.6194 8357.202 257.9828 1618.848 3728.333 1474.128 

40 52197.4 10450.32 11901.69 441.1045 8410.644 259.5814 1580.194 3750.132 1485.797 

41 55280.32 11050.42 12624.41 420.947 8176.094 255.6362 1604.294 3777.26 1441.243 

42 58173.37 11821.84 13264.1 392.4975 8180.921 255.031 1623.738 3749.256 1441.247 

43 60891.32 12340.9 14062.4 349.5786 8232.608 257.2038 1637.659 3795.397 1450.185 

44 63431.39 12920.95 14694.54 308.6674 8353.796 260.155 1596.775 3817.877 1474.507 

45 65886.59 13516.59 15292.32 313.0234 8291.2 256.9122 1606.103 3737.55 1462.484 

46 68252.77 14011.08 15964.73 330.1502 8295.681 257.2689 1599.521 3748.28 1463.615 

47 70549.91 14470.3 16435.93 387.3569 8404.789 261.4927 1605.973 3831.172 1483.533 

48 72795.8 14978.65 16970.43 301.215 8340.227 259.4588 1544.324 3800.734 1474.394 

49 75103.71 15497.73 17555.26 227.7019 8281.008 257.385 1547.739 3764.491 1463.267 

50 77439.71 15906.61 18256.02 237.7243 8439.502 263.2187 1581.76 3872.83 1491.072 

51 79690.13 16419.62 18621.89 236.7663 8588.142 267.0573 1611.555 3909.155 1517.244 

52 81949.97 16974.47 19381.73 231.474 8770.981 272.1548 1663.566 3968.866 1548.736 

53 84196.82 17406.2 19815.48 295.7172 8981.067 277.4219 1698.01 4013.879 1586.079 
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54 86334.55 17812.9 20569.52 252.7854 9136.998 281.4778 1758.699 4053.146 1612.189 

55 88467.29 18351.93 20917.84 197.2797 8921.579 277.7421 1689.177 4073.574 1575.463 

56 90526.68 18763.92 21424.21 294.5876 8916.416 278.3253 1664.16 4100.964 1575.651 

57 92514.2 19194.72 21993.78 231.5473 8858.303 276.9267 1621.782 4090.845 1566.825 

58 94506.46 19627.76 22651.71 167.9427 8963.111 278.9358 1661.547 4088.568 1584.422 

59 96400.52 19987.68 23079.76 217.8715 8958.031 277.7865 1666.042 4046.616 1583.275 

60 98229.55 20436.97 23623.07 220.1113 8897.717 276.5085 1648.182 4043.058 1572.919 

61 100009.9 20824.82 24107.78 213.9773 9123.367 283.6122 1676.27 4149.241 1613.436 

62 101731.1 21141.1 24510.28 164.5272 9166.819 285.7484 1671.388 4200.411 1621.709 

63 103421.4 21486.19 25043.28 287.4883 9155.409 286.7604 1609.484 4249.87 1622.429 

64 105105.7 21894.47 25562.64 163.8553 9368.019 293.4809 1641.269 4351.013 1660.361 

65 106725.3 22250.2 26045.31 180.5508 9373.574 292.4672 1653.1 4306.1 1660.849 

66 108326 22590.55 26458.95 142.9025 9444.777 297.0023 1763.875 4431.319 1668.97 

67 109899.6 22927.82 26874.7 145.6788 9400.597 294.6392 1762.977 4371.65 1660.826 

68 111433.7 23227.67 27429.71 131.2966 9469.103 295.562 1760.456 4354.549 1673.632 

69 112980.9 23498.39 27917.97 181.6803 9580.533 298.6716 1806.743 4391.057 1692.157 

70 114511.4 23853.65 28418.62 192.3683 9684.71 300.8127 1824.831 4394.554 1710.629 

71 116026.9 24187.61 28935.84 123.4672 9738.255 302.2889 1831.415 4411.376 1720.247 

72 117560.1 24447.43 29393.56 186.9818 9802.57 303.9853 1791.899 4428.514 1733.97 

73 119105.4 24794.06 29819.19 220.852 9741.369 303.0616 1762.89 4439.819 1723.96 

74 120662.5 25112.3 30405.11 231.1883 9760.669 303.979 1756.149 4461.29 1727.844 

75 122231.1 25391.68 30956.27 257.9426 9850.243 307.0116 1773.542 4511.947 1743.642 

76 123800.5 25768.94 31432.37 144.4138 9914.859 308.4156 1795.871 4517.158 1754.591 

77 125470.1 26134.13 32018.73 162.542 10012.15 309.908 1770.847 4500.146 1773.759 

78 127188.9 26438.47 32518.31 622.9422 10222.22 315.8508 1803.389 4572.186 1811.187 

79 128992.6 26832.18 32982.3 283.6276 10283.66 316.9519 1826.548 4567.786 1821.509 

80 130860.3 27208.49 34043.54 267.9875 10459.86 320.7486 1890.708 4580.715 1851.214 

81 132768.3 27601.47 34435.09 218.3221 10589.14 321.9777 1892.195 4527.953 1875.097 

82 134746 27940.48 35281.23 257.7876 10787.45 326.4093 1930.315 4548.843 1910.089 

83 136870.3 28384.14 35865.94 237.5748 11063.93 333.1979 1889.388 4602.358 1963.183 

84 138992.3 28786.81 36790.81 214.4056 11249.49 337.5609 1905.307 4630.554 1996.83 

85 141261 29372.96 37287.81 285.5378 11459.11 343.6102 1884.076 4707.21 2036.635 

86 143684.4 29741.04 38253.44 277.5103 11545.8 345.9783 1857.896 4733.572 2053.893 

87 146307.6 30268.03 39341.52 348.7746 11482.07 345.0578 1898.929 4746.999 2040.209 

88 149179.3 30852.44 40284.77 420.7555 11453.06 345.7105 1944.186 4795.967 2032.763 

89 152338.2 31610.29 41521.72 326.8671 11485.7 348.6474 2066.888 4887.677 2033.193 

90 155779.4 32195.94 42450.84 380.4469 11490.94 350.4484 2064.531 4955.562 2034.272 

91 159623.5 33003.11 44122.41 362.2475 11722.63 356.7563 1918.931 5025.17 2083.857 

92 163929.8 33812.67 45793.52 379.9933 11983.58 363.5797 1840.325 5092.317 2135.798 

93 168780.1 34845.56 47746.66 428.3452 12264.26 374.2896 1858.033 5299.326 2186.986 

94 174379 35871.72 50663.79 561.2601 12276.2 381.5587 1776.544 5580.581 2192.927 

95 181174.3 37240.84 52471.87 536.4815 12324.48 389.9722 1749.396 5878.959 2203.114 

96 189323.8 38579.67 55854.54 880.2042 12422.11 390.4902 1848.33 5822.71 2216.672 

97 200119.5 40987.3 60582.61 778.5594 12608.48 395.8942 1965.412 5891.899 2245.839 

98 215819.3 43904.75 68128.93 1298.967 13465.31 411.736 2075.36 5849.954 2399.541 

99 242633.2 48974.94 81189.33 1829.558 15208.4 437.459 2338.107 5504.532 2710.432 

100 372042.3 66346.71 140405.5 7352.72 22901.71 637.1773 3391.154 7426.358 4087.466 
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Table 11. Taxes by factor income (SEK), percentile group averages, 1995. 
Percentil

e 
Factor 
income 

Payroll 
tax 

Income 
tax 

Wealth & 
property 

VAT Customs 
duties 

Alcohol & 
tobacco 

Vehicles 
& energy 

Other 
indirect 

1 0 0 0 89.38833 20206.98 534.9526 2328.806 5494.617 1020.186 

2 0 0 0 109.8475 23389.8 615.9633 2669.476 6282.131 1181.816 

3 0 0 0 128.6033 28236.65 764.1638 3150.559 8076.987 1429.302 

4 0 0 0 244.5585 19433.07 536.4027 2007.126 5810.294 989.465 

5 0 0 0 246.2695 19466.68 531.9363 2082.224 5690.983 988.6039 

6 0 0 0 281.3484 19739.05 538.6463 1994.259 5753.039 1006.642 

7 0 0 0 337.3325 20384.6 555.1978 2219.088 5915.657 1033.83 

8 0 0 0 392.6668 23192 622.3638 2544.744 6507.423 1175.491 

9 15.91717 .273371 2.504933 1084.538 25615.47 693.1291 2522.8 7324.854 1308.665 

10 167.6136 2.776051 44.29412 383.4306 22231.77 600.5364 2343.416 6332.493 1130.269 

11 369.0258 7.220995 97.69521 401.2184 22291.27 600.7429 2412.901 6315.851 1131.023 

12 632.7313 16.48151 169.3698 469.0002 21593.13 584.3557 2300.175 6176.26 1096.935 

13 938.0684 32.6303 247.0963 497.5345 21553.15 582.7706 2375.277 6152.757 1092.054 

14 1304.452 41.92147 348.8513 613.5693 20876.07 565.8571 2159.304 5992.897 1062.825 

15 1720.252 50.11139 467.929 593.7007 21038.92 571.6232 2231.809 6072.071 1069.117 

16 2189.41 68.00129 595.2007 608.8806 21272.25 576.6565 2219.186 6108.087 1082.316 

17 2713.005 84.97563 743.0174 716.306 21168.43 573.9376 2235.518 6080.566 1076.058 

18 3303.858 94.09328 911.9933 838.1493 20696.99 564.6353 2147.235 6028.599 1053.476 

19 3965.425 132.4617 1086.406 749.4335 20409.06 554.8913 2126.439 5899.432 1038.494 

20 4694.847 144.1696 1302.557 911.5254 21062.24 572.4106 2265.115 6082.491 1069.194 

21 5502.37 193.751 1502.977 880.6714 20723.64 561.873 2178.793 5952.681 1053.798 

22 6407.423 229.4217 1748.005 972.6058 21667.19 585.7335 2284.993 6182.422 1101.526 

23 7428.137 285.207 2029.674 1077.028 21210.5 573.5288 2212.064 6055.495 1079.198 

24 8573.155 355.061 2325.023 1140.758 21465.98 581.147 2233.907 6145.458 1092.37 

25 9946.448 513.1656 2629.711 1221.768 21504.96 582.4441 2259.723 6162.417 1093.572 

26 11532.05 598.6506 3056.434 1286.636 22143.55 596.1071 2321.784 6258.292 1126.227 

27 13332.51 763.236 3501.013 1293.016 22617.87 607.7054 2349.68 6364.281 1151.135 

28 15414.26 993.7343 3971.993 1369.421 22929.05 614.225 2415.157 6407.683 1165.782 

29 17746.01 1304.388 4484.698 1571.851 22690.2 609.135 2289.892 6372.311 1157.234 

30 20470.95 1682.017 5083.297 1559.995 22528.04 612.4686 2294.468 6511.111 1148.211 

31 23518.09 2354.232 5620.206 1613.934 23098.36 627.3192 2338.143 6660.25 1177.797 

32 27116.92 2917.026 6408.473 1705.614 23998.97 647.3264 2452.337 6813.162 1222.893 

33 31394.44 3853.674 7189.598 1759.94 24726.84 665.5833 2551.809 6986.8 1259.081 

34 36138.27 4837.137 8212.129 1747.847 24873.8 668.0605 2584.523 6992.868 1265.934 

35 41381.47 6116.275 9186.75 1747.81 22751.65 614.0359 2232.746 6467.539 1162.643 

36 46809.23 7224.236 10365.84 1776.101 21710.29 587.91 2153.583 6218.971 1108.601 

37 52377.13 8571.88 11393.13 1609.968 21193.52 575.9896 2082.531 6120.671 1082.924 

38 58300.8 9867.46 12594.77 1627.53 20269.1 552.8496 1961.39 5901.267 1036.777 

39 64217.29 11045.06 13888.01 1580.92 20445.22 555.5314 1934.536 5901.655 1047.363 

40 70018.2 12366.98 15035.85 1651.543 20510.71 553.5402 1925.865 5830.133 1051.251 

41 75856.22 13643.04 16312.16 1537.051 20693.96 558.9941 1929.148 5894.413 1061.144 

42 81402.9 14753.63 17489.13 1829.763 20875.84 562.4207 1943.139 5910.57 1070.577 

43 86868.2 15863.25 18705.92 1715.588 20751.98 560.6782 1906.521 5913.739 1065.126 

44 92056.63 17180.92 19686.61 1433.028 20727.44 561.0528 1914.473 5931.634 1063.5 

45 96848.2 18176.85 20699.02 1426.313 20571.97 558.8787 1964.469 5935.923 1053.212 

46 101531.8 18932.24 21928.72 1523.709 21052.62 568.5195 1969.861 5992.666 1079.274 

47 105999.2 19851.02 22945.66 1478.649 21202.75 570.3186 1985.644 5981.32 1086.908 

48 110585.5 20863.89 23894.9 1340.185 21233.21 572.5674 1986.9 6024.195 1088.527 

49 114890.7 21781.89 24867.1 1514.223 21202.55 573.5343 1982.96 6058.51 1086.994 

50 119194.4 22668.12 25820.19 1404.112 21623.52 581.5018 2020.344 6096.789 1108.647 

51 123449.1 23491.68 26807.33 1386.967 21690.35 583.283 2012.238 6115.245 1112.589 

52 127568.1 24357.85 27742.12 1382.457 21826.74 587.1597 1951.151 6158.711 1122.233 

53 131590.2 25280.95 28611.1 1303.515 21828.14 587.9127 1997.024 6176.26 1120.662 
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54 135771.3 25857.77 29672.53 1472.067 21939.52 591.424 2032.635 6220.042 1125.467 

55 139715.6 26701.27 30567.02 1357.966 21813.9 589.1755 1970.458 6211.712 1120.839 

56 143809.4 27512.3 31623.62 1406.137 22532.67 604.8818 2135.917 6327.488 1154.159 

57 147903.7 28360.2 32578.22 1462.66 22646.88 609.6415 2136.393 6400.18 1160.381 

58 152050.5 29297.23 33522.44 1381.44 22718.9 610.2092 2143.284 6387.65 1164.068 

59 155976.6 29930.62 34542.67 1412.84 22609.7 607.9847 2067.906 6373.943 1160.81 

60 159967.4 30866.07 35523.33 1446.323 22998.82 614.4442 2076.728 6387.616 1181.749 

61 163890 31582.36 36454.93 1538.476 23233.23 620.0778 2108.136 6437.635 1193.426 

62 167703.5 32471.28 37377.44 1446.621 23589.55 627.8395 2192.716 6494.44 1209.853 

63 171617.7 33132.43 38327.68 1375.398 23542.11 633.3967 2190.763 6644.93 1207.331 

64 175429.7 34038.29 39206.04 1575.056 23415.84 632.5532 2191.124 6670.536 1200.421 

65 179104.5 34604.13 40144.24 1525.841 23798.18 638.6131 2293.095 6677.085 1217.644 

66 182564.8 35363.34 41052.74 1424.036 23941.51 640.7579 2296.095 6676.496 1225.366 

67 186130.1 36295.21 41813.82 1317.702 23591.9 637.3857 2301.272 6722.524 1206.082 

68 189635.6 36758.62 42747.75 1459.839 23627.24 640.5595 2212.861 6785.806 1211.188 

69 193119.6 37585.27 43570.36 1464.945 24041.14 644.2469 2226.069 6724.005 1233.324 

70 196428.5 38196.34 44382.26 1483.437 24253.35 647.2748 2248.998 6719.596 1244.092 

71 199847 38816.18 45393.32 1429.853 24507.26 655.1081 2289.084 6815.291 1256.522 

72 203265.3 39539.01 46161.75 1453.791 25109.07 670.3083 2380.677 6961.38 1286.107 

73 206646.6 40312.71 46930.77 1430.522 24854.69 667.7027 2321.286 6991.223 1274.345 

74 210029 40935.15 47852.09 1570.9 25417.52 677.1735 2417.825 7014.063 1301.622 

75 213435.7 41550.99 48818.25 1406.352 25387.79 675.1961 2356.914 6977.43 1302.187 

76 216924.1 42253.13 49826.51 1634.816 25325.66 681.2375 2354.491 7144.866 1298.879 

77 220388.3 42872.25 50667.95 1529.201 25411.98 685.0443 2328.576 7204.828 1304.526 

78 224012.7 43555.79 51687.35 1696.18 25776.79 694.4769 2368.662 7298.621 1323.014 

79 227726.8 44365.19 52704.75 1619.845 26078.26 704.4747 2370.797 7428.966 1339.405 

80 231473.4 45058.65 53848.54 1640.391 26145.17 706.5457 2333.03 7454.343 1344.417 

81 235227.5 45781.05 54905.79 1730.211 26313.08 712.791 2328.361 7543.171 1353.757 

82 239149.6 46494.19 55964.71 1818.811 26480.05 718.4526 2314.594 7618.342 1363.373 

83 243341.3 47237.71 57140.38 1784.441 27153.93 733.9363 2296.575 7745.074 1400.831 

84 247939 48251.88 58590.84 1839.662 27589.9 743.4238 2344.684 7814.354 1422.919 

85 252706.6 49125.27 60018.48 1842.248 28247.1 765.7675 2443.977 8111.652 1455.253 

86 257775.8 50152.52 61428.1 1843.023 28661.96 776.6782 2558.575 8222.729 1473.799 

87 262991.3 51044.79 62860.69 1977.341 29794.25 807.9756 2646.825 8562.31 1532.482 

88 268660.5 52056.99 64608.25 1970.926 30819.55 827.6508 2600.609 8662.009 1590.151 

89 274868.1 53275.36 66924.27 2122.496 30828.88 819.5399 2615.074 8464.108 1590.141 

90 281635.1 54436.27 68996.98 2433.831 30728.76 818.9011 2674.357 8485.127 1582.542 

91 289250.6 55892.98 71928.52 2533.504 30861.85 818.3618 2679.598 8423.889 1589.624 

92 298013.3 57673.53 75122.66 2624.435 30968.5 820.7797 2697.813 8443.163 1594.796 

93 308117.9 59322.2 79162.95 2612.5 31872.1 837.5195 2727.995 8516.637 1643.072 

94 319893.2 61839.75 83584.05 2834.849 32514.89 850.0842 2811.476 8584.646 1675.187 

95 334834.3 64282.53 89543.41 3153.986 33297.32 869.2725 3003.479 8760.82 1711.032 

96 353236.6 67419.94 97082.95 3582.667 34974.56 901.4769 3154.159 8924.354 1797.241 

97 377812.6 72060.88 106634.9 3911.964 36729.53 935.5139 3273.71 9103.628 1888.814 

98 412219.5 78286.33 120671.4 4224.2 37711.76 959.4762 3365.283 9321.765 1939.181 

99 470833.6 88081.47 144264.8 5655.892 39260.54 992.4054 3516.474 9549.309 2018.355 

100 812376.9 115892.8 264319.6 21207.76 80241.84 1838.047 2953.848 14954.41 4277.226 
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Table 12. Taxes by factor income (SEK), percentile group averages, 2005. 
Percentile Factor 

income 
Payroll tax Income tax Wealth & 

property 
VAT Customs 

duties 
Alcohol & 
tobacco 

Vehicles & 
energy 

Other 
indirect 

1 0 0 0 83.05615 19334.46 368.8132 1754.54 6425.63 514.7809 

2 0 0 0 76.22462 17715.06 340.5208 1565.387 6013.815 472.2108 

3 0 0 0 94.46327 30292.33 577.3612 2765.469 10044.13 806.3201 

4 0 0 0 203.4716 28491.91 558.415 2596.06 10194.69 758.4619 

5 0 0 0 208.289 28451.02 565.8198 2502.435 10579.19 758.5383 

6 0 0 0 333.3849 25597.13 515.9545 2568.507 9853.196 678.3422 

7 0 0 0 463.5641 24264.01 498.7545 2524.767 9810.441 641.847 

8 0 0 0 606.5823 24615.68 489.5298 2362.632 9152.35 653.7244 

9 0 0 0 743.7819 26132.91 504.2186 2036.395 8963.344 700.1307 

10 0 0 0 809.8008 24332.29 478.4861 2180.4 8783.952 648.2067 

11 0 0 0 869.8665 28089.68 545.1925 2671.963 9791.076 746.2964 

12 0 0 0 1278.335 31868.8 630.6594 3160.517 11697.75 845.0292 

13 1.956908 .002516 .0020153 2363.778 34708.19 666.5955 2832.374 11754.88 928.2173 

14 67.81253 .5459132 13.46599 716.1454 25668.45 504.315 2347.868 9244.604 683.1832 

15 207.2585 3.060791 56.6313 763.8088 26598.04 522.0414 2385.814 9553.253 708.535 

16 429.6496 10.44825 114.6609 884.4459 26429.37 515.9836 2318.577 9359.05 704.7168 

17 734.5069 22.01221 196.3313 1068.706 26431.49 515.1924 2345.912 9319.306 704.4216 

18 1117.008 40.75923 295.8773 1010.589 26515.92 517.7324 2341.926 9392.571 706.8204 

19 1602.935 53.42155 428.3331 1279.884 26857.48 523.9121 2321.352 9489.754 716.5827 

20 2207.638 88.43414 575.8232 1154.613 27465.17 534.215 2388.056 9629.015 732.6127 

21 2954.11 120.6701 773.3287 1308.293 27680.53 538.2969 2477.967 9699.313 737.4351 

22 3894.297 174.4851 1023.158 1458.247 28669.81 555.6356 2484.607 9953.569 764.8516 

23 5115.7 250.3682 1320.619 1525.44 28762.13 558.1083 2513.053 10018.86 767.0499 

24 6703.474 374.6341 1705.188 1653.345 29509.85 570.9161 2518.688 10196.58 787.7637 

25 8759.115 566.1839 2162.851 1775.381 29886.44 574.4863 2550.435 10145.99 797.822 

26 11414.18 853.2873 2759.242 2017.534 32091.42 617.2944 2780.268 10915.13 856.1444 

27 14736.29 1257.99 3436.21 2135.804 30743.14 593.754 2584.46 10573.01 821.1979 

28 19006.46 1953.945 4199.371 2239.589 29185.28 560.9359 2529.831 9904.421 778.5962 

29 24264.65 2796.661 5161.967 2486.459 29393.46 566.3628 2550.47 10044.42 784.1163 

30 30317.67 3861.656 6332.807 2205.052 29321.96 568.3088 2624.428 10181.65 781.1703 

31 37365.18 5233.89 7690.54 2217.275 29713.95 566.6951 2515.772 9869.743 793.4757 

32 44903.4 6739.101 9173.216 1922.781 30172.44 575.1473 2532.722 10007.83 806.0024 

33 52888.15 8355.664 10929.81 2143.974 30148.19 571.5997 2435.932 9849.723 806.5822 

34 61516.96 10042.98 12825.1 1866.685 29722.83 565.5501 2528.33 9808.768 793.5598 

35 70362.88 11836.64 14808.31 1793.342 28861.37 550.9631 2324.44 9612.24 772.2521 

36 79101.42 13562.36 16715.73 1776.636 29348.74 558.585 2336.207 9692.747 785.6489 

37 88243.83 15180.41 18834.13 1683.568 30132.43 569.5381 2376.785 9758.835 806.9102 

38 97381.13 17079.63 20826.78 1794.027 29547.68 560.1653 2296.379 9651.149 791.6956 

39 105826 18928.46 22829.49 1779.376 29992.32 564.5258 2268.634 9598.473 804.4163 

40 114058.3 20757.14 24501.55 1698.764 29954.9 563.652 2219.316 9578.257 804.0148 

41 121992.2 22497.45 26253.75 1454.398 28647.99 543.6559 2313.214 9383.887 766.4653 

42 129394.9 23859.59 27979.09 1587.482 28730.22 544.4948 2321.701 9375.725 768.6415 

43 136721.4 25396.83 29790.71 1589.696 28647.13 544.6517 2266.196 9432.832 767.0507 

44 143722.3 26861.39 31444.18 1408.82 29207.95 552.3246 2316.15 9472.089 781.9946 

45 150379.1 28149.62 33137.18 1489.218 29345.09 556.2407 2293.048 9580.896 786.1064 

46 156791 29395.2 34654.36 1542.232 29727.34 560.2138 2255.38 9546.525 797.2214 

47 163088.8 30531.44 36145.9 1531.525 30137.35 564.9977 2227.081 9535.069 808.9864 

48 169443.8 32000.52 37627.26 1233.056 30718.59 572.3926 2177.959 9548.636 825.7818 

49 175519.5 32993.92 39175.28 1402.531 31005.08 577.5421 2230.839 9628.506 833.0614 

50 181562.4 34428.18 40510.92 1346.538 30791.73 574.7064 2269.884 9617.622 826.6243 

51 187629.2 35497.66 42136.64 1508.971 31197.37 580.6234 2282.254 9663.88 837.7409 

52 193545.6 36687.18 43643.16 1570.412 31246.3 582.2986 2215.014 9716.222 839.9724 

53 199559.9 37904.41 45028.95 1456.063 31751.79 590.634 2256.083 9820.645 853.4933 
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54 205538.5 38565.48 46717.72 1768.91 32841.56 608.3608 2372.922 10033.93 882.2759 

55 211450.8 40243.55 47953.14 1498.336 32595.39 603.3594 2379.232 9937.251 875.3506 

56 217264 41457.08 49511.13 1526.023 32764.36 606.8734 2377.885 10007.56 880.0653 

57 223146.4 42625.34 50951.6 1613.816 33415.8 618.9653 2545.569 10207.78 896.0034 

58 228755.1 43478.62 52479.85 1559.607 34316.01 634.7178 2536.36 10437.92 921.1494 

59 234571.3 44687.02 53977.04 1675.688 34435.49 639.2583 2473.016 10587.62 925.2915 

60 240375.1 45902.66 55490.49 1740.085 34807.54 643.6172 2559.291 10578.09 934.5171 

61 246120 47091.93 56846.95 1553.578 35329.88 655.0501 2640.643 10823.14 947.9844 

62 251501.8 48270.84 57953.91 1774.031 34565.29 646.0499 2613.615 10840.66 927.0787 

63 256863.8 49191.93 59638.79 1581.188 34361.14 644.5721 2567.33 10890.35 922.0027 

64 262059.8 50422.51 60694.11 1446.112 34723.04 652.5392 2632.999 11062.36 931.2132 

65 267189.4 51219.36 62205.54 1504.644 35185.51 661.2005 2740.142 11208.25 942.6819 

66 272060.2 52244.36 63413.45 1617.598 35490.46 662.1969 2843.226 11075.12 949.8244 

67 276819.8 53342.9 64734.11 1498.937 35527.64 663.8535 2764.886 11133.56 951.873 

68 281703.2 54121.88 66072.24 1447.031 36019.71 677.571 2738.076 11507.75 965.9001 

69 286530.2 55144.07 67171.34 1559.193 36222.73 677.9078 2668.962 11403.24 972.4396 

70 291355 55708.45 68552.82 1553.502 36969.86 691.678 2786.468 11628.12 991.688 

71 296188.2 57060.77 69758.7 1703.819 37059.71 689.8972 2768.465 11488 994.4193 

72 300921.2 57952.16 70859.81 1596.203 37342.8 698.0225 2731.478 11714.64 1002.768 

73 305592.8 58739.13 72374.62 1608.676 37951.65 703.6105 2745.83 11623.88 1019.509 

74 310491.5 59598.08 73560.02 1649.083 38259.32 705.3474 2713.892 11525.16 1028.476 

75 315395.1 60702.32 75095.27 1742.114 38823.99 713.5916 2764.927 11589.91 1043.513 

76 320498.2 61809.95 76532.16 1702.058 39219.34 714.7579 2737.885 11411.21 1054.854 

77 325709.5 62867.15 77806.74 1657.182 39269.53 716.9291 2799.704 11486.93 1055.449 

78 331158.1 63849.04 79500.03 1664.267 39997.37 726.7002 2820.225 11528.79 1075.417 

79 336694.5 64649.33 80935.21 1878.232 40835.16 739.494 2747.677 11652.19 1099.648 

80 342410.7 65925.84 83011.95 1929.212 41509.95 750.9831 2823.993 11809.19 1117.419 

81 348387 66845.7 84783.27 1931.65 42026.4 759.9255 2804.964 11936.61 1132.023 

82 354578.9 67930.68 86497.46 1818.919 42714.38 773.4141 2702.311 12183.01 1152.48 

83 361299.9 68959.95 88728.62 2161.418 43423.17 788.6219 2743.327 12500.64 1171.653 

84 368275.6 70586.23 90793.99 2123.688 44377.21 803.5967 2773.776 12660.89 1197.782 

85 375748.4 71939.47 92651 2292.283 44676.25 812.0223 2908.311 12892.64 1204.352 

86 383993.8 73413.13 95383.47 2134.276 45007.66 814.3954 2945.567 12810.73 1213.083 

87 392778.9 74973.11 98034.86 2391.64 45560.45 820.9964 2783.305 12802.62 1230.553 

88 402311.2 76439.78 101873.2 2690.943 46193.83 828.4532 2842.575 12788.16 1247.394 

89 412716.7 78408.52 105353.5 2637.083 46507.65 833.6375 2911.819 12853.44 1255.221 

90 424659.9 80347.52 110148.8 2758.523 47350.87 840.7935 2890.242 12699.4 1278.942 

91 438250.6 82913.95 115370 3208.689 47836.8 849.3575 2830.332 12826.59 1293.228 

92 453359.8 84987.95 121131.5 3396.253 49174.84 869.8199 2919.984 13025.1 1329.265 

93 470955.1 88047.07 128045.8 3546.948 49980.04 886.6495 3022.728 13364.2 1350.319 

94 491993.3 91459.54 136003.8 3463.967 51148.47 903.4018 3091.486 13483.25 1381.911 

95 518532.5 95455.88 146805.1 4199.113 52812.6 930.0088 3249.048 13786.45 1426.134 

96 552581.6 101499.7 159539 4916.827 54957.11 960.6249 3249.394 13998.61 1485.748 

97 599161.3 108216.5 178546.1 5245.041 58651.53 1029.982 3443.081 15172.16 1585.946 

98 665890.4 117432.2 205575.5 6979.804 64407.62 1130.81 3525.167 16648.74 1744.906 

99 790100.8 131545.5 254808.2 9221.375 70790.86 1246.935 3900.8 18495.96 1917.498 

100 1676124 174753.8 558276.1 29982.84 109571.2 2051.408 5986.849 34532.2 2968.592 
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Table 13. Taxes by factor income (SEK), percentile group averages, 2012. 
Percentile Factor 

income 
Payroll tax Income tax Wealth & 

property 
VAT Customs 

duties 
Alcohol & 
tobacco 

Vehicles & 
energy 

Other 
indirect 

1 0 0 0 352.7991 9498.017 154.3492 780.5214 2674.821 300.8816 

2 0 0 0 371.5374 10034.94 165.5853 835.5812 2950.988 317.7494 

3 0 0 0 337.1426 11110.18 177.0757 817.5009 2956.01 353.1847 

4 0 0 0 402.0016 10902.17 176.5693 890.7531 3040.475 345.4293 

5 0 0 0 342.1022 10705.17 171.6723 889.4659 2900.603 338.9964 

6 0 0 0 354.4611 8817.168 141.541 752.3545 2396.278 278.9549 

7 0 0 0 373.1753 8953.663 143.8062 765.0833 2437.062 283.2594 

8 0 0 0 359.0361 8967.745 143.4538 753.1909 2412.1 283.8738 

9 0 0 0 160.8092 30229.82 504.3149 1962.677 9163.3 964.3605 

10 0 0 0 126.5053 31087.59 514.2623 2543.189 9206.175 984.9524 

11 0 0 0 194.3889 31235.01 537.2504 2986.883 10272.63 984.0536 

12 0 0 0 329.0266 29743.8 524.2189 3047.69 10410.2 934.4487 

13 0 0 0 437.1433 29972.76 524.4866 3287.286 10302.81 938.8531 

14 0 0 0 558.2021 30651.52 527.9239 3187.522 10116.04 962.3621 

15 0 0 0 733.6649 30976.68 544.0259 3376.632 10746.05 970.5674 

16 0 0 0 983.4897 38629.54 639.187 3069.984 11447.73 1225.069 

17 14.70552 .1147361 .096346 632.7771 35446.13 587.2532 2953.376 10541.21 1122.353 

18 175.1359 2.439608 26.50628 479.2491 28717.33 492.5193 2725.478 9373.612 905.001 

19 433.6727 8.430417 110.4784 573.6535 28785.71 493.0595 2625.409 9364.447 908.5309 

20 796.9683 20.17801 200.8898 593.1878 29269.59 501.384 2753.791 9523.667 922.7161 

21 1300.287 38.85673 323.7768 736.0746 29664.63 506.4371 2792.685 9566.902 935.1471 

22 1945.185 57.02522 487.7191 786.9349 30112.56 510.0236 2755.42 9509.254 950.2928 

23 2773.579 94.30668 678.0939 928.9357 30730.76 519.2639 2775.734 9643.245 970.2695 

24 3806.067 135.4442 928.7454 945.513 31367.66 528.5521 2777.045 9769.749 991.1042 

25 5087.194 203.2037 1217.613 1055.224 31321.5 529.2015 2840.959 9826.409 988.7681 

26 6679.367 302.1933 1589.972 1080.361 32210.31 542.803 2746.258 10034.8 1019.089 

27 8645.555 424.1643 2017.064 1156.9 32890.15 550.5167 2788.891 10060.3 1040.796 

28 11127.18 603.7616 2593.511 1334.612 33922.58 566.5602 2787.631 10314.52 1074.612 

29 14228 895.9572 3198.467 1179.856 34048.86 573.5476 2858.675 10595.72 1077.83 

30 18060.37 1295.571 3927.277 1152.568 35509.91 599.9099 2900.145 11137.54 1125.128 

31 22550.07 1844.748 4693.128 1099.856 35949.5 594.9676 2788.451 10659.79 1140.96 

32 28117.68 2692.693 5709.126 1031.805 35037.98 574.53 2699.2 10123.14 1112.27 

33 35011.01 3785.626 6759.237 956.6719 35650.2 581.4007 2752.901 10142.33 1131.62 

34 43127.06 5240.803 7881.406 965.1716 36493 591.498 2765.519 10200.56 1159.05 

35 52255.83 6844.889 9154.222 773.8953 37806.77 604.6061 2788.005 10160.35 1201.771 

36 62452.73 9078.656 10269.81 577.7125 37678.5 602.6875 2763.821 10132.47 1197.884 

37 73436.82 11427.86 11699.21 402.606 35587.11 578.576 2831.394 10035 1128.542 

38 84993.16 13365.54 14242.38 501.0201 34816.88 563.7051 2750.269 9700.921 1104.372 

39 96951.12 16040.27 16056.79 415.743 35311.31 570.3794 2788.211 9772.445 1120.07 

40 108896.4 18324.01 18510.36 335.0605 34855.95 561.1083 2762.867 9551.08 1105.489 

41 120248.9 20793.86 20483.55 317.2423 34309.96 556.2474 2783.911 9596.992 1087.343 

42 131221.7 23058.16 22532.37 269.4187 34017.7 550.9671 2709.577 9488.264 1078.733 

43 142201.4 25213.9 24612.83 272.4628 34668.91 559.7637 2743.458 9582.761 1099.616 

44 152569.6 27455.09 26433.75 221.7987 34787.17 563.3776 2804.114 9700.287 1102.705 

45 162759.5 29411.83 28730.49 219.6293 34933.72 562.9836 2708.082 9603.413 1108.742 

46 172293.4 31257.03 30633.23 187.5782 35233.51 564.6952 2756.583 9530.549 1117.931 

47 181225.4 33129.91 32405.61 169.6396 35701.75 568.6544 2794.208 9480.75 1132.775 

48 189670 34733.63 34138.64 156.3254 36219.73 576.0249 2810.987 9574.507 1149.516 

49 198280.4 36420 35746.62 195.5713 36537.58 580.7943 2829.541 9644.313 1159.683 

50 206508.7 37994.48 37212.64 162.744 36525.91 582.1321 2838.585 9717.049 1159.184 

51 214718.1 39916.98 38760.89 151.4128 36368.81 580.0193 2778.725 9694.722 1154.814 

52 222704.4 41074.44 40358.95 184.0476 37696.32 599.5831 2896.625 9968.575 1196.753 

53 230774.1 43089.79 41655.06 130.5233 38051.79 602.7415 2909.372 9938.363 1208.226 
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54 238965.9 44224.28 43554.35 117.3538 38634.5 610.8785 2921.576 10036.14 1227.146 

55 246909.4 46105.63 45071.26 126.3216 38749.23 613.5645 2885.509 10109.34 1231.368 

56 254934.7 47521.43 46587.93 129.3468 39707.87 623.487 2832.1 10097.81 1263.441 

57 262870.1 49204.4 48040.26 129.1488 40533.05 633.4892 2842.567 10160.59 1290.322 

58 270601.8 50607.43 49712.43 114.7512 41164.46 648.0769 2911.712 10553.76 1310.101 

59 278396.8 52164.17 51456.96 104.5104 41040.73 646.5748 2883.609 10544.23 1306.413 

60 286061.4 53296.14 52981.42 193.0802 41526.76 652.7941 2865.425 10597.54 1322.559 

61 293504.5 55255.21 54302.63 105.793 41780.07 656.946 2856.141 10670.64 1330.972 

62 300659.2 56312.44 55710.76 120.0407 42462.04 667.1213 2807.441 10817.55 1353.927 

63 307564.8 57730.79 57206.89 138.8065 43308.92 681.3483 2977 11079.17 1379.466 

64 314481.8 59028.69 58774.55 144.4786 44707.14 699.9318 3048.854 11266.95 1424.314 

65 321402.8 60291.27 60277.56 116.3272 45456.39 711.4868 3172.396 11447.05 1447.25 

66 328368 61606.2 61533.93 102.3904 45535.73 712.9958 3239.178 11480.33 1448.985 

67 335052.8 62900.93 62730.9 71.80302 45721.88 718.2295 3367.535 11642.68 1453.423 

68 341645.9 64288.1 64480.95 132.2137 45045.3 714.8138 3415.968 11829.38 1430.648 

69 348057.2 65577.17 66002.91 116.454 45410.11 717.6573 3457.82 11778.58 1442.052 

70 354476.1 66896.29 67022.86 64.22417 45955.86 724.3364 3594.365 11823.28 1458.157 

71 360759.4 67910.32 68573.93 136.0723 46257.09 729.4739 3562.448 11920.17 1468.43 

72 366927.7 69412.16 69698.98 48.00161 46884.33 737.7978 3554.856 12003.78 1489.063 

73 373152.9 70517.07 71023.65 68.23367 47807.91 753.231 3604.976 12285 1518.654 

74 379410.8 71426.88 72874.2 79.20918 48213.57 753.377 3487.196 12078.4 1533.454 

75 385626.3 72685.13 73899.31 63.04242 48222.24 757.3962 3436.226 12273.87 1534.396 

76 391974.5 73637.25 75753.52 104.9777 49635.84 773.9573 3499.491 12352.88 1579.859 

77 398638.9 75231.07 76919.17 61.13893 49594.29 773.625 3521.956 12358.25 1578.209 

78 405549.3 76264.84 78704.4 69.91071 50592.83 790.455 3673.599 12669.47 1608.943 

79 412544.4 77695.94 80734.1 72.41036 50942.39 793.8998 3684.97 12656.64 1620.24 

80 419887.9 79150.51 82709.95 139.7635 50885.11 795.2323 3747.148 12753.15 1617.563 

81 427450.9 80536.4 84487.59 84.6925 51448.66 804.408 3539.927 12912.74 1638.686 

82 435473.5 81723.86 86454.59 150.2268 52457.41 814.2781 3471.095 12872.17 1672.6 

83 443901.9 83330.41 88863.39 96.80961 53545.7 828.5166 3512.752 13007.09 1707.692 

84 452766.8 84862.28 91396.54 107.3757 54828.64 844.5179 3606.681 13127.13 1748.481 

85 462342 86672.88 93576.76 157.7267 56037.18 862.639 3680.087 13391.9 1787.1 

86 472930.6 88397.78 97267.93 169.8258 56909.34 872.1848 3456.012 13407.2 1818.545 

87 484131.1 90398.1 100474.8 102.6511 58118.3 891.2098 3484.23 13716.73 1857.761 

88 496239.3 92346.04 104489.4 118.9244 59867.33 909.086 3578.475 13684.36 1913.806 

89 509397 94634.91 108153.7 258.5269 61212.72 924.7577 3776.406 13755.07 1955.298 

90 524243.9 96924.51 112588.3 194.9293 62805.04 944.8229 3988.29 13914.27 2004.694 

91 541102.1 100022.4 118021.7 211.153 63637 950.7139 4064.745 13768.86 2030.945 

92 560052.4 103132.3 125435.2 187.1384 64665.98 956.8022 4102.625 13529.39 2064.144 

93 582935.4 105897.9 134000.3 223.1105 66202.98 975.1219 4149.706 13630.87 2113.856 

94 609798.8 110683.5 143388.8 144.7459 66910.72 985.1463 4298.753 13756.69 2135.103 

95 643217.5 116136.2 156523.1 159.472 68348.13 1009.208 4443.866 14196.45 2180.289 

96 684902.6 121636.7 172037.8 152.2143 71129.7 1050.338 4491.745 14777.11 2270.737 

97 741476.2 130065.9 193862.4 225.2909 75782.35 1119.055 4526.111 15744.37 2422.615 

98 827519.5 141627.4 227319 297.8416 77524.2 1149.157 4305.651 16324.27 2482.486 

99 983248.4 157142.8 287491.2 458.6319 83042.71 1204.99 4425.367 16193.76 2661.61 

100 2045508 212048.2 649700.3 1799.517 125117.7 1790.705 4244.832 23163.65 4041.42 
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